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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

The aetiology, contexts and processes involved in

becoming an antisocial backward reader were examined by

means of a longitudinal study. One hundred and ninety-

eight urban lower class boys from eight schools were

tested at school entry. A group at risk of antisocial

conduct disorders and reading disabilities was formed

from unregulated and impulsive children who were poor

perceptually and linguistically. In two years nearly

half these children gave evidence of difficulties connec¬

ted with reading, conduct or both together.

^anong the major findings were:-

Unregulated, impulsive classroom behaviour was shown

to be related to performance on tests of cognitive

impulsivity only in boys with poor conceptual abilities.

Developmental, environmental, temperamental and

intellectual factors did not separately explain all cases

of antisocial behaviour and reading backwardness. A

multifactorial explanation fitted the results most satis¬

factorily with domestic adversity making the greatest

contribution.

Antisocial emotional disturbances were apparent at

school entry together with poor perceptual and linguistic

abilities. Antisocial behaviour did not increase as

difficulties in reading emerged.

Low self-esteem was also apparent before the high

risk boys encountered reading difficulties.

Boys with reading problems were not unpopular unless

they were also already antisocial.



These results challenge the model as applied to

Infant Schoolboys of antisocial behaviour as a response

to loss of self-esteem and social status following reading

difficulties.

There was moderate agreement between parents and

teachers on the unregulated and antisocial aspects of the

high risk boys' behaviour. Parental behaviours associated

with high risk in the children were poor disciplinary

practices, lack of harmony and confidence and lesser

paternal attacliment.

Following a six month intervention programme in Primary

One an experimental group of high risk boys showed less

maladjustment than on first testing and less maladjustment

than a control group. Their reading test scores were

better, but not significantly better, than those of the

control group.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In 1970 Rutter and Yule drew attention to a neglected

aspect of school failure# They noted that among Isle of

Wight children aged 9 to 10 about 4 per cent were 28 months

or more retarded in reading in relation to their age and

Intelligence. They went on to observe that a third of

the;e children showed symptoms of antisocial conduct dis¬

order and that over a tliird of children found to be anti¬

social were at least 28 months retarded in reading. In

short, they revealed a significant association between

reading retardation and antisocial behaviour. Their

discussion led them to the conclusion that the antisocial

behaviour had not been precipitated by difficulties in

coping with reading but had occurred together with these

difficulties and could be traced back some years. They

proposed that reading difficulties and antisocial behaviour

might develop on the basis of similar types of temperamental

deviance and developmental difficulties though they did not

exclude the possibility of later antisocial behaviour

arising from the problems the child experienced in coping

with the academic demands of school. Rutter and Yule's

research has led to this small scale exploration of their

hypothesis by means of a longitudinal study of the
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association between reading difficulties and antisocial

behaviour during the first two years of school. Indices

of temperament and perceptual development have been chosen

as i->redictors of later problems in reading and conduct.

Hitherto, studies of reading difficulty and associated

behavioural disorders have concentrated on children of

seven and above because of the need to have a measure of

reading. This was, of course, unobtainable until the

children had received some instruction. Here the approach

has been to take all boys of 4a "to 5w entering a number of

Edinburgh schools with an intake consisting almost entirely

of children from manual working class backgrounds and

follow their progress through the initial stages of edu¬

cation, The prevalence of uncontrolled and of antisocial

behaviour and also of perceptual deficits at school entry

3ms been observed by means of tests considered predictive

of reading performance, in combination with teacher

assessments of behaviour, A two-year follow-up with

particular emphasis on the presence or absence of unregu¬

lated and uninhibited behaviour has made it possible to

explore two issues. One has been the degree of continuity

of problem beliaviour in young children, a topic also

recently studied by Chazan and Jackson (1974)« The other

lias been the question of the direction of effects: whether

social and perceptual problems co-exist from the start of

school, whether difficulties with reading lead to antisocial

behavio r in a reaction to failure and stigmatisation or,

alternatively, whether antisocial behaviour precedes

reading difficulties in the absence of any indication of

2



previous perceptual anomalies.

Though there are many problems in isolating specific

aetiologies for reading retardation and antisocial

behaviour these are compounded when a search is made for

factors which can account for the occurrence of both

together. The syndrome remarked upon by Rutter and Yule

has emerged as outstanding in its contribution to both

reading and antisocial behaviour independently but more

markedly when in combination - persistent restlessness,

distractibility, poor concentration and difficulty in

response inhibition. Such a result though it confirms

the previous findings on samples of older children does

not attempt precisely to determine the extent of contri¬

butions made by environmental and genetic factors.

Indeed, these are likely to vary from child to child. A

more realistic aim, perhaps, is to determine at least some

of the factors leading to this association.

In the discussion of reading difficulties, although

constitutional defects are sometimes perceived as of

primary imj>ortance, environmental factors are usually

given great weight and interaction between the two con¬

sidered. "Prom Birth to Seven" (Davie et al, 1972) gives

us a prime example of this. Davie and his co-workers

outline three possible models of the association between

maladjustment and reading backwardness. (Page 115.) In

the first, backwardness leads to maladjustment, in the

second the order is reversed, and in the third both occur

together. The suggested causative and mediating variables

between reading difficulties and maladjustment are

acribed to both the child himself and his environment.

3



For example, poor concentration, a poor relationship with

the teacher or overanxiety either alone or together, and

consequent upon maladjustment, may precipitate reading

backwardness. Or, alternatively, reading problems may

contribute to maladjustment via the resulting sense of

failure, parental anxiety or rejection and the child's

responses to his difficulties. Both problems of reading

and adjustment when occurring together are thought to

depend on various combinations of home circumstances,

parental attitudes and possibly brain damage. These

models highlight the interactive nature of maladjustment

and reading difficulty by proposing a variety of sequences

of events. The researchers note the difficulty of estab¬

lishing the extent and nature of the overlap between the

two forms of difficulty and its variability between age

groups. They did not make it their concern (necessarily

as a consequence of the children's age when they began the

National Child Development Study) to set out and explore

possible earlier inter-relationships between "maturational

lag" (Bender, 1957; Money, 1966; Lovell and Gorton, 1968;
Ingram et al, 1970; O'Neill and Stanley, 1976) parental

coping problems, perceptual handicap, maladjustment and

later reading difficulties. Though their approach is far

from being a simple snapshot of childrens' difficulties the

cinema show starts late in the child's life. Trevarthen,

(1974), Richards (1974), Condon (1974), Schaffer (1974),

Bruner (1975) and Newson (1975) amongst others have drawn

attention to the develojiment of communication patterns and

cognitive skills out of the reciprocal relationship between

4



parent and infant. Knobloch and Pasaiuanick (1962),

Thomas, Chess and Birch (1968), Graham et al (1973)» and

Buss and Plomin (1975) have stressed the contribution made

by the child's response systems and temperament to the

quality of the interaction from the earliest months of

life. In the context of childbearing and behaviour Sears,

Maccoby and Levin (1957) have noted "just which way the

cause and effect arrows point is impossible to say. The

whole relationship could be circular". It therefore seems

of importance to relate the child's capacities and tempera¬

ment to the responses of parents, peers and teachers, and

likewise to look at his deductions from these interactions,

the better to see the reciprocal nature of the developmen¬

tal process towards antisocial, behaviour and reading

problems.

Such an approach does not, of course, exclude the

contribution made to social and skills development through

the observational learning of the child within his family

and neighbourhood. There he may have models of violence

and ignorance, of inadequacy and prejudice which may

discourage attention to the skills the school hopes to

cultivate. Douglas (196-4) in particular has pointed out

the difficulties children experience in school if their

parents do not support the school's value system. Not

only is the child subject to modelling of indifference to

school affairs but he is unlikely to receive consistent

reinforcement of his positive school behaviour and atti¬

tudes.

In this study the analysis of jjehaviour has been

5



heavily dependent upon teachers' judgements as exi>ressed

through standard questionnaires, it lias been added to by a

parallel inquiry which focussed on the framework for these

boys' development in the family. Methods of structuring

the child's day and coping with his beliaviour have received

specific attention as well as parental perceptions of the

child, in a search for possible environmental contributions

to problem behaviour.

The children have been briefly observed in the class¬

room as a means of validating teachers' observations. And,

as a further check on teachers' assessments, the boys were

interviewed alone in the course of a sociometric study of

friendships and causes for dislike, resentment and antago¬

nism. The questions asked were whether teacher and class

observations of behaviour were at variance with each other

and whether children with reading and behaviour problems

became isolated as a consequence.

It is easy to lose sight of the child himself in the

course of amassing survey data where others observe and

comment on his performance and personality and he

obligingly goes through the hoops of tests of intelligence,

perception and reading ability. For this reason the

interview with each child included not only questions on

his views of his playmates but also a game designed to

elicit his conceptions of self.

Finally, once guidelines for the selection of children

with potential difficulties had been established on the

basis of the test results on tlie children entering school

in August 1974» a group was chosen for special tuition from

6



the 1975 intake. An attempt was made to determine

whether early intervention could perhaps not avert but at

least alleviate problems of such severity that school and

social failure seemed inevitable.

This inquiry has failed to resolve detailed problems

of aetiology, though it has confirmed Sturge's (1972)

findings in locating adverse background factors in the

histories of both the antisocial children and those with

reading problems. It has also confirmed the observation

of attentional difficulties manifested by these children.

(Malmqulst, 195$; Gregory, 1965; Rutter et al, 1970;

Davie et al, 1972).

A transactional model (Saraeroff and Chandler, 1975)

is proposed for elucidating the process of the development

of reading difficulty and antisocial behaviour in the con¬

text of the family, the school and the neighbourhood. The

child is perceived as in continuous interaction with his

environment which responds to his temperament, capacities

and behaviour and affects them in turn. The isolation of

any one link in the chain may be useful for the description

of aetiology and prediction but will not truly represent

the ongoing experiences of the child himself and his family,

peers, neighbours and teachers as each continuously

modifies the behaviour of the other. Inevitably the

dynamics of these interactions are squeezed out of research

contemplation yet they may be the crucial and determining

factor which leads to an outcome of antisocial behaviour

together with reading failure.

To do justice to the complexity of the subject of the

7



aetiology of psychiatric disorder and reading difficulties

this study should have extended furtlier forwards and fur¬

ther backwards intime. If the major hypothesis underlying

a study concerns congenital factors of temperament and

sp^ed of maturation then it should undoubtedly start soon

after birth. Inevitably, earlier research lias had to

provide the link between behaviour at birth and that

observed in the five year old. This is, notoriously, a

tenuous position to adopt (Kagan, 197*>J Sameroff and

Chandler, 1975.) Without having done more than extend

associations between unregulated behaviour and reading

problems back in time, another two years from the National

Child Development's Study of 11,000 seven year olds (1972)

and explore the first evidence of the relationship between

these two aspects of behaviour and antisocial conduct, the

research has nevertheless touched on a range of topics that

serve to illustrate the context and consequences of these

relationships.
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CHAPTER TttO

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR.1
ATTENTIONAL hihORDERS. READING DISABILITIES AND

ANTT SQCI AL CON DUCT

INTRODUCTION

Strikingly frequent references to one behavioural

syndrome appear in the literature concerning children with

learning disabilities and psychiatric disorders. This

may be referred to as hyperactivity or hyperkinesis or

merely overactivity, and is composed of a number of

behaviours which loosely cluster together but are by no

means all present in any one child. Rutter, Tizard and

Whitmore (1970) observed in their study of the Isle of

Wight population of nine and ten year olds that overacti¬

vity, fidgetiness and poor concentration, core features of

hyperactivity, occurred markedly less often amongst the

normal population than amongst intellectually retarded

children and those who were specifically retarded in
2

reading. In a later chapter they produce evidence to

show that these same behaviours feature in psychiatric

disorder and appear particularly often amongst children

with conduct disorders. Refining the analysis still

further they noted that only a small proportion of the

children who, though antisocial, read well, were notably

deficient in concentration. However, antisocial children

1. Operational definitions of these two constructs for
the purpose of this research are to be found on page III.

2. Some time alter this chapter Imd been written a book
by A.O. Ross (1976) "Psychological Aspects of Learning
Disabilities and Reading Disorders", came to my attention.
This book and my review of the literature are in substantial
agreement* before the typing of this chapter was completed
a few references to Ross were inserted.
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who performed, badly in teats of reading were significantly

more likely to have severe difficulties in concentrating.

In fact, amongst the numerous variables on which kutter,

Tizard and Whitmore compared antisocial children who were

good readers with those who were poor readers,one of the

few that significantly distinguished one group from another

was poor concentration. They hypothesized, on the basis

of this finding and others relating to features of develop¬

ment, that antisocial children and the reading retarded

might share a similar type of temperamental deviance which

predisposed to both disorders. The following pages will

examine some evidence bearing on this hypothesis and

attempt to build a rationale which might explain an outcome

for some children of two disorders for the price of one.

Since the effects of poor concentration, excessive

off-task activity and restlessness on learning disabilities

and antisocial behaviour are regularly examined in the

context of research on hyperactivity, it has been necessary

to resort to this literature for relevant evidence. How¬

ever, it must be borne in mind that the expression of these

behaviours varies greatly in frequency and intensity. Many

normal children exhibit considerable distractibility and

restlessness even at the age of nine and ten (Rutter et al,

1970). Yeiy few, if any, children in the Scottish sample

of the present study might be described as "hyperactive",

probably none given the more extreme diagnosis of hyper-

kinesis, though many are distractible and restless. These

behaviours are consistently associated with their diffi¬

culties both in reading and in social behaviour.

10



References in the literature concerned with hyper¬

activity commonly cover much the same ground as those

associated with learning disabilities and with delinquency*

Typically, in all cases, a search has been made for a

piiyBiological predisposition, mainly a consequence of some

- perhaps undetectable - pathology of the central nervous

system. Vulnerability to disorders may be traced via

genetic transmission and biochemical mechanisms. Develop¬

mental delays may be postulated, precipitated by pre and

l->erinatal insults, by differential maturation of particular

areas of the bra'n, or by a more general maturational lag.

Alternatively, specific deficits in reactivity to external

stimuli, particularly as it affects attentional processes

and inhibitory control, are proposed as factors conducive

to vulnerability. These may be due to physiological or

emotional and motivational causes. Rather more rarely,

high activity, high distractibllity and low persistence

have been considered aspects of normal teuqierament (Thomas,

Chess and Birch, 1968) which in combination may lead to

the designation "hyperactive" if the family^ response is

neither tolerant nor adaptive, and cultural expectations

support such a label. Answers have also been sought in

the environment exclusively, but more commonly today, the

interaction between nature and nurture is the focus of

discussion. These varying approaches will be discussed

in summary form, references quoted being paradigmatic

for the very extensive literature on the subject.
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'> L OJi TV CK V\j'X • LIT'bbTIIRB ON HYPERACTIVITY

1. oe flnitions

The behaviour o* the hyperactive chill consists o"

commonly agreed ar>^ widely quote"* components, not all of

which are necessarily to be foun 1 in any one child diag¬

nosed as suffering "rom the syndrome. The general char¬

acteristics are overactivity, restlessness, Ustractibility,

short attention span, impulsiveness, perceptual disorg¬

anisation, emotional lability, perseveration and clumsi¬

ness. Associated with these behaviours are frequently
cite"* as secondary symptoms, poor peer relationships,

learning disabilities, antisocial behaviour and low sel **-

esteem. (Laufer and Denho^f, 1957? Clements, 1962;

Menkes et al, 1967). Amongst pae "Patricians, teachers,

psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers, that is

professionals in regular contact with children, Schrager

et al (1b66) "ound agreement on certain sirailar typical

characteristics oa hyperactive children. They describ¬

ed them as fi dgety and restless, inattentive, hard to

manage, unable to sit still, easily distracted an5* in¬

capable o" adapting to frustration. Stewart et al

(1966) reported mothers o" hyperactive children as mak¬

ing similar complaints, adding that their chilaren talked
too much, wore otit toys and furniture, 1in not complete

projects, and abandoned games before the end. There

appears to be some consensus on these behavioural

~eatures o" hyperactivity, though sharp "'ifbareness o"

opinion emerge over questions of aetiology.

Eisenberg (1966a) makes the point adopted by other

12



researchers (V7erryt 1968; Keogh, 1971* Douglas, 1972)

that the child** activity is defined as excessive when

it is both socially arid situationally inappropriate.

2or example, the chill seems unable to direct his atten¬

tion to tanks in the classroom in the way that teachers

and other children "ini acceptable.

Cleme^t3 an ! Peters (1962) associated the widely

acknowledged behavioural -"'elicits o* the hyperactive

child with the broader concept 0" Minimal Brain Oys-

"unction and elaborated the syndrome that Strauss (19^7)

ha '1 earlier delineated. 'i'hey describe the following

related deficits: a specific learning Usability, such

as "1yslexia or arithmetical difficulties} perceptuo-

motor U ""iculties in which visuo-motor co-ordination

is deficient and part-whole relationships and "igure-

ground diacrinji^o-tion poorly grasped; problems motor

co-ordination; n/perkinesis - constant motion or rest¬

lessness and fidgetiness or uninhibited speech with Us-

organised thinming; irapulsivity, in that tee child

speaks be"ore thinking, or acts destructively with the

minimum o~ provocation; emotional lability, such that

the child is irritable and aggressive or is easily moved

to tears; a short attention span; borderline or ab¬

normal electroencephalograph recordings; ""iscrcponcies

of between ten ?nd *i"teen points between verbal and per¬

formance results on the U.3C.

".H. otott (1966) has advanced a theory 0A impair¬

ment of neural structures likely to result in a large
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number on extroverted responses, many o1* which may be

harmful to the doer. He postulates .-a resulting "incon¬

sequential" eyn drome (otherwise •"escribed us "I«ccmsequen¬

ce"; as a p-imary type o* behaviour disturbance i^ child¬

ren, with many characteristics in common with hyperac¬

tivity - restlessness, impulsivity, distractibility and

lack o" inhibitory control. Stott hypothesizes that in

Inconsequential chil7ren there is a failure in the apprai¬

sal o" stimuli and an "inability to inhibit responses at

a primitive physical level. The a^cote'" individual ...

is unable to eA*"ect a cognitive rehearsal o' the conse-

auences o* a proposed courses o" action" O'arstor and

dtott, 1°?0), and tests the action by trial and error

rather than by advance consideration o" possible results.

This leads to aggressive responses to frustration and

domineering behaviour towarda both children and adults.

study by Lowe (1966) confirms the association o" incon¬

sequence, aggression and lack or social controls with

response inhibition on tests where the subject must re¬

spond to a positive signs! end inhibit responses to neg¬

ative signals. 1> suggests that such chil dren "isplay
an inability to learn from the results o" previous ex¬

perience, and that, e**"ectively, they *o not condition

easily, since their attention is distracted by now stim¬

uli before a record o" either punishment or approval can

be "orated in the brain. liven i " learning does occur it

tends -pot to be utilized and integrate'7 with "\rture

action.

A more recent theory propose r' by ougls (1°?2) has

14



moved away "rom the concept o" associate"' brain dysfunc¬

tion to consi deration of a dimension or behaviour thought

to apply to all. children, rormel or hyperactive. Douglas

^escribed tnis underlying dimension as one o" "Stop, look

and listen". After analysing results "rom measures which

tapped attention, impulse control and the ability to take

«v> analytic approach to problems she not only observed

that steady correlations existed between them "or hyper-

actives but also "or normal chil 'pen. Since "ew o" the

measures correlated sign!finaptly with intelligence test

results she concluded that they concerned another import¬

ant capacity necessary "or coping effectively with a wide

range o" situations, in which hyperactive children were

notably deficient.

Another approach has lain in establishing criteria

"or excluding children J*rom the group ^epired as hyper¬

active ( "ouglas, 1972). Thus mental retar 'ation, unequi¬

vocal brain damage or iys"unction, separation "rom home,

low VI3C 3 : and unconfirmed reports o* overactivity "root

parents or teachers have been use1 to limit the scope or

the definition.

Alternative metho Is o" dealing with the problem o'

over-inclusivenes3 have stressed the distinction between

primary or core symptoms »ri others which are describe *
as secondary, such as lowered 3el'"-esteem an3 hostility.

Tactor analyses have ul30 been use 7 ( erry, 19C3;

Langhorne, 1976) in attempts to extract a single factor
to account "or most o" the variance in reported behaviour,

ho such "actor is "orthcomirg. Correlations o" 3igri"*i-
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ca^ce are obtained only between measures *rawn from the

same sources. We must conclude that reports 01* hyper¬

active children will reflect the bias 0** the research \

workers and ti:e criteria fcr the selection of the child¬

ren rather than some absolute, narrowly defined medical

entity.

2. Prevalence and Social De''Initions

Hyperactivity is very loosely defined. This leads

to a wide variation in apparent prevalence. tor example,

in the United States the prevalence seems to be very much

higher than in the United Kingdom (flutter e - al, 1?70;

Langhorne et al, 19760. It is suggested that social

definitions o" undesirable beuaviour play a considerable

part in diagnosis (Krippnor et al, 1974). This means

that findings on hyperactivity are subject to distortions

due to the type of professionals making the assessment,

ana their need to segregate or treat a particular "orm o*

deviance.

3. Organic ""act ere in hyperactivity

Organic explanations oA hyperactivity link it with

central nervous system dysfunction (Strauss and Lehtinen,

1947; Clements and Peters, 1962). Two diametrically

opposed views exist - one that hyperactivity and attend¬

ant attentional disorders are a consequence o" an excess¬

ive reactivity o" the nervous system and an inability go

filter sensory input effectively (Lauder and lenho ,

1947; Luria, 1961), and the other that these disorders

are due to a "or® o* underreactivity 'ue to rapid, build

up of central nervous system 'inhibition*' or "atigue

16



( yse^ck, 1970; <entail, 1975). Arousal and "Utering

systems are implicate 1 in both theories, their defective

operation being held to account "or motor restlessness

and poor attentional processes.

These CNS* dysfunctions have been thought to be a

consequence o" pre- and perinatal abnormalities such as

pregnancy and birth complications and prematurity

(Fasamanick, 1956; Frechtl, 1961), or active genetic or

teratogenic agents which may influence Cl*S structures re¬

lating to control o" behaviour (Halverson and Victor, 1976).

There is evidence "or the connection o" emotional disturb¬

ance and hyperactivity in children whose mothers have beenn

subject to interpersonal tensions (Stott, 1975) or who

have smoked during their pregnancies (Denson et al, 1976).

The correlations o" these paranatal abnormalities with

rea?ing disabilities are higher than with hyperactivity or

antisocial behaviour but they account "or relatively little

o" the common variance (Kawi and Fasamanick, 1959).

Biochemical explanations suggest that hyperactivity

is caused by chemical imbalances a^ecting the neuro¬

transmitters which control autonomic activity, an a there¬

fore the level o" nervous system arousal (Wen^er, 1971).

This explanation is believe^ to be o" limited application
since the outcome in behaviour can be strongly sheeted by

the environment.

Intergenerational and adoption studies support the

view that hyperactivity is genetically transmitted

(Cantwell, 1C72). Doubt may nevertheless be cast on the

inter generational stu lies' usefulness, since 'isturbed,

♦Central nervous system
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antisocial or hyperactive parents are likely to provide

an unsettling environment "or their children which in

itself might lead to deviant behaviour (T)ubey, 1976).

More substantial support for the theory 01* genetic

transmission was provi led by adoption studies (Cantwell,

1975). The closer the biological relations to the

hyperactive adopted subjects the more likely were they

to exhibit the same hyperactive tendencies. Senetic

transmission is not expected to apply to all cases o"

hyperactivity.

Brain damage or central nervous system dysfunctions

have been ®ound to account for some cases op hyperactivity,

but a unitary organic explanation por the syndrome,

dependent on CMS malfunctioning cannot be accepted (Werry,

1968). The evidence that individual and even clusters

of hyperactive symptoms are found in the normal population
as well as amongst cases acknowledged to be brain damaged

makes such a unitary explanation untenable. (Lubey, 1976).

Statistical evi ience does not indicate one or two major

"actors accounting por all hyperactive symptoms, out

rather many ractors each derived "rom different diagnos¬

tic sources. (Langhorne et al, 1976).

In these studies of the organic origins to hyperac¬

tivity the behaviour is "ound to be much more in evidence

if the environment is not conducive to its control

(Fatemite et al, 1976). Low social class and inadequate

parenting affect whether hyperactivity appears in child¬

ren who experience paranatal abnormalities (Crillien,
1964) or known CTTS dysfunction (Rutter, 1977).

18



evelopmental 'elays, hyperactivity and learning

disabilities

Hyperactive children (Dykman, 1971) and children

with learning Usabilities He Hirsch et al, 1966) often

have their difficulties explained in terms o** abnormally

slow maturation. This view is supported by evidence o^

immature and uncontrolled performances on tasks requiring

inhibition o^ motor activity (Con3tantini et al, 1973)

and cognitive responses (Kagan, 1966) together with

selective attention mediated by verbal encoding strategies

(Druker an 1 Hagen, 1969). 'Ill of these show develop¬

mental trends in normal children and are aspects of the

poor performance o" the hyperactive and learning disabled

(Tarver, 1976). General motor activity shows the same

developmental trend. Speculation exists as to whether

C*T dysfunction causes the slow maturation or whether it

is un^er genetic control.

Associated with developmental delays in perceptual

and motor functioning are physical, social and emotional

forms 0^ immaturity (Lieven, 1974-).

Recovery from developmental delay is rarely complete,

leaving hyperactive children handicapped occupationally,

socially and emotionally and still retarded in some

perceptual, motor and aca^esiic skills (Menkes et al, 1967).

Reading disabilities are sometimes overcome more easily

by the more intelligent but often persist in cases where

neurological djrSfUT,ction is suspected (Vernon, 1972).
Reasons advanced por the poor prospects of total

recovery range from social learning in an unstable
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environment to transactional effects between the hyper¬

active child and his ramily (Samero^f and Chandler, 1975).

Reading problems may continue because intervention occurs

too late to be "ully elective (Schiffmann, 1966) and

because o° unfavourable environmental conditions.

In both cases social stereotyping is thought to

occur to the extent that even when children overcome their

original Immaturity o" motor and perceptual response they

are not accepted as normal (Cameron-Jones, 1969). Such

reactions are believed to perpetuate handicaps in so "ar

as they a^'ect sel^-concepts and social integration.

5. Temperament

Thomas, Chess and Birch (1968) have inquired into

behaviour disorder and temperament. They define tempera¬

ment as independent o** any specific behaviour but concern¬

ed with the characteristic style of the child's responses.

They describe nine temperamental attributes: activity,

distractibility and persistence being three o" these, and

o" greatest relevance to this discussion. The hyperactive

child may thus be redefined in terms o" temperament, being

at the extreme end of the continua of activity, distrac-

tibility and impersistence. His behaviour may only be

construed as pathological as a result op social defini¬
tions op acceptable behaviour (Krippner et al, 197;+) and

because even congenitally high activity and distractibility

roduce adverse reactions in parents, siblings and

teachers (Chesi 1968; Marcus et al, 1972). Such

adverse reactions are thought to lead to a prolongation

and intensification of temperamentally "hyperactive"
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behaviour. Thomas et al (1968) have suggested that

caretakers who are unable to cope with this type o?

temperamental deviance may unwittingly promote antisocial

behaviour in children.

Kagart's work (1964, 1966 and 1967) or cognitive

irapul3ivity and its correlates also lends support to the

theory o" a temperamental basis to high activity, distrac-

tibility and impersiste^ce.

6. Psychogenic contributions to hyperactivity and learning

disabilities

Anxiety has been seen as central to the psychogenic

explanations o? hyperactivity and reading disabilities

(Verma, 1976; dusek, 1976). It is believe to occur in

the ~irst instance in response to parental handling and

is thought to be due to one or all o" the "allowing

conditions: a) a lack o" structure and organisation and

inappropriate child rearing practices in which parents are

inconsista- t, varying between severity and permissiveness

(Marwit and Stenner, 1972); b) highly critical or authori¬

tarian parenting, in which the parents are excessively

demanding, and where the children become anxious over

parental love and a""ection (Sarason et al, 1960);

c)over-protective parenting which does not accustom the

child to meeting the demands o" other adults and other

social situations (Pearson, 1952).

A second theory has been proposed relating anxiety

to hyperactivity and. learning disabilities in which it is

thought to be a response to cognitive and motor short¬

comings revealed when the child is placed in situations
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where he lacks the necessary skills to perform adequate¬

ly (Rubin and Braun, 1963)

Thirdly, anxiety has been "ound to develop out of
the school situation and may be induced by specific

school practices or academic difficulties which ~eed

back into lowered performance (Moore, 1966; Mitchell

and Shepherd, 1967).

However, disagreement exists over whether emotional

disorders in which anxiety usually plays a part, lead to

reading difficulties (Butter et al, 1970). Disagree¬

ments may be -ue to the source and stringency of defini¬

tions of emotional disorder. Hvidence can be produced

of improvement of children's reading pi>oblem3 -with inter¬

vention v/hich allays anxiety over home matters (Lawrence,

1971). This suggests that relatively mil1 emotional

disturbances may, in fact, a""ect reading performance.

The process by which anxiety a""ects academic per¬

formance is thought to be through its disruption of

concentration and o" problem solving abilities O'achtel,

1967). It has been proposed that where neurotic conflicts

exist the child is unable to inhibit irrelevant responses

and thus his ability to learn to read is impaired (Fon^,

1967).

Anxiety is believe1 to promote hyperactivity through

disruption o'" inhibitory controls with resultant rest¬

lessness, fidgetiness, impersistence, aggression,

attention seeking or dependency behaviour (Pearson, 1952).

The motivation o" hyperactive children an a the

learning disabled is a^ecte1 by their problems (Wachtel,
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1°67; Douglas, 1972). Various experiments have been

brie 1 to explore the motivating properties o^ particular

stimuli "or the hyperactive learning disabled chil^. Th

types or reinforcements which lead to improved perform¬

ance are thought less to ar<>ect motivation than to

reduce the ambiguity in the stimulus situation, wi enabl

the child to direct his attention profitably and maintain

it "or logger periods (Tarver, 1976). Motivation is not

thought to be the primary cause o? poor performance,

rather it is believe^ to lie in information processing

strate gies f Dykman et al, 1970). Loss o' motivation can

then be seen as a secon lary consequence "ollowing failure

♦ * * * *

The above summary of aetiological factors in the

behaviour o" hyperactive an a learning disable'' children

has bee~ presented as a prelu'e to the more elaborate

"iscussion which follows. This concerns the .relation¬

ships between hyperactivity, learning disabilities and

antisocial behaviour.
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THT'l rtTTJRE o-' THE RELATIONSHIP BV-TWEEH HYP! RACTIVITI

"14") AftiTISuCIlL BTHAVIoUK

jeTinitions o" hyperactivity appear to be dependent

on social class ejects and to be culturally mediated.

There is no doubt that a) the term covers a wi-^e

spectrum o" disturbing behaviour, andt b) that it i3

amplified by ^actors associated with social class. The

evidence ''rom the Canadian series o* studies (Douglas,

1972. See page 14) is that what is initially !e-ined as

hyperactivity, whether it originates in minimal brain

dysfunction or in temperamental deviance, is likely ulti¬

mately to lead to unacceptable behaviour in a wi^e variety

o" situations. estructiveness and aggression regularly

appear in association with distractibiliby, impulsiveness,

restlessness and emotional lability. The connection may

well be through Bandura * s observation (1963) that aggres¬

sion is a high amplitude response, with maximum activity

involved. Shaker et al (1974) have suggested that

overactivity and impulsivity are components o" conduct

disorders as a result o~ a study o' children with neuro¬

logical symptoms an' conduct disorders and their controls.

They report that the normal group without either neuro¬

logical symptoms or conduct djsor'er, was distinguished
fro" the conduct disordered non-neurological group by

lower scores on the motor activity check list, an a also

"les3 irapul sivity as measured by the -/Uj-uT* and less arm

activity as measured by an actometer. In the conduct
disordered children impulsivity on the fvU-.eT, continuous
attention, number oT play changes and the length of> time
* Hatching Familiar figures Test
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spent playing with one object were all correlated. This

combination of attributes, particularly noticeable in the

conduct disordered children, led them to the conclusion

that they were integral parts of the disorder.

The studies of Thomas and his colleagues (1968), taken

from the point of view of temperamentally induced high

activity and short attention span, indicate that where

parents and teachers are able to provide a stable and well

structured background for children who present difficulties

to their caretakers the outcome need not be antisocial.

Activity that is not task related nor even consonant with

the desires of other children is bound to provoke reta¬

liation, Children who find it impossible to persist at

tasks as long as the rest of the class engage in teasing

and irritating ploys that call forth reprimands from

teachers and hostility from other children. Those who are

aggressive are quite often themselves victims of aggression

(Manning, 1977). The 1< ter social isolation of such

children is reported by Weiss et al (1971). Thus it seems

likely that the child's behaviour in itself will elicit

responses froir surrounding adults and children that are

likely to amplify the hyperactivity as the child seeks,

unsuccessfully, to draw attention to his needs (Goggin,

1975)* his tiresome activity itself may lead on to anti¬

social responses. When he is thwarted he is likely to

strike out at either person or thing which stands in his

way, (Cruickshank, 196lj Marcus et al, 1972). Stevens-

Long (1973) able to show that the overactive child is

likely to be more severely disciplined even when lie does
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not aggross against an adult than underactive an t normally

active children* lie did this by assess eat of parental

responses to tapes o- such children Involved in a brief

Ci isode of aggression. It was liypothesised that adults

interpret overactivity as a discipline problem and become

trapped in punitive interactions* Responses to such

punisitaent May well be further aggression rather than

suppression of the response* (Feshbach, 1970*)

The above approach to the relationship between over¬

activity and antisocial behaviour has suggested a trans¬

actional effect whereby the child's own behaviour produces

responses in the environment which themselves contribute

to the maintenance of the behaviour and to the development

of secondary symptoms. There should be some hesitation,

however, before accept, ng the view that iiy peractivity and

consequent antisocial behaviour arc produced by family

responses to overactive children. iiapoport an i Benoit

(1973) found that hyperactivity seemed to be a pervasive

stable characteristic appearing in both school and home in

conjunction with antisocial and negative behaviour even

when homes were calm and organised and not "provocative"

in atmosphere. .Nevertheless it is also pose:; bl< to

consider both "h^per'activity" and antisocial behaviour as

products of inappropriate child rearing.

chaffer et ul (1974) report bepre© as finding children from

socially disadvantaged homes or homes which suffer from

abnormal family relationships more impulsive and less able

to defer gratification than children from stable home

backgrounds. They also note other research showing that



children with closely spaced large families were more

active and attention seeking than children from smaller

families in which the births of siblings were more widely

spaced. Klein and Klein (1975) also report some hyper¬

active children as emerging from homes where the family

pathology was so acute that their disorder gave the imp¬

ression of an adjustment reaction.

By stating that impulsive, attention seeking

behaviour is more common amongst children from disadvan¬

taged homes, attention can be drawn to the similarity of

family background in the case of antisocial children and

at least some cases of unwelcome activity and reading

retardation. The common finding of greater lack of

concentration, restlessness, fidgetiness or overactivity

in groups of the reading retarded and the antisocial in

comparison to controls (Rutter et al, 1970; bturge, 1972)

may reflect similar depriving circumstances, though the

possibility of similar constitutional dispositions cannot

be ignored.

Antisocial behaviour is often thought to be the result

of an inability to postpone immediate gratification. The

brick through the shop window is a quicker means to an end

than working or collecting social security payments for a

week or two, staying at home and saving for the goods

inside. Likewise, how much simpler to punch someone

whose face and deportment you dislike than to argue with

him about his attitudes. Lying, thieving, disobedience

and fighting may all be aspects of impulsive behaviour

that represent taking no thought for the morrow, nor being



prepared to wait for the rewards that delay might bring.

Motor impulsivity on tests such as the Spiral Maze in which

the subject must trace a circular path without touching

obstacles placed in his way under timed conditions lias

been shown to be significantly correlated with delinquency,

though the correlation is not very impressive (West, 1969)#

Cognitive impulsivity (Shaffer et al, 1974) also is more

marked amongst conduct disordered children. Douglas

(1972) reports a student who found that in a story comp¬

letion task the hyperactive children were unable to react

realistically to potentially frustrating situations and

goes on to point out that a number of hyperactive children

in their sample had become delinquent.

Mischel, in a series of studies, has examined

children's ability to defer rewards by asking them whether

they wouli prefer a small amount of candy or money today or

a larger amount a week later. He found (1961) that

delinquents were less able to wait for the larger reward

tlian were non-reformatory children. He was able to relate

their ability to postpone gratification to social respon¬

sibility scores based on estimates of reliability, loyalty

and effectiveness as well as to the somewhat more objective

data of their delinquency. More recently he has begun to

consider the relevance of attentional variables to the

ability to defer rewards, following a paper by Grim et al

(1968). This showed that first and sixth graders who

conformed to the authoritative social expectations of their

teachers also showed greater psychomotor steadiness. They

also found that restlessness was related to disobedience.



They reported that attentional measures derived from GSli

recordings and reaction times to an illuminated stimulus

window loaded equally with scores on Hartshorne and May's

tests of honesty. They suggested that honesty does not

defend so much on specific moral personality factors such

as guilt and anticipation of punishment as on the ability

to stick to boring tasks when novel ways of going about

them (such as cheating) arise as distractors. They also

observed tliut cognitive maturity in moral judgement

interacts with attentional volitional capacities to deter¬

mine cheating. In the sixth grade if the child had

reached an autonomous level of moral judgement then dist-

ractibility did not affect liis capacity to resist the

temptation to be dishonest. Mischel's papers (1970 and

1972) have attempted to describe the exact nature of the

attentional process involved in resistance to temptation.

In 1970 with Ebbeson he tested the assumption tliat young

children are likely to forget delayed outcomes and need to

be reminded of rewards by being encouraged to attend to

the delayed reward rather than the immediate one. They

found on the contrary, that children were better able to

defer gratification if they could divert themselves from

the thought of rewards by producing their own distractors.

These appeared to reduce frustration. In 1972, Miscliel

et al were able to report that thinking about "fun" things

rather than "sad" things could serve as a distractor. In

summary, it appeared that it was attending to the immediate

pleasures to be gained by succumbing to temptation which

led to preference for the immediate reward. To extrapolate
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a Little - aggression, disobedience, theft,impulsivity may

all be self-reinforcing as they frequently lead to attain¬

ment of some goal which the child, or adult considers

important. Children who are distractible, restless and

impulsive, though they receive undue measures of punishment,

may also succeed in acquiring what they want. Moreover,

deferring gratification is e r sier if those v.ith the power

to give rewards are trusted (Miseliel, 1961). In fact

boiler and Berkowitz (1975) have been able to relate

inability to defer gratification to upbringing in which

arbitrary power was exercised over children, explanations

rarely given and promises broken. If the child lives in a

disorganised disadvantaged environment his eye may be

continually on the main chance an the gratification to be

gained by deflecting his attention may seem minimal or non¬

existent. These conditions are related to social class,

as indeed is the development of moral judgement (Kohlberg,

A higher order cognitive dimension to deferring

gratification seems to be required to account for the

evidence. Attention alone is not enough. In fact tra -

cing the relationship of antisocial conduct1 tc the types of

behaviour associated with hyperactivity via attentional

capacities is c soraevhat tortuous process beset with

hypotheses rather than facts. The relationships exist but

their explanation is not yet fully explored. The discus¬

sion al ove merely suggests possibilities.

A Last possibility was mooted by Clements and Peters

(1962) who, observing that hyperactive children were poor

1966).



at grasiiing part-whole relationships and discriminating

figure from ground, surmised that this might affect inter¬

personal relationships* It is certainly the case that

person perception amongst delinquents is poor. Their

ability to read the cues available in face and posture

seems to be limited, and their threshold for perceiving

approval high. (McDavid and Schroder, 1957» cited in

Argyle, 1969). Ill considered, even aggressive responses,

may be to some extent a consequence of failure to direct

attention to the cues that provide the greatest information.

Although poor direction of attention may liinder the

restless, overactive, impulsive child in his social rela¬

tionships this difficulty is likely to be compounded by

other learning. If the child is receiving a considei'able

amount of punishment and reprimand he is simply less

likely to look carefully at parents, tei chers anil other

children. lie has learned to expect negative responses.

This expectation reduces the amount of information to wlxich

the individual is open and may lead him to precipitate

aggressive encounters in anticipation of hostile moves from

others. Toeh, in his book "Violent Men" (1972) describes

this sequence of events in adults. There is no reason to

suppose that it does not obtain with children.
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TTTd NATl-T,:; OF TlTb ASSOCIATION OK RCAUlNC 1)] SABIblTIES TTH

IIYI'LKACTI ¥b . UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR AND ATTENTIONAL

PROBLEMS.

Learning disabilities and hyperactive behaviour are

often placed under the same umbrella (Dykman, 1971? Tarver

1974; Keogh, 1971 and 1976) although hypo-active behaviour

may be distinguished# Hyperactivity is a problem which

excites more interest and research, probably because of its

high visibility and nuisance value. Learning problems are

frequently associated with it, though the hyperactive

cniid's performance varies so much from day to day inat it

is not uncommon for teachers to complain that "he can do it

if he only tries" (Keogh, 1971)* Keogh reports Chess's

(I960) analysis of <52 Hyperactive children and the finding

tiiat only brain damage was closely linked with poor perf¬

ormance. In groups with other aetiologies the learning

problems varied, being more marked amongst adolescents than

elementary school children, where behaviour disturbances

distinguished them from other chiLdren. However, bchrager

and Lindy (1^70) found that there were readily discernible

early indicators of potential sciiool failure. hyperactive

children were absent more often, did less well on reading

readiness tests and appeared to be at risk from their entry

to kindergarten. Minde et al (1971) observed tliat by the

time their sample of hyperactive children were twelve, 70

per cent mad failed one year and 20 per cent two years.

There is some debate as to whether their disabilities

are confined to reading or whether overall achievement

including mathematics and number concepts is involved

(Clements and Peters, 1962; Keogh, 19/1). Writing of a
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less intense level of activity, Lahaderne, (1968) has

reported correlations of .39 and ,51 between the frequency

of attending behaviour and the achievement of sixth grade

students. In a longitudinal study, McKinney et al (1975)

found that autumn predictors of spring achievement were

notably distractibility, aggression, passive responding and

dependency on the negative side, and positively - self-

directed activity, Malraquist (1958), Gregory (19&5)»

Rutter et al (1970) and Sturge (1972) comment on the lack

of concentration, distractibility, restlessness and motor

agitation of children with reading disabilities. There is

a clear connection between this type of behaviour and

difficulties in reading. This may partly be accounted for

by differences in intelligence (Lahaderne, 1968) between

those who concentrated on mastering tasks and those who

have difficulty in attending, Attentional problems may

reflect general ability - undoubtedly restlessness increases

with task difficulty (Stephens, 1973)* The less able child

will find more tasks difficult and his behaviour become less

organised as a result. Battle and Lacey (1972) observe

that in boys hyperactive behaviour excites negative reac¬

tions amongst mothers and that this response seems to be

particularly associated with their educational performance

and intelligence test results.

Intelligence is certainly a factor associated with

school achievement, reading difficulties (Rutter, Tizard

and Whitmore, 1970; Clark, 19/O) and also with hyper¬

activity, Again, in the case of hyperactivity the results

are confusing, Clements and Peters (1962) observed
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differences between performance and verbal scores on the

VvISC, Lambert (1976) cites Pallces and Stewart who found

that if IQ was held constant, there were in fact no diffe¬

rences between hyperactive children and their normal cont¬

rols on tests of achievement and on perceptuo-motor skills.

Tn general, intelligence was found to be significantly

lower in the hyperactive children of their study, and they

concluded that hyperactive children master skills at a

rate consistent with their intelligence. However, not all

studies are agreed tirat hyperactive children are very much

less intelligent. Minde et al (1971) found that though

the hyperactive children scored significantly lower on a

standard group intelligence test than normal children, they

improved their relative standing when tested individually.

Children who were unsuccessful academically in this study

showed the wide differences between performance and verbal

scores reported by Clements and Peters. Douglas (1972),

commenting on Minde's results, ascribes some of the

variance to differences in the deployment of attention.

The improved performance of hyperactive children in the

individual test she thought due to its facilitating effect

on attention. Douglas defines a factor of attention in

Ijyperactives and normal children which is independent of

intelligence and anxiety but related to impulse control,

the ability to analyse and plan and the ability to concen¬

trate.

Rather than consider the attentional deficits of

tmrejailatcd children as unitary for educational purposes

Keogh (1976) has broken them down into specific disabilities.



Children may no! suffer from them all, though Douglas

(1972) reports moderate correlations between the many

measux'es used in the Canadian studies. Keogli (197&)

writes of difficulties in (a) coming to attention; (b)

decision-making and (c) maintaining attention, all of which

will affect educational perforraance.

Coming to attention involves paying attention to the

teachers' instructions, reading instructions carefully and

general alertness. Keogh suggests that the hyperactive

child wriggles and fidgets at such times and so does not

understand what is required of him. She cites a study by

Turnure (1970) in which a significant inverse relationship

between the amount of presolation glancing and success on

a concex>t attainment task is reported. A more recent

study carried out with Samuels (Samuels an Turnure, 1974)

using a behavio ral observation schedule included the

following positive behaviours: orienting eyes to the

teacher or the text, working on reading follow-up exercises^

observin the board or the overhead projection or following

instructions. Observations were also made of off-task

activities such as closing eyes, working or playing with

non-assigned materials and not following instructions.

Increasing degrees of attention amongst these first grade

children were related to superior word recognition. They

point out that these effects were visible before a long

history of academic failure and its resulting lowered

motivation. Camp and Zimet (1974-) report the same

relationship between off-task behaviour and reading scores

amongst first graders. Gamer (1972), making a similar
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observational study of infant school classrooms, found that

the less intelligent children tended to produce more task

avoidant behavio r, and that though the teachers' organi¬

sation could affect cttentdon, task avoidance seemed snore

dependent on the child then on the teacher. The inter¬

relationship of attention, intelligence and performance

emerges from these studies.

Cruickshank (1961) has argued- that l^yperactive learning

disabled children need greater stimulus intensity to bring

their attention to bear. Browning (1967 cited in Tarver,

1974-) has come to the same conclusion and maintains that,

once alerted, the hype, active chiLd's performance will

improve. The frequently used distractors of flashing

lights, and buzzers are thought to serve this alerting

function. The fact that alertness as determined by

physiological measures applied before children started

experimental tasks does not distinguish liyperactives from

children of other levels of activity (Dykman, 197^) makes

this explanation seem not entirely adequate. jykman lid

find, however, that learning disabled children in general,

though not differing in resting physiological levels, did

differ in reaction to meaningful stimulation as measured by

skin resistance, heart rate and muscle act! n potentials.

Cohen and Douglas (1972) reported similar results. They

found hyperactive subjects did not differ from normal

controls on pliysiological measures when simply required to

sit and listen to tones ]>iped to them via earphones.

Differences appeared when warning signals were given for a

delayed reaction time test, when they found slower reaction
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tines, and a lesser orienting reaction. Both Qyknian and

Cohen propose that essential deficits in liyperactive child¬

ren's performance in learning situations are a consequence

of difficulty in attending to its critical aspects.

The inhibition of general activity at crucial moments

in problem solving (Maccoby, 1965) appears to be a prere¬

quisite of academic success. Intelligent children, though

not differing from their less intelligent fellows in total

bodily activity, were able to bring it under control at

the vital points of the task. At these points their

movement was not interfering with their solutions. Move¬

ment may, however, be less disturbing to performance

amongst hyperectives than this might suggest, since Cohen

(1970) found that left-handed movements increased as the

appropriate response to a reaction signal was made in the

right hand. As performance imjDroved so did the frequency

of these responses. A clear relationship between amount

of movement in so far as it hinders coming to attention and

performance is thus not easily established. Differences

in type of activity and type of task may well lead to these

confusing results. Total bodily activity must obviously

be reduced to complete most tasks whereas extraneous move¬

ments of the hand not in use should not interfere.

It has been suggested above that lov intelligence

makes coming to attention less likely and that it promotes

off task behaviours since the child expects the task to

lead to failure. Percex>tual disabilities common to many

hyperactive children and to children who eventually fail to

read with any ease may well have the same effect. Strauss



and Lehtinen (1947)» Cruickshank (1061), Dykman (1971) and

Douglas (1972) report perceptual difficulties amongst

children who are overactive. Research into reading

disabilities .has until recently given greatest emphasis to

this area of difficulty (Vernon, 1972J Gibson and Levin,

1975)* There would appear to be a spiral effect involved.

Children may suffer from both perceptual problems and

difficulties of attention and motor control; both may be

accentuated under classroom conditions - restlessness and

disorganised motor activity increasing as perceptual tasks

are presented which tax the children beyond their capaci¬

ties, and in turn leading to decreased abilities to analyse

and synthesise as concentration lapses. As Douglas (1972)

maintains, the emphasis in teaching is wrong if it is based

on a belief that getting children to sit still will increase

their attention.

The aspect of educational handicap associated with

attentional processes and hyperactivity which Keogh mentions

next is that of faulty maintenance of attention. This

includes deficits which are alluded to in the literature.

Here attention span and distractibility will be dealt with

first. Distractibility is usually construed as excessive

responsiveness to environmental stimulation. Its link with

educational deficits is thought to Ire through the child's

responsiveness to particular stimuli other than those

l>rescribed by the teacher. These arc believed to draw his

attention away from the task and lead to his lowered level

of performance. Magdol (1972) has attempted to separate

out the differing explanations for this type of difficulty.



Confusion, .agdol el Leges, occurs because of the types of

deficit which occur together. Since there is a clustering

of the characteristics of short attention span, distracti-

bility and ijyperaetivity some researchers infer that the

child's inability to remain with a tadc and his tendency to

make uncontrolled responses lead inevitably to uncontrolled

and undifferentiated movement. Alternatively, the child

may be unable to restrain himself and acts and speaks out

of turn because he cannot screen out irrelevant stimuli.

The question raised is whether distractibility occurs as a

result of impulsive motor responses, with impulsive motor

responses, or whether it causes impulsive motor responses,

or finally whether they are both peripheral to some other

more central problem. Without determining which of these

explanations best fits the situation of the learning disa¬

bled oi- hyperactive child, hagdol asserts that, though

at.exitional deficits are correlated, the actual balance of

them in any given child will vary, and indeed not all may

be present.

Magdol (op. cit.) makes another distinction, tliut

between attention span and distractibility. Attention span

is thought to be influenced by internal factors "peripheral

notions and memories" which intrude and interfere with the

immediate task. histractibility ib a consequence of

external factors. The child may flit from one external

stimulus to another, he may fixate on some irrelevant

stimulus, or he may fluctuate in the amount of attention

he gives to figure and ground.

Gardner (1974) makes a somewhat similar point, citing
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tho work of Gchulmun (1963) un 1 h'bercrombie (1968) in nib

discussion of tlie differences between internal ana. external

distraction from due task. Je warns, however, of the

danger of neglecting the fact that attention or distracti-

bility arc adult defined phenomena, in that the adult

demands that the ohiid attend to particular stimuli and

ignore Others* although tius is a pertinent comment, it

conceals the fact that most children do learn to comply

with adult demands v»itnout great difficulty , and taut

deviance in this respect causes inquiries to be .wade into

aetiology.

Yi, .ilance tasks have been used as a measure of the

ability to maintain attention. Pis true tibility has been

measured by the child's capacity to continue attending

Whilst various types of distractors have buzzed, flashed,

given messages, typed or tapped. It lias also been

approached tin-ougli the central versus incidental learning

paradigm where the lest distractible oh. Id is wought to pay

more attention to the central stimulus than to the peri¬

pheral stimulus whereas the distractible child is likely to

pay equal attention to both.

wilder son and his colleagues (1973) combined the

observation of distract!, ilify with that of disinliibited

responding on a vigilance task in which children had to

press a button on a bicycle hand grip wnen lights l is shed in

a particular combination. Learning disabled hyperactive

children differed from the non-learning disabled and the

normo-active and hypoactive in the number of correct detec¬

tions they made and the number of false alarms. They
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responded to task irrelevant stimuli at a higher rate than

the controls. Anderson concluded that the hyperactive

were the most subject to attentional deficits.

Dykman et al (1971) have also found that learning

disabled children, though not responding more slowly over

trials as a combined group of all levels of activity, were

inclined to fatigue more quickly, if hyperactive, on a

vigilance task. Sykes (1973) also reported that the

attention task on which li^peiactives deteriorate most

seriously when compared to normals was again one which

required continuous attention, whether to auditory or

visual stimuli. The deterioration was accompanied by

increased motor restlessness. Sykes also found that other

distractors of which noise or colour were two, did not affect

hyperactives difierentially.

Brown and Semple's finding (1970) that children working

on a formbcard in a noisy classroom aiade as good progress

as those taken in a quiet experimental room where distrac-

tibility was deliberately kept at a minimum is generally

in agreement with Sykes (1973).

These results would not support the Cruickshank (1961)

position. lie has argued for a diminution in all forms of

possible distractors in the teaching environment for brain

injured and hyperactive children. It may not, however,

be a question of the sheer amount or quality of distracting

elements in the environment but the way in which the child's

attention is guided which is the critical variable in

promoting successful learning.

Bremer, (1973) produced conflicting findings. He



found that hyperactive boys did not, on average, show more

lapses in attention in a quiet condition than normal boys

while reading stories. 'his was deter lined by such

diverse measures as distributions of fixation durations,

seconds per line, efficiency of line shifts, head movements,

off-task behaviour and eyeblinks. The hyperactive boys

were, however, more easily diverted than controls under

distracting conditions, when telephones rang and lights

blinked. Bremer was able to show a relationship between

high scores on the distractibility measures and skipping

lines on the reading assignment in the quiet condition.

This finding would suggest the expected correlation between

internal and external at entlon. Civen quiet conditions,

such as Cruiclcshank has advocated, it would still seem that

liyperactives do not deploy their attention as successfully

as normal children, nor do they sustain it for so long.

Studies of learning disabled children use tasks

involving embedded contexts and central and incidental

learning. Ilallahan et al (1973) compared high and low

achieving children on the "!FFT (Matching familiar Figures

Test) and JIagen's Central Incidental Task. The low

achievers were more impulsive and attended less selectively

than the high achievers. That low achievement was related

to both these measures would suggest that it is a conse¬

quence of' deficiencies in the control of attention, the

children being unable to ignore irrelevant information.

Somewhat later (1973) Tallahan reported that normally

achieving children were better at central recall but showed

uo difference in incidental recall fro > those who were

behind in reading. Inferior selective attention was
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suggested as the reason for this result. The fact that

the older children with reading difficulties later showed

the expected negative correlation "between their scores on

central and incidental learning which was not pi'esent in

the group aged between ~l\ and 10 years led Ilallahan to the

view that this was a developmental change reflecting more

efficient use of attention, Tarver et al (1976) put this

greater efficiency down to bringing information processing

under the control of verbal rehearsal strategies. They

claimed that the fact tliat children with learning disabi¬

lities did not suffer so much from deficits in ielective

attention as a delay in the development of techniques of

verbal mediation. The younger children might be said to

be under the control of the total perceptual array, and,

though not misunderstanding the instructions, less guided

by them than children who suffered no reading difficulties

and who, while attending to a visual stimulus were also

able to incorporate verbal strategies into their deployment

of that attention, Senf and his colleagues (cited in

Tarver, 1974) corroborate this view, since they showed

that children with reading deficiencies were less sensi¬

tive to set inducing instructions and more dominated by the

stimulus dimensions of a task. Blank and Bridger (1966)

have shown that backward readers have difficulties in cross

sensory integration. They propose that this is due to a

deficiency in the use of verbal labelling skills. Cashdan

(1970) has gone one step further and shown that auditory-

visual integration can be improved in backward readers if

their verbal labelling skills are strengthened, though
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their improvement still does not make them equal to good

readers on this type of task.

Doleys (1976) finds that there are inconsistent and

contradictory results in research on distractibility and

concludes that there is no conclusive evidence to support

Cruickshank's view that brain-injured hypernctives are

hyper-responsive to external stimulation or that learning

disabled children are more distractible than normal

children. TTe considers it premature to define a diagno¬

stic group as more or less distractible than normals,

since there has been so much variation between studies

probably as a result of different subject populrtions - the

normal, distractible, mentally retarded, hyperkinetic,

learning disahled, brain injured and hypo-active and since

the experimental tasks themselves have been so varied. He

noted that initial effects of certain stimulus conditions

wear off and the distraction they provide is modified as

the task becomes familiar. Therefore he suggests that no

stimulus event can be identified as inherently distracting

and no diagnostic groujt can be labelled as distractible

under all conditions. The study by Somervell et al (1974)

illustrates this point. First grade hoys divided into

those perceived as distractible and those as non-distracti-

ble were set a number of tasks under a variety of

distracting conditions. Performance was found to vary

with the interaction of increasing stimulation and the task

variable itself. The two groups could not be reliably

separated.

This type of evidence, Doleys argues, highlights the
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necessity for observing: the specific stimulus conditions

vhich reduce attention in children, and the necessity for

avoiding labelling children as "distractible" since their

distractibility is likely to be situation specific. Keogh

(1976), among others, writes of the hyperactive child's

ability to watch television rapt and unmoving. Structured

si tui tions may at times increase distractibility (Sykes,

1973) and at other times facilitate attention (Schaffer,

1974-)* i closer observation of task difficulty - the

ambiguity of the stimulus, the verbal labelling skills of

the child, his age, and motivation seem to he essential

prerequisites before deciding that the hyperactive child

with learning problem;- is inherently incapable of concent¬

ration for any length of time.

Keogh (197l» 1976) describes the last skill which

appears to be defective amongst hyperactive children and

which also has obvious implications for reading abilities

as decision making. "ere she is referring to the tendency

to leap to conclusions, to act without thought and to rush

headlong at both motor and co nitive activities, in short,

to irapulsivity. Such rapid and often defective decision-

taking, she suggests, is not due simply to speed, and

indeed lock's (1974.) study provides considerable evidence

that this is not the crucial factor, but to the fact that

the information ac ; tired by the impulsive child is often

li tited and fragmentary. Sapid decisions preclude review

of alternatives and a check of their applicability. She

also suggests that children come to decisions quickly if

they have only a limited number of strategies to use, and
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problem solvin^ skills. bhe notes that it is the high

error rate which differentiates high risk kindergarten

children and the educationally handicapped more than speed

of decision. The research which supports this view is

based on lagan's MFFT (Hatching familiar Figures Test) or

similar tasks (Ault et a'1, 1972; Drake, 1970; velson,

1969). Ault et al (1972) sura up the general tenor of

earlier papers in concluding that the perceptual decoding

factor involved in performance on this test and others

similar to it ox)ei-ates Independently of conceptual tempo

in determining accuracy. Although there appear to exist

real differences in tempo on such tasks, amongst young

children the crucial factor in successful performance lies

in being able to summon the appropriate scanning strategies

rather than simply in being able to delay responses (Kagan,

earson and belch, 1966: Yando and Kagan, 1968). Young

impulsive children on the d'TT tend to examine fewer

variants and make fewer eye fixations per stimulus than

rcflectives. They spend a lower percentage of their total

viewing time comparing pairs of stimuli that include the

standard and an alternative as well as scanning a smaller

number of different pairs. When comparing pairs impul-

sives look back and forth between one and the other less

often than reflectivea (right, 1971 cited in Messer,

1976). Drake's (1970) hypothesis "that the impulsive

child is simply in search of some variant that globally

resembles the standard and therefore Iocs not need to cover

tore than a fev variants" can be modified to deal with

right's observation, in that the impulsive child is not
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very discriminating in his viewin- and readily accepts

likeness without sufficient check for detail. Amongst

adult impulsives (Drake, 1970) a difference of strategy

still obtained. Drake believed that they followed a

* rule1 they constructed for the task which stated: "Look

for differences between variants and. standard and choose a

variant only if you fril to find any difference between it

and the standard". Such a strategy reduces scannin time.

If it is carefully executed it can lead to a low error

score (Ault, 1972). On the whole, however, those who

pursue this strategy tend not to be as careful in discrimi¬

nating detail as those who check all the variants before

coming to a decision. This accounts for the positive

correlation between error score and reaction time in

children over six and in adults.

Feogh's discussion of the defective strategy of hyper¬

active children leads her on to a consideration of the

renediftion required. Since hyperactive children perform

consistently less well on the Kagan tasks and "Aitkin's

Embedded Figures Test (Douglas, I072) and strategy differ¬

ences rather than simple inability to inhibit responses are

involved in successful performance, Jhen it appears

necessary to concentrate on the improvement of strategy, or

in Douglas's terms effective deployment of attention.

Inability to control visual processing efficiently makes

most school tasks difficult. This in Itself leads to a

reduction in motivation and more distraotible restless

behaviour (Stephens, 1973) and is likely to produce the

effect of impulsivity through expectation of failure.



Lagan (1967) indee 1 prop o be & that there mug be a lack of

task, involvement contributing to impulsive responding,

lie also suggests that young children who appear incapable

of inhibition arc merely demonstrating an unwillingness to

inhibit, possibly because their parents have accommodated

to their Iiyperactivity rather than attempting to train them

to go more slowly and gain success through care.

Kagan (1965) observed that impulsive children were

also poor at reproducing the bender Cestuit designs in the

first grade at school, though they could perform visual

discrimination tasks adequately. The difference in the

complexity of task and the extra motor requirement nay well

have contributed to this result. ,.t the moment it would

seem likely that immature perceptual development, in so far

as cognitive control in complex si nations is limited,

contributes to poor decision-making, an inability to

consider alternative Iiypotheses, a reduction in motivation

and a rapid response time. 1 considerable number of

liyperactive children and children who are backward in

reading display these difficulties and, therefore, educa¬

tional help may be well invested if it is applied to

developing information processing skills. Ls owe {1976)

puts it, good learners seem able to call upon a wide

variety of well developed aids to learning rather than
'

eing dependent on one particular strategy. He 1 arti¬

cularly draws attention to verbal procedures:- using names

and labels for grouping and categorising items and for

sorting and constructing hierarchical organisations,

kemediation, if it teaches children not onl;> to focus their
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attention tout to use it to good effect should en&tole the

child to compensate for initial developmental disadvantages.

Meichentoaum an Goodman (1971) have demonstrated the truth

of this assertion toy means of their cognitive self-

instruction programme for impulsive children. These

children were encouraged toy a variety of means to ostatolish

an overt control over- their toehaviour through the use of

self-regulatory speech. They ave themselves instructions

in hov.- to perform a series of tasks ranging from copying

line patterns and reproducing designs to completing a

pictorial series and solving conceptual problems. Their

performance improved on certain subtests of the Wechsler

Tntelli. ence Scale for Children and on the fetching Familiar

Figures Test, though a comparable improvement in classroom

behaviour did not take place. As 'loss (1976) observes

"learning to talk to oneself so as to proceed with care and

deliberation on a paper-and-pencil task would seen to have

little in common with toeing task-oriented, sittin still,

and toeing c ^-operative in a classroom situation." dors

goes on to make the point that improvement to toe stable and

strategies to be generalisatole must eventually toe taught in

situations that closely resemble the normal classroom, even

if initially they are taught outside the classroom.

Faliphant (1974) relates such strategies to reading

performance in a consideration of the n ture of the coding

process in successful recognition of letters and words.

Where particular forms of coding assist the child to extract

and remember the invariant features of the visual display

necessary for letter and word recognition (Gibson and Levin,
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l975) and also for correct reflective performance on the

MFFT (Kirasic, 1975) they may offer a good chance of succes¬

sful remediation for the child who is impulsive or backward
'

in reading#
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rrT NATTT-J- (>•• T'T- n':LATi(r:e;TTTJ' ■■ v TV DTNC -rnv"-TI.TTIES

AN '0 hMGTIONAL OTSOUPEltS.

Sufficient evidence has noV been assembled through

the series of studies carried out by liuttcr and his col¬

ic :ues in the Isle of bight (1970) ant Or.nbervell, and as

a part of the TT.Literacy Survey (Varlsam, ) to make

if clear that earlier generalised state«ients about

eriotional disturbances in connection with reading diffi¬

culties can b refined. blau (1946) could, for example,

talk about temper tantrums, disobedience, bedwetting,

a grei sion and -lso neurotic symptoms in the same breath.

here Mnngus (1950) reported - ithdrawal, neurotic symptoms

and an abnormal degree of antisocial tendencies in hii

Ohio saiple and Joyce Morris (1966) described characteris¬

tics of depression, anxiety and withdrawal, together with

aggressiveness and hostility, the later surveys have shown

that the mail emotional disturbances associated with

reading problems are antisocial rather than neurotic for

boys, though the reverse is the case for girls. Tn

general terms, of the children with specific reading

retardation in the Tsle of bight, 2~/ showed antisocial

behaviour as measured by a teachers* questionnaire.

Those who were backward in reading, if emotionally dis¬

turbed, also tended to Tl lay antisocial rather than

neurotic symptoms. Davie et al (1972) and 'turge (1972),

one in the national survey of eleven thousand seven year

olds and the other in Camherwell, reported the same type

* Details on page ^7 , Chapter 3,
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or association. Clark (1970) in Dunbartonshire foun 1 the

same relationship true o~ Scottish children. The question

then to be resolved is how to account Dor this association.

Sturge (1972) has outlined "ive possible

explanations:-

1. That antisocial behaviour disorders lead to
reading di*"iculties.

2. That a common cause results in both behaviour
disorters ana educational failure.

3. That reading retardation lea^s to antisocial
behaviour.

4. That it is an artefact o" the association o**
background factors.

5. That there is a multifactorial causation por
both.

1. "That antisocial behaviour disorders lead to

reading difficulties". Eutter (1C73) and Stxxrge (1972)
are o~ the opinion that there is insufficient evidence

to support such a statement. Other research has produced

less clear-cut fin dings and is more inclined to the view

that emotional distress is a possible precursor of at

least some reading problems. There is a possibility of

differences of •''e^inition leading to different findings.

Butter's qefinitions o" reading retardation and

emotional disorders are very stringent.

2. "That a common cause results in both behaviour

disorders ar>^ educational failure".

a. Social factors - sex role, social class, family

size ana family relationships.

Undoubtedly there are shared social factors in the

backgrounds o" antisocial children and children with reading

disabilities. Sturge cites evidence for inadequate or
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'Token homes, iov. socio-economic status, large families and

being of the male sex. This last -.aay seeiu somewhat out of

key with the other social factors and s social more by

implication than anything else. In fact, such are the

differences in sex role and socialisation for the two sexes

(killer,1971) and in ultimate expectations of social

behaviour that it can well "be interpreted as having a

social influence on behaviour as well as a possible genetic

one via develo mental defects.

Vernon (1972) appro, clies the social f ctoi- in reading

achievements and failure, first through a consideration of

the effects of social class and then through the related

effects of parental encouragement on motivation to learn.

Douglas et al (1964) and Pringle et nl (196b) have both

reported social class differences in attainments and less

interest in their children amongst parents of underachievers

than amongst parents of children making adequate progress.

This observation of the legree of p..rental involve .. it in

relation to school achievements is paralleled by the type

of involvement that appears in the literature on delinqu¬

ency. There- we find that parents are typically lax,

indifferent and neglectful (West and Farrington, 1974;

kcCor 1 and tcC >rd, 1933; y.ndry, i960; l icck and Lueck,

1930). Davie et al (1972) found that children of manual

workers wore not o ly three times as likely to become back¬

ward in reading as those from non- tanual families, but they

were twice as likely to be rated by teachers as maladjusted

on grounds of fighting, 'writing off adults' and restless¬

ness. Working class children were also more likely to
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show over-dependent behaviour.

vc dly size, ;tter et al (1970) and Varlaam (1974)

found to be associated with reading difficulties and with

antisocial behaviour. The finding is regularly reported

in delinquency studies ("est and Farri n-tnn, 107/; Ferguson

1092). Test and Farrington, (1974) found however that with

ample accommodation and a comfortable income the "baleful

implications of a large sized family were substantially

mitigated", though 'utter et al did not find family size

and overcrowding so closely associated with antisocial

behaviour as with reading retardation. Sturge was not able

to show that family size distinguished purely antisocial

children fro: the reading retarded or from those with both

disorders. Indeed s1 e fo 'nd a tendency for a greater

proportion of the antisocial boys to come from small

families. Frmily size may have adverse effects or reading

through reduced linguistic stimulation (Tishet, 19?3) as

well as through reduced opportunities for shared pleasures

in reading aloud. both of these factors related to

reading performance (Ourkin 1966) are also related to

social class (Newson and Newson, 1968) and it seems likely

that, as with delinquency, large family size alone in the

absence of other disadvantage is not sufficient to promote

both educational and behavioural disorders.

Family reltionships have been found to he crucially

important- in conduct disorders (hotter 1972, 1974a). In

both the Isle of * ight and London survey, unhappy disrup¬

tive quarrelsome homes were associated with psychiatric

disorder in children particularly of an antisocial kind.



Test and Farrington (1974)» noting tliat marital disharmony

is more closely correlated with delinquency at the age of

eight and nine than at 1 ter stages of their longitudinal

study, propose that it has a more damaging effect on

childr-n when :i 1 occurs early in life. however, "ilson

(1974* 1975) did not find that family cohesivenet was as

iportant a facto; in preventing delinquency in children

in high delinquency areas as was win t she termed "chapero-

nage", close supervision of youn; chaldron. Though

significant associations are found between antisocial

behaviour and family disharmony il must he remembered that

discord : ay exist without an antisocial outcome - 'Vest and

Farrington and also Sturge moke this oh-servation. In

Sturge's study children who v,er< onl; retarded in reading

and the reading retarded who were also antisocial^ shared a

high percentage of discordant backgrounds with those who

were merely antisocial. In other words ^family discord did
no' differentiate effectively between them, contributing

heavily to both.

liutter, (1974) summing up evidence on the association

of conduct disorders and reading retardation from his own

study, the ILEA's work and Sturge's study concludes that

"at least in a big city population the family influences

leading to reading retardation ov rlap considerably with

the family influences' leading to antisocial behaviour

A depriving environment tends to be depriving in many

respects".

A final comment should be uade on the logic of the

statement that antisocial conduct disorders and reading
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disabilities liuve a common cause. If this were the case

it would be difficult to explain how some children

suffered from both problems but many suffered from one

and not the other.
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to.
Genetic Factors.

Sturge (1972) reviewed the work on genetic contribu¬

tions to reading retardation paying particular attention

to the studies fey Hallgren (1930) and Hermann (1959), the

first a study of the relations of dyslexic children, the

second a report of several studies of monozygotic and diz¬

ygotic twins. In both cases there was supportive evidence

for the genetic hypothesis though data collection by

llallgren was less than complete and the methods of obtaining

information somewhat suspect. Other work summarised by

Vernon (1972) is consistent in finding a family history of

reading difficulties in a certain percentage of cases. She

cites Kolson and Kaluger (1963) as presenting the view that

the genetic effects were most clearly visible in those

children who failed to improve under remedial treatment.

These children were said to suffer from primary dyslexia

while those who acquired secondary dyslexia did so through

the operation of intellectual, sociological and emotional

factors. Eisentoerg's (1966) categorisation of psycho¬

physiological and socio-psychological causes of dyslexia
makes somewhat the same distinction. Vernon's conclusion

was that there seemed to be sufficient evidence to support

a genetic explanation for some cases of severgreading

disabilities, but that this would not account for all of

them. Sturge argues that since developmental anomalies

appear to be marked in the case of the reading retarded

children in the Isle of bight studies , there may be a

predisposition for a part of the brain to remain immature,

and that it is this predisposition rather than any specific
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disability which is inherited. She proposes that an

abnormal area might control not only language but also

certain aspects of behaviour, hence accounting for conduct

problems as well as reading difficulties. Her own

research in fact found that Antisocial poor readers had a

family history of reading disabilities and delayed speech

as frequently as did the normal controls. She came to no

conclusion since her numbers were small, but her results

would not support a genetic hypothesis. However, if it

is vulnerability which is inherited then the differing

social circurastaaces of the reading retarded, the antisocial

and the control groups may account for the results. This

view has been reinforced by Rutter and Yule's paper (1975)

which makes use of data, comparing the incidence of reading

retardation in the Isle of bight and London.

Antisocial behaviour can obviously not be inherited as

such - to be antisocial a child has to have had the oppor¬

tunity of becoming a member of society. He may present

his parent with greater difficulties in socialisation and

in this way show an inherited tendency to conduct disorders.

Eysenck (1970) and Trasler (1962) present the view that

children who become delinquents exhibit an inherited dispo¬

sition to condition less easily than other more law abiding

children. In the presence of poor child rearing practices,

where inconsistency is the rule and lax supervision and

control commonplace, when the child is not given the

facilitating environment which is particularly vital to

him, he is likely to behave antisocially. uysenck (1975)

lms recently modified his position somewhat and now states
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that genetic factors are most detectable in those who have

not only offended in childhood but who go on to offend as

adults. He takes up this position on the "basis of twin

studies. Y.est and Farrington's (197-4) report of a

longitudinal study, though it shows a high incidence of

delinquency in criminal families with criminal parents and

delinquent siblings, is capable in his opinion of supporting

either an environmental or genetic hypothesis. Since cri¬

minal fami Lies often provide poor supervision and exhibit

unsatisfactory models for social learning his results did

not serve to disentangle the effects of nature and nurture.

Rutter and Madge (1976) report the following research

results:- All twin studies fail to show a higher concor¬

dance rate for juvenile delinquency in monogygotic than in

dyzotic twins; studies of adoptees and fostered children

likewise support the view that behavioural disturbance is

not strongly influenced by genetic factors. They agree

with bysenck in his conclusion that the evidence for an

inherited factor in persistent adult criminality is more

conclusive, but stress that interaction effects from the

environment enhance the likelihood of inheritance influen¬

cing outcome. Thus the argument returns to that of a

possible inheritance of vulnerability rather than of anti¬

social conduct - since separated twins and other adoptees

are in a potentially distressing situation, and given less

than perfect conditions may well turn to deviant behaviour.

This in itself has a number of interpretations, e.g. drug

taking, theft, suicide, alcoholism.
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c.

Temperamental F ac tors.

The view that in temperamental factors might lie a

common cause of both behaviour disorders and reading dif¬

ficulties has been put forward by Kutter and Yule (1970),

They write that 'it was noteworthy ... that very poor

concentration was a marked feature of the children with

both antisocial behaviour and reading retardation. It

was not known how long they had shown poor concentration

but it may be one aspect of deviant temperamental develop¬

ment relevant in this context". They go on to qualify

this statement by doubts as to whether temperamental

features could entirely explain the association between

antisocial disorders and reading retardation. flsewhere,

in a discussion of intelligence and educational attainment

they mention the fact that poor concentration was not only

a feature of psychiatric disorder but also of low IQ.

They mention in tliis respect the additional temperamental

characteristics of poor adaptability to new situations, a

high intensity of emotional response, a marked irregularity

of physiological function and an excess of negative mood

which Ilutter et al (1964) had found to be associated with

behavioural difficulties in early childhood. They conclude

with the speculation that "some form of temperamental

deviation also play(s) an important part in the development

of both severe reading retardation and antisocial

behaviour".

Sturge (1972) has treated poor concentration and rest¬

lessness as developmental rather than temperamental factors

and found that they appeared more frequently amongst
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children who were retarded readers, whether or not they

were antisocial, than amongst children who were deviant

only with respect to their antisocial conduct. She

concluded that the antisocial reading retarded boys, at

least on this account, have more in common with the reading

retarded than the antisocial, making it a doubtful conclu¬

sion that these attributes - developmental or temperamental

- can completely account for problems of antisocial beha¬

viour and reading retardation, Furtaer discussion of the

nature of the relationship between these features of

behaviour, antisocial conduct and reading difficulties is

to be found on pages n5 - Jofc,
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Developmental "actors*

Rutter (197-4) regards developmental factors as primary

causes of reading retardation but also reports (1970) that

"developmental disorders of language and motor function -

such as shown by the backward readers (of the Tsle of Wight

survey) - are associated with an increased risk of

behavioural disorder at five or six years of age before

educational achievement can be relevant." He remarks,

however, that the disorders occurring at this age are more

usually neurotic and not antisocial.

Sturge's findings (1972) prompt her to suggest that

there are, in fact, two types of children who are antisocial

and retarded in reading, one group who are more affected by

developmental factors the other by background factors. In

the first group their slow maturation, probably of constit-

tuional origin, she believes, plays a part in the develop¬

ment of disturbance in boys from good homes. In boys from

bad homes she suggests that family discord and other forms

of disadvantage are the precipitating factors. Develop¬

mental disorders on this evidence are therefore rather

unlikely to be an exclusive predisposing factor in the

genesis of reading disabilities and antisocial behaviour.



RbADING i^TAitDATIO.N AS A PRSCUkSOH OF ANTISOCIAL I^ILlVIOUR.

Sturge (1972) has reviewed tlie work that would estab¬

lish a sequential relationship between reading retardation

and antisocial behaviour, in which antisocial behaviour

follows difficulties in reading as a reaction to disappoin¬

tments and loss of self-esteem in the classroom. she

notes Blau's comments that reading retarded children are

"unhappy, anxious, tearful and poorly adjusted socially",

and Mangus's observation that they luck self-confidence,

self-esteem and a sense of personal worth, and that this

is a reflection of educational neglect and rejection which

iUay lead on to revenge against society. The fact that

Schiffman* s study (1966) showed tliat parents and teachers

did not recognise the potential of children of average

intelligence if they were placed in remedial classes was

thought to be another nail in the coffin of the self-

respect of the child with reading disabilities.

Harris (1961) found that hostile, over—dependent

behaviour and also inconsequence were more frequent amongst

boys referred to a clinic for1 learning disabilities than

in boys referred for other problems. This establishes the

relationship, previously noted, between antisocial behaviour

and reading since other disorders were not present in

association with learning disabilities, but it does not

establish the primacy of reading retardation.

liutter et al (1970) reported that children with

reading difficulties had been in difficulty from an early

age, some of them at t.ie time of the inquiry still being

effectively non-readers, whereas their delinquent activities
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had been of later onset. The^ remind their readers that

delinquency had been preceded in most cases by a history

of emotional disorders ol' at least three years' duration,

'hey also commented on a tendency, not significant, for the

antisocial boys who were retarded in reading to have shown

a slightly later onset for their antisocial behaviour than

those whose reading was normal. They suggested that anti¬

social disorders might begin somewhat later when they are

associated with reading problems.

From treatment studies it sho :Ld be possible to dis¬

cover whether the emotional disorder preceded the reading

disability, depending on which aspect of the child's prob¬

lems was given treatment. Gates and bond (1936) found that

special instruction in reading led to a much improved atti¬

tude to life with a diminution in emotional disturbance.

This might support the case for the primacy of reading

retardation except that the study does not give sufficient

detail to assess the whole sequence of events. Dorney

(1967) found that adolescent delinquent boys who had extra

readin instruction had a lower rate of recidivism than two

control groups. On the other hand, Benning et al (1968)

reported that remedial reading had no effect on the social

adjustment, anxiety level, self-concept or even reading

achievement of fourth grade children who were disruptive and

{ ££,rcssive in the classroom. After a review of treatment

studies in which children with reading disabilities who also

showed adjustment problems were given remedial education,

Butter et al concluded Ihat there was not enough evidence of

the right kind to clarify the issue since either there was

no inquiry into the type of behaviour affected, or the
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continuing relationship of reading and behaviour was not

traced or the groups examined were small and showed ten¬

dencies, but not significant effects. The fact that there

is evidence of remediation being less effective in the

absence of psychotherapy (Margolin, 1955; Lawrence, 1971)

still does not elucidate the question since if the disa¬

bility in reading is of long standing it may well have

generated considerable disturbance which makes furtlier

learning slow and fraught with difficulty. New learning

may then only proceed once associated emotional problems

are recognised and accepted and possibly dealt with.

Longitudinal inquiries have been rare, and when they

exist they do not make the particular distinction between

neurotic disturbances and antisocial disorders. This

difficulty attends the longitudinal study by Joyce Morris,

(1966) which traced the development of children over a

number of years. Her sample included 714 children born

in 1946 who came from ten primary schools. She followed

both the good and the poor readers through primary and

secondary school, starting when they were eight. The poor

readers showed a larger number of signs of maladjustment

and unsettledness than the good readers during the last two

years of their primary course. In their upper junior years

the poor readers showed a number of inhibited and anxious

characteristics but were also restless, aggressive and

hostile to adults and children. These symptoms showed

great consistency in teachers* reports despite changes of

teachers. The poor readers more than other boys tended to

focus attention on themselves - their behaviour was more

disruptive of the classroom atmosphere.
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•'he children with the most severe read a problems were

likely also to he . lost unsettle I and depressed, a finding

which closely links one disturbance to the other.

Davie et ul (1972) have contributed to the discussion
'

a their study of a national sample oi seven e; i' olds,

''hey state that while the children had been at school just

long enough for some Meaningful assessment of reading back¬

wardness it was not long enough for maladjustment to have

arisen as a result o reading difficulties. They found

that nearly four out of ten "backward readers" were

"maladjurted" on the Bristol Social Adjustment Guides (i.e.

a teacher questionnaire) whereas only one in ten other

children were disturbed. Future reports will no doubt

illuminate the question as to whether children diagnosed at

seven as backward in rea Jin but not nia lad justed respond by

becoming antisocial in succeeding years but at the date of

their 1972 publication emotional disturbance and reading

difficulties were simply to be found to.:, ether in a subs¬

tantial proportion of children. As yet, their analyses

have not linked type of disorder with re:din problems but

tended to use general scores of "msladju tment" which can

be broken down if need be. Burnett (1972) cited by

Foseley (1973) has to some exient made pood this deficiency

by relating the sub-categories of the Bristol Social

Adjustment Guide to reading scores obtained from children

in their first year of Junior School, that is children of

approximately the same age as those surveyed by Davie et al.

The children were divided into 'ackward an ' adequate

readers and matched on sex, age and non-verbal T ;. Over a
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third of the backward readers showed behaviour which Stott

described as "writing off adults", and more backward

readers than controls were depressed, restless and hostile

towards other children. These responses are assumed to

be consequent upon reading failure an I indicative of

resentment towards teachers and children who create and

observe their hum!1iation.

E.M.Ii. Crichley (1968) paid special attention to the

age of onset of emotional difficulties in retarded children

in a London Remand Home and concluded that only excep¬

tionally had factors predisposing to maladjustment affected

the children of average intelligence before they began

instruction in the basic subjects. Truancy which would he

expected to be a stage between reaction to reading failure

and delinquency diu not appear to be related to retardation

in reading but was a phenomenon with greater prevalence in

certain schools and areas in the last year of compulsory

attendance. Retarded readers did not tend to truant more

than t ose of similar intelligence, though duller children

both tended to have greater reading difficulties and to

truant more. Since low intelligence, broken homes,

psychosis in the parents, poor school behaviour and truancy

were all interrelated, it is a possibility that in children

of low intelligence with disadvantaged backgrounds the

sequence of events will be different from the sequence for

those of higher intelligence. That is to say, while most

children of average intelligence will only exhibit anti¬

social disorders if they encounter setbacks at school,

others more disadvantaged an I duller may combine low intel¬

ligence and conduct problems from an earlier age.



Rutter et al (1970) and Sturge (1972) raise the

question of inheritance of disorder. Heading retardation

has been thought to be inherited and thus would be more

likely to appear before antisocial tendencies. If it is

a consequence of maturational delays, as in speech develop¬

ment, then also it is likely to precede conduct disorders.

However, this argument is not always accepted. Reading

retardation is believed by others (ulau, 19£G; and fond,

1967; an 1 Laubenthal, 1938, cited in Critchley, 1968) to

arise from the same sources of difficulty as antisocial

disorders. Particularly where familial disorder such as

sociox>atliy an i feeblemindedness can be shown to be high,

an inheritance of both disturbances of reading and social

behaviour is a possibility. As Sturge points out the best

evidence for the primacy of reading retardation rather than

antisocial disorders is to be obtained tlirough longitudinal

studies in which developmental delays can be established

before any sign of socialisation problems emerge. Her own

study of ten year olds gave a slight indication that deve¬

lopmental factors played a part in the lis turban ce of boys

from "good" homes, where there were no overt signs of

disorder and the home was intact. '.here boys fro 1 such

homes became antisocial she suggested it was a consequence

of their reading difficulties. Bevelopmental anomalies,

shared with the 'purely' reading retarded boys, appeared to

be linked with their reading problems. She found t'lat

these reading retarded antisocial boys were given high

disorder scores by their teachers, though this was not

confirmed by the parents and concluded that they only
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manifested antisocial behaviour in the situation which

caused them most distress - the classroom. Their conduct

was perceived to he directed against the school as a result

of their educational frustrations. Sturge was not able to

show that tliis was the case for all the boys who suffered

from reading retardation, together with antisocial distur¬

bances. Other children with the same problems liad severe

adversities and were handicapped in liaving 'bad' families

who failed to offer any cultural stimulation to the

children. She concluded that more than one group of

children exists amongst those with disturbances in the two

functions of reading and social behaviour - one group who

first demonstrate reading difficulties and react at school

against the humiliation they cause, the other group for

whom their numerous social disadvantages are enough to

account for difficulties at school arid at home.

Varlaam (1974) on the basis of data collected on

children born between September 1, 1959 and September 1,

I960 in the second stage of the ILEA literacy survey of

1971 suggested that it is more likely that reading retar¬

dation is the primary factor, preceding antisocial conduct.

The chance is particularly strong if the child has a large

family or comes from a West Indian background. His

results after controlling for the effects of background

variables generally tended to indicate that behaviour

disorders were secondary. Sturge's distinction between

children demonstrating behaviour at school and not at home

was not made in this survey since interview data was not

available. It therefore seems likely that the ILEA survey
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has concealed some of the subtleties suggested, by bturge

through the type 01 data collected. The evidence at

present is that there is a ;,roux of ciiildren whose disrup¬

tive behaviour is secondary to their educational difficul¬

ties. /. longitudinal survey ic required to discover at

what sta c both disorders can be detected and what their

influence on each other may be. The question of why only

some children react to readier difficulties v.ith antisocial

behaviour, whereas iost do not, has yet to be answered.

oreover, the studies so far quoted, iiave all taken

children of seven and over and made the assumption that any

antisocial or otherwise disturbed behaviour associated with

reading difficulties must be a consequence of the reading

difficulty once background factors are controlled. An

examination of behaviour on entry to school is required to

determine whether this is, in fact, the case.
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THh /.is.-.UCl^TlOX Of SHAPING IL-TAHDATION AND AViISOCI;a,

CONDUCT i) 1 6011 DLkp Ab AN ^vTcT'ACT Or TIL, AbfrOClATI UN OF

D,-.CKG..UUi\u rV.CT'Uitb.

Sturge (1972) raised the question of whether the ap¬

pearance together of reading retardation and antisocial

disorders could he an artefact of the association of such

background factors as perinatal morbidity and low social

class. Her speculations have been set in the context of

"retardation" rather than simple "backwardness". Ketar-

dation refers not only to reading that is backward in

relation to chronological age but which is backward also

with respect to intelligence. "Backwardness" may include

this specialised definition but certainly refers to unduly

poor performance on reading tests in relation to age. She

observed that perinatal morbidity was associated with

reading difficulties an i that it occurred more often in

families of low social status. Likewise antisocial

behaviour is more common in working class families. Con¬

sequently, it is a possibility that the association is an

artefact of low social class. However, liutter et al (I970)

and Malmquist (1958) were not able to show a significant

association between morbidity and reading retardation, nor

were Sutter et al (1970) able to show an excess of fathers

with semi- or unskilled employment amongst the parents of

the reading retarded. It therefore seemed unlikely that

low social class and perinatal morbidity were an explanation

for the association of reading retardation and antisocial

behaviour. This conclusion may well not apply to cases

of reading backwardness. Davie et ai (1972) were able to
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show that backwardness in reading was strongly associated

both with low social class and perinatal morbidity.

Another association quoted by Stuxge as possibly

accounting for the combination of reading retardation and

antisocial behaviour was via the large family size that is

typically found in the backgrounds of childxen with reading

difficulties ( >ouglas, \9C/t ; butter et al, 1970; turge,

1972; Davie et al, 1972; Varlaam, 1972) and also amongst

antisocial children (hatter et al, 1970; West, 19&9).

Varlaara's ILKA survey indicated that if reading vere held

constant the association between large family size and

behaviour disor ;ei dwindled into insignificance whereas if

behaviour were held constant the relationship of family

size and reading retardation remained* Thus family size

..as s< en to affect reading ore powerfully than conduct.

Nevertheless, it would see:! fair to sa^ that there is a

tendency, as Sturge confirms, for children from large

families to be at risk both in terms of reading an ' of

behaviour disorder.

turge's work was not able to produce unequivocal

evidence to support the hypothesis of the relationship of

antisocial behaviour and reading retardation as an artefact

of the fackground factors. Neither of the background

factors quoted above was alone sufficient to account for

either disorder entirely, thus it would seem unlikely that

the association of two of the factors would explain the

development of but* disorders.
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^turge's fiiuiiue that he*- ^vou* of antisocial retarded

readers were not homogenous in background nor in diagnosis

- one subgroup appear in, in both parents' and teachers*

questionnaire; as antisocial, the other only in t ie

teachers' - makes it apparent that one explanation for the

combination of these disorders will not be enough. She

proposed that one subgroup reacted to educational failure

by antisocial conduct, and that the other subgroup were

victims of such acute disadvantages tliat their disorders

in both domains could be accounted for by social adversity#

•Ter analysis leaves open the details of th factors which

light lead the first subgroup to experience failure and

later react antisocially though she su gest that develop¬

mental delays are more in evidence in t is grouj, tlian in

the second subgroup. She concludes from her data that

there are ultiple factors interacting w ich lead to

difficulties In behaviour as well as reading, and that

there is no clear path to these disorders combined.

+ + + + +

This review of previous publications has served to

highlight the extreme complexity of learning disabilities

and accompanying behaviour disorders. The closer the

approach to the individual child, and the finer the grain

of the inquiry, the more it becomes necessary to refine

definitions and to move away from gross categorisations.



Lach child is caught up in a web of interacting jjeople,

places and events. "lis experience must be examined in

terms of his position in the social structure, his relation-

si;.ips to his family, and t ose within his family, the size

of that family, his own temperament and his speed of

development. 'die child is subject to different combina¬

tions of these factors and himself influences their effect.

Prediction is dubious unless all the factors are adverse.

In the case of antisocial children who show reading disa¬

bilities there is a possibility that a sizeable group

amongst them do indeed suffer from a ultitude of disad¬

vantages, not only social but developmental. The following

study will endeavour to trace the extent of disadvantage

amongst children in their first years of school who later

can be described as behaviourally disturbed as well as

backward in reading. The contribution of temperamental and

developmental factors will be closely examined. The work

on hyperactivity indicates that learnin disabilities and

antisocial behaviour are frequently associate with disorders

of attention, impulsivity and restlessness. These charac¬

teristics are described as consequent upon developmental

delays or extremes of temperament. Some indication of the

degree to which temperament can be considered a fundamental

factor as o posed to delays in development will be sought.

An examination of coping mechanisms within the family may

provide some hint of the capacity of the family to produce

or moderate the child's behaviour.

Douglas and Uoss (1%8) have observed that between the

ages of six and fifteen badly adjusted children deteriorate



and become more disturbed, their performance at school

accompanying tiiis deterioration* They suggest that the

basis oi' these children's educational difficulties lies

in the pre or early school years. This study will take a

look at the early school years of some two hundred Scottish

children and explore the beginnings of this distressing

sequence of events.



CPAi'ThA TiIihA6

PhAN OF TILL JthbLAkClI

AIMS

Various proposals have been put forward to account for

the association observed between reading disabilities and

antisocial types of emotional disorder. It is the purpose

of this study to examine some of these proposals and to

locate the examination in the first two years of the Infant

School rather than in later periods of the Primary School.

Particular reference will be made to the part that

unregulated behaviour has to play in the genesis of these

problems.

Assumptions based on previous research and relevant to

the propositions are detailed below. Key research papers

are noted in brackets and have already been mentioned in

the lengthier review of the literature (ChajJter 2).

Proposition 1: That the association of reading

disabilities and emotional disorders is accounted for by

disadvantaged home environments. Such environments are

more likely to occur in Social Class V and are derived from

poverty, unemployment, chronic illness (psychological or

physiological), alcolioLism, criminality arid large family

size. They are likely to have consequences in child

rearing practices ill-adapted for preparing children for

school. (McCord and McCord, 1958; Douglas, 19*>4; West,

1969; Davie et al, 1972; Wedge and Prosser, 1973; West

*
Overactivity, impulsiveness, distractibility, impersis-

tence. (opei'ational definition see page 11 )
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and Fairington, 1974; Robins, 1974; cutter, 1974; V.ilson,

1974. )

Such environments carry with them risk with respect to

pre-and xjerinatal complications (Pasaioanick, 1956; Til-

lien, 1964; Davie et al, 1972). These in turn are

associated with behavioural problems (Pasamanick, 1956;

Drillien, 1964; Stott, 1973) &nd reading disabilities

(Kawi and Pasamanick, 1959; Davie et al, 1972).

Associated with economic and social disadvantages are

also linguistic, perceptual and cognitive problems in

adjusting to school demands (Deutsch, 1967; Bernstein,

1972). Cognitive stimulation is found to be inappropriate

for school requirements (Hess and Shipman, 1965) and cog¬

nitive strategies less well developed than is the case with

middle class children (Kagan, 1967).

There are thus three ways relevant to this study in

which social and economic disadvantages may affect later

behaviour and educational performance - through poor child

rearing techniques, paranatal complications and lack of the

type of cognitive stimulation which prepares children for

school.

From these three types of adversity derive forms of

immature functioning which liave outcomes in unregulated

behaviour, reading difficulties and antisocial emotional

disorders. Immaturity is shown cognitively (in perceptual,

conceptual and linguistic abilities, Rutter et al, 1970)

physiologically in clumsiness, enuresis, speech defects

(Rutter et al, 1970; Stott, 1966) and socially in poor

I>eer and adult relationships.
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It is assumed that unregulated behaviour acts as a

mediating variable in so far as it is related to perceptual

attentional and cognitive difficulties (Douglas, 1972;

Keogh, 1976) and behavioural control problems (Douglas,

1972; berry, 1968; Weiss, 1971; Minde, 1971; Shaffer

et al, 1974), It is believed to mediate between the types

of immaturity outlined above and reading difficulties

together with antisocial emotional disorders.

At each stage between child care and the forms of

immaturity and unregulated behaviour and between unregulated

behaviour, reading difficulties and antisocial disorders it

is assumed that reactive anxiety occurs together with

reductions in self-esteem, (Pearson, 1952; Lunzer, i960;

Llorens et al, 1964; Pond, 1967; Rubin and Braun, 1968;

Douglas, 1972; Marwit and Stenner, 1972),

A model of the hypothesised sequence of events follows

on page 167a.

Proposition 2: That there is a significant matura-

tional component to the development of antisocial behaviour

disorders, reading disabilities and unregulated behaviour

(Rutter et al, 1970; Sturge, 1972),

These developmental delays may occur in homes of no

economic or social disadvantage, though they occur more

frequently in the most disadvantaged environments (Davie

et al, 1972).

Developmental delays in homes that are stable and not

disadvantaged are not expected to create antisocial or

academic problems unless the child's caretakers at school

and at home have not the capacity to contend with the
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difficultieb in social ana educational c-ujU&UtuL laced by

immature children (de llirsch et ai, i960) uiff icultie^ in

atteniioiiai and behavioural control art, expected also to

derive from developmental delays (Adams, 1972; Constantini

ct al, 1973; Lievens, 197-4J heath et al, 1974; Tarver,

197(>)* The developmental model for the aetiology of

reading uisabilitics and antisocial disorders is to be found

on page "6 1 ,, iere again unregulated behaviour ha. an

intermediate role to play.

1 reposition 3: That both "reading difficulties and

antisocial behaviour may develop on the basis of ai lilar

types of temperamental deviance" (hutter and Vale, 1970)

i.e. distructibilit^, disinbibition and impul.iveness

(unregulated behaviour). (_>tott, 1966)

111 many respects the sequential model corresponds very

closely to tixat for children whose maturation lias been

deluded, in so far as temperamental deviance may be expected

to appeal* in ail t«>pes of ho. e, but only if the caretakers

find tiiey cannot cope with its manifestations is the

outcome likely to lie in reading disabilities and anti¬

social conduct. (Chess, 1963; Ross, 1966; Thomas et al,

i960; arcufa, 1972; Ross, 1976.) The model fox this type

of temperamenta! deviance as the precipitant of both

reading disabilities and antisocial disorders gives unregu¬

lated behaviour a primary rather than a secondary role,

i'lxat is to taj that rather than being a mediating variable

between disadvantage or developmental delay and outcomes in

reading disabilities and emotional disorders the role of

unregulated behaviour is more directly causative, ( ee

page 8 1 )
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Proposition 4: That antisocial behaviour succeeds

reading disabilities as £ reaction to adverse teadher

attitudes to the less successful pupils (Rosenthal and

Jacobson, 1968; Hargreaves, 1972; Nash, 1976) and to a

sense of failure leading to a "dull or defective self

image" (Hutter and Yule, 197^; Sturge, 1972).

This study is designed to re-examine aspects of the

propositions outlined above. It. is also hoped, by opening

the inquiry somewhat earlier in the children's careers than

is generally the case, to add to present knowledge on the

sequence of events leading to an outcome in the dual prob¬

lems of antisocial behaviour and reading disabilities.

The circumstances attending the development of anti¬

social disorders and reading disabilities have been

examined under four headings.

1. The prevalence and continuity of emotional

disorder - it being essential to establish that

antisocial emotional disorders and unregulated

behaviour exist at the entry to primary school

and that there is sufficient continuity shown

to make comment worthwhile.

2. Aetiology - to be examined with respect to

environmental, temperamental and developmental

factors.

3. Processes in becoming an antisocial backward

reader - emphasis being given, a) to the loss

of self-esteem, b) the loss of social status,

and, c) defective cognitive strategies.

4-. Contexts - with respect to home and school



experience thought to result Iri antisocial and

unregulated behaviour and reading disabilities.

A fifth section has been devoted to an intervention

programme, the rationale for which has been derived from

the literature on the behavioural, conceptual an i percep¬

tual limitations of children who are both antisocial and

backward in reading.

Detailed hypotheses appear in the relevant chapters.
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SELECTION OF B/MPLE.

Selection of children from the infant departments of

Edinburgh primary schools was organised to allow a two year

follow-up from their entry in August, 1974 to August, 1976.

BASIS OF THE SELECTION OF STUDY CHILDREN.

Eleven primary schools were approached for collabo¬

ration in the research project.

Social Class.

In view of the findings of Douglas (1964) and Davie

et al (1972) that social class showed a linear relationship

with educational attainment and reading skill and that

cultural deprivation appears as a factor influencing the

development of the skills which lead to reading readiness

(Chazan, 1970) a sample was chosen that would reduce the

influence of this variable in creating differences of

scores. Language differences between social classes have

occupied linguists, sociologists and psychologists for some

time (e.g. Hess and Shipman, 19^5J Labov, 1968; Blank and

Solomon, 1969; Baratz and Baratz, 1970; Bruner, 1971;

Bernstein, 1972). Language development and reading are

closely allied (Gibson and Levin, 1975). Perceptual pro¬

cesses also vary with social class. Bosco, (1972) showed

that amongst lower class young children visual information

processing was slower than amongst middle class children.

Robinson (1972) was able to show that working class children

were able to reduce errors of |)erceptual discrimination as a

result of an experimental language programme. Thus percep¬

tual and linguistic abilities are not only interdependent

but class related.



have indicated the degree to which impulsivity and disinhi-

hition are related to social class (Davie et al, 1972).

Antisocial behaviour, in so far as it concerns outright

convicted delinquency is associated with low socio-economic

status (West, 1967) hut when self-report studies are

considered (West and Farrington, 1972); and when antisocial

disorder is diagnosed (Rutter et al, 1970) then the rela¬

tionship is not found to he significant. Some aspects of

antisocial behaviour are, however, related to social class,

in particular aggression. (Rutter et al, 1970) In children

of five and six, this type of behaviour is commonly observed;

it contributes to dissatisfaction with school and also to

designation as "antisocial" by teachers.

The subjects for the project were 198 boys from primary

schools where with few exceptions, the children had fathers

in manual occupations and lived in rented accommodation in

large council estates or in mixed areas near the city

centre. The original proposal had been to pick schools

where disadvantages might have been both more acute and more

widespread in order to reduce the number of children

screened before extracting sub-samples to represent the

variables under investigation. At the time of the inquiry

some of the schools in the least salubrious areas were

already the focus of another research investigation. This

made it necessary for the research to have recourse to

schools which, except in one case (a Catholic school in the

heart of one of Edinburgh's most down-at-heel estates) were

not given priority educational status by Edinburgh Corpor¬

ation. In the end eight echo Is co-operated in the research.
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The schools kept little data that wo ild reveal social

class, only recording father's place of work. They were

reluctant to involve themselves in closer, more Tiersonal

inquiry. Teachers became aware, in due course, of the

occupations of many children's fathers as the children

spoke of their parents. In some cases, especially when

the parents were of middle class status, the head teachers

were informed from the child's entry to school, >ata are

thus not available on the occupations of all fathers of

children in the sample. The figures quoted refer to

information collected in the course of interviewing 56

families, all the children and the teachers. These last

were certain of the occupations of only a limited number

of fathers. The result is likely to be biassed in the

direction of information on families of higher social

status. The following table is in accordance with the

Registrar General's classification based on occupations,

1970 edition (Office of Population Censuses, 1970).

It is compared with the figures for the seven year

olds of the National Child Development Study. (Davie et

al, 1972.) It would appear that there is a bias in

favour of skilled manual workers. The remaining 71 cases

on whom no information is available might have redressed

this apparent imbalance. Accurate Information tends to

be difficult to acquire from families of the lowest social

class (West, 1969). The children themselves were asked

what their fathers did when they went to work. In the

case of the readily understandable occupations, within the

experience of the children, responses were accurate and



tallied with teachers' and parental information. When the

occupation was industrial or clerical the responses were

only vaguely related to reality. The children's responses

had, therefore, to he discounted. However, as intended,

the Toys were overwhelmingly from the manual working class.

TSLLi: 3.1,

SOCTP !• CLASH 1)1 STDILUTION 1'OR BOYS IN 8 EDINBURGH SCHOOLS

COMPARED TO ALL CHILDREN IN THE NATIONAL

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SIUDV

Social Class Edinburgh Boys
oi 4-2 and 3sr

National Child Deve¬

lopment Study.
(7 year olds).
(Davie, et al, 1972)

n Per cent
of 127

n = 14,495
per cent

I and II 5 3.9
(II only)

19.0

III (non-manual) 7 5.6 10.0

III (manual) 78 61.4 44.0

IV and V 27 21.3 23.0

No male head of
household 10 7.8 3

Total 127 100.0

Not known 7i 35.9
(of total
sample.)

5.8/C of 15,459

Grand Total 19S
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Sex differences exist in vulnerability to physiolo¬

gical and psychological hazards (nutter, 1970). They exist

also in psychiatric disorder, males being more likely to

exhibit antisocial disorders and criminality, females

neurosis, in particular, depression. (Mutter and Madge,

197&). Amongst children a similar pattern i>revails. (kut-

ter et al, 1970). Chazan, (1972) in a survey of primary

an secondary urban and rural school children found malad¬

justments, as measured by the Bristol S >cial Adjustment

Guides, to be more pronounced amongst boys than girls.

Davie et al (1972) using the same measure for seven year

olds report similar findings. (Hyperactivity, restlessness

and inconsequential behaviour showed significant differences

between boys and girls. Hostility towards children and

adults and fighting with other children showed similar sex

differences.)
*

The findings relatin pre-reading skills to sex

differences are inconsistent. Thompson (197r>) reports that

. .merican work on six year olds indicates superiority amongst

iris vait this is no the case in Tliackray1 s study in this

country (1965). Once children be in to read the differen¬

ces are again in dispute. Davie et al have fo md a highly

significant lead in readin attainment for girls of seven

but Thompson (1975) produces other evidence which does not

support this finding. On reading disabilities, on the

other hand, the evidence is less contradictory. Surveys

reveal a marked tendency for the proportion of boys with

readin problems to exceed that for girls. (Monroe, 1932;
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Malmquist, 195*3; Morris, 1966; liutter et al, 1970;

Clark, 1970.)

Sex differences are tlius of sufficient importance to

require that their influence he eliminated in a small scale

study of limited duration. Consequently, only hoys were

selected for investigation and follow-up. The fact that

more hoys tlian girls are subject to learning disabilities

and psychiatric disorders of the kind under investigation

was a factor in the selection of hoys rather than girls.

This meant that a smaller number of children would need to

he screened in order to find a sample showing the disabi¬

lities relevant to the investigation.
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A variety of measures were used foi- the inquiry.

1. Screening tests (behaviour questionnaires and paper

and. pencil tests) were employed to select groui>s of

potentially vulnerable (antisocial reading backward)

children and a group of potentially stable good readers.

2. Criterion tests consisted of the same behaviour

questionnaires and a set of reading tests. These tests

were selected to discover which children were antisocial

backward readers by the end of the longitudinal study.

3. Process measures explored the detailed aspects of

becoming antisocial and a backward reader.

4-. Context measures provided the background in home and

school for a comparison of children who became antisocial

backwar reader.' with other children in their age group.

On the following page a list of the measures appears

with details on the individuals who completed them and

the dates on which they were administered.

Tn this chapter the measures described will be:

a) those used in screening for the selection of vulnerable

children, b) criterion measures, c) the Columbia dental

Maturity Scale and, d) the Parent-Child Inquiry Form.

All other tests ant! questionnaires will be discussed

separately in the chapters which concern them.

1. Screening Measures.

The intention was to select children at school entry

who might later exhibit signs of antisocial behaviour and

reading difficulties. Screening methods were adopted
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MEASURCS

Measure

''croon in to telect vulner¬
able children.

1. Behaviour questionnaires

a* Children's Behaviour
Questionnaire (CBq)

b. Bristol Social Adjust¬
ment Guide (BgaG)

Completed "by

Class
Teachers

Class
Teachers

2. heading aeadinees Profiles Children

Date

Time 1

Oct. 1974

Oct. 1974

Criterion Measures.

1. Behaviour Questionnaires
— CBq and BnAG

2. reading Tests -

a. Southgate V.ord selection
Test - Form A

b. southgate V»ord Selection
Test - Form C

c. Southgate Sentence Com¬
pletion Test - From B

-* i'OCesS nCUSUrOs.

1. Matching Familiar Figures
Test (MFFT)

2. Self-Esteem Test

3. Sociometry

4. Columbia ciital maturity
Scale (CMMS)

Context Measures.

1. School Phonics Inquiry

2. Interviews

3. Parent-Child Inquiry
Form

Class
teachers

Children

Children

Children

Children

Children

Chi ldren

Children

Class
teachers

Parents

Infant
Mistresses

Time 2 and
Time 3

June, 1975
dune, 1976

June, 1975

June, 1976

June, 1976

May, June,
1975

Dec. 1974
Jan. 1975
Dec. 1974
Jan. 1975

Jan. , Feb. ,

1976

Spring Term
1975

Summer, 1975

bummer Term,
1976
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which would lead to the selection of four groups during

their first weeks at school on the basis of iiutter and

Yule' o chapter in "education, ileal th and Behaviour" (1970)

which argued for developmental and temperamental causes of

"behaviour and reading problems.

These aspects of performance and behaviour were taken

into account in determining the composition of the four

groups

a) perceptual, perceptuo-motor and language skills.

b) behavioural control.

oth (a) and (b) can be seen as maturation dependent,

(b) ru..y alternatively be perceived as an aspect of tempera¬

ment related to high activity, low persistence, high

impulsivity and high distr&ctibility. Henceforward it

wall be referred to as "unregulated" behaviour and given an

operational definition in tcr ..s of the behaviour question-

naires to be described. (See page !'/&•)
The four groux>s consisted of:-

i. Unregulated children)
ii Peculated children with %oov- PercePtual and11. Keguiatea cnnctren ) linguistic abilities.

iii. Unregulated children) with d perceptual and
iv. Regulated children J linguistic abilities.

In the following pages the instruments from which the

groups were derived will be discusse : together with the

rationale.

behaviour uestloiuiaii os were issued to the seventeen class

teachers of the eight schools involved in the research ten

weeks after the'beginning of the children's first term at

school. This period was thought to be sufficient for the
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children's initial strangeness to have dissipated and their

behaviour to have stabilised without yet being markedly

affected by teacher expectations (hosenthal and Jacobson,

19^8; Nash, 1976} or formal instruction. 'ihe teachers

the iselves, though not closely familiar with the children

at this point, were nevertheless sufficiently acquainted to

complete these preliminary questionnaires. A critical

discussion of these questionnaires is to lie found- in Appen¬

dix 8.

a. The ..ristol Social ^d.iu^tment huides* (Stott, 1970) for
children aged. 5 to l1").

This teacher questionnaire devised by Stott and Mars-

ton scores two main modes of maladjustment - Under- and

Over-reaction, which are drawn fro 1 specific items of

behaviour demonstrated by children in the classroom. The

teacher is asked to underline the items which he/she thinks

describe the child's behaviour, attitudes, physical health

and progress. A score of nine or more on bnder-reaetivc

items indicates this type of maladjustment, while a score

of twelve or more on the Over-reactive items is taken to

show over-reactive maladjustment. In the standardisation

sample ten per cent of boys showed this degree of ITnder-

rcaction and sixteen per cent a maladjusted Over-reaction.

Over—reactive behaviour is most closely linked with

antisocial conduct. The core syndrome of this mode con¬

sists of items concerning "inconsequence" and "hostility".

Stott and Mar.ston described inconsequence as "a tempera¬

mental handicaj> consisting essentially of a failure to

*
See Appendix 1



inhibit the first resi)onse impulses which come to a child's

mind" (for further detail, sec page ). dostility t ney

see as a "primitive response compounded of attack and

avoidance, the motivation of which is to sever a love

relationship v. lich is construed as unreliable or disappoin¬

ting." Peer 'aladaptiveness ite ms :i^ be associate I with

either type of reactivity and reveal antisocial or hostile

attitudes to other children. don- yndroaic Over-reaction

is a loosely associated group of behaviours concerning

delinquency, lefianee of social norms and peer group

deviance. The items are closely related to Inconsequence

anl "o-tility an I a. e designed to be forms of expression of

these syndromes suggested by the social environment.

Under-reactive behaviour is shown tlirough the core-

syndromes of "Unfortkcomingness", "Withdrawal" and "Depres¬

sion". the first, tott defines as "essentially a handicap

of temperament which appears to be a deficiency of

effectiveness-motivation (or self assertion) resulti ig in a

failure to master appreiienslveness about facing new

situations or tasks". Withdrawal i.- described as an

"indifference about human affiliations or a set defensive-

ness against them", and Depression as "a lack of response

to the stimuli to which children normally respond", which

is seen by the teacher as "1< . tuargy, lack of energy or even

* laziness'."

These broad behaviour classifications have already

emerged from the earlier edition. rfhod.si an (1977) factor

analysed syndrome scores for the National Child Development's

study of 11,000 eleven year olds using the 1966 version of
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the BSAG, and has concluded that two major factors emerge

from an unrotated analysis - a general anxiety factor

common to all of the syndromes and another 'outgoing-

ingoing1 factor orthogonal to it. A varimax rotation

produced a two factor solution which showed good invariance

across sex and social class groups. The first factor

represents anxious, aggressive, restless, outwardly

expressed beljeviour and the second denotes anxious, with¬

drawn inhibited behaviour. These analyses, Ghodsian

reports, are relevant to the 1970 edition used in this

study.

Reliabilities for syndrome scores and the total score

range from .62 for non-syndromie Under-reaction to 0.80 for

the total score.

TABLE 8.2.

TILL INCIDENCE OF TYP .8 OF AIALADJUSTMENT

IN THE hiJlNBURGlI SAMPLE

Under-reactive Over-reactive Stable to
(Scoring 9 (Scoring 12 "mildly
or more) or more) maladjusted"

n % n % n %
25 12.6 23 11.6 150 75.8

The figures for the Over-reactive mode of maladjustment

are rather less than those appearing in the standardisation

sample, but may possibly be accounted for by the latitude

allowed by Infant class teachers to behaviour that at later

stages would be regarded as deviant and given attention.

No adjustment in scoring is made by Stott and Marston for

age. A marginally larger proporti on of Edinburgh children

were Under-reactive, but the difference is not significant.
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to. The Children's behaviour iuestionnaire - CBQ, (Rutter,
1967)» Appendix 2.

This questionnaire was devised toy Butter for the Isle

of Wight epidemiological survey. It contains 26 state¬

ments concerning the child's toehaviour. The teacher must

indicate whether the statement "certainly applies" (score

2), "applies somewhat" (score 1), or "doesn't apply"

(score 0) to the ohild in question. A total score ranges

from 0 to 52. A score of nine or more is used to describe

a child as deviant.

The items are clustered to produce sutoscores as

follows:-

Neurotic:* often worried, worries about many things,
often appears miserable, unhappy, tearful
or distressed,
has had tears on arrival at school or has
refused to come into the building this year,
tends to toe fearful or afraid of new things
or new situations.

Antisocial often destroys own or other's belongings,
Conduct: frequently fights with other children,

is often disobedient,
often tells lies,
has stolen things on one or more occasion,
bullies other children.

Childish frequently sucks thumb or finger,
Habits: frequently bites nails or fingers,

often complains of pains or aches.

Motor Disin- very restless. Often running about or
hibition: jumping up and down. Hardly ever still,

squirny fidgety child,
has poor concentration or short attention
span,
has twitches, mannerisms or tics of the face
and body,

Developmental lias vvet or soiled self at school this year,
Delays: lias a stutter or stammer,

has other speech difficulty.

* Hereafter the term Neurotic will be used to describe one

of tiie types of deviance on the CBQ, and Nervous
Behaviour will be used to refer to this group of items
which form a symptom cluster in the CB<4.
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Relation- not much liked by other children,
ships: tends to do things on his own - rather

solitary,
irritable. Is quick to "fly off the handle,"

Two items included in the questionnaire for the Isle

of Wight study were omitted for this inquiry since they

referred to absences from school which are not com son among

five year olds nor easily detected by teachers of children

of this age, (Truants from school; Tends to be absent

from school for trivial reasons.)

Those whose score is nine or more and whose "neurotic"

subscore exceeds their "antisocial" score are designated

"neurotic" and those with an antisocial score exceeding

the neurotic are designated "antisocial".

Re-test reliability and inter-rater reliability were

0,89 and 0,72 respectively on Rutter's reliability tests.

It is regarded as a screening instrument rather than a

diagnostic one. In the Isle of Wight study only 40«8 per

cent of the children selected by the teachers as showing

signs of disturbance, i.e, with a score of 9 or more, were

also diagnosed as psychiatrically disordered. In the

following pages, therefore, it must be borne in mind that

the designation "antisocial" is based on a relatively crude

measure which might not be confirmed by psychiatric

diagnosis in at least lialf of the cases,

c, Be1f-confidenee o.uestions.

Three items were added to the CBQ and combined with

one from the CBQ to form a cluster descriptive of behaviour

lacking in self-confidence. The items were drawn from

descriptions given by Coopersmith (1967) to describe some¬

what older boys who exhibited high self-esteem. For the
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purpose of tis questionnaire their wording was changed to

fit in with the negative statements of the CBQ. The items

were:-

(Keacts badly to criticism.
Added (Distressed if fails at a task.

(Lacks self-assurance ami confidence.

From Ci$Q Tends to he fearful or afraid of new tilings
or new situations.

These added questions were not used in the assessment

of "deviance" on the questionnaire as a whole.

Although the teachers' questionnaires were originally

used for screening purposes, they were re-issued on two

later dates in order to gain information on the stability

and change in behaviour shown by the children over the

period of the research. In mid-June, 1975 and again at

the same time in 1976 ail teachers were asked to complete

the CBQ and the BSAG for the boys who had been jiart of the

original sample. Of the 196 boys in August 1974, 164 were

left by June, 1975 and by June, 1976 a further 16 had moved

away. The total remaining was 168. Henceforward the

first return of the questionnaires in 1974 will be referred

to as Time 1, the second in 1975 as Time 2 and the third in

1976 as Time 3.

2. Thackrav -Heading Readiness Profiles. (See Appendix 3*)

These are a recently jmblished (1974) set of tests for

measuring "reading readiness". They are the first such

tests available in the U.K. with British norms. They are

designed as diagnostic tests to indicate strengths and

weaknesses in the following areas: i) Vocabulary;

ii) Auditory Discrimination; iii) Visual Discrimination;

and iv) percepiuo-motor maturity. The last test is based
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on the Ooodenough Draw a Man Test which has been converted

into "Draw your Mother" and rated on a five point scale,

said to represent five broad categories of mental develop¬

ment, and thus to be a test of "general ability".

It is recommended tliat eight to ten children be tested

at one time. Each group profile takes about twenty minutes

to administer, while the children are allowed ten minutes to

Draw Mother. The children should normally have been in

school for six weeks to enable them to familiarise them¬

selves with school, classroom routines and following

instructions. In Profile 1 the child selects.and under¬

lines the one out of a series of pictures which illustrates

the word given by the tester. The procedure resembles

that used in the English Picture Vocabulary Test. In

Profile 2 the child selects pictures of objects which begin

with the same initial consonant as the cue word given by

the teacher. In Profile 3 - visual discrimination - the

child iust perceive differences between words which are

similar, i.e. was - saw, on - no, house - horse. The

tests have been standardised on 5,500 children aged 4 years

8 months in the United Kingdom. Their intercorrelations

vary from .33 to .52 and the authors conclude that though

this indicates a degree of overlap nevertheless the measures

are sufficiently independent to justify concluding that each

one taps a different ability, arid that all four* Profiles are

necessary for a full evaluation. Reliability co-efficients

using the split-half technique were .80 for the Vocabulary

test, .81 for Auditory Discrimination and .90 for Visual

Discrimination. The Draw a Man test lias a test-retest
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reliability of .77 and with five year olds the Standard

Deviation in terms of mental age is 12.3 months (Frostig,

1963)* Freeman, (1975) has criticised the single adminis¬

tration of this test, and the concentration of the tester

on the finished product rather than on the process and the

context in which children draw human figures. Neverthe¬

less, it seems reasonable to assume that tadpole figures at

the age of school entry do indicate relative immaturity.

Once children score - by means of the Harris Goodenough

scoring method - over about nine, their drawings are suffi¬

ciently complex for unreliability to occur more readily with

successive administrations and for the score to indicate

ability, or perhaps subtleties of maturity, less clearly.

Thackray quotes (1974) correlations of the Profiles

with reading achievement scores on three sets of tests,

those produced by Southgate, Schonell and Neale. Below,

the table shows these correlations taken from the Manual

and those obtained with the Edinburgh sample of children.

(See page 199 for a description of the Southgate tests.)

It will be seen that the Edinburgh correlations tend to be

slightly, but not significantly lower than those produced

by the standardisation group. No immediate reason for

this difference presents itself.

The tests do appear to give some measure of "reading

readiness" though this may be due less to the relationship

between language and perceptual skills than might first

appear. It may be because very immature children, not

necessarily the youngest, are quite unable to function in

a small group testing situation. They find it difficult
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table 3.3.
COL: A.TIONS Bi.TV.LLN T1UCKUAY AEADINO ^ Pi N f- mFILLS

AND REadINE ACHIEVEMENT (Southgate, Sehonell and NealeTests)
compared with CORRELaTIONc BETWEEN TILi. PROFILES AND THE

LDlNBULGlf RESULTS ON THE SUUTHGATe TESTS 01-' „OLD RECOGNITION

AND SENTENCE COMPLETION. (S.C. )

Profiles Thackrey
Southgate,
Schonell
and Neale
Tests.

Leading Achievement

Edinburgh
Southgate
Form A
Time 2

Edinburgh Edinburgh
Southgate Southgate
Form C
Time 3

S.C.
Time 3

Vocabulary

Audi tory Di s-
erimination

Visual Dis¬
crimination

Draw Mother

.4-5 - .49 0.39

.46 - .54 0.47

.48 - .58 0.49

No data 0.39

0.52

0.43

0.40

0.45

0.41

0.41

0.44

0.36

*
The average age of the children used for the validity

co-efficients by Thackray was six years four months. For

the Edinburgh children, Form A was administered when the

average age was 5 years 9 months, Form C and the Sentence

Completion Test were administered when the children were

6 years 9 months.
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to come to attention, and. to sustain attention. Under¬

standing the instruction and following them also presents

acute difficulties for some, even though they may momen¬

tarily be grasped, A child's score may thu& be depressed

and his readiness to learn to read in doubt even though his

auditory or visual discrimination may be perfectly adequate.

Random selection in completing the Profiles or consistent

underlining of the first, last or middle items reveals the

difficulty of the task and the fatigue produced by comple¬

ting it. Some of the children were tested singly, since

they were absent on the day of the group test* hven under

this condition, which facilitates comprehension and

attention, some children failed to cope with the task.

They appeared to suffer less from an inability to discrimi¬

nate visually and auditorily than from a lack of the appro¬

priate concepts to guide their discrimination and their

understanding of the task. Correlations between the

Profiles and Reading Tests, therefore, may depend to some

extent on skills which are not ostensibly being tested.

The Draw Mother Test was graded on a five point scale

following Thackray's instructions. However, to obtain

greater consistency in allocation to grades, the test was

first scored following the Harris-Goodenough instructions,

and then assigned to grades in accordance with Thackray.

It is perhaps salutary to note that the correlations

with age in months were low. The children's age at the

time of testing spanned a whole year from 4 years 8 months

to ry years 8 months. It is always tempting to assume a

closer re'i a tionship between age and capacity to cope with

school than in fact exists.
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3«4.

CORRELATIONS OF AGe VilTH THACKRAY PROFILES

Age v/itli Vocabulai^y r = 0.15 p = 0.02

Auditory Discrimination r = 0.10 p = 0.09

Visual Discrimination r = 0.03 p = 0.32

Draw .Mother r = 0. 24 p = 0. 001

Administration of the i'huckray Reading Readiness Profiles

Ten weeks alter the beginning of the Autumn Term, 1974

testing began in the eight schools. Two and a half weeks

(October 28th to November 14th, 1974) were devoted to

visiting the schools and taking the 198 children in groups

of between 10 and 12. On all occasions the tester was

assisted by one of the teachers, usually the Infant

Mistress, who wished not only to help but to participate

and observe the children. In fact, assistance was

valuable because of the difficulties experienced by the

children in following instructions. They frequently lost

their places and techniques had to be devised to avoid too

much disturbance to concentration through continuous inter¬

vention to ensure that all children were at the correct

item. In the schools where the propoxtion of disadvantaged

children was highest the assistance of the teachers was

doubly welcome, since bewilderment was more common.

In spite of the fact that classroom teachers had spent

some of the previous weeks teaching the coricejits necessary

for completing the Profiles there remained considerable

difficulty in understanding. Some of the concepts and

sentences causing difficulty were colour names (blue, white),
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"a line," "under," "turn the page", "fold it hack," "look

at the top of the page." One child in response to the

request to "draw a line under the teddy hear" drew a

miniature hear heside the teddy hear and thereafter repeated

his hears beside every other item which he wis lied to select

throughout all the tests. Nor could he he deflected in the

interests of the speed of the group.

Miss J.F. Iieid has suggested that far from being hears

t iese creatures were in fact lions, and that the child had

mistaken ray English pronunciation of the word "line" for

his own pronunciation of "lion". Consequently, however

much I might try to dissuade him from drawing an animal on

every item, the fact that as part of every instruction I

said "Draw a line" led him to continue this task with great

application.

The tests, ideally, should have been administered on

separate days, hut since so many schools were involved and

since one person was in charge of testing on all occasions,

in order to maintain a standard administration, they were

in fact taken on one day in most schools and on no more than

two days in the rest. When a large number of first year

classes had to he tested it was impossible to fit all four

tests for six or more groups of children into the infant

department day, which is frequently interrupted for breaks.

When one group had finished a test another group took its

place, so that neither the vocabulary nor the discrimination

tests followed directly upon one another. At least half an

hour intervened between one test and the next. The Draw

Mother Test which the children saw both as reward for hard
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work and entertainment was allowed to follow the immediately

preceding Visual discrimination Test without more than a

brief break for the children to stretch their legs. A few

children who had been absent at the time were not tested

between October 28th and November 14th. They were tested

individually by the teachers who had assisted at the

original administration. These tests were completed by

November 21st. There was little indication that children

tested under individual conditions did better than those

in the group since even in the group much individual atten¬

tion was given to the children to ensure that they were

attending to the instruction as it was delivered and apply¬

ing it to the correct item. There was however, no

deviation from the manual's instructions.

Serious reservations exist over the use of reading

readiness tests (Clark, 1976). The Thackray Profiles do

not escape condemnations based on the view that reading is

not simply an assembly of mechanical skills but a psycho-

linguistic process dependent on previously acquired

syntactic and semantic learning. The relatively poor

correlations between reading readiness tests and later

reading comprehension must be partly ascribed to their

mechanistic rationale. They have been selected for use

here not because of any great faith in a skill based model

of reading but because they were a readily available set of

group tests which did have at le^ast some predictive value

to later reading. More imaginative testing would almost

certainly have involved the use of individual and non-

standardised measures without knowledge of their predictive

validity.
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COLUMBIA .'/.bNTAL MATURITY SCAL£ - CaliMS (tturgemeistor et ai,
1972)

This non-verbal test of Intelligence for children aged

3 to 10 is one which requires the child to scan four or five

items on a large card 6 x 19 inches. In the case of the

four item cards the child is asked to point to the one item

on the card which does not go with the other three. When

a card has five items the child is asked to find the item

which has not got a partner. There are thus two slightly

different demands made on the child's capacity to attain

appropriate concepts for the solution of the problems. In

the four item cards there are not three identical items

with one differing in some feature, but rather three items

which share a common attribute which can be used to group

them together under one conceptual heading while one item

cannot be subsumed under the concept. The child must

point out the one item which is discrepant. In the five

item cards he must form two sux>crordinate concepts which

enable him to pair four of the items and exclude one item.

With the five item cards it is also possible to create one

supexordinate concept wuich wilL include four and exclude

one item. The instructions allow the tester to induce a

set towards pairing on the five item cards.

The test is scored to produce an Age Deviation Score

with a mean of 100 ami an s.d. of 16.

The children were tested on the CMMS in the second

term of Primary Two. They were seen alone and in a quiet

room designated for the research in each school.

The children who were the subjects of the Intervention

Programme (see Chapter °\ ) were tested at the same time i.e.

January and February, 1976, when they were in Primary One,



CRITIC AN MLRSURSS.

. GROLT T„bTS (Southgate, 1958, 1962)*

Soutligate iias produced two types of test - the first

a word selection test which is essentially a matter of word

recognition* The child is atked to select, from a number

of words, the one which corresponds to a picture in the

test booklet; in some of the items no picture guidance is

offered. the tester reads out the word and the child must

select tne one of five which corresponds to what he has

heard. There are three forms of this test, each composed

of thirty items. The correlation between the parallel

forms is 0.95, which is taken to indicate the level of

reliability. It has been designed for children from £

years 8 months to 7 years 9 months, and age norms are

provided.

The instruction nianual recommends tliat no mox'e than

20 children be tested at one time.

The second test of sentence completion is for the

assessment of a higher level of reading skill than that

needed for the ,«ord Selection Test. It is recommended for

average children of 7 years to 8 years 11 months. .again,

parallel forms are provided and age norms included. The

correlation between the parallel forms is 0.97* This

figure is also used to demonstrate reliability.

The recently developed Stage 1 of the Ldinburgh

Reading Tests was originally contemplated for use at the

end of Primary 2, in June 1976 because of its eoaiprehensive

See Appendix /f.



exploration of reading skills. This test was tried out

with two classes in the school with the highest class

performances on the initial testing of the Southgate Word

Selection Test, Form A, in June, 1975* The children were

younger than those for whom it was intended and experienced

such difficulty on some of the subtests tliat no attempt to

continue with it could be contemplated. As always, some

children performed with great skill and competence but too

many were suffering too much discouragement to make it a

feasible test to administer to over 150 children of widely

varying ability. The need for one tester to test 1?

classes in a limited period of time to ensure standardised

administration and to reduce the demands on the schools

meant that all the subtests had to be completed in one day.

Such a procedure, not envisaged by the test constructors,

was clearly disastrous. For this reason a jjarallel form

(C) of the Southgate word Selection Tesf was used in June,

1976, and Form B of the Sentence Completion Test. The

Word Selection Test, it was anticipated, would not provide

an adequate ceiling for the abler children and the Sentence

Completion Test would be deficient in floor for the less

competent. In order to allow both ends of the reading

ability range to be demonstrated both tests were employed.

Southgate Test Administration,

a. June, 1975*

testing, using the Word Selection Test, Form A, took

place with the help of Infant Mistresses, class teachers or

auxiliaries shortly before the end of the Summer Term.

The boys from each class were taken as a complete group,
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rather than being divided into subgroups as i'or the

Thackray Profiles. The intervening seven and half months

had led to great strides in the ability to follow instruc¬

tions and to maintain attention through the test. In

fact, the demands it made on the children were much less

exacting than the Profiles since it was over in about

twenty minutes. tven at this stage, however, care had to

be taken to ensure that the children were attending to the

right item,

b. June 197^«

The V»ord Selection Test, Form G, was administered,

again with assistance. On this occasion most children

positively enjoyed the experience, remembering the type of

test from the year before, and being more confident of

their capacity to complete it.

The Sentence Completion Test, Form B, presented

■reater problems. Many children could not even manage

the first sentences and made random guesses. Children

suspected of successes early in the test through lucky

guesswork were carefully checked by having them read the

sentence to the tester. All who hesitated for more than

three minutes on the first two items were checked. Jn

this way chance scores were eliminated and the final scores

represented a more accurate approximation to real reading

ability than is likely to be the case when such precautions

are not taken.

The Sentence Completion Test v.as administered after

the Word Selection Test, and a short break between the

tests allowed l'or recuperation. This order of administ¬

ration was adopted on the advice oi the Infant Mistresses,



since they anticipated euphoria after the first Word

Selection Test and depression after the Sentence Completion

Test. They thought it better not to discourage the child¬

ren first in case their scores on the Word Selection Test

were unnecessarily depressed.
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SELECTION Of I'KttDICTIW, GROUPS (see page 9 J )

The Children's Behaviour Questionnaire (CBQ) and the

Bristol Social Adjustment Guide (BSAG) provided measures

of Behaviour on which the selection of the four predictive

groups could be based.

The four gro ps were formed on the assumption that the

Thackray Profiles would predict well to reading and that

unregulated behaviour (noted at school entry) would predict

well to both reading difficulty and antisocial conduct.

It was expected that children who later exhibited reading

and conduct problems would earlier have performed poorly on

the Thackray Profiles and demonstrated unregulated behaviour.

Children with later reading difficulties were also thought

to be predicted by low Profile scores and unregulated

behaviour, while children whose conduct was antisocial were

thought to be predicted by early unregulated behaviour

alone. Later stable children who read well weie expected

to have had high Profile scores and to have been controlled

in their behaviour at school entry.

Children's scores on the items concerning Motor

Disinhibition on the CBQ were added to their scores on the

Inconsequence items of the BSAG to arrive at a definition

of unregulated behaviour. (The Inconsequence items are

detailed overleaf and the Motor Disinhibition items are to

be found on page S7), This procedure was followed for a

number of reasons. Firstly, the CBQ had formed the basis

of much of the work by Butter et al (1970), Sturge (1972)

and Varlaain (1974)# all of whom reported on the prevalence

of antisocial behaviour and reading retardation. Both
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Butter and Sturge linked. Motor Disinhibition items indivi¬

dually to antisocial behaviour. Butter g&ve particular

emphasis to this association. Secondly, Stott, (1966) has

presented the view that inconsequential behaviour underlies

aggressive responses and domineering relationships with

other children. lie has also related Inconsequence to

learning disabilities (1973)» He sees it as a temperamen¬

tal handicap which leads to inadequate learning strategies

and apparent perceptual deficits consequent upon ungover¬

nable impulsive responses which occur before the child has

"given himself time to work things out". Thirdly, the

Inconsequence items, like all the items on the BSAG,

describe a specific behaviour which the teacher can visua¬

lise when she underlines it as applicable to the child.

Where the CB(i items require general impressions the BSAG

items tighten up definitions. For this reason both

questionnaires were considered complementary, and a combined

score a more accurate guide to both real behaviour and

impression than either score alone. Fourthly, though the

Inconsequence items on the BSAG and the Motor Disinhibition

items on the CB'l should have selected the same children as

unusually disinhibited in their behaviour, there was a

failure in agreement between the questionnaires. To

compensate for this inconsistency the scores on both

Inconsequence and Motor Disinhibition items were added

together in the hope of selecting the most distractible,

disinhibited, overactive and impulsive children by one means

or another.

The items on the BSAG which were used for this process

were:-



1, Attends to anything but his work (Paying attention
in class)*

2. Never gets down to any solid work (Working by
himself)

3# Never really gets down to work and soon switches
to something else (Manual tasks or free activity)

4. Shouts out or waves arms before he has had time to
think (Answering questions)

5# Has a hit or miss approach to every problem (Pacing
new learning tasks)

6. Doesn't seem to understand that he should keep in
his seat (Sitting in his desk)

7. Borrows books from desk without permission (Other
people's belongings)

8# Responds momentarily but it doesn't last for long
(Response to correction)

9# Twists about in his seat, slips on to floor,
climbs about on desk (Sitting in desk).

There are twelve more items included in the syndrome

of Inconsequence on the i;SAG. They concern what Stott

describes as "showing off" and "attention seeking"# These

items did not have the same apparent relevance to the

central problems of the research - attention and inhibitory

control - as the items above, nor would they have corre¬

lated so well with the motor items on the CBQ. For this

reason, only these nine items were included in the combined

score for "unregulated" behaviour.

The scores on this combined measure ranged from 0 to

14» 57 of the 198 boys scoring O. A score of 5 included

76,8 per cent of the sample, leaving 46 children with scores

The words in brackets after the items indicate the
paragraph heading under which each item occurs in the
Guide#
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ranging between 6 and 14. The score of 5 was taken as a

cut-off point because tlie proportion of children with 5 or

less closely paralleled the proportion of children found

deviant on the Children's Behaviour Questionnaire (75.8

per cent) with a score of 9 or more. (See discussion,

page 231.)

The Thackray Reading Readiness Profiles were also used

in the creation of the predictive groups. Raw scores on

each Profile could not be summed to gain a total score, so

Thackray's standardised grading from A to E was used. Raw

scores on each Profile were converted into grades and these

in turn reconverted into a numerical value. The numerical

values ranged from 5 for an A down to 1 for an E. The

Profiles' new numerical scores could then be summed to

create a composite Reading Readiness bcore. This ranged

from 4 to 18 in the study sample with a mean of 10.19 and

s.d. 5.08. Forty-nine of the boys (24.7 per cent) gained

scores between 4 and 1. This proportion, similar to that

selected by the cut-off point for unregulated behaviour,

was chosen to represent poor development of pre-reading

skills.

To create the four predictive groups these two measures

were combined, i.e. the Thackray Profiles and the assessment

of unregulated behaviour, in the following manner:-
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T-PLi: 1*2.

SCOI^S 01'' 1 IUd!)ICTIV"L GV:< UPS ON TUACKRAY PAOPIL^b AND

UNKKGULATLb Ii HAVIOUK (Cl5i AND bSAG)

Instruments

PREDICTIVE C ! ROUPS I

(1)

Poor dead

(2)

iness

(3)

Adequate ii

(4)

.eudiness

Unregulated Regulated Unregulated Regulated

Inconsequence
and Motor
scores com¬

bined

Thackray
Profile grades
combined

Group Numbers

Scores

6-14

4-7

25

Scores

0-5

4-7

24

Scores

6-14

8-16

21

Scores

0-5

8-18

128
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T'H.', FOLIATION' OF CHIT -HON GROUPS

The research has been designed to tease out some of

the factors influencing the development of antisocial

behaviour and associated reading difficulties. To do

this, six groups of children were formed at the end of the

first year on the basis of the results from the Southgate
s

Word Selection Test (Form A) and the teachers' responses

on the second return of the Children's Behaviour Question¬

naire. The designations Antisocial, Neurotic and btable

have been explained on page C)S'* Poor readers were

defined as those who received a score of 6 or less on the

Southgate Test. As this Is a test of JO Items, each Item

offering five choices, a score of 6 could be gained by

chance. Thirty-six children out of the (84 left in the

sample (19»7 per cent) received scores of between 1 and 6.

At this ste^e in a school career these scores would give a

somewhat too liberal meaning to the term "reading

difficulty".

The children were grouped in the following way:-
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ttals
-D.r>.

scorns
os

cm'sam
cuoi/rs
on

soutiigate
tests
(form
a

and
rorai
c)

AND'

DEVIANCE
ON

TiTIi
CAP,

i.\\

i

GliITiA.il
v

DN

GROUPS

1j

a)

(2)

(3)

U)

(5)

(6)

'INSTRUMENTS
Poor

Pearlers

Adequate
to

Good

Readers

Antisocial
Neurotic
Stable

Antisocial
Neurotic
Stable

Scores

Scores
Scores

Scores

Scores

Scores

jsouthgateTost
-

1975

0-6

0-6
0

-

6

7-3O

7-30
7

-

30
|

i

,

?

■?

v<*

|

19
('<->

0

-12

0

-

12

0

-

12

13
-

30

13
-

30

13
-

30

O

9

or

more;Antisocialequals
or

exceedsNeurotic
9

or

more;NeuroticexceedsAntisocial
0-8
9

or

more;Antisocialequals
or

exceedsNeurotic
9

or

more;NeuroticexceedsNeurotic
0-8

?sumbers1975

13

3

15

26

6

113

1976

10

4

.

11

20

2
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Groups 1 and 4 differ from the groups designed by

Jiutter et al (1970) and Sturge (1972) in that they include

the relatively few children whose antisocial and neurotic

scores were equal. In the previous studies these formed a

separate group described as Mixed Antisocial-Neurotic.

Since only 5 children came into this category they were

allocated to the Antisocial groups rather than the Neurotic

because of Rutter's findings that they more closely resembled

the Antisocial children in their higher rate of reading

retardation.

A further and perhaps more important difference between

these groups and those used in previous work is created by

the absence of a measure of retardation.

Rutter et al (1970) and Sturge (1972) specifically

considered children who were retarded rather than simply

backward in reading, that is to say they examined children

who received lower scores than might be expected on the basis

of their chronological age and their intelligence. In this

study the children under consideration are those whose

performance is judged not in relation to their intelligence

but only to their age, within the range of the 12 months in

their class. Clark (1970) found that 15.3 per cent of the

I544 children in Dunbartonshire following two years at school

and aged seven, had a reading quotient of 85 or less on the

Schonell Graded Yord Reading Test. These children were

described as Backward Readers.

Davie et al (I972) with children aged seven, using the

Southgate Word Selection Test, defined as those who were back¬

ward readers, the children who scored 12 points or less. This
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amounted to 13.7 per cent of the hoys. Approximately 13

per cent of their total sample (hoys and girls included)

were said by the teachers to he in need of special

educational provision. The cut-off score of 12 thus

yielded a proportion of the total sample approximating

closely to that which the teachers felt required special

help. In the Edinburgh group of children 15 per cent at

the average age of 6 years 9 months scored 12 or less.

This proportion compares closely with that of the National

Child development Study and also with Clark's results and

consequently tills score v;as selected to cut off the "hack-

ward readers".

At this stage at the end of Primary 2 a measure of

intelligence had been taken (The Columbia Mental Maturity

Scale), and it became possible to assess reading retar¬

dation. Since the distribution of scores on two tests

cannot be expected to Le identical the assumption must be

made that for aiy given score on one test there will be a

range of possible scores on the other test. This set of

possible scores would be expected to show a normal

distribution with approximately Iialf being higher than the

score on the first test would predict and approximately

half lower Uian prediction. Where t3ie distribution does

not follow this pattern explanations are required.

The scores 011 both the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale

and the Southgate Reading Test Form C were normalised and

the latter subtracted from the former to give a measure of

advancement and retardation.
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^WAACixD AKJ WIPING IIS! Til.. CRITERION GROUPS

Poor Readers Adequate to Good Readers

Antisocial Stable Antisocial stable

n per cent n per cent n per cent n per cent

Retarded 9 90.0 11 100 8 4-0.0 43 35.5

Advanced 1 10.0 0 - 12 60.0 78 64.5

Totals 10 100.0 11 100,0 20 100.0 121 100.0

In all, 71 of the 162 children (43.8 per cent) included

in this analysis could be considered retarded in reading in

relation to their age and intelligence, as opposed to the

36,2 per cent described as advanced. his result approxi¬

mately parallels the expected distribution described above.

However, the importance of the results lies in indicating

that though the adequate to good readers do not differ

greatly from this expected distribution all poor readers

except one are retarded.

This discussion is only included to indicate that the

Xjoor readers as a group differ from the good readers ratiier

than to suggest that any one child is significantly

retarded. The application of the concept of retardation

to children at the end of their second year at school does

not seem justified after so little instruction and with

children of such relative immaturity and instability of

performance. It has therefore been abandoned in preference

for the simpler discript!on of backwardness. Henceforth

poor readers should be identified as children who are
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backward in relation to their school year, though, as a

group, significantly more likely to do worse on reading

test3 in relation to their intelligence test scores than

children wiiose reading is more competent.
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Sturge has shown (1972) that adverse family hack-

ground influences are important for hoys showing reading

retardation, antisocial behaviour and both problems

together. She has also pointed out that some children

with reading difficulties and apparently without such

adverse circumstances are antisocial but only in the

school. This conclusion she based on a disparity between

teacher ana parental questionnaire results which in some

cases showed the children to be assessed by teachers and

not by parents as "antisocial". She suggests that since

their home backgrounds were not unfavourable these child¬

ren's behaviour was a reaction to school failure.

Since it was not possible in the time available to

interview more than 56 parents, this questionnaire was

designed specifically to acquire information on a wider

sample on certain aspects of adversity that the Tnfant

Mistresses might be expected to know about. They inter¬

view parents and bear the responsibility for parent-school

relations during the first three years of Primary School.

Although the information does not exactly match that

acquired by Sturge by family interview it nevertheless

provides some indication of the home problems that the

teachers perceive the child to encounter.

This questionnaire (see Appendix 5) was devised in a

somewhat rough and ready manner. Ovei the course of the

two years of discussion with the Tnfant Mistresses and the

teachers in the schools it became clear that they were

aware of a great deal of the home backgrounds of the
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children. Indeed the more disturbed the background and

the more scandal it created in the neighbourhood the more

likely they were to be informed. In many cases the Infant

: istress acted as a confidante of the mothers, particularly

where she had been in the school for some time and knew not

only one of the children but several, and in some cases had

even taught the parents. This wealth of information,

understanding and good natured tolerance make the child's

first years at school approximate to the Jlowden ideal in

that relationships between school and family are close and

interdependent. The Infant Teachers know the parents

individually (in most cases the mothers rather than the

fathers) see them regularly, as they bring their first

children to school at the age of five, speak to them as

they helj) their children into and out of their coats and as

they mingle with the class in coming and going. The

teachers undoubtedly identify closely with these young

children and tend, when the child is troublesome, to see

him as a victim of his home background, at least in the

early years at school. Later on, it is possible that a

switch takes place an i teachers become more apt to perceive

the child as generating his own "wickedness" unassisted.

An earlier attempt had been made to collect background

information of a similar nature to that acquired by the

Isle of Wight team, (1970) through the Infant Mistresses.

They were approached too late in August, 1974, to make use

of their normal interview with the prospective parents

which had taken place in the previous Spring Term, Fur¬

thermore, they felt that some of the questions would seem
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unduly intrusive Tor this type of interview which is

generally limited to such information as whether the child

has attended nursery school and where the father may be

reached in case of emergencies. Thus they acquired infor¬

mation on place of work and therefore employer, but not on

actual status. Nor did they wish to ask for this

information. A second attempt to extract information was

then made through the Regional Health Board since all chil¬

dren are medically examined in their first year and a wide

range of data collected. Although the officials contacted

had no personal doubts about whether the data would be

confidentially treated in the investigation, they felt

bound by the limitations of their code to refuse all access

to their records. As a consequence this aspect of the

investigation fell into abeyance until the end of the

second year. By this time the teachers and Infant Mist¬

resses had developed greater confidence in the research

worker and for some time, indeed, had been talking very

freely about the children and their parents. At last it

seemed possible to ask for the completion of a question¬

naire that was based on the type of information that had

been discussed. The questions, therefore, are directly

related to notes taken after conversations with teachers

and Infant Mistresses, and tap aspects of behaviour, atti¬

tudes and situation which were frequently raised.

There remains the question of the completeness of the

data. On some questions under the heading of Parents'

Situation some Infant Mistresses were less informative than

others. This was not due to reluctance to divulge the
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information so much as to ignorance, since the question¬

naire had been fully discussed beforehand arid the co-oi>-

eration of the Infant istresses obtained in its co :pletion.

The assumption was made that where information on, for

example, violence or drug taking was unavailable it was

because it either did not exist or was not disrupting the

child's life. Since some children were cited as having

violent or drug-taking parents and discussion with Infant

Teachers made it quite clear how well aware they were of

the situation at home, a response of ignorance was treated

as indicating an absence of adverse circumstances at home.

This has probably led to an under-represen ation of these

types of adversity.

The structure of the Questionnaire.

The form was divided into tiiree sections on -

1) Attitudes of the parents to the scuooi; 2) the Altitudes

of the parents to their child and their care of the child;

and 3) the Parents' situation. One last question

concerned the global view that the Infant Mistress had of

the child's maturity.

1. ihc Attitudes of the 1 arents to the School.

Since Douglas (1964.) highlighted the importance of

parental support for the maintenance of good performance at

school, questionnaires on parents and their children in an

academic context have typically included items concerning

the frequency with which parents attend school meetings and

events. On most occasions it is the mother who aitends,

but the involvement of the father, particularly in the case

of boys, may be of great importance. A question was
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therefore include*.! on v.aether either or both parents visited

the school. Parental co-operation was crudely trichoto-

iiscd itito none, moderate and satisfactory.

2. The Attitudes of the i^urents to their child and their

care of the child.

The items in this section dealt with the capacity of

the parents to instil in the child some idea of social

behaviour that would lake his adaptation to the classroom,

teachers and children satisfactory to the school. .hen

asked about how they had come to a conclusion on this item

and item 7 of this section on modes of discipline teachers

replied that they not only observed the child's behaviour

in the classroom but the interaction between parents and

children when the child:en were delivered at school and were

collected from school, at school events such as sports days

or exhibitions and the way in which the parents spcdce of the

child. Item 2 on the cleanliness of the children was

easily answered as the evidence was before the teachers'

eyes daily. The same applied to ite ; 3 on the return of

borrowed books.

Item 4 ~ the parents seem to spend time with their

children, playing, talking oa taking them out? - was

answered from the knowledge gleaned from the children them¬

selves when they gave their morning "news" at school. It

also came from chats between teachers and parents at the

start and end of thu school day.

Item 5 on frequent absences concerned very few

children. The general rate of attendance in the first two

years was very high indeed. In a few cases teachers



suspected, or knew, that the mother was not sending the

child to school, though he v,as well enough to attend.

Item 6 concerning other children in the family was

designed to find out whether the general atmosphere of the

famiLy was lax and undisciplined to the extent that not

only the child in question was poorly supervised and

troublesome at school hut that other members of the family

behaved similarly. This information came to the teachers

from children in the school, from the parents themselves

and from other parents' complaints to the school.

Item 8 on the fatigue of the child is answered from

day to day observation. Children of five who put their

heads on their hands and droop from the moment that school

begins and whose eyes are surrounded by dark rings of

exhaustion are easy to diagnose, as either ill or tired.

In either case, their state reveals a lack of care on the

part of the parents.

Item 9 on other parents' complaints to the sciiool

about the child concerns bullying and theft and, though

directly a consequence oj the child's behaviour, was thought

to reflect an inability to cope on the part of the parents

either through lack of supervision or through inadequate

family discipline. Item 10 also tapped inadequate

social.' sfe-ti ^n,

3, The Parents' Situation,

In this section items dealt with parental occupations,

their ability to provide for the children's care, the

stability or continuity of the marriage, drunkenness, drug

taking, violence and poverty. The most accurate answers
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were obtained o questions 11, 13 and 14- question 11 on

the family's poverty did not depend so much on a knowledge

of income as represent a knowledge of family circumstances.

Thus, if a father's income was not at the level where

Family Income Supplement would be received yet perhaps he

spent a large proportion of it on gambling, the children

and mother would present the appearance of -poverty. This

question, then, concerned day to day living for the child,

question 13 on the personal care shown by the mother was

determined from her appearance rs she delivered and fetched

her child. The most vivid example of unkempt appearance

was offered by a mother from one of the most notorious

estates in Edinburgh, who daily arrived at school with a

thick patina of powder dabbed over layers of grime, so that

she combined an appearance of total squalor with an attempt

at patching up its ravages. Item 14 on whether the mother

took the child to the hospital, clinic, doctor or dentist

when advised T do so arose from the teachers' complaints

that so often children should have glasses or dental care

but their parents would not make the effort of visiting the

appropriate professiona1.

The last question on the child's immaturity was not

part of the Adversity Index. It was introduced to gain

the Infant ?!istress's point of view on this issue, to add

to data from the CBq and the liSAG questionnaires completed

by the class teachers. The CiiQ and BSAG have items on

language and speech development, on motor control and on

enuresis. These items have been used to measure



developmental maturity. The Infant .-libtresses were asked

to give a general impression of immaturity and to describe

what signs they had used as indices.

ocorina of the ..uestioimaire.

An Adversity Index was compiled from a summing of all

adverse scores in the questionnaire. the score range was

potentially 0 to 38. (The last item was excluded from the

adversity Index. ) then a response iiidicated tiiat no

untoward circumstances appeared and that the home appeared

to he satisfactory a score of zero was allotted. There¬

after, where it was possible to rank the degree or adver¬

sity, scores were allotted on a descending scale from the

greatest disadvantage to the least. In most cases, only

two rebitonses were possible, one Indicating adversity the

other normality. On these items adversity received one

adverse point and normality a zero score.

In section 1 on the attitudes of the parents to the

school a score of 0.5 was given for each type of attendance

at the school, and for the attendance of one or other-

parent. This was to avoid undue weighting of this section

in relation to the rest of the questionnaire. However,

the weigating of the questionnaire is done on an ad hoc

basis and may be queried according to the emphasis which

the reader gives to particular aspects of child care.

Inferences have been made from behaviour and appearance

at school to the adversity a child suffers at home, and

scores given on the basis of the&e inferences. Very poor

parental discipline iras been given an adversity score of 2,

since parental discipline has been found to be very closely



related to antisocial conduct (West and Farrington, 1974J

Clueck, 1964). The cleanliness of the children is taken

to indicate the degree of care or neglect provided by the

parents, a dirty, smelly child suggesting indifference and

negligence on the part of the parents. Likewise, a source

of frequent complaints by the teachers, the return of books,

is given some weight as an indication of parental control

and commitment to the child and the school.

- cuiiinibtra tion 01 the questionnaire

All Infant Mistresses received copies of the question¬

naire at the beginning of June, these were completed and

returned in most cases by the end oi term. This was a

period of end oi term stress for the teachers and so no

pressure was put on them to complete the forms rapidly.

In any case the research was not dependent on uniform

completion within very narrow time limits. At all times

in the research an attempt v.as made to limit demands on

teachers' time and patience in consideration of their

generous and enthusiastic co-oirer atiou with the various

requirements of the i-roject.

Because oi the inconvenience of this time of year for

the Infant .Mistresses forms were not issued for every child.

Data collection was limited to those whose parents had been

interviewed, and to those who came into any one of the sub-

samples, i.e. related to unregulated motor activity , to

reading retardation or to antisocial behaviour. Nineteen

forms were issued i'or data on stable children with no

evidence oi' unregulated motor behaviour , anxisocial conduct

or reading difficulties. The parents of sixteen of these



children had been interviewed, and therefore forms for tliera

were sent to the Infant Mistresses, The remaining 3 were

randomly selected. 111 forms were issued in all.

In the first instance forms were issued for only 85

children. The ata from these forms were entered item "by

item on the computer file. The later discovery that not

all the vulnerable children had been covered by this

procedure led to the request that a further 26 forms should

be completed. The data from these forms were entered as a

total score rather than as individual iterts, time being

short and punch card operators by this ti e otherwise

employed. For most purposes,.therefore, the data are

treated as a composite score rather than broken down into

detailed analyses. This inevitably lias disadvantages with

loss of information on the type of adversity suffered by

the children. Comparison with : targe's (1972) more

detailed information on families can only :e at the crudest

level.

Certain additional information was collected on the

children - theii. age, nui sexp school attendance, school

class, family size and position in the family, and the

number of changes in their home circumstances between Time

i and Time a and between lime 2 and Time 3, These details

of data are to be found in Appendix 7«

Other tests iiave been used to explore the-processes

which attend becoming an Antisocial backward header - the

Matching familiar Figures lest, a beif-bsteem lest, and

sociometric analyses. These are described in the relevant



chapters to simplify the readers' task. An interview

schedule was designed for use with the parents, this too

is described and discussed in the relevant chapter. An

inquiry into the details of the phonic teaching in the

schools and the questionnaire used for the inquiry appears

in Appendix 22.

'inally, an intervention programme was mounted. The

materials, their rationale and their use are discussed in

Chapter °l .
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1. The aims, assumptions and hypotheses underlying the

research were detailed. Pour main areas of inquiry were

outlined:- i) the prevalence and continuity of emotional

disorder, ii) its aetiology, with respect to temperamental,

environmental and developmental factors, iii) the pro¬

cesses w ich attend hecomin an antisocial backward reader,

and iv) the contexts (home and school) in which antisocial

and unregulated behaviour develop together with reading

disabilities.

2. The selection of the sample was described with parti¬

cular reference to social class and sex as Massing

factors. 198 Primary One boy: from eight Edinburgh schools

formed the sample. They were divided amongst 17 classes.

Their homes were in large council estates or mixed areas

near the city centre. There was a strong bias to the

skilled working class with only a few children from non-

manual backgrounds.

3. Screening tests were used to select children expected

to be most at risk of antisocial conduct disorders and

reading disabilities. These tests v.ere the Thackray

reading heartiness Profiles and two behaviour questionnaires

completed bj the class teachers - The Bristol Social

Adjustment Guides (BSAG) and the Children's Behaviour

uestionnaire (CPa). Extended comments on these question¬

naires are to be found in Appendix 8. The particular

aspects of performance and behaviour thought to be predic¬

tive of reading disabilities and antisocial conduct were

perceptual, perceptuo-motor and language skills (tested by
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t ie Profiles) and "behavioural control (scored on the

teacher questionnaires)*

-4. Children were categorised as Regulated (high on

behavioural control) or Unregulated (low on behavioural

control) on the basis of their scores on the bSAG syndrome

of Inconsequence together with their scores on the CHq

symptom cluster of lotor Disinhibitlon,

5. Using these scores and those on the heading Readiness

Profiles the children were divide I into four predictive

groups:- i) Unregulated Low scorers on the Profiles,

il) Regulate' Low scorers on the Profiles, iii) Unregula¬

ted Pigli scorers on the Profiles, and iv) Regulated high

scorers on the ^ofiles. Croup (i) were expected to have

both social and reading difficulties, roup (ii), reading

difficulties only, group (iii), social difficulties and

possibly some evidence of reading difficulties, and group

(iv), no difficulties either social or academic.

6. The criterion measures for behaviour and for reading

performance were the same behaviour questionnaires admini¬

stered at the end of Primary One and Two and South"ate Lord

Selection Tests also alninl tered at the end of Primary One

and Two. The Southgate entence Completion Test was used

to provide scope for the noat advanced readers.

7. Using these measures four criterion groups could be

formed, showing some or no evidence of an antisocial type

of emotional disorder and performing well or poorly on

simple readin tests. Croup 1 consisted of children who

were anisocial poor readers, Group 2 of children who were

purely poor readers, Croup 3 of children who were purely
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antisocial, and Croup /, of children who were neither

antisocial nor poor readers.

8. The children were tested on the Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale which gave some measurement of intelligence

by means of concept attainment tasks. By means of tliis

test it was possible to establish that all excei>t one of

the children who were poor readers by the end of Primary

Two were performing to some degree below wlnat might be

expected on the basis of their intelligence, i.e. they were

retarded.

9. A questionnaire was completed by the Infant Mistresses

at the end of the two year project on the home environments

of the children. Tills questionnaire was concerned with

three aspects oP adversity as expressed in:- parental

co-operation with the school, parental care of the child,

and the situation of the parents themselves.

10. Other measures used in the research are described

either in Appendix 7 or in the related chapters.
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imbuulcti^A

The term "raaladjustment" lias disturbing overtones

unless it is qualified by an acknowledgement of its

cultural determinants and the role of the judge, be he

teacher, social worker, psychiatrist or parent, in giving

it meaning. iieeeut studies of the situational deter¬

minants of behaviour as opposed to those lying within the

personality of the subject (e.g. Schachter, 1962; llunt,

1965; Miachel, 1968; and Milgram, 1974*) must also lead

to wariness in making absolute judgements. In this

study to avoid some of the criticisms resort has been made

to statistical definitions of deviance and emphasis given

to the fact that basic evidence oi deviance is supplied

primarily by teachers. Thus deviant behaviour is that

which is coaiparatively unusual at school.

Butter et al (1973) have used the term "deviance" to

refer to the judgements made by teachers 011 the Children's

Behaviour Questionnaire. "diagnosis" of disorder is

reserved for a more extended study by psychiatrists and

psychologists. Consequently "deviance" has a restricted

meaning and must be divested of its more extended socio¬

logical connotations.

Three topics will be considered here:

1. A comparison of the results for Camberwell

boys aged 10 in Butter et al's study (1975) with those of

the Edinburgh boys of this study aged 5, 6 and 7*

2. The prevalence of various ty pes of deviance
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as defined lay the Children's Behaviour Questionnaire (CBi)

and the Bristol Social Adjustment Guides (BSaG).

3. The continuity of that "behaviour over the period

of two school years. Within the co text ol" these topics

a number of hypotheses will be examined

a) that emotional disorders are ax>parent even at

school entry and are, therefore, not only a product of

school experiences.

b) that it is the antisocial type of emotional

disorder and unregulated behaviour wuich are accentuated in

the first years of school.

c) that although some children overcome their

initial aggressive and unregulated social behaviour a small

number continue to be troublesome in an antisocial manner

throughout their first two years at school,

fihuVAb+JsiCs 01' BLlU/IOliHAi. i",N Tdh AND

The Ci> i lias been used in the inner London Borough of

Caruoerwell (butter et al, 1975). This is an area assumed

to be roughly comparable in social class composition to the

districts from which tac Ldinburgh sample was selected.

The prevalence of deviance, as defined by the teachers,

amongst 10 year old boys in Camberwell was 24.5/^» Its

distribution is shown over the page with figures for the

Ldinburgh boys of this sample on tliree occasions.
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TABLE 4.1.

rREVAnENOE Oi- IUYb1 b'i'ABIblTY ;.N*> deviance (antisocial

A.N U Ni.UROTTC) IN CAMBLKbhnh AA A IN EDINBURGH

AT i I Mr 1. TIME 2 AND 'HMu 3

Cariberwell Sample
aged 10

Edinburgh Sample - Time 1
n = 198, average age -
9.2 yrs.

Edinburgh Sample - Time 2
n = 184, average age -
5.9 yrs.

Edinburgh Sample - Time 3
n st 168, average age -
6.9 yre.

Stable

75.5%

75-8/:
n s 150

69. 6/,
n = 128

78.6>:
n = 132

Antisocial or

Mixed Antisocial-
Neurotic

16.870

16.7^
n = 33

23.9a
n = 44

17.9/
n = 30

Neurotic

7.7%

7.6>:
n = 15

6.5%
n = 12

3.6^
n - 6

The results of these three separate tests reveal the

percentage judged deviant in the Edinburgh sample to be

remarkably similar to the proportion of Camberwell children

in spite of the samples' differing ages. This does not, of

course, mean that the teachers would continue to find so

many childien deviant in succeeding years. The age factor

is likely to exert its strongest influence with regard to

"motor" and "development" items. Deviant scores at 10,

though not without the "motor" and "development" components

(Rotter et al, 1970) are probably not so heavily dependent

on it. 15 of the Edinburgh Antisocial children had higher

motor than antisocial scores on tlie first administration of

the questionnaire although only 4 items refer to motor

activity and 6 to antisocial conduct.
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When it came to looking at the symptom clusters of the

teachers' instruments a decision was taken on the basis of

the similarity of the proportions percei ved as deviant by

teachers in both Camberwell and Edinburgh, Tn both places

twenty five per cent approximately were considered deviant

on the total, score of the CBQ, consequently the subcate¬

gories of symptom clusters were also divided to yield as

close as possible an approximation to this proportion. On

no single variable was it possible to choose cut-off scores

which precisely mirrored the proposed proportions. A

further subdivision of the deviant proportion of the sample

was made by which "mildly deviant" accounted for sane 7 to

18 per cent of the total sample and the "deviant" for the

remaining percentage. An attempt was made to keep the

"deviant" group to about 6 to 7 per cent since Davie et al

(1972, page IA-"T) had taken this proportion of their sample

as an extreme contrast group for certain behavioural

analyses and because this is a frequently quoted proportion

of maladjusted children in child populations.

Cut-off scores for each behaviour category (Table 1,

Appendix 9 Illustrates the cut-off points) were established

on the first administration of the questionnaire to match

the proposed proportions. This arrangement made it pos¬

sible to determine whether there were changes in prevalence

and incidence of deviant behaviours over the two years.

Although questionnaire forms were returned for 198 hoys on

the first administration, there was a decrease in subsequent

administrations owing to chiLdrens' parents moving jobs and
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houses. Percentages are therefore included as well as

the numbers for each category (normal, mildly deviant,

deviant) in a symptom cluster.

LLSUhTS - Prevalence of Deviance

Children's Behaviour questionnaire (CC-) - Table 4.2

1. Total deviance

At their entry to school 150 of the Edinburgh boys

(75*8 per cent) scored less than 9 on the CIk> and were

therefore described as normal. At the end of their first

year a drop of 6.2 per cent occurred in the proportion of

normal boys, but by Time 3» at the end of the second year

the pro|)ortion of boys considered normal had risen to 78.6.

The opposite i>attern was followed in the proportions found

mildly deviant and deviant.

The increase of deviance by the end of the first year

may represent the exhaustion of the children as they near

their first long holiday. By the second year they may

have become sufficiently accustomed to school to survive

the year without deterioration.

2. Antisocial behaviour

Eighty per cent of the 198 children were thought to

show no or only very minor indications of antisocial

behaviour after their first few weeks at school,receiving
0 and 2 adverse marks. However, by the end of the year

only 71 per cent were found so little troublesome. 11.4

per cent were deviant, and thus fairly disruptive. A

year later there was a reduction amongst the proportion

found most deviant and an overall increase in those mildly

deviant with the xjroportion found normal still 6.5 per cent

less than at school entry.
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Over the three times of testing antisocial behaviour

shows the greatest increase in the proportion of boys

considered deviant# The increase is not of sufficient

size to create alarm and probably represents the influence

of the children on each other under the less supervised

conditions of primary school life where they play at length

in yards or fields well away from the eye of the teachers.

In nursery school and at home, before they come to school

at the age of 5, they have usually been under the eye of a

supervising adult. Given freer conditions, greater

strength and a less structured environment bullying and

roughness, in particular, are most likely to show an

increase. Gangs flourish in the playground, though within

the classroom itself, where activities are more organised,

there is less opportunity for outright antisocial behaviour.

However, some of the uninhibited behaviour of the playground

no doubt creeps into the classroom and accounts for the

increase in deviance. Certainly many children in their

first term say that they would rather play inside with toys

than outside in the playground because of the roughness of

the other children - often those slightly older tlian

themselves.

3. Peer relationships.

The proportion of the sample who were stable on the

relationship iteois had increased by the end of the second

year at school, with the deviant categories showing the

prevailing slight rise at Time 2 and overall drop by Time 3*

4. Childish habits.

Somewhat surprisingly the proportions of children who
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bit their nails, sucked their thumbs and complained of

aches and pains did not show much change over this period,

far the greatest number of children did none of these

things (over 86 per cent on all three occasions).

5. Nervous behaviour.

In the scoring of nervous behaviour into stable and

deviant, a cut-off point had to be taken either at 1 or 2.

\*ith the point at 1 only 68.7 per cent of the sample (136

children) would have been regarded as stable. This gave

31.3 pei1 cent as deviant, which was well above the 25 per

cent lower limit set for allocution to this category.

Consequently, the higher cut-off point of 2 was taken,

which led to only 14.1 per cent classified as deviant. An

error in the direction of tightness rather than looseness

of definition seemed desirable and so children were allowed

an adverse score of 3 on the nervous items before being

defined as deviant.

Nearly 86 per cent of the sample were deemed stable in

regard to nervous behaviour at Time 1, and this percentage

marginally increased by Time 3» rising to 88.7 per cent.

6. Motor disinhibition.

This type of behaviour demonstrated a similar pattern

of overall improvement over the two years. however,

whereas 13»6 per cent of the children at Time 1 were

allocated to the deviant category and given scores of

between 6 and 8 on the motor items, by Time 2 there had

been a shift and the largest percentage of non-stable

children appeared as only mildly deviant. (15*7 per cent

mildly deviant and 9.8 per cent deviant.) Again a
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considerable drop occurred by Time 3, with the mildly dev¬

iant decreasing to 8.0 per cent of the sample and a similar

proportion being described as deviant

7. Developmental Delays.

Most children showed no evidence of developmental

delays as demonstrated by speech defects or enuresis during

the school day. A hundred and fifty-six children (73.8

per cent) were given no adverse score on these items.

Those who came into the unstable category mostly obtained

one or two adverse xjoints, very few (7 at Time 1 and 2 on

later occasions) scoring higher than this.

If the scores on the speech difficulties are extracted

from the total score on developmental delays, the results

are very similar, since relatively few children (12 or 6

per cent) even in their first year at school have less than

full bladder and bowel control. Thus, the notion of

developmental delay depends heavily on the speech component.

8. Self-confidence

bcores on the se'lf-confidence items are included here

since they were incorporated in the C1K questionnaire, and

made use of one of the CBh items. The result most worthy

of notice is the high score (4) required to cover approxi¬

mately eighty per cent of the sample. No children had a

zero score and only 12.6 per cent of the children (n = 25)

had one adverse point.

A cut-off point of 3 would have included only 60.1 per

cent of the sample, and would have led to well above the

required proportion being defined as deviant to any degree.

By taking a cut-off point of 4» 82.3 per cent of the
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TABLE 4.2.

PgKVAT.KNCIi OF uRVlAINT BEHAVIOUR - TIME 1. TIME 2. TjfMK 3

Time 1 n = 198; Time. 2 n = 184; Time 3 n - 168

BEHAVIOUR NORMAL MILDLY DEVIANT
DEVIANT

Deviance (CBQ,) Scores 0 - 8 9 - 14 15 - 28
n % n % n %

Time I 150 °7 CZ Q/ J * ^ 34 1 "7 O
A / e 14 7.0

Time 2 128 69* 6 36 19.6 20 10,8
Time 3 132 78,6 24 14.3 12 7.1

2. Antisocial Behaviour (CBQ)
Scores 0-2 3 - 5 6 - 10

n % n % n %
Time 1 139 80*3 26 13.1 13 6,6
Time 2 131-71.2 32 17.4 22 11.4
Time 3 124 73.8 31 18.5 13 7*7

3» Relationships (CBQ) Scores 0-1 2 3-6
n % n % n%

Time 1 16? 84.3 23 11.7 8 4.0
Time 2 159 86,4 14 7.6 11 6,0
Time 3 I52 90.5 8 4.8 8 4,8

4» Childish Habits (CBQ) Scores O 1 - 3 -
n % n %

Time 1 173 87.4 25 12.6
Time 2 161 87.5 23 12.5
Time 3 145 86.3 23. 13,7

5. Nervous Behaviour (CBQ)
Scores 0 3 4 -

- 8
1*1 /« n ijf

/o n erf
7°

Time 1 170 85. 9 15 7.6 13 6.6
Time 2 155 84.2 15 8.2 14 7.6
Time 3 149 88,7 11 6»6 8 4.7

Scores 0 - 3 4 - 5 6 - S
. n % n 11 erf

A'

Time 1 154 77.8 17 8,7 27 13,6
Time 2 137 74.3 29 15.7 18 9® 8
Time 3 139 82.7 15 8,9 14 8.3

7, Developmental Delays (CBQ)
Scores 0 1 - 2 3 - 4

n fo n % n

Time 1 156 78,8 35 17.7 7
«

Q C
J> » >

Time 2 141 76,6 41 22.3
• O 1.0

Time 3 133 80.4 31 18.5 2 1.2

Sel f c on.fi dene e So ore s

Time 1
Time 2

0 - 4 5 6 „ 8
n n

erf
/o n erf

/O

I63 82.3 22 ii.i 13 6.6
173 94•0 3 1.6 8 4»4
I64 97.6 2 1.2 2 1.2



children were categorised as stable. In this symptom

cluster, more than any other, a marked rise in the

proportion of stable children occurred. At Time 3 only

4 of the 168 in the sample were deviant to any degree.

A table (Table 4»3«) of the moan scores of the child¬

ren on the different symptom clusters and modes of

maladjustment and also on Self-Confidence has been prepared

to provide an additional illustration of the movement in

mean scores between Time 1, Time 2 and Time 3* Reference

will be made in the following section to the results

reported in it, as well as those in Table 4*2.

Discussion

These analyses leave us in no doubt that some children

even at the outset of their school careers exhibit quite

serious forms of disturbance in the classroom and

playground.

The general picture to be gained from the analyses of

prevalence of deviant behaviours over two years is one of

increase by the end of the first year, followed by an

overall decrease and return to base levels by the end of

the second year. The symptou clusters vary in the degree
* » :

to which they are subject to c iunges over this period.

Peer relationships show a steady, though non-significant

improvement and reduction in both degrees of deviance.

Nervous behaviour shows a similar trend, though the

percentage Increase in normality is not impressive. Ms-

inhibited motor behaviour likewise drops over this period,

in the first instance including a very high proportion of

children with adverse scores of between 6 and 8, which may
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TAM.fr >. m mum w mm mm cah •■■■•;>

BbAG ^Npuuf.inb a,V, ,Ui.ynowb at It TIMI, 3 AV.J n,L 3

Children's Behaviour Questionnaire
t values

Time 1 lime 2 Time 1
to to to

Time 1 Time 2 lime 3 Time 2 Time 3 Time 3
d.f, 183 d.f. 167 d.f. 167

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d. t t t

Total Deviance

5.54 5.00 6,69 5.66 5.03 5.40 -3.47*** 4.70*** 1.69
Antisocial Conduct

1.25 2.09 1.95 2# 74 1.56 2.43 -4.93*** 2.85** -1.60

Poor Peer Relationships
0.62 0.95 0.62 0.96 0.48 0.89 0 1.62 1.42

Nervous Behaviour

1.10 1.51 1.14 1.53 0.86 1.21 -0.43 2.86** 2.18*
Childish Habits

0.13 0.35 0.20 0.56 0.18 0.52 -1.59 0.34 -1.45

Motor Disinhibition

1.90 2.06 2.15 2.06 1.66 2.04 -1.83 4.04*** 1.71

Developmental Delays
0.38 0.82 0.39 0.77 0.26 0.60 -0.24 2.01* 2.19*
Bristol .Social Adjustment Guide

Over-reaction

4.02 5.28 5.53 6.74 4.84 6.59 -3.94*** 1.6J -1.61

Under-reac11on

2.90 3.96 2,38 3.50 1.60 2.55 1.97 3.25** 4.90***
Inconsequence
1.38 1.99 1.75 2.31 1.45 2.15 -2.94** 1.41 -0.25

Self Confidence

3.20 1.48 1.66 1.72 1.24 1.48 12.28*** 3.74*** 17.57***
Unregulated Behaviour
3.27 3.76 3.90 4.06 3.10 3.88 -3.00** 3.90*** 0.85

^ s p< ,05 ** s p( .01 *#■* » p< ,001
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have reflected, their difficulty in adjustment to school.

Where the l ehaviour might be considered less school

dependent, in the case of speech difficulties and bowel and

bladder control, and with the habits of thumb sucking and

nail-biting the changes have been small. The fact that so

large a number of children emerged even at Time 3 with some

evidence of developmental delay may well highlight the

difficulty in overcoming inaturational lags. The fact that

childish habits do not decrease is not unexpected. Habits

are either sustained because of their reinforcement value

or, alternatively, acquired in stressful situations as com¬

forters. The N'ewsons (1977) report half the Nottingham

seven year olds of tin ir survey as having two or more "ner¬

vous habits". From this they exclude thumb-sueking as so

rooted in a child's babyhood as to be used more as a comfor¬

ter on going to sleep than a comforter in stress situations,

though they acknowledge it inay also perform this function.

Nail-biting they observed in 24 per cent of the children and

listed this as a nervous habit indicating tension. They

found also that the nervous symptoms were positively (r =

0.23) correlated with the childrens' worries and social

difficulties. Since they also report disturbances of

speech as an indication of tension it may be that ascribing

speech difficulties to developmental delays as lias been done

in the previous pages may not be justified in all cases.

In Table 4*3* overall changes in mean scores on CBQ

symptom clusters, BSAG Modes of Maladjustment and Self-

Confidence have been detailed. Significant changes

occurred between Time 1 and Time 2 in Total Deviance,

Antisocial Conduct, Over-reaction, Inconsequence and
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and Self-Confidence, In all cases except Self-Confideuce

the changes were for the worse. The changes seera to he

wore marked in the externally oriented types of "behaviour

than in ones which demonstrate anxious responses or habitual

activities, whether connected with speech, or nervous

mannerisms or disinhlhited motor activity. Between Time 2

and Time 3 there is a general improvement in Total Deviance,

Antisocial Conduct, Nervous Behaviour, Motor Disinhibition

and Under-reaction. In only Nervous Behaviour, Under-

reaction and Self-Confidence, however, is the improvement

over Time 1 of significance. Self-Confidence shows a very

considerable and highly significant change for the better.

The fact that the Time 2 administration of the

questionnaires seems to have produced an increased percep¬

tion of deviance leads to the question of whether the Time

1 observations were unduly mild because the children were

subdued by the novelty of their schools. Perhaps the

worse results at Time 2 reflect the children's settling

into their normal behaviour patterns. The fact that in

the case of Self-Confidence and Under-reaction there was

improvement, and no change in Peer Relationships, Nervous

Behaviour and developmental items would argue for the

interpretation that as time passed some of the earlier

anxieties of the children had been dispelled. Along with

a reduction in anxiety it is possible that greater freedom

was felt to express other behaviour. As fatigue increased

over the year this release from anxiety may have led to

less control in some social situations.

The trend in antisocial behaviour was not encouraging,
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with 20 per cent of the children deviant in October 1974

and 26 per cent after two years at school. The greatest

increase was registered in June 1975» at the end of the

first year. In no other symptom cluster is this trend to

be observed both with reference to mean scores and

categories of deviance. Although changes in prevalence

are not great over the years they are generally in the

direction of improvement. The fact that antisocial

behaviour apparently increases requires some explanation.

An examination of the details of the antisocial

symptom cluster 1ms been made in an attempt to discover

whether certain aspects of this type of conduct are more

subject to deterioration as the children grow older and

become less dependent on parental and teacher supervision.

Table 4«4* shows that by the end of the second year

destructiveness had lessened. A steady Improvement was

shown, with 88 per cent of the boys giving no evidence of

this behaviour in June 1976. Disobedience became more

frequent at Time 2 but showed a slight improvement on the

Time 1 prevalence by Time 3« For the four other items it

can be seen the tendency was to deteriorate between Time 1

and Time 3. Disobedience was the most prevalent anti¬

social activity at the start of school at Time 1. By

Time 3 Fighting rivalled Disobedience in prevalence.

Fighting had increased in prevalence between Time 1 and

Time 3* hying showed the greatest increase over the 3

times, with bullying showing a similar rise. Relatively

few children were thought to steal at school, 7 at Time 1,

21 at Time 2 and 14 at Time 3. In percentage terras there
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TABLE A.4« ANALYSES OF SCORES ON AATT SOCIAL ITEMS

AT TTME L TIME 2 AND TTME

(Percentages)

^ebtr-HCtivfcne^^
Scores

iii^ob^cileT^e
Scores

0 1 2 0 1 2

Time 1 80,8 13.1 6.1 65.2 27.8 7.1

Time 2 82.1 12.0 6.0 58.2 31.5 10.3

Time 3 88.1 7.1 4.8 67.9 23.2 8.9

Stealing
Scores

Mm
Scores

0 1 2 0 1 2

Time 1 96.5 3.0 0.5 88.9 9.1 2.0

Time 2 88.6 8.2 3.3 76.1 17.9 6.0

Time 3 91.7 6.0 2.4 78.6 17.9 3.6

fighting
Scores

Bullying
Scores

0 1 2 0 1 2

Time 1 74.2 20.7 5.1 88.9 9.6 1.5

Time 2 61.4 31.5 7.1 77.7 15.8 6. 5

Time 3 66.7 27.4 6.0 79.2 M 00 . 2.4

sss=ss=r.=s=s=s=a===ssn

was an increase in stealing, though it remained s'arc.

A possible explanation of these changes lies in the

degree to which they are within the immediate control of

the teacher. Disobedience and destructiveness both occur
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within the. classroom and can be modified by the teacher's

consistent intervention. Most children as they gain

greater motor control experience less frustration and

express it less through destruetiveness. In most infant

classes considerable time is spent in constructing

elaborate castles, towers, houses, road systems and fitting

togetlier constructional toys. This is especially the case

in the first year. As the children grow older and can

sustain longer periods of activity whether "creative" or

traditionally academic, random building lessens and the

children grow more capable of completing a project. In

the first year, a considerable number of children abandon

projects and wander about the classroom, often disrupting

the play of others, in some cases after smashing their own

unsuccessful attempts# By the second year, this occurs

less frequently. Kniveton (1974) found "flitting"

reduced with experience of toys. Fewer demands are made

on the teacher and, as a consequence, she is better able to

handle those that do occur.

Fighting and bullying more often can be observed in

the playground. Teachers' breaks are continually inter¬

rupted by a succession of small, tearful supplicants.

Bruised and scra£)ed knees are presented for sympathy and

complaints made of rough children. In this way, teachers

have continual feedback on aggression even if they do not

personally witness it eitlier in the playground or in the

classroom. Most children, however, in the first two years

if they normally resort to fighting to solve problems, will

give some evidence of it within the class itself.



Lying that the teacher observes i.s to herself rather

ti*an between the children# With children of 5 and 6

teachers informed me that they do not include fantasy as

a form of lying. Lying to them describes evasiveness

and concealment, particularly when they are aware of the

truth. Fear of punishment, ridicule or rejection is a

potent source of strategies to maintain self-esteem

( lerbert, 1974) and it is possible that children whoso

parents have initially done little to promote self-

confidence are those most subject to the need to lie in

school where there are many ways of incurring displeasure

both from the teacher and other children. There is no

escape for the child during the school day, whereas in the

streets and even at home he can make himself scarce when

difficulties loom. Furthermore, it is possible that

parents accept more lying of a relatively minor nature

than do teachers, for whom the child himself is not so

transparent and for whan the problem of the total class

discipline is a matter of concern. Thus, if the child is

known to be telling a fib, the mother is likely to persist

gently until she gets the truth. The teacher is more

likely to accuse, since she is often surrounded by a crowd

of children all too eager to reveal the truth.

Theft at this age is of small toys, biscuits, potato

crisps and tl>e like. It takes place on the spur of the

moment, but can lead to considerable resentment amongst

other children.

The greatest contribution to the increase in the

antisocial score is therefore seen to be due to aggression
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and lying. Aggression is likely to be facilitated by

unsupervised playgrounds and the long and tiring day -

from 8.45 to 3.00 p.m. in most cases.

As playground aggression is infrequently checked or

punished, since it is not always observed, there is little

incentive for it to decline. Where parents' home super¬

vision is also lax there is every reason for maintaining

what may become a rewarding activity. Lunzer (i960)

commenting on a group of 42 "aggressive" children aged

between 3 and 11.5 years was able, however, to observe that

change and improvement occurred in over half of the cases,

especially if the children were not otherwise seriously

maladjusted. This being the case, a decline in the

prevalence of bullying and fighting in tliis sample might be

expected in ensuing years. The beginning of such a trend

may be observed in all the items, even those where the

proportion deviant at Time 3 is still higher than at Time

1.

Bristol Social Adjustment Guide hesults - Table 4,5.

Analyses of only one of the separate syndromes of the

BSAG was undertaken, i.e. of Inconsequence* This was

chiefly because the research from which this study derived

ha I used the Children's Behaviour Questionnaire. The

Bristol Social Adjustment Guide had been added in this

study because of the theoretical relationship of Incon¬

sequence to Learning difficulties and antisocial conduct.

Inconsequence as defined by the BSAG has been one aspect of

the unregulated behaviour of this research. Over-reaction,

one of the two main modes of behaviour described by Stott
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(1970a), comprising inconsequence, antisocial aspects of

school behaviour, and hostility, (see page , chapter 3)

covers much the same ground as the CBQ with the symptom

clusters of Antisocial conduct, Unregulated Motor Behaviour

and Poor Peer Relationshij>s, However, the description of

the behaviour is different, being more tied to the immediate

situation as the teacher experiences it, and less dependent

on global judgement. Under-reaction has been included

here, though it is not of central importance to the

research, to indicate the degree to which it is observed.

1. Over-reaction. The cut-off point established by

Stott for maladjusted behaviour was a score of 12 or more

on the Over-reactive syndromes. By this criterion 174

(87«9 per cent) of the children were judged reasonably well

adjusted. None at Time 1 were given scores which would

liave placed them in the "severely" maladjusted category.

By the end of the first year there was a slight

increase amongst those perceived as maladjusted (15»2 per

cent as opposed to 12.1 per cent at Time 1) and 3 boys were

rated severely maladjusted. At Time 3 the percentage

included within the normal category had risen to 86.3,

very similar to the original proportion perceived as

normal. Two were thought to be severely maladjusted.

Comparisons of the mean scores at Time 1, 2 and 3 (Table

4.3«) show a similar pattern to that observed in the anti¬

social symptom cluster with a very significant (pC.001)

increase in Over-reaction between Time 1 and Time 2, an

improvement between Time 2 and Time 3» w'ith the Time 3 mean

remaining still higher than the mean at Time 1, though not

to a significant extent.
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n =

3
n ~ 168

BEHAVIOUR

Over~reaction (BSAG)
Scores

Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

IJnder-reacti on (BSAG)
Scores

Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

I tic on sequenc e (BSAG)
Scores

Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

Unregulated Behaviour
(CBQ, and BSAG)

Scores

Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

NORMAL MILDLY DEVIANT
DEVIANT

0 -- 11 12 - 24

n % n
C*% n

174 87.9 24 12.1 0

153 83.2 2S 15.2 3
143 86.3 21 I2.5 2

23 - 3jrr

%

o - s

n %
173 87.4
172 93.5
165 98® 2

9 - 14
11 %

21 10.6
9 4.9
3 1.8

15 ~ 20
n %
4 2.0
1 1.6
0

0-2

n %
159 8O.3
128 69.6
12? 75.8

3-5
n %

24 12.1
33 17.9
30 17.9

6-9
n 4o

15 7.5
23 12.5
11 6.5

0 -• 5 6 - 11 12 - 14

n % n % n %

152 76.8 34 17.2 12 6. (

122 66.3 48 26.1 14 7.<
126 73.0 35 20.8 7 4*<
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2. Maladjusted Under-reaction was limited to 25 children

in October 1974» leaving 87*4 per cent of the sample

stable. A steadily increasing number of children were

regarded as stable over the three questionnaire administ¬

rations, only 3 children by the summer of 1978 exhibiting

maladjustment in this form. Thus over 98 per cent of the

sample by Time 3 were adjudged stable. Mean scores (Table

<4* 3* ) showed a highly significant improvement between Time

1 and Time 3» with the improvement also visible at Time 2,

where the t value falls just short of significance at the

.05 level.

3. Inconsequence was somewhat more in evidence tiian the

inclusive modes of maladjustment. At 'lime 1, 159 (80.3

per cent) of the children showed minimal inconsequential

behaviour. Fifteen were marked on between 6 and 9 of the

Inconsequence items, and therefore must be considered

difficult to manage in their first year at school. On the

second administration of the questionnaire there was a

sharp drop of those classified as normal. Only 69.6 per

cent of the sample fitted into this category. There were

increases amongst the mildly deviant and amongst the

deviant. by Time 3 there was some improvement, shown

chiefly amongst those who had at Time 2 been seen as

deviant. Where 12. 5 per cent oi' the sample had been marked

as deviant at Time 2, at Time 3 this percentage had dropped

to 6.5, approximating to the percentage noted at Time 1.

A comparison of the three means (Table 4*3*) does not

add to this picture.

Discussion.

Over-reaction appears to be more of a problem in these



classrooms than Under-reaction by the end of the children's

second year at school. Very probably this reflects the

classroom climates. Children who in their first few weeks

were shy, withdrawn, and in some cases, terrified, emerged

in two years from their fears under the infant school's

structured freedom and good humour. While the Under-

reactive child can be coaxed gradually into classroom

participation, the Over-reactive child with his ebullience

and disrupt!veness is more difficult to suppress, and the

forms of correction of his behaviour tend more often to be

punitive than otherwise. The administration of punishment

may temporarily reduce the undesirable behaviour but,

unless it is effectively planned in conjunction with

rewards, does not eliminate it. It may even prolong

troublesome behaviour in so far as the teachers, the other

children and the child himself build up expectancies about

his conduct, and their mutual interactions may contribute

to hostility and uninhibited activity rather than reducing

it.

A very large number of children exhibit some variety

of inconsequential behaviour in so far as they speak out

of turn, twist in their seats, and respond only momentarily

to instructions and activities. In sane ways it may be

considered remarkable that at the age of 5 to 7 as many as

70 to 80 per cent manifest at the most only two indications

of distractibility and diainhibition.

There is a similarity in the results for the BSAG

Inconsequential syndrome and the CBQ Antisocial cluster

which hints at the relationship hypothesised by Stott (1970a)
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between these two types of behaviour. This relationship

will be discussed in greater detail in the following

chapter.

Continuity of Deviance

In any discussion of children's behaviour it is

important to remember that behaviour changes from situation

to situation and from time to time, and. is dependent on

perceptions of self, others and circumstances. This being

the case attention should be drawn chiefly to those children

in whom deviance is expressed most intensely, most persis¬

tently and over most symptoms (liutter, 1975)* The

following section is concerned with the types of behaviour

which showed most continuity in tills sample and the numbers

and percentages of children who remained deviant from the

beginning of the research to the end.

A summary tal.>le is included in the text (Table 4*6.)

to illustrate the continuity of each behaviour. Detailed

tables are to be found in Appendix 9 (Tables 2 - 13)• The

results which are of greatest interest concern the numbers

of children who shift in and out of deviant categories and

the numbers who remain either normal or deviant continuously

for two years. The proportion of the total sample which

fluctuates between deviance and normality varies with the

symptom cluster or syndrome.

Table 4«6. shows that there are only 57»1 per cent of the

children who are never classified as deviant on the total

score for the CiJQ. Thus, at some time during the first

two years of school teachers have considered nearly half

the children to be emotionally disturbed. This somewhat
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alarming result is modified by the proportion shown in

column 4 to have been consistently regarded as deviant to

some degree. Only 14.9 per cent retained this classifi¬

cation throughout. Of the 168 children remaining by the

end of their second year at one of the project schools 25

had been consistently perceived as disturbed.

Of the 40 children who were categorised as deviant at

school entry, half were still deviant at the end of Primary

Two. Much the same sort of result obtained for the Over-

reactive mode of maladjustment (BSAG). The results for

the Under-reactive mode showed a sharp decrease in this

type of maladjustment over the two years of the project.

The continuity of disturbance shown in this sample is

closely akin to that shown in the sample described by

Chazan and Jackson (1974) who reported 42.5 per cent of

children rated as "poorly adjusted" when they were in

Primary One still maladjusted when they were 7+.

Antisocial behaviour and Developmental Delays with

respectively 14»3 per cent and 13.1 per cent of the sample

continuing to be mildly or severely deviant at every test

administration also approach this level of consistency.

These symptom clusters are followed by Unregulated Behaviour

which shows 11.9 per cent of children continuing mildly or

severely deviant over the two years. Unregulated behaviour

and its constituents, Motor Disinhibition and Inconsequence,

show more fluctuation than any of the other symptom

clusters. With so many children (46) being considered

deviant in this respect from time to time, it is important

to be particularly aware of the 20 children who remain
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deviant throughout the first two years of school.

Poor Peer Relationships, Nervous Behaviour, low Self-

confidence, Childish Habits, Over-reaction and Under-

reaction all show considerably less persistence. On the

whole the adverse behaviours which are least persistent

seem to fall into a i>attern of withdrawal, shyness and

anxiety. Their failure to j>ersist is probably due to the

children's gradual adaptation to the school situation and

their growing confidence in teachers and peers.

Attention should be drawn to the different results of

the BSAC and the CBQ. Maladjustment on the CBQ is seen

to persist amongst nearly 15 per cent of the children but,

whether of the Under-reactive or Over-reactive form, in

only 5.4 per cent on the BSAG. Thus 9 children are

continuously maladjusted if we accept the BSAG definition

of maladjustment and over twice this number (25) if we

accept the CBQ's definition of deviance. Inconsequence,

one aspect of over-reactive behaviour is, however, shown

to exhibit the same de ree of continuity as its closest

parallel on the CBQ, i.e. motor disinhibition. The overall

differences between the CBQ and BSAG in definitions of

maladjustment (in terras of the proportion originally assessed

in this way) largely account for the differences in the

number of children who are perceived as normal throughout

the study. Onl 12.8 per cent of children were thought to

be maladjusted at Time 1 on the BSAG whilst 24.2 per cent

were considered deviant on the CBQ. Roughly half of the

children found maladjusted on the BSAG remained maladjusted

from Time 1 to Time 3. Likewise, roughly half of those
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TAJBIjK L. 6. MiH '/JtY TAB■ OF CONTINUITY 01' DKIL-.VIOUlt -ULT.iI.iiiM

TI.'Tte 1. TIME 2 AND TLub 3

No change between Time 1, Time 2 and Time 3
1 Z 3 * 5"'

Mildly '
Mildly Deviant ^

Normal Deviant Deviant or Deviant Fluctuating
n % n % n % n % n %

cm
Total Deviance

96 57*1 1 0.6 3 1.8 25 14.9 47 28.0

Antisocial Behaviour
104 61.9 4 2.3 5 3.0 24 14.3 40 23.8

Motor Dlsinhibition
102 60.7 1 0,6 6 3.6 16 9.5 50 29.8

Peer ltelationships
125 74.4 1 0.6 1 0.6 4 2.4 39 23.2

Nervous Behaviour
130 77.4 0 - 1 0.6 9 5.4 29 17.3

Habits
123 73.2 2 1.2 - - - - 43 25.6

Developmental Delays
116 69.1 15 8.9 0 - 22 13.1 30 17.9

.self-confidence
138 82.1 0 - 1 0.6 3 1.8 27 16.1

BSAG

Ovdr-reaction
128 76.2 7 4.2 0 - 8 4.8 32 19.0

Under-reaction
139 82.7 1 0.6 0 - 1 0.6 28 16.7

Inconsequence
100 59.5 0 - 2 1.2 16 9.5 52 31.0

************************

Unregulated Behaviour
95 5^75 5 3.0 2 1.2 20 11.9 53 31.6

* The fluctuating column refers to the children who were
neither Normal (Column 1) on all 3 occasions nor Mildly
Deviant or Deviant (Column 4)
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found deviant on the CBQ, at Time 1 remained deviant through¬

out, On this basis there is, some comparability between

the stability rates for the two definitions of maladjust¬

ment, Nevertheless such discrepancies between the two

measures should lead to caution in the discussion of

continuity no less than caution in the initial acceptance

of a label of maladjustment, (see further discussion,

Appendix 7)

discussion

There is a problem in predictive studies when the

assessors and the subjects remain the same over the years

and are in constant interaction with each other. The

opinions they form of each other are difficult to dispel

and measurement may become an artefact of expectations of

behaviour and performance set up in the first few weeks of

shared activities, Results may reflect reality. They

may reflect merely teachers' j>e**ceptions of reality, or

they may reflect the interaction of the two whereby the

teachers' perceptions have created a new reality. The best

means of counteracting distortions is provided by observa¬

tional studies, and by consulting other observers such as

X>arents. At this stage, however, the results reported

should be treated with caution, although interview results

tend to confirm some of the teachers' assessments (see

Appendix 20).
When any prediction is made or associations between

variables commented upon it is assumed that the behaviour

under examination occurs reliably. However, if no changes

occur over a period so long as a year, suspicion of the
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validity of the construct is as acute as if frequent

fluctuations were reported. Therefore, to gain credibility

the relationship between behaviour in the first year of

school and after two years in school should demonstrate some

continuity but not total rigidity.

The short terra reliabilities of the instruments have

been demonstrated by those who constructed them (see pages

Hlo and ^ S ) with coefficients of about 0.80 for total scores

011 retest. Lower correlations obtained on re testing, as in

this study (see Appendix 8, Table 4) with intervals of 8

months to a year can be ascribed to genuine changes in the

teachers' perceptions of the children. There is no possi¬

bility of their liaving remembered the precise assessments of

three terms earlier.

He can first establish that there is a fairly consider¬

able proportion, always the majority, who remain "normal" at

all three administrations of the questionnaires. The number

within this consistently stable category varies with the

symptom cluster, mode of maladjustment or syndrome. This

partly reflects the fact that "deviance" and "normality"

vary in the proportions allocated to the category.

In Table 4.7 the proportion of children categorised as

normal when the categories were first delimited is compared

with the proportion categorised as normal on all three

occasions. These proportions have been x>laced in order in

each column and the ranks compared. For Total Deviance,

Inconsequence, Motor Disinhibition, Antisocial Conduct,

Development, poor Peer Relationships and Nervousness, there

is no difference or only a difference of one in the ranking



of t ie two columns. It therefore appears that the propor¬

tions of children consistently judged normal can be roughly

determined by reference to the proportions judged normal in

the original selection of cut-off points. However, the

amount of fluctuation or consistency of deviant categori¬

sations cannot be determined in this way. It is with the

latter categorisation that this discussion is primarily

concerned.

Sixteen of the 24 children who were deviant on the

Antisocial cluster of items on all three occasions were

also sufficiently deviant in other respects for their total

scores on the CBQ to equal 9 or more at Time 1, Time 2 and

Time 3# They were therefore described as "antisocial" in

terms of the CBQ's general definition of deviant type on

all three occasions.

Sixteen boys continued to demonstrate Motor Disinhi-

bition and Inconsequence - closely related item clusters -

from Time 1 to Time 3. Eight of them showed deviance on

both item clusters throughout. If we combine scores for

Inconsequence with those for Motor Disinhibition to get a

score for Unregulated Behaviour* (see page Chapter 3)

we find that 20 of the boys (11.9 per cent) showed some

form of this deviance at all three times.

Using Stott's six adjustment pointers (1966) on

children aged between 5 and 5years 7 months Chazan and

Jackson (1971) found the prevalence of restlessness serious

enough to hinder the child's learning to be over 10 per

cent. Earlier Chazan had reported (1968) on Inconsequence

in a group of children in ordinary junior and secondary

school classes. The prevalence in this group of children
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was 2,1 per cent. This would argue for a developmental

component to the behaviour, with a tendency for relatively

few to carry on with serious problems in concentration.

However, Chazan and Jackson (1971-1 cite work by Cummings

(1944, 1946) who found that restlessness expressed as

"difficulty in concentration" was particularly resistant

to change and suggested that the problems of restless

children might well increase as school demands became more

formal. A later study by Chazan and Jackson (1974) on the

same sample as before (1971) confirmed this view. The

greatest continuity of behaviour had occured with regard

to aggression and restlessness and appeared in boys rather

more than in girls. They comment that "such children

should be regarded as 'at risk' of needing special educa¬

tional treatment or other forms of help, and should receive

appropriate support at the earliest possible stage."

Chazan's (1968) study had already shown Inconsequence

to be closely associated with high total maladjustment

scores on the T.SAG and with some degree of educational

failure.

The analyses of BbAG and CB<4 results for the Edinburgh

boys also reveal the existence of a group of boys who are

more disturbed than others in so far as their deviance is

continuous and at high level. The greatest continuity is

expressed in developmental delays (specifically speech

difficulties which are hard to correct), antisocial conduct

and unregulated behaviour. These results therefore agree

with those of Chazan and Jackson, (1974)• These authors

note the persistence of aggression and restlessness amongst

lower working class children in particular.
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TABLE A.7.

AND TIME

comparison OF proportion NORMAL at TIME lt TL\tt 2
3 ViITH rAPPORTION NOMINA i EO NORMAL AT TIME 1

Per cent Per cent

. Rank order
normal on

3 occasions Rank order
normal
Time 1

Total Deviance 1 57.1 1 75.8

Inconsequence 2 59.5 3 78.6

Motor Disin-
hibition 3 60.7 2 77.8

Antisocial
Conduct 4 61.9 5 8O.3

Development 5 69.1 4 78.8

Habits 6 73.2 =9 87.4

Relationships 7 74.4 7 84.3

Over-reaction 8 76.2 11 87.9

Nervousness 9 77.4 8 85.9

Self-
Confidence 10 82,1 6 82.3

Under-reaction 11 82.7 =9 87.4

As Drillien (1964) and Rubin (1971) point out the environ¬

ment in which vulnerable children are reared will largely

determine whether vulnerability will have maladaptive

behavioural outcomes* Drillien, in particular, notes that

lower class parents ol' premature infants were more likely

to use child rearing methods that did not favour the curbing

of hyperactive and antisocial behaviour. It is also, of

course, possible that the absence of men amongst infant

teachers and the lack of a role model for boys in the

academic situation may influence both academic and behavioural

outcomes, (Kagan, 1964) The schools themselves* while
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aware of the problems these behaviours pose, do not, on

the whole, provide the degree of supervision or the parti¬

cular social training (Madsen et al, 1968) that might lead

to their decrease.

This study can provide very little direct evidence to

suggest that the children become more unregulated or more

antisocial because of their school e>q>eriences. All that

can be said is that the teacher's observe an increase in

these behaviours in the first year and a decrease almost

to base level for unregulated behaviour and to slightly

above base level for antisocial behaviour. Since these

patterns are not the same as those observed in other symp¬

tom clusters, most of which show improvement over the base

level by the end of the second year, it can Only be conc¬

luded that the schools must slmre with the home environment

some of the responsibility for failing to contain maladap¬

tive behaviour.

The background of the children whose behaviour is both

antisocial and unregulated will be discussed in the

following chapter.

SUMMABY

1. Teachers assessed children's behaviour on the Bristol

Social Adjustment Guide and the Children's Behaviour

Questionnaire at 3 points in time:- school entry, the end

of Primary One and the end of Primary Two. These scores

were compared for signs of general improvement, deteriora¬

tion and stability. Additionally the proportions of the

total sample who were deviant with respect to each symptom

cluster and mode of maladjustment were compared at each

point in time.
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2. The proportion of children found to be "maladjusted"

on the BSAG was considerably less than the proportion found

"deviant" on the CBQ* This was a product of the scoring

system, but gave rise to some disquiet over definitions of

maladjustment (or deviance) which might be thought to have

some degree of equivalence. (See discussion Appendix 8,

page 4^4-)

3. It was found that the prevalence of behavioural

deviance as measured on the Children's Behaviour Question¬

naire (CBQ) was remarkably similar whether measured amongst

Camberwell boys aged 10 or Edinburgh boys at three points

in time over their first two years at school. Approxi¬

mately 25 per cent of these samples gained an adverse score

Of 9 or more on the CBQ and were thus categorised as

"deviant". Thus, even at the beginning of their school

lives a considerable proportion of children are exliibiting

signs of emotional disturbance which cannot at that stage

be entirely attributed to school stresses.

4. A change for the worse was observed between the

beginning and the end of the first year in some symptom

clusters more than others, notably antisocial and unregu¬

lated behaviour and in the Bristol Social Adjustment Guide

Mode of Maladjustment, Over-reaction. By the end of the

second year the proportion of the total sample considered

deviant or maladjusted had dropi>ed in most symptom clusters,

but not in antisocial behaviour nor in Inconsequence where

it showed an increased prevalence over its level at school

entry. These types of behaviour had therefore shown an

untypical legree of persistence, and indeed an increase.

5. The greatest contribution to the increase in the anti-
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social score was found to be due to aggression and lying.

Aggression was thought to he facilitated by the lesser

degree of supervision children received in school (in

breaks) than would have been the case in their earlier

years at home,

6, In general the behaviours which showed least xjersis-

tence seemed to be those that had initially been connected

with slyness and anxiety as the children encountered the

new situation of a large school and a structured classroom.

It was thought that they decreased as the children became
more adjusted to school life,

7, A relatively small number of children showed deviance

or "maladjustment" throughout the period of the research -

25 were deviant on the CBQ and 9 maladjusted on the BSAG.

Twenty children had deviant unregulated scores throughout

and 24 antisocial scores throughout. Of the 24 children

showing antisocial deviance 16 received total scores of 9

or more on the tliree occasions. These 16 had thus shown

an antisocial form of emotional disorder consistently for

two years. The proportion of the total sarai)le who could

be seen as suffering a persistent emotional disturbance

was in the region of 15 to 5 per cent, depending upon

which measure was used. Half of those who had been

deviant on the CBQ at school entry or Over-reactively

maladjusted on the BSAG were described similarly at the

end of 3'rimary Two,
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CflAlE .it FIVE

THE AETIOLOGY Of UNIUGULATl,.* ■hUAVIOUk. ANTISOCIAL

CONDUCT AMD HEADING DISABILITIES

"EVERYTHING BY STARTS AN) NOTHING LONG"*

SECTION I - UNl&GUL/.TED BEHAVIOUR: ITS ORIGINS ANU

KECATIONSHT? TO ANTISOCIAL CONDUCT AND REAPING DISABILITIES

Children who fight and tease, children who lie and

disobey, children who struggle to read and children who are

allocated to remedial classes share a common disability in

many cases. Their attention is never captured for long

and their persistence is limited. Their activity is often

deemed aimless and certainly considered inappropriate.

This research study lias been designed to explore the

difficulties children experience in atientional and beha¬

vioural control in so far as these affect antisocial

conduct and reading progress. The plan was to look for

some of the precursors of unregulated behaviour (as defined

by certain of the Inconsequence items of the BSAG and the

Motor items of the CBQ.). The interpretation of the link

between unregulated behaviour and learning to read de ended

on research on the hyperactive child's inability to deploy
his attention in productive strategies (Douglas, 1972;

Keogh, 1976) and, at a coarser level, because of his

inability to sustain attention. Problems were also thought

to lie in the fact that the children might respond slowly

and erratically to instructions, that is, in Keogh's phrase

"come to attention" with difficulty.

* J. Dryden. Absalom and Achitophel.
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The link between antisocial conduct and unregulated

behaviour was thought to be rather different. Children

with problems of attention and disinhibition would seem to

encounter and produce many hostile responses in their care¬

takers and peers, whether in the home or the school

environment. (Douglas, 1972; Marcus, 1972) A const¬

ruction of events which emphasises the transactional nature

of behavioural outcomes was proposed to account for the

unregulated child's frequent antisocial activity, as he

both generates irritation and responds himself with aggres¬

sion or devious attempts to avoid retribution. Such a

description of events, however, may exclude from conside¬

ration other important contributing factors which lie

within the home environment and within the child himself.

Developmental delays, adversities suffered by the child

within the family, and consequent emotional problems, may

offer explanations for unregulated behaviour that supple¬

ment a study in which its temperamental origins are

stressed. Consequently these influences on a child's

behe,vi our have been taken into account in order to d##»rmine

whether there are indeed any children whose antisocial and

unregulated behaviour and whose reading difficulties are

better explained by certain temperamental characteristics

as Butter and Yule (1970) propose rather than by their

environment or speed of development.

A. Prevalence and continuity of Unre/nul.-- ted behaviour

To test these alternative hypotheses for unregulated

behaviour the children were categorised as in Chapter 4»

The normally regulated accounted for 7&»8 per cent (n = 152)
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TABLE 5,1. Ti)L CONTT MLI'IY Off UN] it'iGULAT.ED AEHAV lOt i U

TBIE 1, TIME 2 AP<JD T3[uE 3

TRIE 1 TIME 2 TIME 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 103 Normal 95

Mi1dly De viant 8

Deviant 0

Normal 13

Normal. 129 76.8 Mildly Deviant 24 Mildly Deviant 11

Deviant 0

Normal 2

Mildly Deviant .
0

Deviant 2 Deviant 0

Normal 10 Normal 7

Mildly Deviant
'

Deviant 0

Normal 5
Mildly
Deviant 23 16.7 Mi1dly Deviant 12 Mildly Deviant 5

Deviant *8

Normal 3
-

Mildly Deviant 1

-

Deviant 6 Deviant 2

Normal 1 Normal 1

Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 11 6.5 Mildly Deviant 6 Mi1dly Deviant 5
Deviant 1

Normal 0

Mildly Deviant 2

Deviant 4 Deviant 2
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of the sample. Thirty-four {20.2 per cent) were mildly

deviant and 12 (7*1 per cent) were categorised as deviant.

(Table 5.1.) The basis of this categorisation was the

first term administration of both B8AG and CBQ, however

the table indicates to what extent the mildly deviant and

deviant continued to remain in these categories. (N.B.

that Time 1 figures do not coincide with those quoted above

because only those children who were present at all three

questionnaire administrations are included in the table).

By Time 2, 54 children (32 per cent) were Mildly Deviant

or Deviant. A very considerable proportion of the total

sample obviously found difficulty in participating in

normal classroom activities for any length of time, without

some dissonant physical movement or straying of attention.

By Time 3, 42 children (25 per cent) were seen as mildly

deviant or deviant, a reduction in proportion from Time 2,

but a final proportion very like that of Time 1. Ten of

the eleven children who were deviant at Time 1 remained

deviant or mildly deviant till Time 3. Unregulated

behaviour, as Rutter et al (1970) point out, is closely

related to psychiatric disturbance, but is at the same time

so common in the population that the value of related

questionnaire items in discriminating those who are

psychiatrically disturbed from those who are not is reduced.

However, because of the longitudinal nature of this study

it is possible to detect the children who are most severely

and continuously handicapped by a type of behaviour which

is otherwise extremely common. Only 95 (56.5 Per cent) do

not stray out of the normal category. Twenty children
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(11.9 per cent) remain unregulated from Time 1 to Time 3«

In other words, out of the 39 children who were considered

deviant at Time 1, and who stayed for two years at their

respective schools, just over half continued deviant for

that period. These children may be thought to be the most

d:L sinhibited of the sample, because of their long history

of unregulated behaviour. However, I noticed in the class¬

room a few children whose behaviour by the twelfth week of

tiie first term (when 1 first formally observed them) should

clearly have led to their inclusion in the deviant catego¬

ries. Presumably, tisey had earlier been too subdued to

seem unregulated. The 20 children who v.ere selected as

most continuously and severely unregulated from Time 1 to

Time 3» are, by and large, those whom oiy classroom impres¬

sions would have selected,

B, factors associated v/ith Unregulated behaviour

1. beyelomnental Delay s.

In order to discover whether unregulated behaviour was

largely of tesnperaniental origin the possibility of a

developmental contribution had to be eliminated. De Hirsch

et al (1966) describe the hyperactive, poor readers of their

sample as immature, sometimes explosive in behaviour, with

a reduced capacity to channel their impulses and integrate

their behaviour. They mention the children's difficulties

in fine motor control (as for example, in inserting pegs into

a pegboard), their crude body isnages, (as displayed in their

drawings of human figures) and the deficits in their oral

language. They also draw attention to their general visuo-

motor deficits, liutter et al (1970) note that what is normal
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in the young child may be deviant in the older child, and

that together with age the degree of impairment must be

considered. They discuss developmental influences on

reading and mention speech delays, clumsiness, articulation

defects, confusion between right and left, difficulties in

dealing with shapes and symbols and problems with bladder

and bowel control. Davie et al (1972) in the National

Child Development Study examined the ability to copy

designs, bladier ani bowel control, activity level, prob¬

lems of physical co-ordination and speech development. In

this study, the index of development has been assembled

from CBQ items, the Thaclcray Reading Readiness Profiles and

a question aslced of the children themselves. Not all the

factors assumed in previous research to indicate the stage

of development have been included, and those that have been

included are dependent on teachers* general assessments in some

cases rather than on any more objective index. Davie et

al (op.cit.) also used teachers' assessments given on the

BSAG or a separate questionnaire as a basis for some of

their comments on development, particularly as related to

questions of social class. They raised the question of

minimal brain damage but were not able to say whether it

was involved. This study has no evidence which would

clarify this point.

The developmental index used in this survey was con¬

structed in the following manner, using items which would

at least partially demonstrate a constitutional contribu¬

tion to increasing integration and control i
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TABLE 5.2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF A DEVELOPMENTAL TNDEX

Measures Score of 1 assigned Score of 0 assigned

/

Range of
Scores

Per cent
of

Sample

Range of
Scores

Per cent
of

Sample

THACKRAY PROFILES

Visual Discrimination 0 - 3 16.7 4-27 83.3
Auditory Discrimination 0 - 1 18.2 2-17 81.8

Vocabulary 0 - 6 17.7 7-24 82.3
Draw Mother 0 - 5 12.6 6-18 87.4

CH1LDHEN,S BEHAVIOUR
QUESTIONNAIRE

Stutter or Stammer 1 - 2 5.6 0 94.4
Other Speech Difficulty 1 - 2 14* 6 0 85.4
Bowel and Bladder
Control 1 - 2 6.0 0 94.0

TLt T

Clumsiness 17.9 82.1

Low scores on the Thackray Profiles were taken to indicate

immaturity in so far as they encompassed the types of perfor¬

mance which in other research had maturational connotations

(e.g. visuo-motor deficits, crude body images, difficulties

in dealing with shapes and symbols. ).

The choice of cut-off points on the Profiles was designed

to select children whose scores were at least one standard

deviation from the mean for the sample. Tt was impossible

to choose cut-off points which exactly met this requirement;

those chosen were the closest scores to the 1 s.d. criterion.

Any evidence of speech difficulty or poor bowel and

bladder control was taken to indicate some level of immaturity.
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Thus either a score of 1 or 2 was counted, as an adverse

indicator. This brought in 11 children with evidence of

stuttering or stammering and 29 children with other speech

difficulties. Some children were suliject to both speech

difficulties and stuttering or stammering. Twelve child¬

ren had not yet achieved full bowel and bladder control.

In a test of Self-esteem (described on page

children were presented with a card to which they had to

reply that it was or was not the same as them. For the

Clumsiness item the card showed a child who had just over¬

turned a jar of water or paint. Two other children were

accusing him of clumsiness. The rubric read to the child

was "This little boy is always knocking things over." The

child who replied that he was like the boy in the picture

was rated as clumsy, with n score of 2. Teachers* evidence

on the children's clumsiness was not taken till the

following year and thus could not bo included in this index

which was designed as a predictive instrument as well as a

means of tracing aetiologies. In any case very little

observable clumsiness was left by the time the children

reached the end of Primary One.

On each measure the scores were dichotomised into 0 and

1. Table 5.2. shows the range of scores for each measure

which was assigned to 0 or to 1. These dichotomised scores

were added to produce the Developmental Index for each

child. The Index had a possible range of O to 8. The

mean of this sample was 1.07 and the standard deviation 1.21.

Children with scores of 3 to 5 (n = 26, 13.1 per cent) were

described as developmentally retarded.
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Table 5,3 shows that 82.3 per cent of the normal

children had no more than 1 adverse developmental point.

Sixteen of the 46 (34«8 per cent) unregulated children had

similarly low scores. The table was collapsed to

eliminate cells with no entries. The Chi Square was

32.24* d.f. 2, p <,001, once the scores of 0 to 2 were

placed against those of 3 to 5.

The correlation between the Developmental Index and

Unregulated Behaviour was 0.50, a highly significant

result. An analysis of variance (Table 5.5* page *^9)
shows the high Index scores of the most severely unregul¬

ated.

An attempt was made to reduce the effects of social

class and learning as apart from maturation which might be

expected to be most in evidence on the vocabulary test.

Verbal skill is known to be strongly affected by social

factors (Butcher, 1963). Vocabulary test results were

omitted from the Index. The results were similar though

the correlation with unregulated behaviour was somewhat

reduced (r = O.44).

On this evidence 17 children of the 46 who were either

mildly or severely unregulated showed signs of develop¬

mental retardation, 7 of them remained unregulated for the

two years of the study and 4 left the project schools. If

the behaviour of the 7 who remained was chiefly developmen-

tally determined they had not apparently matured in the two

years. However, there may have been other factors which

contributed to the prolongation of distractibility and

overactivity in these children. These factors will be

examined under the title of adversity.
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The relationship between developmental indices and

unregulated behaviour is sufficiently close with a corre¬

lation of 0.50 to warrant the conclusion that this type of

behaviour lias a considerable developmental component,

although 75 per cent of the variance still remains to be

analysed.

2. Adversity

The adversity index (see page '^3 , Chapter 3) compiled

for the children at Time 3 necessarily only applies to

those children who were still in the sample at that time.

Data were available on 19 children who were taken to be

"normal". These "normal" children had at no time been

unregulated, nor had they been classified as "antisocial"

or "neurotic" on the CBQ at any of the 3 questionnaire

administrations, and finally, had not been designated as

backward readers on either of the Southgate V<ord Selection

Tests at the end of Primary One and Two. The Mean Adver¬

sity Index acore for this group was 2.85, s.d. 3*88, *>ut

median 1.13* Sixteen of these 19 had been randomly chosen

for interview from the pool of stable children who at Time

1 were considered ready to read on the Thackray Profiles'

results. The remaining 3 were not interviewed but were

similarly randomly selected from amongst the stable

children who were "ready to read".

Amongst the 46 children who were unregulated at Time

1 there was information on the home circumstances of the

39 who stayed for the full two years. Adversity Index

scores were obtained on 53 more children who were at one

time antisocial, neurotic or reading backward.
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Analyses of variance reveal that not only are the

unregulated children subject to more developmental diffi¬

culties but they are also more likely to suffer adverse

home conditions. The teachers believe that the unregu¬

lated children encounter poorer child rearing practices

than the regulated, less support in their school lives and

more disturbance within the family. As with the Develop¬

mental Tndex so with the Adversity Index, the more severe

the problem the greater the unregulated behaviour. A

correlation of 0.30, p4 .001, between the Adversity Index

and Unregulated behaviour at Time 1 was obtained. At

Time 2 the correlation was O.37 and at Time 3> (when the

Questionnaire was actually completed) O.4O. This last

correlation should therefore be regarded as the most valid.

Table 5.4 draws upon Adversity data on all 111 child¬

ren for whom it was available (Mean = 4.53; s.d. = 4.02).

The results from such data deliberately collected on

children who displayed various problems of behaviour and

perception turned out to be heavily skewed in the direction

of high adversity scores. The "normal" children in the

table are those who were not unregulated at Time 1, at Time

2 and at Time 3 respectively. Nineteen of the "normally

regulated" at these three times were "normal" as regards

behaviour and reading ability at all three times, but the

remaining 53 at Time 1, 30 at Time 2 and 39 at Time 3
%

exhibited some kind of difficulty whether of behaviour or

in reading. This method of selection accounts for the

high means on Adversity of the "Normal" group on each

occasion in Table 5*4. Had Adversity scores been available
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T—Bhs "S.^. TaU ^hRTlONSdl, Oi UNi..,.G(:.^T^D ih.iIAVIQUK

AT TT',1.. 1. TIM:. 2 AND TIME 3 TO TU- A DVERSITY INDliX

Adversity Index Normal

Time 1 - Mean 4*04-
s.d. 3*59
n 72

Time 2 - Mean 3*16
s.d. 3.27
n 59

Time 3 - Mean 3*76
s.d. 3.56
n 68

Unregulated Behaviour
Mildly Deviant Deviant

4. 61 7.59
4.60 4.13

28 11

5.79 7.03

4.03 4.99

40 12

5.41 7.07

3.68 6,67
34 9

F

3.94

PC. 05

8.92

p<. 01

4.09

PC. 05

for all children in the sample no doubt the result a would

have shown greater differences between the Regulated and

the Unregulated. As it is, on all three occasions there

are significant differences between the Regulated and the

mildly and severely Unregulated.

The correlations are attenuated for the same reasons.

3« Temperament

It is clear that many unregulated children suffer

from adverse home circumstances, developmental difficulties

or both. These disadvantages may account to some extent

for their behaviour, but there still remains the question

of whether any children can be considered unregulated for

temperamental reasons alone.

In order to examine this question in terms of the

individuals to whom it might apply yet another cut-off

point had to be established. Unregulated behaviour was
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to be considered of temperamental origin if a child was

not developmentally backward and not living under undue

adversity. A difficulty arose in deciding when "undue"

adversity existed. One would hope that children should

normally experience none of the adversities described in

the Parent-Child Inquiry Form. Finally, a cut-off point

of 3 on the Adversity Index was selected to distinguish

those who lived under "undue" adversity from those wio did

not. This point was chosen as the nearest score to the

mean of the 19 "normal" children, i.e. 2.85. By this

criterion 14 children whose behaviour was unregulated at

Time 1 were defined as unregulated by virtue of temperament,

since neither were their home circumstances unduly adverse

nor were they handicapped by delays in development. Six

of these children remained unregulated for two years. In

the 14 cases the results were unequivocal, in so far as

results that depend on arbitrary cut-off points and reports

from secondary sources can be unequivocal. Caution should

be exercised, however, in accepting such a finding. The

cut-off points which determine whether a child is regarded

as developmentally retarded or subject to "undue adversity"

are arbitrarily determined. A slight shift in cut-off

point would increase or decrease the numbers defined in

this way and therefore affect the numbers considered to be

unregulated on the basis of temperament alone. Further¬

more, it should be borne in mind that some children may not

only have difficult home environments or development

problems but also temperaments which make coping with theee

strains exceptionally stressful, both for themselves and
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for their families arid teachers. In these cases the

maintenance of disinhibited distractihle behaviour may be

ensured by the combination of circumstances. Exhausted,

inadequate already stressed mothers find it excessively

demanding to cope with excitable, highly active, impersis-

tent children whose development never seems to reach

expectations. The fact that these children are often

somewhat less intelligent than their peers who are more

controlled (Rutter et al, 1970) does not help the parent

to deal with them nor the children themselves to learn

easily from their mistakes.

In this study the lack of concentration and the

disinhibited behaviour of 14 (35*9 per cent) of the 39

unregulated children may possibly, therefore, be explained

in terms of temperament ratlier than in terras of develop¬

mental delays or family adversity. Well over half of the

unregulated children had other factors in their lives

which strongly influenced their behaviour, though whether

a temperamental aspect existed as well could not be

determined, A temperamental explanation for these 14

children's lack of concentration and overactivity lias been

arrived at by exclusion, and must be considered tentative

in the absence of fuller information. Moreover with such

small numbers it would be dangerous to generalise these

results to a larger population of infant school children.

In these Edinburgh schools the prevalence of adversity was

higher than would be the case in many schools where the

pupils were of higher social status. At the same time,

since most of the schools drew upon the upper levels of the

manual working class, some of the most severe dex>rlvations



consequent upon poverty and overcrowding were not included.

Few of the schools had the problems of minority etiinic

groups and none were housed in outdated or unrenovated

buildings. Thus, this finding that unregulated behaviour

can exist without signs of either developmental delays or

adversity in about a third of the unregulated children if

at all generalisable to any otter group, must be to one

that is similar in composition to the one on which this

study has been based.

Only 14. out of the 39 children who were unregulated

and still present after two years could be considered

unregulated for temperamental reasons alone. What of the

otter 25? Three had only developmental difficulties to

cope with; 12 had undue adversity, without developmental

problems and 10 suffered not only from adverse home circum¬

stances but developmental difficulties. The outcome for

these children will be discussed later.

C. Consequences an I Correlates of Unregulated behaviour

Unregulated behaviour measured at Time 1 has been used

to observe associations with other measures taken at the

same time and also to observe its relationship to measures

and questionnaire results taken at Time 2 and Time 3,

It must be remembered that 20 of the 39 children who

were unregulated at Time 1 and stayed in the schools to

Time 3 remained unregulated, 7 of them severely unregulated.

Thus what may be taken to be predictive power to other

behaviour and performance is actually dependent on the fact

that particular behaviours continue to be associated with

disinhibition and distractibility at ail of the test and
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questionnaire administrations. (See table of correlations,

Appendix 8, page ^ if, )

The first results to be examined will concern perfor¬

mance on the Thackray Profiles, on the Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale and on the Southgate Reading Tests.

1. Columbia Yntal 'Maturity Scale (CMMS)

Table 5.5 shows that though the mean score of the nor¬

mal children is considerably higher than that of the most

deviant, the difference in intellectual performance on the

C:1 IMS is not significant. The standard deviations of the

normal and mildly deviant children groups are large. Only

the deviant children appear in a relatively narrow range of

marks. This test was administered in the Spring Term of

Primary Two, so it is interesting to note that the Time 1

assessment of unregulated behaviour wMch, after all no

longer applied to 16 of the children, nevertheless showed a

tendency to accompany low intelligence test performance

though no: to a statistically significant extent (p<»25).

The correlation between Unregulated beliaviour at Time 1

and the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale was -0.25, p^.001.
It did not change very much between Time 1, Time 2 and Time

3. (Time 2 unregulated behaviour with CMMS r = -0.31

p<. 001; Time 3 unregulated behaviour with CMMS r = -0.26

p^.OOl.) The test was individually administered and
therefore gave the children the greatest opportunity for

sustained attention, even though their normal behaviour

might show very little jjersi stence.

2. Thackray Profiles of Reading Readiness

On all the Thackray Profiles the unregulated children
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performed at a Lower Level than their more controlled i>eers.

The more severe the disinhilbitlon the lower the mean scores.

These results, of course, repeat the finding linking develop¬

mental retardation (based on low scores on these tests) with

unregulated behaviour,

3» Southgate Tteading Tests

On the Southgate Word Selection Tests given at Time 2

and Time 3 the results show the same trend as in the Thackray

Profiles. The more severely affected by poor concentration

and overactivity the more likely is the child to do badly on

these Tests, The Sentence Completion Test confirms this

observation.

The correlations of these tests with unregulated

behaviour are all significant (see Table Page 3.05)
and indicate that prediction from Time 1 assessment of

unregulated behaviour to Southgate Tests at Time 2 or Time 3

is as good as these tests1 associations with contemporary

assessment of the behaviour. This night be a function of

the developmental retardation of the unregulated children

rather than directly related to their inattention and rest¬

lessness. A regression analysis was performed to determine

whether unregulated behaviour made a substantial contribution

to the Southgate scores once aspects of development (as

exemplified by the Thackray Profiles, the CMMS scores and

Development assessments on the Childrens' Behaviour Question¬

naire) had been taken into account.
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T;,13J,£ 5.5. V,-„ I^iu.XIU.LllIP Of OluuAJUx^l.i.u ^ufvlOUk TO

PDPVO: t-l XCft ON AY IPrTAALIOAYCU TEST (CMMS). THE

TTTACKfiAY PROFILES AND TESTS OF TRADING

Tests

Columbia Mental Maturity
Scale

Mean

s.d.

n

Thackray Profile -
Vocabulary

Mean

s.d.

n

Thackray Profile -
Visual Discrimination

Mean

s.d.

n

Thackray Profile -

Auditory Discrimination
Mean

s. d.

n

Draw Mother

Mean

s. d*

n

South rate Word Selection
Test 1A - Time 2

Mean

s.d.

n

Unregulated Behaviour - Time 1

Yormal Mildly Deviant £
Deviant

95.26
11.27

129

92.57
11.11

28

88.73
6.51

11

2.23
n. s.

11.90 8.65
4.49 4.33

150 34

5.08 18.86
3.15 PC. 01

12

11.91 9*03
7.10 6.86
152 34

4.17 8.58
3.71 PC. 01

12

6.03 3.79

4.10 4.50

152 34

2.42 8.31
2.28 P4.01

12

10.17 7.59
3.25 3.53

152 34

5.58 17.38
3.15 PC. 01

12

13.79 9.80

6.73 4.99

142 30

7.73 8.28
6.51 PC. 01

11
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TABLE 5,5. (Continued),

Test Unregulated Behaviour

Normal
Mildly
Deviant Deviant £

Southgate Word Selection
Test 1C - Time 3

Mean 23.07 18.86 14.64 11.34
s«d. 6.65 6.25 8.12 P<« 01
n 128 28 11

Southgate Sentence
Completion Test - Time 3

♦
. .

Mean 11.45 5.54 3.55 5.55

s.d. 11.25 9.°8 8,26 P<.01
n 128 28 11

Developmental Index
Mean 0.77 1.82 2.67 27.37
s, d. 0.90 1.59 1.37 p<.001

n 152 34 12

************+****+*****
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TADEL r>.6. MULTIDLE REGRESSION ON READING TRSTS OF SCORES ON

TESTS OF ^RAPING READINESS AND IN RLE,LICENCE ANJ 0; QUESTIONNAIRE

ASSESSMENTS Oi PEVnLOtMENT (CBQ) AI\i> UNREGULATE1) BEHAVIOUR

(CB ■ AND BSAG)

Southgate
Reading Test

Southgate
Reading Tests

1975 - Time 2 1976 Time 3
Form 1A Form 1C Form 2B

Multiple r Multiple r Multiple
Visual
Discrimination 0.491 0.402 0.200

Auditory
Discriraination 0.576 0.500 0.236

Draw Mother 0.595 0.556 0.335

Vocabulary 0.602 0.598 0.409

CJ.MS 0.606 0.602 0.487

Devel oimiental
Delays*" (Time 1) 0.606 0.607 0.499

Unregulated
Behaviour (Time 1) 0.631 O.624 0.525

15
Developmental Delays refers to the composite symx>toni clus

ter in the CBQ, consisting of 1. stuttering and stamuering;
2. other speech defects; 3* poor bowel and bladder control.

There was only a slight increase in the multiple

correlation coefficient with the addition of unregulated

behaviour to the regression on Reading tests at Time 2 and

Time 3» It* therefore» seems that unregulated behaviour

does not make a significant contribution to reading test

X>erformance once asx>ects of develojunent concerning skills

related to reading have been considered.

Analyses of covariarice make it clear that when the

Adversity as well as the Develoxmiental Index's Scores are

taken into account, there is barely any contribution uiade
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to the Reading Test Scores, either at Time 2 or Time 3 by

Unregulated behaviour measured at Time 1.

When a similar analysis of the Southgate Word

Selection Test administered at the end of Primary 2 was

performed for measurements of unregulated behaviour' taken

at Time 2, unregulated behaviour was seen to contribute at

the .01 level of significance after the effects of the

Developmental and Adversity Indices had been accounted for.

The results for Time 3 unregulated behaviour and the Time 3

Word Selection Test reverted to the earlier pattern, showing

no significant contribution made by unregulated behaviour to

the Reading Test i>erformanee after the two Indices had been

taken into account. This more frequently occurring result

seems likely to be closer to the truth. The significant

results at Time 2 may well have been caused by the general

increase in all types of disturbed and disturbing behaviour

by the end of Primary One. With a wider range of scox'es,

more high scores and therefore more children regarded as

deviant, the chance of obtaining a significant result

inexeased, if onLy temporarily.

Although these covariance analyses appear to reduce

the importance of unregulated behaviour per se as a factor

in later Reading Test scores in favour of the Developmental

and Adversity Indices, it must be remembered that to complete

the Tliackray Profiles which form a large part of the

Developmental Index children have to muster skills in which

the unregulated tend to be deficient. Thus this index

itself reflects the influence of unregulated behaviour as

well as eovarying with it. This would, of course, he



TABLE 5.7. ANALYSIS PL CUVAklANCE - Si 1JTifGi'-T.L, ,0110 SELECTION

TEST (TIME 2) BY UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR TAKING SCORES ON T3EB

DEVELOPMENTAL AN D A DYERSTTY IIS DICES INTO ACOOUNT

Source of Variation
Sum of
Squares DF

Mean

Square F

Si^ni-
fic <nce

of F

Covariates 768.565 2 384.283 12.033 0.001

Developmental Index 117.677 1 117.677 3.685 0.055

Adversity Index 4.4.9,863 1 449.863 14.087 0.001

Main Effects -

Unregulated Behaviour
- Time 1 8.549 2 4.275 0.134 0.999

Residual 3385.104 106 31.935
Total 5162.219 110 37.838

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE • SOUTHGATE WORD SELLOTION

TEST (TIME T) BY UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR TAKING SCORES ON THE

DEVELOPMENTAL AN D ADVERSITY INDICES INTO ACCOUNT

Source of Variation
Sum of
Squares DF

Mean

Square F

Signi¬
ficance
of F

Covariates 1240.923 2 620.461 14.01 0.001

Developmental Index 747.773 1 747.773 16.862 0.001

Adversity Index 163.853 1 163.853 3.700 0.054
Main Effects -

Unregulated Behaviour
- Time 1 21.837 2 10.919 0.247 0.999

Residual 4605.906 104 44.288
Total 5868.668 108 54.340

particularly noticeable in group as opx>osed to individual

tests. It will be remembered, however, (see pages ' and

IOC, Chapter 3) tliat no effort was spared in the attempt to

reduce the influence of poor concentration and restlessness

on the Profiles' results, and that some children, even when

taken individually, still had great difficulty in completing
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the tests.

On all tests which require a formal performance in a

group situation the unregulated children are at a disadvan¬

tage. Their performance whether it is at school entry or

whether it is at the end of the first or second year of

school is depressed relative to those who are behaviourally

more controlled, and whose attention is more consistently

maintained. On the measure where the children were

individually tested, the Intelligence test (CMMS), the

unregulated children did not gain significantly lower scores

than the regulated, though there was a tendency in this

direction.

These results would support the contention that these

children's school learning is initially handicapped in so

far as their pre-reading skills are not as highly developed

as the "normal" children's, and that this handicap is

continuous over the first two years of school. A closer

look, however, at their performance on the Southgate Word

Selection Test at the end of Primary Two (Form C) shows the

mean of the most severely unregulated to he 2.64 points in

score above the cut-off point (a score of 12) for selecting

backward readers (Table 5.5.). Thus, though the difference

in the means of the normal, the mildly deviant and the

deviant is significant, with the severely deviant scoring

worse than the other two groups, the relationship with

reading backwardness is not close. Of the 11 deviant

children (a Time 1 estimate) 10 were mildly deviant or de¬

viant at the time of this Southgate administration. The

range of their scores is considerable (5 - 27) and achieve¬

ment below potential is far from assured, (only => received
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scores of less than 12),

For all hut 2 of these 11 children the Adversity

Index was high. These results must serve as a warning

against assuming the inevitability of failure for

individuals who would appear at first sight to have every

disadvantage, whether of developmental lag or adversity,

to surmount at the age of six.

The relationship of unregulated behaviour to other

behavioural indices will now be examined,

4. Teachers1 Assessments of Behaviour,

a. The relationship of unregulated behaviour to other

CBQ symptom clusters.

Table 5,8 reveals by means of analyses of variance

that there is no significant relationship between unregu¬

lated behaviour and childish habits, poor p»eer relation¬

ships (until Time 3) and nervous behaviour as measured on

the Children's Behaviour Questionnaire, although corre¬

lations are all positive and significant. Nor are there

differences related to severity of deviance on the Self-

confidence questionnaire. Where differences emerge they

are in relation to Antisocial Behaviour where the F values

are highly significant. The association with Antisocial

Conduct is strong at all times despite the fact that the

items have little conceptual relationship with unregulated

behaviour except perhaps tiirough the medium of "disobe¬

dience", (For items see pages qT- and c( 8 Chapter 3)
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TABU.: ".3. THE RELATIONSHIP OF UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR TO

OTHER SYMPTOM CLUSTERS (CBQ) TIME 1. TIME 2 AND Ti ME T

TESTS

Total Deviance - Time 2*
Mean

s. d.

Total Deviance - Time 3
Mean

s.d.

Nervous Behaviour -

Time 1

Mean

&• d»

Nervous Behaviour -

Time 2

Mean

s.d.

Nervous Behaviour -

Time 3
Mean

s.d.

Poor Peer Relationships
Time 1

Mean

s.d.

Poor Peer Relationships
Time 2

Mean

s.d.

5.63
5.17

3.83
4.36

1.11

1.54

1.25

1.54

0.83

1.17

0. 58
0.87

0.59

0.99

Unregulated Behaviour - Timel

FNormal Mildly Deviant
Deviant

9.47

5.28

7.39
5.98

1.18

1.55

0.80

1.52

0.82

1.44

0.82

1.22

0.63
0.85

12.91

6.60

13.09
6.35

1.42

1.08

0.73

1.27

0.82

1.17

0.83
1.03

0.91

0.94

14.69
p<. 001

22.91

p<. 001

0.25

n. s.

1.49
n. s.

0.03
n. s.

1.20

n. s.

0.54
n. s.

* In this table the analysis for Total Deviance at Time 1
has been omitted since the measure of unregulated
behaviour was also taken at Time 1 and consists of some
of the items which form part of the Total Deviance score.
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T.' DEL Hi. 8. (Continued)

Unregulated behaviour - Time 1

TESTS Normal

Poor Peer Relationships -
Time 3

Mean 0.40
s.d. 0.84

Childish Habits - Time 1

Mean 0.11

s. d. 0. 34

Childish Habits - Time 2

Mean 0,22

s.d. 0.58

Childish Habits - Time 3
Mean 0,17
s.d. 0.53

Antisocial Conduct - Time 1

Mean 0.60

s.d. 1.29

Antisocial Conduct - Time 2

Mean 1.35
s.d. 2.14

Antisocial Conduct - Time 3
Mean 1.03
s. d. 1 • 79

Self-Confidence - Time 1

Mean 3.16
s. d. 1. 54

Self-Confidence - Time 2

Mean 1.83
s.d. 1.77

Self-Confidence - Time 3
Mean 1.26
s.d. 1.52

Mildly
Deviant Deviant

0.61

0.96

0.21

0.41

0.10

0,40

0.25

0.52

3.24

2.69

3.57

3.35

2.61

2.87

3.35

1.43

1.10

1.45

1.18

1.34

1.18

0.98

0.33
0.89

0,18

0.60

0.09

0.09

4.33

2.19

5.36
3.67

5.09

3.89

3.75
1.22

0.91

1.14

1.18

1.54

4.48

p<. 01

2.23
n. s.

0.54
n.s.

•

0.44

n. s.

56.07
PC. 051

20.96

p <. 001

21.48

p<. 001

0.97

n, s.

3.44

PC. 05

0.05
n. s.
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The fact that the severely unregulated children do not

differ significantly from the other two groups with respect

to their relationships with other children till Tin® 3 may

possibly he rel ted to the fact tliat their antisocial

behaviour remains at a high level while that of the mildly

deviant has lessened by that time. It is difficult to win

friends and influence people if you are at the same time

bullying and fighting them.
» * *

b. The relationship of Unregulatel behaviour to CBQ Types

of Deviance (Antisocial and Neurotic).

The relationship between the 2 main Types of deviance

described in the Children's Behaviour Questionnaire (Anti¬

social and Neurotic) and unregulated behaviour is outlined

in Table 5.9 which traces the associations over the 3 times

the questionnaires were administered. It is abundantly

clear that nearly all the severely deviant children are

"Antisocial". Eight of the initially severely unregulated

and Antisocial remain so till the end of their second year

at school. Amongst the mildly deviant, at Time 1 a

majority are Antisocial, and there is very little change in

the proportion who receive this designation by Time 3»

Amongst the normal, at Time 1 there are only 4 children who

are described as Antisocial though this number marginally

increases at Time 2 and drops again by Time 3* The preva¬

lence of disorder amongst the unregulated is marked,

amongst the severely unregulated it is almost universal.

The type of disorder is in nearly every case antisocial.

That children who are highly unregulated also gain

scores which lead to their being described as "deviant"
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TABLE unregulated behaviour and types of deviance (cbq)

Unregulated Behaviour - Time 1

CBQ - Time 1

Normal Mildly Deviant Deviant Totals
No. per cent No. !>er cent No. per cent

Stable 138 90.8 11 32.4 1 8.3 150
Antisocial 4 2.6 20 58.8 9 75.0 33
Neurotic 10 6.6 3 8.8 2 16.7 15

Totals 152 100.0 34 100.0 12 100.0 198

Chi Square « 100.49, d.f. 4» p^OOOl.

Unregulated Behaviour - Time 2
CBQ - Time 2

Normal Mildly Deviant Deviant Totals
No. per cent No. per cent No. per cent

Stable 109 89.3 18 37.5 1 7.1 128

Antisocial 6 4.9 27 56.3 11 78.6 44

Neurotic 7 5.7 3 6.3 2 14.3 12

Totals 122 100.0 48 100.0 14 100.0 184

Chi Square = 80.10, d.f. 4» p<.0001

Unregulated Behaviour - Time 3
CBQ - Time 3

Normal. Mildly Deviant Deviant Totals
No. per cent No. per cent No. percent

Stable 120 95.2 12 34.3 0 - 132
Antisocial 3 2.4 20 57.1 7 100,0 30
Neurotic 3 2.4 3 8.6 0 - 6

Totals 126 100.0 35 100.0 7 100.0 168

Chi Square = 95 .49, d.f. 4, p<«0001
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overall on the CBQ is not entirely surprising, since these

children had high scores initially on the motor component

of the CBQ, and were ipso facto well on the way to the

score of 9 which leads to the deviant definition. The

fact that the type of deviance is overwhelmingly antisocial

rather than neurotic was not so clearly predictable, since

it is not uncommon for any child v/ho is showing some form

of emotional disturbance also to lack concentration and to

exhibit less controlled behaviour than his stable peers.

Five (33*3 per cent) of the Neurotic deviants at Time 1

were unregulated to some degree, though 29 (87#9 X>er cent)

of the Antisocial children were unregulated. Only 12 (8

per cent) of the Stable were unregulated. It is therefore

clear that either type of deviance is associated with over¬

active inattentive behaviour, but that it is with anti¬

social conduct that the relationship is close. This
* « ►

finding merely replicates evidence from the large Scale

Isle of Wight Survey (Rutter et al, 1970),

A more detailed view of this association is shown in

Table 5*10, in which the scores of the antisocial cluster

of CBQ, items are divided so as to i:>roduce normal, mildly

deviant and deviant groups as described on i>age 1 4c,

At Time 1, 58 children were described as deviant on

one or both measures of behaviour. Twenty-seven were both
- - . v

unregulated and antisocial (46,6 per cent). At Time 2, 76

children were deviant, 39 being deviant on both symptom

clusters (5l»3 per cent,). Time 3 produces the some sort

of results, 57 children were deviant, 29 (50,9 per cent) on
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T: 1.10. ANALYSES OF ANTISOCIAL CONDUCT (CBQ.) -

TIME 1. TIME 2 AND TIME 3 BY UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR

AT 'ITAlb 1, TIME 2. 1 l/.lx, 3

Antisocial
Conduct -

Time 1

Normal
0-2

Mildly Deviant
3-5

Deviant
6-12

Totals

Antisocial
Conduct -

Time 2

Normal

Mildly
Deviant

Deviant

Totals

Antisocial
Conduct -

Time 3

Normal

Mildly
Deviant

Deviant

Totals

Unregulated Behaviour
- Time 1

Mildly
Normal Deviant Deviant Totals

n % n % n % n %

140 92,1 17 50.0 2 16.7 159 8O.3

11 7.2 8 23.5 7 58.3 26 13.1

1 0.7 9 26.5 3 25.0 13 6.6

152 100.0 34 100.0 12 100.0 198 100.0

Chi Square = 72.88, d.f. 4, p 4 0001

Unregulated Behaviour
Mildly ~ Time 2

Normal Deviant Deviant Totals

n % n % n % n %
108 88.5 19 39.6 4 28.6 131 71.2

11 9.0 18 37.5 3 21.4 32 17.4

3 2.5 11 22.9 7 50.0 21 11.4

122 100.0 48 100.0 14 100.0 184 100.0

Chi Square = 70.37, d.f. 4, P<. 0001

Unregulated Behaviour
- Time 3

Mildly
Normal Deviant Deviant Totals

n % n % n % n %
111 #GOGO 13 37.1 0 - 124 73.8

14 ll.l 15 42.9 2 28.6 31 18.5
1 0.8 7 20.0 5 71.4 13 7.7

126 100.0 35 100.0 7 100.0 168 100.0

Chi Square = 83.49, d.f. 4, p/.OOOl
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both symptom clusters. In sum, there is an overlap of

deviance, whether mild or severe, between the two behaviours

of about 50 per cent at whatever time the questionnaire is

adini nistered.

From these 3 tables it is possible to draw the con¬

clusion that though the correlations between antisocial and

unregulated behaviour are highly significant (See Table 5.11)

there are nevertheless a considerable number of children

deviant on one symptom cluster while not on the other. This

result modifies the much more clear-cut finding shown in

Table 5.9 when TYPES of deviance were being considered.

There 73»9 per cent of the unregulated at Time 1 were shown

to have some emotional disorder, 63 per cent being Anti¬

social. At Time 2, 69.4 per cent of the unregulated were

either Antisocial or Neurotic, and at Time 3» 30 of the 42

(71.4 per cent) unregulated were Antisocial or Neurotic.

On none of the 3 occasions did the numbers of Neurotic who

were also unregulated exceed 5* The overlap between

unregulated behaviour and the Antisocial type of emotional

disorder is of the order of two thirds to three quarters of

the cases. This variation in findings in Tables 5.9 and

5.10 can be explained by the scoring system. To acquire a

score of 9 with the antisocial score exceeding the neurotic

score does not impLy that a child must get a deviant score

on the antisocial item cluster, (i.e. 3 or more), he

simply must have one more adverse antisocial than neurotic

point. This may involve having a zero score on nervous

behaviour and a score of 1 on antisocial behaviour. His

final score of 9 may be obtained by adverse scores on the
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various other items. The final picture to emerge is that

each variety of behaviour, antisocial or unregulated, very

commonly accompanies the other, hut that "deviance" in both

cannot be assumed for about half of the children who show

disturbance in either behavioural regulation or socially

acceptable conduct.

The evidence accumulated so fr will be summarised

before tackling the problems raised by Rutter and Yule

(1970) and Sturge (1972) as to the ^etiology and sequence

of the development of antisocial conduct together with

reading retardation,

A strong relationship between unregulated behaviour

and emotional disorder has been established. This existed

at school entry and the association was in evidence at each

subsequent questionnaire administration during the two years

of the project. The particular form of emotional disorder

was antisocial rather than neurotic. A second, though

slightly less powerful, relationship existed between

unregulated behaviour and reading test performance both at

the end of the first year and the end of the second year at

school. This association depended on developmental and

adversity factors which contributed to both reading test

performance and unregulated behaviour. Tn addition,

prediction fro 1 assessments of unregulated behaviour at

school entity to later antisocial conduct and reading test

performance was moderately successful, chiefly because well

over half the children who came into Primary 1 distractible

and disinhibited continued to be so for the next two years.

This finding would appear to justify the selection of



predictive groups based on distractibility, disinhibition

and poor performance on reading readiness tests.

Unregulated behaviour appears to predict somewhat

better to both antisocial conduct and poor reading test

performance than either antisocial conduct clone or reading

readiness tests alone.

TABLA 5. 12. UAiAAAIIbftL, Of A.ViIcOCIA-u COMulJCT. UNREGULATED

BEHAVIOUR. THACKRAY PROFILES AINU) SOUTHS TE TESTS

TLUE 1. TIME 2 AND TIF, IE 3

Time 1 Assessments Time 2 Assessments Time 3 Assessments

Unregulated
Behaviour

Antisocial
Conduct

Thackr&y Profiles
(composite score)

Antisocial
Conduct

0.52

0.71

-O. 14

South, ate Antisocial Southgate
Test 1 Conduct Test 1
Form A Form C

-0.43

-0.31

0.56

0.48

O. 69

-0.18

-0.43

-0.34

0.57

The relationship between unregulated behaviour and later

antisocial conduct is seen to be closer than that between the

Thackray Profiles and later antisocial conduct. Likewise,

unregulated behaviour is more closely associated with South-

gate Test performance than is early antisocial conduct.

Unregulated behaviour occupies a mid point, predicting

sxightly better to both reading difficulties and antisocial

disorder than do either of the other predictors taken alone.

This behaviour would therefore seem to have something of a

mediating role in later problems of behaviour and reading

when they occur together.
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The most convincing evidence for this assertion has

been obtained by partialling out the influence of unregu¬

lated behaviour in correlations of the composite Thackray

Profile Scores at Time 1 and Southgate Word Selection Test

Scores at Time 2 and Time 3 with Antisocial conduct at

school entry and at the end of Primary One and Two. With

unregulated behaviour partialled out the correlation between

test scores and antisocial conduct sinks to nearly zero on

all three occasions. The importance of unregulated beha¬

viour in linking behavioural and reading difficulties is

clearly demonstrated by these results.

TAPLP t.13. COPULATIONS BETWEEN HEADING TEST RESULTS AND

ANTISOCIAL hhiuyiouk AT TIME 1. ThIL 2 AN J 'lltln 1 WITH

UNREGC.jiiTl 1> bhuP/KMJK AT Tl.vlb 1. TIME 2 AN!) Ti.-lii. T , ,hT IALLxh) OUT

Time 1 Antisocial conduct and Composite
Thackray Profile Score r = - 0.26
Antisocial conduct and Composite
Thackray Profile Score with
unregulated behaviour partialled out r = - 0.02

Time 2 Antisocial conduct and Southgate
Word Selection Test r = - 0.3&
Antisocial conduct and Southgate
Word Selection Test with
unregulated behaviour partialled out r = - 0.04

Time 3 Antisocial conduct and Southgate
Word Selection Test r = - Q.33
Antisocial conduct and Southgate
Word Selection Test with
unregulated behaviour partialled out r - - 0.04
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1). Origins and Outcomes of Unregulated behaviour Assessed

at School fairy. (See Table 5.I4 overleaf)

The question then arises as to how much of the outcome

of unregulated behaviour (Time 1) in terms of later anti¬

social conduct and reading difficulty is due to constitu¬

tional factors, how much to environmental factors and how

much to temperament* Relatively few children (14) amongst

the unregulated could he found whose distractibility and

disinhibition could he attributed to temperament alone.

(See page '^4-, Chapter 5) Of these 14, 5 were later (at

Time 3) antisocial, reading backward or both. In fact,

only 2 showed any evidence of both reading difficulties and

antisocial behaviour. Thus, when children with no other

apparent explanation for their unregulated behaviour except

temperament are found xliey are by no means inevitably

handicapped later in other behaviour or in perforrnance.

Moreover, the association of unregulated behaviour of tem¬

peramental origin with antisocial behaviour is closer than

with reading# Analyses of covariance confirm this

observation. After developmental factors and undue adver¬

sity have been taken into account unregulated behaviour

still makes a highly significant contribution to antisocial

behaviour both at Time 2 and Time 3« This result is

consistent whether the independent variable is unregulated

behaviour at Time 1, Time 2 or Time 3« Whereas the

covariance analyses of Reading Test Performance (Table 5*7)

revealed that unregulated behaviour - once the developmental

index and the adversity index scores had been accounted for

- had little or no contribution to make.
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TABLE 5.14. SOME ORIGINS AN" OUTCOMES OF UNREGULATED

l-.^IAVTOUK ASSESSED AT SCHOOL tiNTKf

Outcomes

Proposed
Origins End of Primary One End of Primary Two

Poor
Readers

Mod# to
Good

Readers

Poor
Readers

Mod. to
Good

Readers

Temperament
n =s 14

Development
n = 3

Adversity
n = 12.

Development
and

Adversity
n = 10

A-S* Stable A-S* Stable A-S* Stable A-S* Stable

1 0 42

0

4

o

0

1

2

1

4

10

2

3

1

0

1

2

o

6

o 0

* Antisocial

Many children whose behaviour lacks control (i.e. is

unregulated), and for whom there aiay be a temperamental

explanation suffer from other disadvantages which preclude

an approach which depends exclusively on temperament. In

these children the background difficulties they must over¬

come may be compounded by an overactive and distractible

temperament, or, alternatively, these difficulties may be

the seedbed of their disinhibition, their antisocial

behaviour and their reading difficulties.

The disadvantages are two-fold, lying either in what

Ferguson (1952) described as the "under the roof" culture

of the home or in developmental retardation.

The description of developmental retardation is one
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which depends on assessments which are themselves influenced

by the envix^onment from which the child comes# Davie et al

(1972) have demonstrated strong social class effects on all

the types of item included in the Developmental Index,

except Auditory Disci! mination, which, since it correlates

well with the other Thackray Profiles, can he assumed also

to he influenced hy social class. Only 3 children amongst

the unregulated can be described as exhibiting developmental

delays alone, in the absence of adversity in their home

environment. The circumstances which are associated with

Social Class V include poorer prenatal care, large families,

abnormal birthweight and gestations either 3 weeks less or

3 weeks more than the normal 40 weeks. (Davie et al, 1972).

These all were thought to produce high risk children. The

outcome for them in Later reading performance and behaviour

was as follows:- at Time 2 the 3 were all adequate readers,

though one was antisocial, and at Time 3» 2 were poor

readers, 1 of these being antisocial as well. One remained

a stable adequate reader.

Ten children in this Edinburgh sample of unregulated

children with high Developmental Index scores have, in

addition, high adversity scores, which reflect disorganised

home lives in which the children's place is uncertain and

their care erratic. The amount of time spent on them is

limited, the quality of interaction often brutal or over

indulgent or inconsistent. Fathers are frequently unemp¬

loyed, absent, uninterested or occasionally hostile. These

disadvantages tend to mount up amongst families of the

unskilled working class, though they are not unknown in
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families with steady wage earners in skilled employment.

The results for these children arc heavily weighted

in the direction of high antisocial scores at Time 2, with

8 of the 10 being Antisocial. Five were also poor readers.

At Time 3» 5 were still antisocial, 4 remaining poor readers

as well. Five v.ere stable adequate readers. The outcome,

initially poor, by Tirae 3 was improving as the children's

reading grew "better in relation to their class.

Amongst the 12 children whose unregulated "behaviour was

ascribed only to adverse home circumstances the outcome was

similar to that for the children who had a double burden to

bear, in that in both cases there was a high proportion of

Antisocial children at Time 2 which dropped to 5^ per cent

by Time 3» Four of the initially unregulated with adverse

home circumstances became stable adequate readers by Time 3»

The numbers involved in these tables are very small and

can only indicate paths for future exploration. In no way

can they be considered a conclusive argument for the

probability of later development for the unregulated.

It will be remembered that the items on the Adversity

Index were grouped under 3 headings: i) attitudes of the

parents to the school, ii) attitudes of the parents to their

child and their care of the child, and ill) the parents*

situation. It was possible for a child to exceed the cut¬

off point of 3 on the Adversity Index, taken to mark undue

environmental pressures, without having an outwardly disad¬

vantaged home. Thus, if the parents did not attend school

meetings, and their discipline was poor and they nagged or

spoiled their children excessively then the child might be
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given an Adversity Index score which was over 3» Once the

two children who had low Index scores had been removed from

the calculation the Criterion Group of Antisocial poor

readers had Index scores ranging from 7»5 to 16, This

meant, in fact, in each case that the children had to contend

with problems in their parents* situation over and above

problems related to child care.

It appears that an exclusively temperamental explanation

for unregulated behaviour covers only about a third of the

cases which occur at school entry, and applies to about the

same proportion (6) of the 20 children who are persistently

distractible and overactive. liven explanations which would

appear to stress a constitutional aetiology for unregulated

behaviour cannot be supported without qualification. Though

speech, maturational lags in perceptuo-motor control, powers

of visual and auditory discrimination, clumsiness and bowel

and bladder control might be thought to be clear evidence of

a purely physiological origin to disinhibition, the fact is

that these deficits occur amongst children who suffer from

adversities in their homes which are likely to undermine

their capacity to learn social behaviour and to acquire early

perceptuo-motor skills.

These adversities may also be associated with injurious

prenatal experiences. Consequently constitutional explana¬

tions of maturational lags must be qualified by the fact that

these developmental difficulties often appear where environ¬

mental adversities are most acute. The child's constitution

may be affected by prenatal experiences consequent upon

family disadvantages, but thereafter these disadvantages
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continue to affect him, not only physiologically, but in

providing the context for his development. Any earlier

delay in maturation may, as a result, take longer to out¬

grow; and compensatory behaviour, such as overactivity and

restlessness, may only prolong the retardation since new

learning is thereby hindered.

In contemplating unregulated behaviour we are faced

with a constellation of developmental, environmental and

temperanienta 1 problems which are difficult to disentangle.

The relatively high correlations of unregulated behaviour

with both Developmental and Adversity Indices show how

difficult it is to ascribe the behaviour to any one aetio¬

logy. The transactional model proposed for this study

would predict that if a child were initially overactive and

distractible, then adverse home circumstances such as those

described in the Index would mean that his rearing would be

unlikely to be adapted to his needs and the cliance of his

stabilising in 2 years would not be very high. Table 5.14

shows how those unregulated children who have liigh adversity

indices are somewhat less likely to be stable good readers

by the end of Primary 2 than children without these

disadvantages. (64.3 per cent of the "purely temperamental"

children are stable good readers by the end of Primary 2,

compared to 40»9 per cent of the 22 with high adversity

scores.)
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E. PREDICTION

The predictive groups were formed (see page Hi , chap¬

ter 3) on the basis of an hypothesis proposed by Rutter and

Yule (1970) that temperament together with perceptual and

linguistic disabilities, or distinct from these disabilities,

might be the basis of later antisocial and reading problems.

At the time when this research study was organised and the

predictive groups formed, unregulated behaviour was believed

to be chiefly of temperamental origin. The preceding pages

have shown that adversity and developmental factors are of

major importance in two thirds of the cases of unregulated

behaviour. This finding, though it does not confirm Rutter

and Yule's hypothesis, does not invalidate the proposal that

unregulated behaviour even if not wholly of temperamental

origin has an important part to play in promoting the

conjunction of reading and conduct problems.

The evidence of the following table indicates the

correctness of the original hypotheses with regard to the

Thackray Profiles, and unregulated behaviour. These were

that the Profiles would predict well to reading and that

unregulated behaviour would predict well to both reading

difficulty and antisocial conduct. In detail this meant

that the children who were Antisocial poor readers and those

who were poor readers but stable were expected to have

received low scores ou the Profiles and high initial assess¬

ments of unregulated behaviour. The purely Antisocial were

expected to have been unregulated but to have had moderate

to good scores on the Profiles. Lastly the stable good

readers were expected to have had no difficulties either with

respect to behaviour or to re-reading skills.
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TABLE 5.15. THE ANALYSIS OF THACKRAY PROFILE SCORES.

UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR AT SCHOOL ENTRY AND ADVERSITY INDEX

SCORES Iff CRITERION GROUPS AT THE END OF PRIMARY TWO

Criterion Groups
Poor Readers Adequate to Good Readers F

Antisocial Stable Antisocial Stable

Thackray
Profiles

Visual Dis¬
crimination

Mean 5.20 7.03 9.80 12.21 5.02
s. d. 3.68 7.42 5.30 7.17 p<. 01

n 10 11 20 121

Auditory Dis¬
crimination

Mean 3.90 3.82 4.85 6.03 1.99

s. d. 2.85 2.52 3.42 4.31 n. s.

n 10 11 20 121

Vocabulary
Mean 6.80 7.09 9.20 12.27 11.A1

s. d. 5.12 4.18 A.42 4»06 p<. 01
n 10 11 20 121

Draw Mother

Mean 6.30 6.73 9.55 10.32 8.09

s. d. 3.97 2.57 A.19 3.10 P<« 01
n 10 11 20 121

Unregulated
Behaviour

Time 1
Mean 8.60 4.09 6.25 2.19 18.59
s. d. 5.06 4» 13 A.39 2.83 p<. 01
n 10 11 20 121

Adversity
Index

Mean 8.20 2.63 6.20 3.82 6. 06

s. d. 4.45 2.60 5.02 3.38 p<. 01
n 10 11 20 62

The number of the stable children with no reading

difficulties at the end of tParimary 2 on whom data was
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collected was 62, However, all but 19 of these 62 had at

some time been either maladjusted on the CBQ, or unregulated

or low scorers on the Profiles or Beading Tests, Therefore

their score is higher than would be expected for children

who had had no difficulties at any time.

These analyses show the consistently poor performance

of the Antisocial poor readers when they first entered

school two years earlier. They also indicate the greater

imx»ortance of unregulated behaviour and adversity in the

prediction of antisocial behaviour as opposed to reading

difficulty. However, antisocial behaviour together with

reading difficulties is particularly associated with these

variables. On the basis of these results children who

score poorly on Reading Readiness Tests at school entry, who

are unregulated in their behaviour and whose home circum¬

stances leave something to be desired must be regarded as

vulnerable to later reading difficulties and antisocial

behaviour. In most cases they will already show evidence

at school entry of antisocial behaviour. This is not

likely to lessen unless the adve> sity of their home situation

decreases. (Rutter and Madge, 1976). These children are

at risk from school entry. Particular care should be taken

to reduce the chances of their eventual reading retardation

and delinquency. Their inattention and restlessness in the

classroom may be used as warning signals to alert the

teacher to their stressful backgrounds.

We now turn to the prediction of individuals rather

than of group means. Here the results are much less clear.
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TABLE 1.16. Till, ILLATIONS If IP OF PREDICTIVE GROUPS FORMED AT

SCHOOL ENTRY TO CRITERION GROUPS FQjaiLD AT THE END or iTU't'KY TWO

Criterion Groups

Predictive Adequate to Good
Groups Poor Readers Readers Totals

Antisocial Stable Antisocial Stable

n n n n

Readiness poor

Unregulated*
•

4 3 4 5 16

Regulated 1 3 1 12 17

Readiness good

Unregulated 2 0 7 11 20

Regulated 3 5 8 93 109

Totals 10 11 20 121 162

The figures in this table make it quite obvious that

prediction in the case of individuals is an uncertain affair.

By the end of their second year at school unregulated

children who display inadequate skills on the Reading Readi¬

ness Profiles are by no means all antisocial, reading

backward or both. In fact 5 of the 16 are stable adequate

to good readers, and only 4 have problems of antisocial

behaviour together with reading difficulties.

Of the 25 originally selected as high risk children
(see Page '' (q , Chapter 3) 6 had left the sample and 3 were
assessed as Neurotic by the end of Primary Two. When we
co spare tine prediction achieved by the Combination of

unregulated behaviour and Poor Readiness scores with that
achieved by Poor Readiness scores alone, we can observe the
comparative success of the combined predictors. However,
it must be emphasised and can clearly be detected that it
is the unregulated behaviour rather than the Profiles which
contributes so highly to any success in prediction.
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On the other hand with predictive groups composed of

children assessed on readiness skills and early antisocial

behaviour (at school entry) the prediction of antisocial

conduct and reading difficulties at the end of Primary Two

is not substantially improved.

T/.P> , : r>. 17. Til'. jffiL.--.TIOft,SHIP O PREDICTTVS GROUPS HASn/D ON

T)fACKRAY PLOj'Thh SCOhLS /.,N j ANTISOCIAL BlihtAVIOUK AT

SCHOOL LNTRY TO CUT'S SnION CROl l'S al fitb sM) Oi rKIAIARY TV\Q

Critei'ion Groups
Predictive Adequate to Good
Groups Poor Readers Headers Totals

Antisocial Stable Antisocial Stable

Poor Readi¬
ness

Antisocial 4 3 5 /, 16

Stable 1 3 0 12 16

Readiness

Antisocial 3 0 5 5 13
Stable 2 4 10 93 109

Totals 10 10 20 114 154*

sfc*s|

The similarity of the results to those using unregu¬

lated behaviour as a predictor is to be expected when it is

recalled that nearly every child who was designated Anti¬

social on the CBQ at school entry was also unregulated.

Prediction, therefore, is somewhat dubious, with a

considerable number of false negatives and false positives.

Table 5.16 shows th t 93 (85 per cent) of those predicted

to have no later reading or conduct problems were indeed

* Numbers are less than might be expected since children
showing an excess of neurotic over antisocial symptoms
have been excluded from the table.



free of tooth toy the end of Primary Two, Over half (32,3

per cent) of the 33 predicted to have reading or conduct

problems had neither. Of the remaining 41 only 14 pre¬

cisely conformed to prediction, A very similar, though

slightly better result was obtained with predictive groups

based on earl^ antisocial conduct and Thackray Profile

scores, Nevertheless, in spite of this disappointing

result, we must note the fact that nearly half of the chil¬

dren who were felt to toe vulnerable in one respect or

another on the basis of the Profiles and their disinhibition

and distractibility actually were conduct problems or in

difficulties with their reacting at the end of Primary Two,

This should be evidence enough to encourage teachers to pay

special attention to children who mark themselves as "at

risk" by their poor perceptual and linguistic abilities and

their restless lack of concentration at school entry.

Of the 23 children1 who by the end of Primary Two were
2

in difficulties over reading, 12 had exhibited signs of

emotional disturbance at school entry, 9 of the 12 having

also gained low scores on the Heading Eeadiness Profiles,

A higher proportion amongst these Edinburgh boys tlian Gates

and Bond (193&), Malmquist (1953) and Morris (1966) observed

amongst their samples of backward readers were handicapped

from the time they entered school by their maladjustment,

in most cases combined with poor x>re-reading skills. che

1, Five are not shown iri Table 17 since they were
Neurotic Poor readers,

2, Two are not shown in Table 5*17 since they were
Neurotic at school entry.
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earlie: survey©, dependent on retrospective assessments,

found between 19 per cent (Gates and Bond, 1936) and 24.5

per cent (Malmquist, 1958) of the backward children to have

been emotionally disturbed before they began to read.

Further discussion follows in the next section.

3UMMAKV OF RESULTS RELATING TO UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR

1. Unregulated behaviour (motor disinhibition, distrac-

tibility and inconsequence) was shown by rather more chil¬

dren at the end of Primary One than at school entry, but

by the end of Primary Two the number 01 unregulated children

had dropped to the original percentage of the total sample.

Thirty-nine children amongst the 46 who had been unregulated

at school entry remained in the sample for two years.

Twenty of these were assessed as unregulated by the teachers

at the end of Primary One and again at Uie end op Primary

Two, i.e. in about 5G per cent the behaviour was very

consistent. (Table 5.1.)

2. Developmental retardation occurred significantly more

often amongst the unregulated children. Severity ol'

unregulated behaviour was related to degree of developmen¬

tal retardation. (Table 5«3»)

3. Unregulated children were subject to more adverse

circumstances in their families than the regulated. The

more severe their disinhibition the higher were their

Adversity Index Scores. (Table 5.4»)

4. In the absence oi developmental retardation and adverse

home ciraumstances a temperamental tendency to unregulated

behaviour was assumed. This explanation oi' unregulated be¬

haviour applied to a third of the unregulated children. The
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possibility of the existence of a temperamental contribution

to the unregulated behaviour of the children whose matu¬

ration was slow and whose home situations were inadequate

was not excluded. The data did not, however, permit

examination of this possibility. A temperamental tendency

to unregulated behaviour does not by itself predict poor

reading at the end of Primary Two, though tliere is an

association with antisocial conduct. Adversity alone is

also likely to lead to antisocial behaviour rather tlian

reading difficulties. Slow development occurs more often

in association with adversity than alone, and the children

subject to such maturational delays have a considerable

chance of being poor readers. (Table 5,14.)

5. Since undue adversity was a factor thought to exist

throughout children's lives it was taken to be one of the

causes of unregulated behaviour. Tt was also thought to

influence other aspects of development, leading to a syn¬

drome in which maturational lags, unregulated behaviour and

antisocial conduct were inseparable in the most vulnerable

children. Such problems shown in the classroom may all be

indicative of underlying stress.

6. In 3 of the 39 cases unregulated behaviour was asso¬

ciated wi th developmental retardation but not with adversity.

In these cases it was suggested that unregulated behaviour

was simply an aspect of slow maturation, disinhibitlon and

distractibility, bein normal for younger children.

7. Unregulated behaviour is significantly associated with

poor performance on heading Tests. However, since it is

associated with poor performance on Thuckray Profiles (tests
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of perceptual and. linguistic abilities) it is concluded that

unregulated behaviour alone is not responsible for reading

backwardness. (Tables 5.5. and 5.6,) Analyses of covariance

indicate that onee developmental indices and adversity are

taken into account unregulated behaviour makes no additional

contribution to reading test scores. (Table 5.7.) This

result leads to the conclusion tJiat the influence of

unregulated behaviour on reading performance cannot be

separated from the effects of adversity and development.

8. Unregulated behaviour is closely associated at school

entry and at the end of the first and second years of the

Infant School with an antisocial type of emotional disorder.

(Table 5.9.) About three quarters of the unregulated at

Time 1 and on later occasions show this type of disorder.

At school, entry, and at the end of Primary One and Primary

Two about half of the unregulated have deviant antisocial

scores. (Table 5.10.) Unregulated behaviour has a specific

contribution to make to later antisocial behaviour over and

above that made by the developmental Index and the Adversity

Index. It may thus seem to "cause" antisocial behaviour,

however, the sequence of' the relationship can only be

hypotheslsed, i.e. that the active, restless distractibie

child generates situations which involve him in aggression

and disobedience, or that the anxiety caused him by his

developmental lag and resulting less than normal competence

leads to both unregulated and antisocial behaviour, or

finally, that domestic adversity also creates anxiety with

the same outcomes in behaviour.

9. The outcome at the end of Primary Two for children
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assessed as unregulated at school entry was favourable

with regard to their reading. (Table 5,14.) Half were

adequate to good readers as well as being stable rather

than Antisocial or Neurotic. Less than a quarter were

backward readers by this stage. The relationship with

antisocial behaviour was more sustained. Nearly half of

the children who had been assessed as unregulated at school

entry were antisocial two years later. Fifteen per cent

of the unregulated children combined reading difficulties

with antisocial behaviour and nearly all of these suffered

undue adversity in the home. Children whose unregulated

behaviour was assumed to be of temperamental origin were

least likely to be handicapped by the end of Primary Two,

either with regard to reading or conduct.

10. Predictive groups. Groups were formed at school

entry on trie assumption that the Thackray Profiles would

predict well to reading and that unregulated behaviour

would predict well to both reading difficulty and antiso¬

cial conduct. These assumptions were proved correct when

a comparison of mean scores on the Profiles and early unre¬

gulated behaviour obtained by the Antisocial, the Leading

Backward, the Stable and the Antisocial 'ending Backward

was carried out. (Table 5.15) however, prediction of

individual cases was not entirely successful. Nevertheless

the fact that nearly half of those predicted to have reading

or conduct problems, did so two years later in spite of the

variability in children's behaviour, was thought to justii^y

at the least early observation of these children as possible

later risks. (Table 5.16.)
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SECTION II - THE ORIGINS OF THE COMBINED PROBLEMS OF

ANTISOCIAL CONDUCT AND READING DISABILITIES.

In the second section of this chapter the issues

raised by Rutter and Yule (1970) and Sturge (1972) will

he considered in the light of the findings reported in

the previous pages. Although answers appear straight¬

forward at first glimpse, as the layers are peeled off

the onion further complexities are revealed and only

multifactorial explanations seem justified.

A. Does antisocial ehaviour disorder lead to reading

difficulties?

TABLE 5.18.

CBQ Types

School Entry

THE RELATIONSHIP OF EMOTIONAL DISORDER TO

READING PERFORMANCE

End of Primary 1
Poor
Readers

Adequate
to Good
Readers

End of Primary 2
Poor Adequate
Readers to Good

Readers

n % n % n % n %
Antisocial 15 43.5 18 54.5 11 36.7 19 63.3
Neurotic 7 46.7 8 53.3 2 20.0 8 80.0

Stable 29 19.3 121 8O.7 12 9.4 115 90.6
Chi Square = 13.36,
d.f. 2,
p<. 001

Chi Square = 14*33
d.f. 2,
p <• 001

CBQ Types

End of Primary 1

End of Primary 1
Poor Adequate
Readers to Good

Readers

End of Primary 2
Poor
Readers

Adequate
to Good
Readers

n % n % n % n %
Antisocial 18 40.9 26 59.1 12 29.3 29 70.7
Neurotic 4 33.3 8 66.7 4 4-0.0 6 60.0
Stable 15 11.7 113 88.3 9 7.8 107 92.2

Chi Square = 18.77,
d.f. 2,
i> o 0001

Chi Square = 16.25*
d.f. 2,
p<, 001
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The association between antisocial disorder at school

entry and reading difficulties at the end of Primary 1 and

again at the end of Primary 2 is significant. An Anti¬

social form of emotional disorder would appear to precede

later reading difficulties in a considerable number of

cases. However, though the result is significant, atten¬

tion must be drawn to the fact that the majority of the

Antisocial children are not poor readers either at the end

of Primary 1 or Primary 2. Many children can learn to

read adequately in spite of considerable emotional distur-

bance, though their performance is significantly worse

than that of the stable children as the following table

shows.

TABLE 5.19 ANALYSES 01 VARIANCE Of L0CJ1.ir.ATK 'i ESTb BY Clb-A TYPES

CBQ Types at School bntry

Southgate Tests Antisocial Neurotic Stable F
Southgate Form 1A

Mean 8.13 9.85 14.09 12.73
s.d. 4.30 6.00 6.71 p<.001

Southgate Form 1C -
End of Primary 2

Mean 16.03 19.60 23.35 15.83
s.d. 6.65 6.28 6.52 p<.Q01

Southgate Form 2B -
End of Primary 2

Mean 2.07 4.50 12.22 13.24
s.d. 4.28 4.20 11.53 P<.001

************************

Although emotional disorder of an antisocial kind

precedes later reading difficulties a simple cause and

effect model for the association is inappropriate. The

children found to be Antisocial on entry to school also
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performed very much worse on the Thackray Profiles than

the stable children, but only slightly worse than those

dubbed Neurotic,

TABLE 5. 20. ANALYSES OP VARIANCE 01 THACKRAY PROFILES BY

CBQ TYPES AT SCHOOL ENTRY

Antisocial Neurotic Stable

Visual Discrimi¬
nation

Mean 6.39 3*65 12.15 10.13
s. d. 5*4-1 0.47 7*15 P^.01

Auditoiy Discrimi¬
nation

Mean 3.26 3.59 6.09 8.79
s.d. 2.31 2.96 4.24 P<.01

Vocabulary
Mean 6.87 8.18 12.07
s.d. 3.77 4.75 4.39

Draw Mother

Mean 7.32 8.00 10.05 9.97
s.d. 3.48 3.22 3.36 p<.01

A regression analysis indicates that once the cont¬

ribution of tiie Profiles to the variance on the Southgate

tests has been made, antisocial behaviour as such has

little to add.
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TABLE ".21. MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES (f THE CQNTKI nUTION

MADE BY TIIACKllAY Pi,01'ILLS. ANT I: OCTAL BEHAVIOUR (TIME 1)

TO SOUTHGATE TaSTS O'E dOAD bBLLCTION

Variables Multiple r

Southgate Test
Primary One

Multiple r

Southgate Test
Primary Two

Thackray Profiles

Visual Discrimination

Auditory Discrimination
Draw Mother

Vocabulary

0.48
O. 54

0.57

0.58

0.40

0.48

0.54

0. 59

CBq

Antisocial Conduct 0.60 0.61

4 $

Emotional disorder can thus be seen not only to

precede, and to some extent ijredict, later reading diffi¬

culty but also to be acconqjanied by poor performance on

tests which are specifically designed to give some

indication of how children will approach reading.

Emotional disturbance, whether of a neurotic or antisocial

nature, apparently leads to poorer performance on heading

Readiness Tests, though the association with antisocial

conduct is somewhat closer. Antisocial disorders uia.v

therefore appear to lead to poor reading test nerformance.

but already at school entry they are associated with low

competence in the skills which contribute to later reading

Success,

So far it has been established that an antisocial

behaviour disorder may precede reading difficulties though

not produce them. The next question posed by Sturge

requires a further inquiry into the aetiology of these two

problems. Ill



B. Does Heading retardation Lead to Antisocial Behaviour?

In the present investigation there is no true measure

of retardation, the children being still young for this

type of assessment# It will be remembered however from

page , Chapter 3» that whereas the adequate to good

readers were fairly evenly divided amongst the "advanced"

and "retarded" the poor readers were in nearly every case

(20 out of 21) retarded in their reading in relation to

their intelligence test scores at the end of Primary Two#

This investigation can answer the question of whether,

before children reach the end of their second year at

school, they are apt to become more antisocial if their

reading performance is poor than if it is adequate to

good.

Three groups of children were formed from those

present at the end of Primary One (Time 2). One group

consisted of the boys whose antisocial score had lessened

by the end of their first year at school, the second group

consisted of those whose antisocial score had stayed the

same, and the third group was composed of the children

whose antisocial score had increased by the end of the year.

The same procedure was followed for the second year at

school. These three groups were then examined to see

whether their improvement or deterioration in antisocial

score was related to their Thackray Profile and reading

test performances. It was assumed that if children were

reacting to school difficulties b,y becoming antisocial then

low scores on the Thaclcray Profiles would be likely to

predict an increased antisocial score by the end of Primary

One.



During their first year at school, cliildren who

entered Primary One with perceptual and language diffi¬

culties would be expected to become aware of being slower

to grasp the intricacies of the reading process than their

classmates. Their awareness and resentment of the

situation, if it existed, should be apparent in increased

antisocial behaviour. Similarly, between the end of

Primary One and Two those children whose score on the first

set of Reading Tests had been low might be expected to

react to their poor performance and resulting low status

in the class by deteriorating behaviour.

The following tables compare the changes in anti¬

social behaviour between School Entry (Time 1), the end of

Primary One (Time 2) and Primary Two (Time 3)•

Poor performance on the Thackray Profiles, though it

may predict with some success to poor performance on the

Southgate Reading Tests, is less successful at predicting

a deterioration in behaviour. There is no significant

difference between the low and high scorers in their changes

of behaviour over the first year at school.

At first glance it would appear that the picture

changes when the children are older and able to absorb the

idea of failure in reading. There is a significant

difference between the high and low scorers on the South-

gate Word Selection Test (at the end of Primary One) in

their antisocial behaviour by the end of Primary Two. A

close look at the table shows that the significance of the

difference between the high and low scorers is caused by

the percentage "unchanged" rather than by the percentages



tabu; 5,^. t\w. association of cmreas in antisocial scohls
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Thackray Profile
Scores

School Entry

Antisocial Behaviour
End of Primary One

Improved Unchanged
*ete-

riorated Totals

n % n % n %
Low Scorers
(Score 0-7)

21 30.9 15 16.1 7 30.4 A}

Uigh Scorers
(Score 8-20)

47 69.1 78 83.9 16 69.6 141

Totals 68 100.0 93 100.0 23 100.0 184

Chi Square = 5.51, d.f. 2, n. s.

Soutsigate Word
Selection Test
Scores

End of Primary 1

Antisocial Behaviour
End of Primary Two

Improved Unchanged
Dete¬
riorated Totals

n % n % n %
Low Scorers
(Score 0-6)

10 31.3 9 11.0 13 24.1 32

High Scorers
(Score 7 - 30)

22 68. 8 73 89.0 41 75.9 136

Totals 32 100.0 82 100.0 54 100.0 168

Chi Square = 7.44, d. f. 2, P<.025.

"improved" or "deteriorated". In fact, when the centre

column of unchanged children is removed from the analysis

the result is non-significant. (Chi Square =0.51, 1 d.f.,

n.s. )•

These results would not support the contention that

children's reading difficulties and their x^oblctns of

school adax>tation lead to antisocial behaviour, as

Varlaam has suggested • (1974.) Tt may be that at this age
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(six years 9 months on average at the end of Primary 2)

children do not respond with antisocial behaviour to frust¬

ration and disappointment at school. Difficulties at

school may not be perceived as disappointments till children

can fully understand the pressure of parental expectations

of their performance. Though Infant school children are

aware of being behind their classmates in the book they are

reading, this may seem of less importance to them than it

does to their parents. Even if they have internalised

parental ambitions, failure to realise these ambitions may

not lead to lying, disobedience, theft or aggression. In

fact, what may be true at the age of 9 or older may still be

latent at the age of 7*

The same point as was made in the preceding section of

this chapter must be reiterated. Antisocial behaviour

accompanies the perceptual and linguistic difficulties that

are predictive of reading failure. It is present, as are

the perceptual and linguistic difficulties, from the begin¬

ning of the children's school lives. After two years at

9chool it lias not increased because of reading failure, but

it continues to accompany poor performance in perceptual and

linguistic tasks - in this case, reading. Since this appears

to be the case causative factors must be sought in events and

circumstances which precede both reading difficulties and

antisocial conduct.

C. Is there a common cause resulting in both be.liaviour

disorder and educational failure?

1. Intelligence

Up to this point consideration lias been given to the

suggestion that unregulated behaviour and, specifically
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temperament, are crucial factors in the production of

reading difficulties and antisocial conduct, but to omit a

discussion of intelligence as a possible common cause of

these two problems would be to ignore the research by Viest

and Farrington (1974) which lias linked troublesomeness and

overt antisocial behaviour, in so fur as it reaches the

courts, with low intelligence. Inteilige?ace is also

linked with the ability to learn to read, though correla¬

tions vary uci ording to the type of test used. Verbally

assessed intelligence is sore closely associated with

reading achievement than performance on non-verbal tests.

Picture Tests such as those used by Kellmer rringle and

Neale, and Douglas (cited in Vernon, 1972) show correlations

ranging from 0.3 to O.56, whereas verbal tests tend to have

correlations with reading of 0.75 or more. Vernon points

out that children of low intelligence learn to read at a

later age than do those of better intelligence. They begin

later and learn more slowly. She also stresses that

learning to read involves conceptual reasoning and the

understanding of principles which depend to a great extent

on general intelligence.

In this study a test of concept attainment was used for

the measurement of intelligence, the Columbia Mental Maturity

Scale (C'.rib) (see page i07X The cognitive processes

involved in this test should not be unlike those required,

for reading. In this sample none of the children had a

lower .Age Deviation Score than 70 on the CMMS. The corre¬

lations between CMMS scores and Southgate Test performance

and Antisocial Conduct at the end of Primary I and 2 were as

follows:-
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Southgate Word Southgate Word Antisocial Antisocial
Selection Test Selection Test Conduct Conduct

Form A Form C Primary 1 Primary 2

r = 0.38 r = 0.37 r = -0.31 r = -0.33

The correlations of CMMS scores with both the South-

gate Tests and Antisocial Conduct are fairly similar.

Neither those with Antisocial Conduct nor those with the

Reading Tests are as high as have been obtained for both

of these with unregulated behaviour, (See Table 5.11,

page 2Lo3) Correlations between reading test performance

and antisocial behaviour were not greatly affected by the

partialling out of intelligence as measured by the CMMS.

(Table 5*23) CMMS performance thus seems to account for

very little of the common variance. There is no justifi¬

cation for considering intelligence (according to this

measure) as an exclusive common cause of reading difficul¬

ties and antisociul conduct.

TAbbf ^.23. CORJ>FLATIONf BETWEEN ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

AND SOUTHGATE READING TESTS WITH CM-MS PERFORMANCE INCLUDED

AND PARTIALIS OUT

Time 1 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary One. r = -0.31

Time 1 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary One
with CMMS partialled out r = -0.26

Time 2 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary One r = -0.38

Time 2 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary One
with CMMS partialled out r = -0.33

Time 1 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary Two r = -0.34

Time 1 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary Two
with CMMS partialled out r » -0.28

Time 3 Antisocial behaviour with Southgate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary Two r = -0.33

Time 3 Antisocial behaviour with Soutligate Word
Selection Test at the end of Primary Two
with CMiMS partiajjlp^ out r = -0.26



2. Unregulated Behaviour

Unregulated behaviour could be convincingly presented

as the common cause of both antisocial behaviour disorders

and educational failure on the basis of the partial

correlations quoted on page where the association

between these two problems was Shown to drop to nearly zero

when unregulated behaviour was partialled out. However,

the analyses of covariance (page t°l2>) in which unregulated

behaviour was found not to contribute to Southgate Test

Scores over and above children's developmental difficulties

and the adverse circumstances of their home lives must give

us pause. Unregulated behaviour does indeed explain part

of the variance of Antisocial conduct after tliese factors

have been taken into account. Its chief contribution,

independent of background factors of development and

environment, is therefore to Antisocial behaviour rather

than to Reading Difficulty. Nevertheless, it is so much

part and parcel of behaviour which is developmentally

retarded as well as behaviour consequent upon adversity,

that disentangling cause and effect is highly complex.

3. Adversity or Temperament

The following table analyses the proposed origins of

Antisocial conauct and reading difficulties for the indi¬

viduals who remained in the sample till the end of Primary

Two, In this table "temperament*1 refers to unregulated

behaviour in the absence of a high adversity score or high

developmental index score. The numbers in brackets refer

to those children in each group who had displayed unregu¬

lated behaviour at school entry.
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TABLE
5,24.

ORIGINS
OF

ANTISOCIAL
BEHAVIOUR
ANi)

HEADING
DIFi

ICUiiTlES

SHOWN
AT
Til

END
OF

PRIM
Jflf
1

AND

PRIMARY
2

Proposed
Origins

End
of

Primary
One

Mod,
to

Good

Poor

Readers

Readers

End
of

Primary
Two

Poor

Readers
Mod,
to

Good
Readers

A-S*
n

=

17

Stablen

=

11

A-S*
n

=

25

Stablen

=

19

A-S*
n

=

10

Stablen

=

11

A-S*
n

=

20

Temperament
2

(2)

0

2

(2)

0

1

(1)

0

4

(4)

Development
0

0

1

(1)

0

1

(1)

2

(0)
0

Adversity
9

(6)

7

(1)
11

(3)

4

(0)

4

(1)

3

(2)
10

(4)

Development
and

Adversity
5

(5)

0

5

(3)

0

4

(4)

0

2

(1)

None
of

the

above
origins
1

(0)

4

(0)
6

(0)

15

(0)

0

6

(0)
4

(0)

Stablen

=

19

004

(O)
15

(Op

*

Antisocial



The same categories have been used for the proposed

origins of antisocial conduct as were used for the origins

of unregulated behaviour in Table 5.14* However, the

figures are not identical since the symptom clusters do

not entirely overlap. The figures in brackets indicate

the degree of overlap. Information on the development

and adversity of' the antisocial children was available as

it was fox- the unregulated, and has been used to construct

this table.

This table illustrates the fact that most of the

Antisocial poor reader^ at the end of Primary One are handi¬

capped by undue adversity in the home. Fourteen of the 17

(82.4 pei' cent) are in this position. Five of these

fourteen are also developmentally retarded. Only two seem

to have a temjjeramental origin to their difficulties. At

the end of Primary One then adversity is clearly the factor

which contributes most noticeably to behavioural and reading

problems. It will be observed however, that 13 of the 17

(76.5 per cent) were regarded as unregulated on school entry.

Their unregulated behaviour together with their antisocial

conduct and their read in.: difficulties must be considered

bound, up with their families ' limited interest in their

progress and limited capacity to guide their development.

At the end of Primary Two once again adversity ranks

high as a factor in the lives of the Antisocial poor readers.

Eight of the 10 suffer undue adversity, four of these

children lagging developmentally too. Only one child whose

difficulties are temperamental continues to be an Antisocial

poor reader. One child appears to have a developmental
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origin to his joint difficulties. Seven of the 10 children

who are Antisocial and reading backward were unregulated at

School entry.

From this table the importance of adversity in promo¬

ting antisocial behaviour and reading problems can be

deduced. There is no question that it is the most convin¬

cing predictor to both, though its influence is often felt

not only in antisocial conduct or reading backwardness but

in unregulated behaviour. Temperamentally based unregulated

behaviour in the absence of adversity and developmental

delays cannot be said to be a prime cause of combined reading

problems and antisocial conduct.

For a number of children there are no readily ascer¬

tainable precursors of their poor performance or their

troublesome behaviour. This is almost certainly due to

errors of assessment, since in my own observation some of the

children whose behaviour apparently has "no obvious origin"

exhibited overactivity and uistiactibility that was not

picked up on the first questionnaire, but was noted on the

second administration. Table 5*20 defends for its analyses

of developmental and temperamental origins upon responses

made during the first term of Primary 1 by the teachers and

the children themselves.

Another cause of antisocial behaviour without ax>parent

origin is likely to lie in sudden but important events in the

lives of the children. Such an event might be the leath or

illness of parent or sibling. This creates an enormous

upheaval in the life of the family but the Adversity Index

does not weight such an event more heavily than any other.



Thus the child might still have a low adversity score since

everything else in his life up to that point had "been

satisfactory. His disturbed behaviour might well, however,

be only temporary. This type of situation occurred t»o my

knowledge in two cases and may have occurred in more.

These children were thought by the teachers to be going

through a bad period from which it was expected they would

recover since their family circumstances were normally happy

and supportive. A positive correlation (r = G.21, p<.01)

was shown between the number of changes in the previous year

and antisocial behaviour at the end of Primary 2. This

would suggest that the Adversity Index is insensitive in

this respect and thus does not account for emotional disor¬

der that appropriately would be ascribed to certain

disturbing home circumstances.

In arriving at the conclusion that temperament does not

make an important contribution to the combined problems of

antisocial disorder and reading backwardness a narrow app¬

roach to temperament has been adopted. That is, temperament

has been construed only in terms of unregulated behaviour.

When iiutter and Yule (1970) mention temperament they may well

wish to include other temperamental features that lead to a

description of the "difficult" child. (Thomas, Chess and

Birch, 1968) These include negative responses to new

stimuli, slow adaptability after repeated experiences, high

intensity of response and irregularity in normal functioning.

Such temperamental features, evident in the New York middle

class sample in infancy, led to greater difficulties in the

parents' handling of the children and a higher rate of

referral for psychiatric help. As the parents in many
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cases had other children with whom they had no upbringing

problems the children's temperaments were thought to have

led to situations from which emotional disturbance resulted*

These aspects of temperament have not been considered in

this study and therefore temperament as a common cause of

reading difficulties and behavioural problems still cannot

be ruled out* However, since so many children had a

multiplicity of other difficulties to overcome, both

developmental and environmental, it would seem reasonable

to propose that the influence of temperament is likely to

be obscured by other factors unless more detail of family

interaction is obtained. The Mewsons (1977) who have

obtained such detail have stressed the importance of the

child's temperament in determining how the mothers behave

with their children despite their principles* In the face

of their evidence it would be premature finally to dismiss

temperament as a cause of both antisocial behaviour and

reading difficulties in some children*

This last statement leads us to the next question

raised by Sturge (1972),

D* Is titere a multifactorial causation for reading diffi¬

culties and, antisocial behaviour?

There are two ways in which this question may be

approached. Firstly, an inquiry might be made into whether

reading difficulties have different origins from antisocial

behaviour and thus different factors arc at work in produ¬

cing both problems which purely by chance occur together in

a certain number of cases* Secondly, children who manifest

both problems can be examined to see to what extent the
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origin ol their problems is similar,

Tn the first case, the issue can be dealt with at a

purely statistical level. The fact that the overlap

between reading difficulties and antisocial behaviour

typically concerns one third to a half of the reading

retarded and similarly a third to a lialf of the antisocial

(Kutter and Yule, 1970; Sturge, 1972} indicates that it

is occurring at a frequency greater than would be expected

purely by chance*

In the case of these Edinburgh children the diagram

overleaf shows that at the end of Primary One over half of

the x>oor readers were also antisocial, and rather less than

half of the antisocial were also poor readers. At the end

of Primary Two although the nuiabers of children exhibiting

antisocial and reading problems iiad dropped, the iiropor—

tions of the poor readers and of the antisocial who liad

problems in two spheres remained uiuch the same as at the

end of Primary One*

In examining the second proposition we are limited to

the data presented in Table 5»24 (page 23I+) which does not

trace the fine grain of causation* Here at the end of

Prim ry One along with undue adversity in the horse can bo

found developmental factors and temperament as causes of

the 17 children's antisocial conduct and reading difficul¬

ties, Since the developmental retardation occurs in

association with adversity and not alone, it is suggested

that the lags are consequen upon the poor home circum¬

stances, 'n the case of the two children whose antisocial

behaviour and reading difficulties are thought to be of



OVERLAP BETWEEN READING DIFFICULTIES AND ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR

End, of Primary One

Poor readers a = 33
Antisocial n = 44

Antisocial poor readers n = 18
Antisocial poor readers as per cent 01 poor readers - 54.6

per ceht
Antisocial poor readers as per cent of the Antisocial - 40*9

per cent

End of Primary Two

Poor readers n = 21
Antisocial n = t30

Antisocial poor readers n = 10
.Antisocial poor readers as per cent of poor readers - 53-3

per cent
Antisocial poor readers as per cent of the Antisocial - 4-7.6

per cent
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temperamental origin no developmental delays were In

evidence nor were their home situations unfavourable to

normal development as far as the interviewer and the Infant

Mistresses could see. Therefore, although unduly adverse

home environments contribute most strongly to the combina¬

tion of reading problems and antisocial behaviour, there

are other possible causes. The same conclusion emerges

from the very small numbers of antisocial children with

reading difficulties at the end of Primary Two. Though

again adversity is of the greatest importance, develop-

mental delays in the absence of adversity and temperamen¬

tally caused unregulated behaviour also account for two

cases.

On this very limited evidence it may be said that in

general, develo mental retardation in terms of poor vistial

and auditory discrimination, poor perceptuo-motor skills,

limited vocabulary, poor bowel and bladder control,

clumsiness and defective speech, though it may occur in

the absence of family adversity and then lead to either

antisocial behaviour reading difficulties or both, is more

likely to occur when the home is inadequate in various

respects. The view of Drillien (1964), Rubin (1970) and

Sameroff and Chandler (1975) that vulnerable children in

adverse circumstances have poorer outcomes than those in

satisfactory home environments here receives further

confirmation.

The multifactorial theory of the causation of reading

difficulties and antisocial conduct derived from this

consideration of temperament, development and adversity
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fails to take into account the proposals made by Sturge,

that children whose home lives are satisfactory yet who

experience difficulties at school react with antisocial

behaviour which is displayed only at school. This

suggestion cannot he put to the test in this small sample,

hut must not he ignored as a causative factor. (Joyce

Morris, 1966).

E. Is the association of reading retardation and antisocial

conduct an artefact of the association of background factors?

To answer this type of question data are required from

a large survey that is both wide ranging and complete in

its coverage of the many factors wltich might contribute to

an association of two or more of them which could lead to

the relationship of reading problems to antisocial conduct.

The present inquiry cannot attempt an answer, nor were

either butter et al (1970) nor Sturge (1972) able to find

convincing and conclusive evidence for this possibility,

though they investigated the associated factors of large

family size, perinatal morbidity and low social class.

In the present investigation the social class distri¬

bution was limited, varying mainly between the skilled and

unskilled manual working class, with heavy emphasis on the

skilled. Within this range there was no association of

social class with reading difficulties and antisocial

behaviour. Likewise when family size was analysed no

relationship emerged which would particularly associate it

with the dual problems of reading retardation and anti¬

social conduct. However, these results depend on such

limited data tliat they should not be given great weight.



SUMMAILY OF R'mXTS RELATING TO TTTiu ORIGINS OF READING BACK*

ViARPNhSS A>; ■> / vqSQCIAL TAHAVIOUR

1. Antisocial conduct disorders appear at school entry

together with poor perceptual and linguistic abilities (as

shown on the Thackray Profiles) which latter variable

X>re&Lcts to later reading backwardness. Antisocial

conduct 1 acre fore precedes bat cannot be said to cause

readin; hacl-cwardncss.

2. Reading backwardness and poor perceptual and linguis¬

tic abilities amongst children in their first two years of

school do not lead to increased antisocial behaviour.

Improvement and worsening of conduct in succeeding years

occur equally amongst children who perform well and badly

on the Thackray Profiles and on the Southgate Reading Tests.

This study provides no evidence to suggest that Infant

School children react with antisocial behaviour in the

classroom to early difficulties experienced in learning

to read.

3. Low intelligence, unregulated behaviour (temperament),

adversity in the home and developmental delays were examined

as possible causes of both antisocial conduct and reading

difficulties. No one of those provided an explanation that

covered all cases of dual probterns.

4. A multifactorial approach to combined dlfficnlties in

reading and conduct was found to fit the results most

satisfactorily. Temperament, developmental delays and

adversity in the home were all implicated in an outcome of

antisocial behaviour and reading backwardness. Adversity,

however, made very much the strongest contribution to this

0 fix
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outcome, Ijflost of the children with both problems had

considerable environmental difficulties to surmount. It

was therefore proposed that since these difficulties are

both longstanding and enduring they are likely to be

causative factors in the children's problems,

5# No evidence could be found to suggest tliat the asso¬

ciation of reading backwardness and antisocial conduct was

an artefact of the association of background factors.
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CHAiTEK SIX

COG-N IT IVE IMJ 'UEfe IVITY

"SOMETIMES I SITS AND THINKS AND SOMETIMES I JEST SITS"

I,VI KO DUCT ION

Kagan has proposed that there is a general response

style which not only applies to cognition hut also to

motoric behaviour and personality (1966a), Disinhibited

"urges to action" he suggests lead to an impulsive

cognitive tempo, and hyperkinetic modes of response in

other fields of behaviour. Since Kagan*s first publica¬

tions on this theory there has been an explosion of

interest and widespread exploration of the detailed

response sequences produced by both children and adults

on a series of tests of his devising, notably the Matching

Familiar Figures Test (MFFT), In this test a figure is

irre&ented simultaneously with four, six or eight facsimiles

differing in one or more details. The subject is asked to

select from the alternatives the one that precisely matches

the standard. Those who respond rapidly and inaccurately

are termed "impulsive". "Reflectives" respond more slowly

and with fewer errors.

Kagan has noted that an impulsive or reflective

response style is one that represents a preference in

situations where uncertainty exists and some decision must

be taken. He makes this statement concerning preference

since he lias not been able to establish differences in

(verbal) intelligence between "reflectives" and "impulgives"

which might exercise a determining influence on speed and

accuracy of response. Once the term "preference" is used

1 ? Pi
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the concepts of personality and temperament enter the dis¬

cussion to explain why one response style rather than

another is preferred# Thus individuals who might he apt

to re pond without ade uate rehearsal of all the hypotheses

available for the solution of a problem in a test of speed

and accuracy of identification might also be expected to

follow the same pattern of behaviour in less structured

situations in normal living where their actions might be

described as rash, inconsequential or impulsive#

The evidence to support this hypothesis has been

varied and the results somewhat equivocal. lesser (1976)

lias reviewed studies of children's attentiveness, aggres¬

sion, locus of control, risk taking and delay of gratifi¬

cation. "Impulsive" children, it seems, do not sustain

their play for long periods, they roam and chat and stop

and start activities# "Iieflectives" are able to maintain

attention on a task even though they chat. They respond

more quickly when there Is a preparatory interval before

their response and it is concluded that this is an indi¬

cation of their ability to sustain attention. Thomas's

finding cited by Messer (op cit.) that Impulsives show more

aggression on Buss's aggression machine than do Refleetives

is thought to indicate lesser behavioural control as well

as reduced cognitive control amongst Impulsives. Campbell

and Douglas (1972) Iiave been able to show that "impulsive"

boys are more likely to expect success in a frustrating

situation than are "Reflectives", when this is measured by

a ijrojective test. In giving moral judgement at the age

of Reflective children reached a more advanced stage



than was apparent amongst the Impulsives. Risk-taking in

experimental gambling situations and experimental tests of

the ability to delay gratification did riot, however, show

the expected differences between the "Impulsive" and "Refle¬

ctive" children. Mann (1975) found that though "Impulsives"

were speedier in taking decisions on ego-involving tasks

there was no difference between "Impulsives" and "Reflectives"

in ability to delay gratification nor in conservatism in risk

taking situations.

Doubts have been raised (Block et al, 1974) about whe¬

ther speed of decision making is the essential factor in

distinguishing those whose decisions are defective from those

who are accurate. Kagan et al originally (19&4) used the two

measures ol spe<_d and errors separately , later concentrating

on two groups only (Kagan et al, 1966). Together with other

researchers he has more recently taken to using four groups

rather than two. The initial dichotomy was considered some¬

what suspect in that it missed out adaptive speed and non-

adaptive slow reactions. Four groups were formed by dividing

the sample on the basis of median splits on ftfFFT errors and

response times. The four groups t rns formed were the RefJ.ec-

tives - above the median on response times and below the

median on errors; the Impulsives - below the median on res¬

ponse time and above the median on errors; the Fast Accurates

- below the median on response time an i below the median on

errore; the Slow Inaccur&tes - above the median on response

time and above the median on errors. Block (op. cit), using

this four-way categorisation of his sample of 4 - 5$ year olds

and taking other assessments of behaviour concluded that at

this age the Slow Inaccurates were in many ways the most

impulsive. He doubted whether there was any conceptual
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rationale for using both errors and si)eed for operationa-

lising Reflect!on-Impulsivity since errors only partially

correlated with speed and were not "per se a defining

characteristic of reflection-impulsivity."

Block (1974) was led to this view "by his findings on

teachers' Q Sorts on which the inaccurate children were

described as least controlled, least resilient, least

inhibited and least likely to master cognitive problems.

These characteristics he concluded described the typically

impulsive child. He found the Slow Inaccurate to be more

competitive, more uggre sive, less physically cautious and

less obedient than the Slow Accurate or Reflective. He

found that the Fast Inaecurates - far from being dis.inhi¬

bited, carefree and minimally concerned about their

performance as Kagan (1967) had postulated - were tense and

anxious, and unable to withhold some kind of response

because of their intense anxiety. He summed up his

findings by stating that the personality implications of

accuracy were strong whereas those of response time were

weak. The inaccurate children were more brittle, less

able to accommodate to new situations and less resourceful.

He suggested that differences in intelligence test perfor¬

mance followed from these attributes.

Block's (1974) results may reflect the age of the

children in his sample. I lesser noted (1976) that before

the age of 6 the relationship of errors and latency of

response was not always negative, and that the negative

association only developed with time as the children began

to see that slow information processing brought rewards in
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accurate problem solving. It seems possible that the MFFT

used with samples below the age. of 6 is pel'forming a

different function from that with older subjects.

Several questions remain to be answered about young

children's response systems. How is accurate information

processing achieved, and does speed matter? What makes

some children make faster decisions than others? It seems

likely that children develop means of handling situations

where response uncertainty exists that may continue into

adult life and become part of an apparent personality

attribute - what features exist in the child's development

that might lead to such an outcome of adult cognitive

tmpulsivity?

Accurate information xtrocessing in so far as it

relates to the "TFFT lias been analysed by means of studies

of eye movements. The scanning strategies of Ileflectlves

and Xmpulslves were found to differ in so far ; a Reflec-

tives typically examined more variants and had more eye

fixations per stimulus than did Tnrpulsives before coming to

a decision as to which precisely matched the standard,

Messer (1976) reports studies which showed that Trapulsives

did net extract the critical features of the standard and

variants on which comparison could be made. They tended

snore often to observe the stimuli globally find less

systematically, though neither Reflectives nor Impuisives

went from standard to variants checking one feature at a

time across all the stimuli, /tilt (1972) discovered a

major difference which related to the question of the

importance of speed. Fast accurate children were found
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to economise on time by matching variant to standard until

they found one on which there were no discrepancies*

1 eflectives pursued a more cautious strategy of eliminating

all the incorrect variants before indicating their final

choice.

Kagan (1965) observed that the number of children who

were both fast and accurate was limited, and. used this as a

rationale for excluding them from his initial studies.

However, when they are brought into consideration it can be

seen that a rapid response is not necessarily one with a

high likelihood of error. If the scan is accurate up to

the choice then the method pursued by the fast accurates is

the most economical, though most risky. The fast accurate

differs from the Impulsive subject in so far as his tech¬

nique is systematic and it involves checking feature

differences. Speed in itself therefore is of less conse¬

quence than the strategy pursued.

Children vary in the speed of their responses, it

appears, because of strategy differences and also, in the

case of young children, because of anxiety (Block et al,

1974) and uncertainty about the test requirements. Messer

(I976) suggests that Reflectives "possess anxiety associated

with uncertainty over making mistakes on intellectual tasks,

whereas Jmpulsives are anxious over a basic inability to

perform with competence on any task."

In this study several hypotheses have been tested;

a) that a generalised impulsive response style exists which

affects both behaviour and cognitive strategies: b) that

cognitive "impulsivity" with its limiting effects on the
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purposeful direction of attention will lead to poor

strategies for the mastery of early reading skillsj and

c) that in a generalised impulsive response style lies the

link between the attentional deficiencies of the unregulated

child and his disinhibited social behaviour, which explains

the appearance together of antisocial emotional disorders

and reading disabilities#

Attention lias also been givehto the question raised

by Messer of whether impulsives are anxious over a basic

inability to perform with competence on any task.

Unregulated children as a result of their operational

definition in terms of the items of the CBQ and the BSAG

(see page Hi) possess impulsive attributes# Their

teachers have underlined statements about their acting

before they "take time to think"# They also find it diffi¬

cult to maintain attention on a given task. It would be

expected that these children would have difficulty in with¬

holding responses on the MFFT until the full array of

standard and variants had been processed. Consequently

fast inaccurate responses would be anticipated from the most

unregulated children.

METHODS

This study was divided into two sections. Section 1

made use of the MFFT and Section 2 of the Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale,

Section 1 - Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT)

1, Test Description,

The form of the MFFT used was one with a standard and

six variants. For children ranging in age from 5 to 6 it
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might have "been "better to use the form with only 4. variants

since in the event the errors were many ancl frequent and

thus it was easy for a child to be discouraged. This form

was, however, the one supplied by Kagan when the age range

was specified.

2. Test Administration.

In their third term of Primary 1 the children were

taken singly in a quiet room set aside for the purpose in

each oi the schools. Two x>ractice items gave them an

opportunity to learn how the test should be carried out,

and if an initial mistake occurred this was immediately

corrected on the ensuing practice item. Unfortunately the

first item of this form of the A IFFT was very difficult and

confusing and could well have reduced motivation. Some

easier items are interspersed amongst the more complex

items of the test. These help to sustain motivation

amongst the younger children.

3. Choice of Sample.

Time was short when testing on the MFFT began, just

before the reading tests of the first year. The end of

the last term of Primary One was in sight. Therefore not

all the children were tested. Eighty-six were chosen.

The basis of the choice lay in their scores on the Draw

Mother Profile of the Thackray Tests. Low scorers (those

with scores of 11 or less) were selected since at tiiis

early stage of the research project, it was intended to

concentrate 011 children with relatively low perceptuo-

motor abilities. All but 7 of the 86 children had Draw

Mother scores of 9 or less, in fact. Five children who



fitted this description were taken on a random basis from

each of 16 classes and 6 from 1 class to make up the total

of 86.

The result in terms of Unregulated Behaviour and Skills

on the Profiles was as follows (see page u 3-for discussion

of formation of predictive groups)

Regulated Unregulated
Low Profile High Profile Low Profile High Profile

Score Score Score Score

n n n n

18 37 18 13

Section 2 - Columbia Mental Maturity Scale. (CAL.1S. )

1. QMS Test Description - see page icr.

This test differs from the MFFT in going a stage beyond

the identification of the critical features of the stimulus

to the construction of a concept under which several of the

items may be subsumed. The child must thus not only scan

the array, and note the features of each item in the array,

but determine which are critical for the attainment of a

concept which includes most of the items but excludes one.

The test therefore has certain attributes in common with

the MFFT but makes additional cognitive demands.

2. CMMS Test Administration

The children were tested on the CMMS in the second

term of Primary 2 - exactly a year after they liad been

tested on the MFFT. They were seen alone and in a quiet

room designated for the research in each school.



3. CMMS Test Scoring

The conventional scoring to produce an Age Deviation

Score with a mean of 100 and an s.d. of 16 was applied to

the concept attainment abilities of the children, how¬

ever, in addition, a measure of impulsive responding was

taken. The tester sat opposite the child but in a seat

lower than the child's which afforded a view of eye move¬

ments during information processing. An Impuisivity score

was derived from the number of times a child made his

decision and pointed at the item to be excluded before

completing a full scan of the items on the card, A "full

scan" in this case refers not to a detailed examination of

each item, but simply to a movement of the eyes which

included all of the items. The tester was in some doubt

as to whether this rather casual observation would repre¬

sent reality accurately. As a result, at least once, each

child after he had made an "impulsive" decision (without a

full scan), was asked if he had looked at all of the items.

These responses in most cases matched the tester's obser¬

vations, in so far as when the tester noted an incomplete

scan the child admitted that he had not looked at all the

array. then the child insisted that he had observed all

the items before making his decision he was not given an

"impulsive" score. Each time an inadequate scan was

observed the child was credited with an adverse score of

one. In doubtful cases, no score was given. Impuisivity

data were collected on 162 of the 168 children still left

in the sample.
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4. icationale

A complete scan of the items Of an array in this test

is essential not only for the formation of hypotheses as to

the appropriate superordinate concept hut for the testing

of that hypothesis. As children scan the array a number

of hyi>otheses can he generated. Only by continuing to

the end of the items can these liypotheses he verified. An

impulsive response is therefore thought to he produced by

a) a tendency to make decisions on inadequate evidence:

b) a disinhibited "urge to action" in which all
responses were made rapidly:

c) high anxiety in a test situation:

d) high anxiety because of previously demonstrated low
levels of competence, eititer on the lest itself or
in other sciool related activities.

These possibilities were not fully explored in this

study which was primarily designed to note the relationship

of this type of cognitive impulsivity to behavioural

impulsivity observed in the classroom by the teachers. A

time score was not obtained because this was not part of

the test instructions for the CMMb and the use of a stop

watch can in itself be disturbing for the children, however

well concealed. This meant that the second possibility (b)

could not be examined.



RESULTS.

SECTION 1 - MATCHING- FAMILIAR FIGURES

TABLE 6.1. MEANS AND MEDIANS ON THE MATCHING FAMILIAR

FIGURES TEST - RESULTS FROM EDINBURGH SAMPLE AND FROM

AGGREGATED SAMPLES OF THE SAME AGE.

Edinburgh Sample

Aggregated samples
(Kindergarten)

Mean

Response
Time per

item

6.51

9.50

Errors
on all
12
items

23.8

23.9

Median

Response
Time per

item

5.54

6.60

Errors
on all
12
items

22.0

22.0

The results from the Edinburgh sample are remarkably

close to those for the aggregated samples quoted by Messer

(1976) with respect to the error scores. The Edinburgh

boys' response time was somewhat quicker, resembling the

Nursery school results Messer cited.

The comments made by Messer (op. cit.) on the meaning

of correlations between errors and latency amongst young

subjects are confirmed by results with this sample of 5

year olds, where the correlation is r = 0.50 between the

two measures. This, it will be noticed, is a positive

rather than the expected negative correlation indicating

that the slower the reaction time the more numerous are the

errors. From this result it would be deduced that many

children who have the correct answer available will

respond quickly while those with justifiable doubts spend

a long time actually deciding to give a response. For

these children the time, would not be usefully spent, but

rather passed in dilemma and conflict, if not outright

panic.
O £ /
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1. The Relationship of MFFT results to classroom behaviour.

One-way analyses or variance were carried out on

unregulated behaviour as it was determined by the first and

second questionnaire administrations, since the timing of

the MFFT administration fell between the questionnaires.

The sample was divided into the groups of Fast Accurate,

Slow Accurate, Slow Inaccurate, Fast Inaccurate, on the

basis of the median splits advocated by Kagan. As expected

there were smaller numbers in the Slow Inaccurate (n = 13)

and Fast Accurate Groups (n = 15)* The Impulsives numbered

28 and the Refleetives 30*

TaBuL 6.2. ANAhYsi&S 0) UNKcGUL/.T, D BRTIAVTOUK ,,Ni) ANTISOCIAL

CONDUCT (Time 1 and Time 2) BY RLFli.ts.CT ION— IfttfULS IVITY GROUPS

Classroom
Behaviour

"Impulsive"
or

Fast
Inaccurate

Slow
Inaccurate

"Reflective"
or

Slow
Accurate

Fast
Accura

n = 28 n = 13 n = 30 n = :

Unregulated
Behaviour
Time 1

Mean 4.96 5.31 4.47 3.53
s. d. 4.35 4.01 3.97 3.94

Time 2
Mean 5.H 6.39 4.70 3.93
s. d. 4.32 4.19 3.75 4.45

Antisocial
Conduct
Time 1

Mean 1.50 1.69 2.40 0.60

s.d. 2.30 2.10 3.18 1.24
Time 2

Mean 2.21 3.39 3.17 0.67
s.d.

2.87 3.12 3.40 1.50

0.5.5
n. s

0.8£

n. s.

1.82

n. e.

2.95
PC.O
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Though it was hypothesised that "Impulsive" children

would he more likely to exhibit unregulated behaviour in

the classroom neither of the analyses show strong evidence

of this. Differences between the groups are small, with

the Slow Inaccurate marginally more unregulated on both

occasions and the Fast Accurate apparently more controlled.

The results for Antisocial behaviour are very similar

with the Fast Accurate seeming to show fewest signs of

disturbance and by Time 2 the Slow Inaccurate being slightly

more antisocial than the other groups. At Time 2 this

result lias reached 0.05 level of significance. The Fast

Accurate in these analyses and in others to follow are

consistently more mature. Distinctions among the other 3

groups are less consistent.

2. The Relationship of the .iFi'T to Performance on Reading

Readiness Tests. Reading Tests and the C; MS.

Careful analysis of stimuli to extract the critical

features for purposes of discrimination underlies the

successful performance of the MFFT. This capacity should

be generalisable to other tests in particular to those tests

which require the visual discrimination necessary for

choosing words that are the same out of an array on which

only one is the same as the standard (Kagan et al, I964),

and the visual selection of the correct word in a reading

test to match the auditory stimulus. Finally, on the C I IS

where a careful appraisal of the visual stimuli is required

before a concept is attained, the "Reflective" child might

be expected to perform well and the "Impulsive" to have

difficulty.



TABLE
6.
i.

ANALYSES
OF

REAPING
KEAi>J\

;

:

lESTS.
READING
TESTS
AND
THE
CAMS

BY
kh:

.

<

Lf-TI
ON—
I

Ml'

ULKIVITY
GROUPS

Test

"Impulsive"

"Reflective"

Performance

or

or

Fast

Inaccurate
Slow

Inaccurate
Slow

Accurate
Fast

Accurate
F

Thackray
Profiles

Visual

DiscriminationMean

7.00

7.06

9.63

11.07

1.94

s.d.

4.61

6.56

6.29

8.18

n.
s.

Auditory

DiscriminationMean

3.36

4.00

3.57

4.73

0.86

s.
d.

2.13

3.
32

2.84

3.43

n.
s.

Draw

Mother
Mean

6.96

8.23

7.13

7.00

0.86

s.d*

2.15

1.79

3.H

2.14

n.
s.

Test
of

ord

Selection
-

South&ateTime
2

Mean

9.00

7.83

10.73

11.20

1.36

s.d.

4.98

5.24

4.91

7.69

n.
s.

Columbia
Rental
Maturity
Scale

Age

Deviation
Score

Mean

87.50

89.75

94.14

96.00

3.16

s.d.

7.55

9.43

11.15

11.00

P<.05

Inpulsivity
score
on

CMMS

Mean

5.60

3.33

3.50

1.
46

3.41

s.d.

4.80

3.65

3.85

1.81

PC.05



The results on tests which have some resemblance to

the MFFT, though not all significant, do at least point in

the expected direction as far as the "Impulsive" children

are concerned. Even though the results quoted on the

previous page come from tests administered at many diffe¬

rent times during the two years of the stutfy, they are

fairly consistent in showing the "Impulsive" child to

perforin less well on tests which require accurate direction

of visual attention for the purpose of problem solving.

Likewise, the Fast Accurate group, with a moderate degree

of consistency, appear most skilled on the tests. An

interesting result tending to give construct validity to

both the MFFT and the Impulsivity score of the CMMS shows

that although the Slow Inaccurate children barely differ

from the "Impulsive" children in Age Deviation scores on

the CfvEViS they are less inclined to make impulsive responses

on tliis test.

Between the Reflective and Fast Accurate children

there is the same lack of difference on the Age Deviation

Score and a corresponding gap on the CMMS Impulsivity

Score, In this case, the CMMS "Impulsivity" score is

unexpectedly lower for the Fast rather than for the Slow

Accurate children. Speed, as com ton sense would suggest,

lias both negative and positive connotations, depending on

how it is employed in action,

Discussion

Where it might be expected on the basis of studies of

hyperactives (Campbell, 1973; Juliano, 1974) that unregu¬

lated children would tend because of their relatively short
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attention span and high motor activity (Kagan et al, 1964)

to respond impulsively., being both fast and inaccurate, this

has not proved to be the case. Analyses of variance were

carried out of both errors and latency and were found to

show no significant differences between the regulated and

those who are mildly and severely unregulated. (JT = 0.27

for the analysis of latency, and F = 0.23 for the analysis

of errors.)

Of course, the unregulated children of this sample

have not been clinically diagnosed as hyperactive and are

presumably less extreme in their behaviour- than the hyper-

actives of the Campbell and Juliano studies. Furthermore,

there is no evidence of their having suffered any minimal

brain dysfunction. In the studies quoted this possibility

cannot be entirely ruled out, nor its effects calculated.

"Iwpulsives" have not shown themselves to be more anti¬

social than "Reflectives", rather the contrary, in fact.

"Reflectives" do not emerge as predicted. They are not

outstandingly controlled, neither as far as motor behaviour

or distractibility is concerned nor in relation to anti¬

social behaviour. Block's (1974) observations tliat the

slow inaccurate children are those who have many of the

traits traditionally associated with the impulse-ridden,

receives more support from the behavioural results than the

view propounded by Kagan (1967)# However, this support is

somewhat dubious, based as it is- on three out of four

results with this sample which are non-significant.

When we turn to test performance on tests of auditory

and visual perception, perceptuo-motor ability and reading
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tests, we find that the jjicture conforms more closely to

that proposed hy Kagan et al (1964). The "Reflectives"

seem to he more effective than the "Impulsives" hut the

gap between them is small except in the Southgate V»ord

Selection Test and in the Visual Discrimination Profile,

hoth of which resemble the MFFT closely. In each case

the child is given a stimulus which he must match to one

of the 4 or 5 choices offered him. In the Word Selection

Test, the stimulus is auditory, but the general procedure

is not entirely dissimilar to the MFFT.

It is only in the results from the CMMS that a real

and significant gap opens between "Impulsives" and "Kef-

lectives". There is not only a gap in conceptual ability

but also one in the CMMS Impulsivity score. Children

described as "Impulsive" on the MFFT tended to be more

impulsive also on the CMMS, though what was being measured

was not operationally defined in the same way.

These results would suggest that the closer the

behaviour to that required for the MFFT, whether measured

by questionnaire or by pencil and paper test, the more

likely the outcome is to validate the MFFT rationale.

The results would support the views of Ault et al (1972),

Drake (1970) and Vurpillot (1968) that many young ciiildren

have not yet developed strategies arid conceptual abilities

that allfcw them to take full cognisance of any given array.

They do not understand and cannot carry out the instructions.

That is they do not grasp the fact that all the items must

be scanned and each of the details taken into account when

matching is required. Likeness and difference for young
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children are not concepts which involve matching the whole

stimulus but rather the matching of salient features. As

Donaldson (1971) has pointed out children do not at first

grasp the principle of "exhausting the possibilities".

Rather more clear cut evidence can be produced to

show how consistently the Fast Accurate children's perfor¬

mance outdoes that of the other groups. Even though not

all the results are significant, the fact that with the

exception of the Draw Mother test* they gain superior

scores both in terms of behaviour and test performance

indicates that in this group lie the most accomplished and

developmentally advanced children. On the basis of the

CMMS and Reading Test results where the two accurate groups

gain similar scores and likewise the two inaccurate groups

do not differ significantly, it might be supposed that

speed of response does indeed indicate a cognitive style

or preferred tempo or perhaps, more realistically, a way of

dealing with intellectual stress and anxiety.

Messer's (1976) view that "Impulsives" are anxious

over a basic inability to perform with competence on any

task receives some support from these results. Their over-

hasty responses may be due to the development of what

appears to be impetuous behaviour when they are faced with

uncertainty. The Slow Inaccurate children faced with the

same uncertainty ponder but without great success. However

the speed of response ma^ he due less to impetuous reactions

*
The sample for MFFT testing had been deliberately chosen

from children with low Draw Mother Scores.



and more to inadequate scanning which since it takes less

time would lead to a more rapid response. This interpre¬

tation is given credibility by the "Impulsives" high rate

of failure to complete scans on the CM IS. There are other

types of inadequate scanning in which all or nearly all of

the stimulus may receive attention, but if this attention

is not guided by fully mastered concepts (as for example -

like and different) then the result is again a high error

rate. This type of scanning may be typical, of the Slow

Inaccurate children.

The resolution of the difficulty as to whether

"Impulsives" act quickly because of general disinhibition

or because of poor conceptual development or because both

tend to occur together iust be sought in Section 2 of this

study. Meanwhile, a caveat must be entered. The results

quoted above tend to be less convincing the earlier they

occur in the school history of the children. A study

using the ME'FT with the children in their second rather

than their first year might have produced clearer results.

The fact that the results reported in Section 2 are more

frequently in line with predictions of the relationships

between Impulsivity-Iceflectivity and behaviour, development

and achievement reinforce two points already raised in

previous research! first, that the testing of older child¬

ren is likely to produce more valid and reliable results,

and second, that strategies for information processing will

depend on cognitive resources as well as preferences

dictated by temperament.



Section Two - CMMS ,u... U..TS

On the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale (CMMS) the range

of Impulaivity scores was fro/u 0 to 18, with a mean of 3*62,

and s#d# of 3# 85# The number of items was either 60 or 65

depending on the age of the child# Most children niade

relatively few impulsive responses, i#e. failed to scan the

complete array of discrete stimuli before offering their

solutions to the probleais#

The baaie variables as were analysed in Section One

were examined in Section Two# Here the answers to three

que stions were sought.

a) To what extent are impulsive responses on this

aieasure associated with behavioural assessments

and test performances?

b) Do Impulsive children on the CMMS act quickly

because of general disinhibit!on or because of

poor conceptual development or because both occur

together?

c) Do unregulated children's responses on this measure

help towards an understanding of their relatively

poor performance in other pencil and paper tests,

in particular their difficulty with reading?

1# The Relationship of aft imyulglvity to ctassroom
bchavfroqy.

In the following analyses the Impulsivity score has

been split into 3 to form the categories of Normal, Mildly

Deviant and Deviant# The Normal constitute 79 per cent of

the sample (n » 128), the ildly Deviant 13 pet' cent (n = 21)
and tlie Deviant 8 x^er cent (n =» 13)*
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TABLL 6. A. AAiJLY.-.KS C>. UNk ^OUu.ThD hi-IIAV J01'. aN V 1 ISOCIAL

CONDUCT (TIMES 1. 2 and 3) BY CMMS IMPULMVITY CAThGOttlSbD

.INTO N'OKMAIj, MILDLY PLVIANT ANu DEVIANT

CMMS Impulsivity

Classroom Behaviour

Score Range

Unregulated Behaviour

Normal

0-6

Mildly
Deviant

7-10

Deviant

11 - 18

Time 1 Mean 2.84 5.00 5.77 5.86
s.d. 3.51 4.69 4.69 p<.01

Time 2 Mean 3.24 5.38 6.54 6.06

s. d. 3.83 4*42 4.23 P4.01

Time 3 Mean 2.70 5.05 4.23 3.97
s. d» 3.55 5.38 3.72 P<.05

Antisocial
Time 1

Behaviour
Mean 1.14 2.43 1.77 3.48
s.d. 1.97 2.93 2.49 P<. 05

Time 2 Mean 1.77 2.62 3.46 2.72

s. d« 2.47 3.58 4.16 n. s.

Time 3 Mean 1.47 2.33 1.39 1.18

s. d. 2.27 2.87 3.23 n. s.

A closer relationship between impulsivity (as measured

by incomplete scanning before decision making)and unregu¬

lated behaviour is established in these analyses than was

obtained with the MFFT measurements of response time and

errors. Whereas none of the assessments of unregulated

behaviour correlated significantly with the MFFT error

score or response time, all of these assessments produced

significant positive Pearson Product Moment correlations

with the Impulsivity score. (Time 1, r = 0.28, p^.OOlj

Time 2, r = O.30, p<.001; Time 3, r = 0.24, p.<.001) A

reduction in the correlation occurred at Time 3*
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The significant association of antisocial behaviour and

Impulsivity occurs only at Time 1, The relationship

gradually lessens and is non-linear at Time 3, Since the

Irapulsivity measure was only obtained a term before the Time

3 assessment it would be expected that the relationshiii

between the two would be greatest at this point rather than

at Time 1, A possible explanation for this reduction in

association both with unregulated behaviour and with anti¬

social behaviour at Time 3 lies in the relationship of the

Developmental Index to Irapulsivity, (see Table 6.5).

Impulsivity is devclopmentally less mature than well guided

scanning strategies. Early unregulated and antisocial

behaviour?have a considerable developmental component (see

Chapter 5). Their association with Impulsivity may lie

through the shared consequences of immaturity. By the time

the children reach the end of their second year in the

Infant Department their unregulated and antisocial behaviour

may be less a consequence of developmental leiays and more

a result of new learning, whereas cognitive Impulsivity may

be a residue of immaturity. However, from these results it

can only be claimed with moderate confidence that children

who make impulsive responses on the CMMS are likely to be

more disinhibited in classroom conduct than those whose

scanning is complete. A relationship with the lack of

control shown in antisocial behaviour cannot be satisfac¬

torily established at Time 1, Time 2 or Time 3,

A series of analyses of the Profiles, the Southgate

Reading Tests, the CMMS and the Developmental Index follow.



2• The Relationship of CMMS Tnnmlsivity to Performance on

Reading Readiness Tests, Reading. Tests and the CMVIS.

TABtiL 6.5. /. 01- 'iTlAC.''i-lAY Pi.Ol'ILES. i-LAW N'C TESTS.

THE CMMS AND THE uEVFLOPMENTAL INDEX BY C.MMS IMPULSIVITY

C'.f.IS Impulsivity
Mildly

Test Performance Normal Deviant Deviant F

Score range 0-6 7-10 11 - 18

Thackray Profiles

Visual Discrimination
Mean 11.55 10.33 5.39 4.82

• P- • 7.12 6.71 3.93 p<T. 01

Auditory Discrimination
Mean 5.84 5.10 3.08 2.86

s. d. 4.20 3.89 2.50 n. s.

Draw Mother
Mean 9.81 9.19 8.31 1.27

s. d. 3.51 3.34 3.61 n.s.

•

Vocabulary
Mean 11.60 10.19 7.77 4.80

s.d. 4.52 4.73 3.70 p<.01

Southgate Tests of
.eading.

Word Selection Form A
Time 2 Mean 12.96 12.25 9.00 2.25

s.d. 6.76 5.68 3.63 n. s.

Word Selection Form C
Time 3 Mean 22.24 21.62 16.62 3.81

S. da 7.06 6. 68 6.91 p<.05
Sentence Completion
Time 3 Mean 10.74 7.81 2.46 3.97

Sad. 11.43 7.29 4.68 P<.05

Columbia Mental Maturity
Scale

Mean 96.11 90.48 83.31 10.55

s.d. 11.31 4.85 6.98 p<:.oi

Developmental Index

Mean 0.86 1.29 2.00 6.93
S» da 1.07 1.15 1.47 pc.01

1 CI/.<)()



In the profiles the most deviant children emerge as

the least successful, though in Draw Mother and the Audi¬

tory Discrimination test the differences are minimal.

The Word Selection tests show the same pattern, with

the normal and the Mildly Deviant similar in performance

and the Deviant considerably worse, though not signifi¬

cantly so at the end of Primary One. With the Sentence

Completion test the standard deviations are as great as or

greater than the mean scores which decline with the severity

of the Impulsivity.

The concept attainment score on the Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale is not independent of the Impulsivity

categories since both are derived from the same test, there¬

fore the considerable differences between the Impulsivity

categories on concept attainment are to be expected, whether

they are due to conceptual ability determining the degree

to which a scan is complete or because incomplete scans

inevitably lead to wrong decisions and lost marks. The

latter possibility is unlikely as perusal of the test

protocols shows that children with an Age deviation Score

(ADS) of 89 or below tend to make a number of mistakes in

the first ten items, in most cases before they have made

their first Impulsive scan. The children with an ADS of

100 or more have a mode of 1 mistake in their first ten

responses compared to a mode of 3 for the children with low

ADSs. The table overleaf shows how the latter children are

more likely to make incomplete scans. Since they give

evidence of lack of conceptual skill before they fail to

complete a scan and before they develop a pattern of hasty
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and insufficient testing of hypotheses it must he concluded

that it is the conceptual incompetence which determines the

poor strategy of search# This conceptual deficiency is

shown by tiie poor scores on the Vocabulary Profile of the

deviant Impulsivity group# Some of the items on this test

asked for just the type of relational concept required by

the CMMS e.g, tallest, under, narrowest# Children with

limited vocabularies are less likely to control their

attainment of concepts on the CMMS by means of the approxi¬

mate strategies, often verbally mediated. (Some children

when asked how they had arrived at their conclusion showed

a remarkable verbal facility in their admirably clear

explanations#)

TABLE 6.6. ItMPU-LSIVITY CATEGORIES ANALYSED BY CMMS SCORES

CMMS AGE DEVIATION
SCORES IMPULSIVITV

Mildly
Normal Deviant Deviant Totals

n % n % n %
lligh ADS 100 - 130 48 98# 0 0 1 2,0 49 100.0

Low ADS 70 - 99 SO 70#S 21 18.6 12 10.6 113 100.0

Totals 128 21 13 162

3:4* *s 4s & 4a * sis* 32 5> 3s*H sfc 33***4s

Although low scorers on tne CMMS are more likely than

high scorers to have high Impulsivity scores, about 70 per

cent of them do not show this tendency. these children

approach a difficult task with hesitation and anxious

searching. Their responses tend to be long delayed rather

than impetuous.

* high and low Age Deviation Scores refer respectively
to scores above and below the test mean of 100#
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The question of whether the Impulsive children on the

C.TvlS act quickly because of general disinhihition or because

of poor conceptual development can be examined with the help

of Table 6.7* which shows the interrelationships of unregu¬

lated behaviour, conceptual development and CMMS Impulsivity

at 3 points in time.

For this table CMMS results have been dichotomised into

High and How Scores. High Scorers were those boys who

gained an Age Deviation Score of 100 or more (n = 49). How

Scorers had Age Deviation Scores ranging between 70 and 99

(n = 112). Impulsivity scores were divided by assigning

all normal scores to the low category (n = 128) and all

scores mildly or severely deviant to the high category (n =

34). Finally unregulated behaviour was divided on a

similar basis with the normal group being described as

Regulated (Time 1, n = 124J Time 2, n = 110; Time 3> n =

121) and the mildly and severely deviant as Unregulated

(Time 1, n = 38; Time 2, n = 52; Time 3> n = 41). Time 1

and Time 3 results are very similar.

From this table it is immediately apparent that child¬

ren, if they perform well on a concept attainment test,

comparatively rarely fail to complete a survey of all the

stimuli on a card. And when impulsive decision making on

inadequate data occurs it appears to follow .from limited

conceptual abilities (shown by low CMMS scores). But is

this hasty and incomplete scanning a consequence of the

restless distractibility (unregulated behaviour) noted by

teachers in the classroom? More of the Unregulated than

the Regulated have difficulty in forming concepts, though



at Time 3 the difference falls just short of significance;

(Time 1, Chi square - 5*85, d, f» 1, P<#02; Time 2, Chi

Square = 9»09, d« f. 1, p<_.01; Time 3* Chi Square = 3»47»

d.f. 1, p^. 10) hut amongst the low scorers on the CMMS the

unregulated are not significantly more likely to he incom¬

plete scanners, except at Time 2 which may he an atypical

result (Time 1, Chi Square = 0.70, n. s. j Time 2 Chi Square

= 6,3, d, f, 1, p<.02; Time 3 Chi Square = 0,70, d.f. 1,

n. s. ),

DISCUSSION

Given that poor conceptual abilities do affect the

degree to which children make hasty decisions without

enough information it is more likely that, though the eyes

of the unregulated children jjass over the total array as

frequently as those of the regulated children, what is

perceived differs. The Unregulated children's lower

concept attainment performance suggests that oven when all

items are scanned the scan is not used to good effect,

Without sufficient cognitive control merely looking at an

array of items brings few rewards in concept attainment.

The same difficulty is likely to attend their early

acquisition of the skills required for good performance in

the related fields of the Heading Readiness Profiles and

the Reading Tests. Indeed Stevenson et al (1976) report

after a longitudinal study of individual differences in

cognitive development and scholastic achievement that one

of the most potent predictive measures of reading perfor¬

mance in the second grade was kindergarten skill in using

verbal categories to group common objects.



To sum up, these results are not entirely conclusive,

hut suggest that the relationships observed between

unregulated behaviour, impulsive responses on the CAMS and

MFFT and performances on other tests are mediated by cogni¬

tive strategies which themselves depend on a store of

concepts to guide their deployment. Children, whether

Unregulated or not, may respond without adequate scanning

of the data. This occurs more frequently amongst children

whose performance on the CMMS is below an Age Deviation

Score of 100. But, this evidence suggests that, though

there are apparently two response styles used by children

who are in difficulties on the CMMS and MFFT, 1) plunging

into a response with insufficient information, 2) hesitating

but failing to resolve the problems in spite of a survey of

the stimuli, these styles are not directly related to gene¬

ral classroom distractibility and restlessness. The

association which appears on first analysis has been shown

to depend more on the higher performance on the concept

attainment test of the kegulated children than on a

particular disposition of the Unregulated children to make

impulsive responses.

Comments by Tarver and Ilallahan (1974 and 1976) tiiat

there is inconsistent evidence linking irapulsivity (on the

MFFT) with learning disabilities can be related to the

present findings, giving evidence of at least two broad

response styles adopted by the children with conceptual

difficulties. Inconsistent relationships between cognitive

iinpulsivity and learning disabilities have therefore to be

expected. Tarver et al (1976) have themselves found that



the strategies for serial recall tasks amongst learning

disabled children show increasingly efficient verbal label¬

ling and reduced attention given to incidental information.

These results, which they relate to maturational changes and

to the reduction of early verbal rehearsal deficits,are

complemented by the findings of this Edinburgh study.

Verbal rehearsal and the selective deployment of attention

may more fruitfully be seen as a consequence of the develop¬

ment of the conceptual skills discussed in the foregoing

pages.

Cognitive impulsivity has not been shown to affect

either general unregulated responses nor antisocial behaviour.

Amongst children of this age it seems to be ratber specifi¬

cally related to other cognitive activities r&tlier than to

the wider field oi classroom conduct. It is, of course

possible that, as these children grow older the type of

relationship which exists between conceptual ability and

behaviour will be more clearly demonstrable.

S'di.LLuiflf

1. Eighty-six children were chosen from the sample of 198

boys in their x"irst year of Primary School for testing on

the Matching Familiar Figures Test (MITT). They were all

children with scores of less than 12 on the Draw Mother Test.

The unregulated and antisocial among them were expected to

show an "impulsive" response style on the MFFT this being

the cognitive aspect of the behavioural impulsivity observed

by the teachers in the classroom.

2. Fast Inaccurate ("impulsive") children on the MFFT were

not more unregulated or antisocial in their behaviour than



the three other groups of a) Slow Inaccurate, b) Fast

Accurate and c) Slow Accurate, or Reflective. Cognitive

impulsivity on the MFFT therefore did not seen to have the .

expected behavioural correlates.

3. On perceptual tests from the Thaclcray Reading Readiness

Profiles and on the conceptual test, the Columbia Mental

Maturity Scale (CMMS), the MFFT Impulsive children were

inclined to gain the lowest scores of the four groups,

though the differences between the groups only reached sig¬

nificance with respect to the CMMS. It appeared that the

strategies required for the successful completion of the

MFFT were also necessary in the other tests. Differences

were most marked between the groups differentiated by

accuracy rather than speed. The only result which

approached differentiating the MFFT Impulsives from the

other groups was related to a secondary assessment of

"impulsivityM derived from a failure to scan the complete

array of the CMMS stimuli. The MFFT Jmpulsives gained the

poorest scores on the measure of CMMS irapulsivity. On the

basis of this evidence they were thought to be prepared to

make up their minds on inadequate evidence since they gave

their answers before completing a scan.

4. A further analysis of results relating to CMMS impul-

sivity showed this measure to be significantly associated

with Unregulated behaviour at whatever time the assessments

had been made. It was also, but inconsistently, associated

with Antisocial behaviour. These results which showed a

different pattern from those obtained with the MFFT were

thought to be jtartly explained by the fact that the CMMS was
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administered when the children were about a year older.

By the age of 6 the reliability of measures of both

behaviour and cognition was likely to have improved.

5. CMMS impulsivity was found to be significantly related

to two of the Thaekray Reading Readiness Profiles and to

two of the Southgate reading tests. The most imxoulsive on

the CMMS test were consistently the lowest scorers on all

the Profiles on the three reading tests and on the Columbia

Mental Maturity Scale itself.

6. This last result could not simply be explained in terms

of impulsive responses automatically leading to low scores,

since most responses for even the low scorers were not

impulsive, i.e. a full scan was in fact made. Moreover,

the children who were later thought to be Impulsive on the

CMMS had from the beginning of the test made more conceptual

errors than children who were not Impulsive. They had made

these errors well before they began to make any "impulsive"

responses.

7« A further analysis of the relationship of CMMS Impul¬

sivity with unregulated behaviour at school entry, the end

of Primary One and the end of Primary Two showed that the

association between the two was accounted for by the ten¬

dency of a greater number of Unregulated than Regulated

children to have limited conceptual abilities. It was

concluded that an Impulsive cognitive strategy was a conse¬

quence of an insufficient store of the concepts required to

process information effectively. Thus the association of

behavioural impulsivity with cognitive impulsivity as

measured on the two tests the CMMS and the MFFT, if and when

it was found to exist, would be accounted for by the



conceptual limitations of many of the Unregulated rather

than by a generally "impulsive response style" applicable

to both behaviour and cognition.

8. The relationship of cognitive irapulsivity to reading

performance was thought to lie through similar task demands

(i.e. that the stimulus should be thoroughly surveyed in

order to test hypotheses as to its significance) and

through the need for easy access to the necessary concepts

for mastering reading and for carrying out any instructions

effectively.

9. Cognitive and behavioural irapulsivity (as manifested

in antisocial conduct) could only tentatively be linked on

t is evidence. Any association the two might have would

lie through the antisocial child's tendency to be concep¬

tually limited.



CHAPTER SEVEN

s. .wETE'::.r^ early j:\r- , ,%;•4

"OFT—TIME, NOTHING PROFITS MORE THAN SELF-ESTEEM'

J rmRUboOf ioh

At some point the detached collection of data based on

other people's observations of children and tne cold

analyses of many questionnaire and test responses should

give way to closer observation of the children themselves.

Their own view of their capabilities, likes and dislikes

should enter the equation. Therefore a small scale study

was mounted of children's self-concepts on entering school,

it is often assumed, especially by those who study the

formation of delinquent self-concepts (e.g. hargreaves,

1971; Freaae, 1972) that schools exert a negative effect

on children's views of themselves, and that this process is

dependent less on tne children's intelligence and achieve¬

ment tiian on their ehaviour. Earlier research on the

self-concepts oi delinquents tended to concern adolescents

in American high schools or in Britisn secondary modern

scnoois. Some recent studies of children's self concepts

have iaiu less emphasis on the relation of the self concept

to delinquency in the secondary school and more on its

development in the context of tne family and the primary

school. (navidson and hang, i960; u&ttenberg and Clifford,

*. A paper of this title is to be published in "Reading;
Problems and Practices." (Eds.) J.F. Reid and
1U borialdson. London; Ward Lock Educational.
This chapter is not identical.



1964; Coopersniith, 1967; Brookover et al, 1967; Barlcer-

Lunn, 1970; Thomas, 1974). Here again the views of others

have been thought to contribute at least as much to the

child's self concept as his own actual abilities. This is

because, though children enter school with self concepts

rooted in their significance within their family group,

teachers' expectations have also been found to have strong

efiects. A child's school performance is to some extent

tied to the expectations of others. (Rosenthal and Jacob-

son, 1968; Nash, 1976). The view that the child's

perception of himself becomes increasingly dependent on

teachers* subtle indications of hope and indifference lias

somewhat obscured the contribution made to self concepts by

children's own abilities and their families' appreciation

of those abilities.

This study, as part of a longitudinal inquiry into the

relationship between reading difficulties and antisocial

behaviour, can report on the self concepts of children at

the beginning of their school career. Teacher expectations

are unlikely to have affected children's i>erformance in

their first term, although they may have by the end of the

year. Thus by assessing childrens' views of themselves at

the start of their school careers the study has aimed to

avoid the complication of school effects and to observe the

relationsiiip of self concept, ability, school performance

and behaviour with minimum school interference.

In attempting to measure childrens' self-perception at

this stage certain assumptions have been made. Firstly,

self concepts are assumed to have developed in part out of
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the child's experience of effectiveness in mastering

developmental tasks. As White (1959) claims, mastery alone

is not only pleasurable hut motivating. Secondly, self-

esteem is taken to "be promoted by the praise and rewards

received from the family for such mastery, and also by the

general climate of affection which both demonstrates the

value of the child to his family and leads to his own

perception of personal worth. Thirdly, the picture that

the child constructs of his own significance and worth is

thought to grow out of the process of comparison with his

siblings and peers, a process much heightened in the con¬

fines of the school where definitions of value are

continually present.

The liypotheses underlying this aspect of the research

were as follows:-

1) Since it was assumed that children would have been

in general successful in mastering such tasks, it was

expected that the average level of self-esteem would be

high.

2) That the school would be the scene of the child's

developing awareness of incompetence, since i>rocesses of

social comparison are intensified by teachers' comments on

each child's effectiveness, in x>articular with respect to

reading. It was therefore predicted that poor readers

would develop low self-esteem.

3) That in so far as low self-esteem at school entry

existed and was able to predict to reading performance and

antisocial behaviour it would be because of anxiety arising

from doubt about parental affection (see the "emotional
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block" theory of Pond, I9L7) and a resulting low sense

of personal worth, not because of low conceptual, percep¬

tual and linguistic abilities.

METHODS

Self-esteem Test (See Appendix 10 and 11. )

Content and Rationale - A short test of 20 items, based on

Gibson's personality test (19&5), wa& devised to probe two

broad categories of self-perceptions - those relating to

Competence and those to a sense of Personal Worth. Ten

items represented each category and were randomly distri¬

buted throughout the test. Five items in e. ch category

presented a positive and five a negative picture of himself

to the child. The test was introduced by three comic

practice items to establish rapport as well as demonstrate

procedure. All items were drawn from a pool of 40 produced

by infant teachers and the author and piloted on children of

a similar age to the test sample in a Newcastle school

situated in an area of some deprivation. Twenty items were

discarded on the basis of thexr age specificity or their

inability to elicit differential responses.

Wattenberg and Clifford (19&4) adopted a freer format

with children of the same age, categorising childrens'

comments as they drew pictures of the family and responded

to an incomplete sentences test. The present test was

designed for consistency and reliability of administration

and scoring by one tester, all children resj>onding to the

same number of stimuli in a controlled way. Responses were

therefore spread over a wide field instead of being concen¬

trated on issues of immediate salience to the children.
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The items reflect some of the empirical findings of

Coopersmith (op. cit.), as for example, on social isolation

and neglect, and Mead's (1934) view that self-concepts are

derived from the attitudes and expressed views of signifi¬

cant others in the individual's life space. The child is

expected to accept ideas about himself that he perceives

others to hold. Thus some of the Competence items are

questions of fact, e.g. "This little boy can do up all his

buttons by himself every morning" (Same as me or not),

whereas others concerned with Personal V.orth relate to

perceptions of the relationships of adults to the child

e.g. "This little boy is always getting blamed for things."

The remainder concern the processes of coiaparison by which

children also appear to establish their self-perceptions

(Rarker-Lunn, 1970; Ferri, 1971) e.g. "This little boy can

throw the ball higher than any of his friends." The

rationale for using overtly factual items lay in the belief

that in the interaction between mother and child and xieers

and child in recurring episodes, in which both observed the

develojjment of competence, opportunities for a parallel

development of self-esteem would occur.

Self-esteem test items:- Competence (Positive

Attributes) i) This boy is one of the best climbers.

ii) This boy can throw the ball higher than his friends.

iii) Tills boy is very good at building tall castles so they

don't fall down, iv) This boy can put on all his clothes

by himself and do up his own buttons, v) This boy's

Mummy lets him go and do the messages (errands) for her.

(Negative Attributes) i) This boy hasn't learned to do his
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shoe laces up yet. li) People are always telling this boy

to hurry up, iii) This boy has not yet learned to write

his na le properly, he still needs help, iv) This little

boy can't run as fast as his friends, v) This little boy

is always knocking things over. Personal north (Positive

Attributes) i) This boy's a brave boy when bad tilings

happen to hira. ii) Bigger boys let this boy play with

them, iii) This boy gets a fuss made of him on his birth¬

day. iv) Other boys want to play with this boy. v) This

boy likes the pictures he paints very much. (Negative

Attributes) 1) This boy is always getting the blame for

things, ii) People make this boy cry. iii) Nobody

listens to this boy when lie wants them to. iv) This boy

likes to stay in and play during the breaks and not go out

in the playground with the others, v) This little boy

can't find any friends to play with.

Problems of Measurement

Crowne et al (1961) and ttylie (I96I) have drawn

attention to major inadequacies in self-concept research

ranging from variability in definition to lack of equiva¬

lence between assessment procedures. This study does not
,vs.

escape these inadequacies, but, in com 1011 with other

research, demonstrates consistent relationships between

achievement and the chosen measures of self-concexit.

Three particular sources of difficulty in measurement

have appeared. Firstly, there is doubt as to whether a

child of five can make an object of himself and construct

a self-concept out of his and others' observations of his

own x>erforraance and his capacity to win love and affection.
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At the most it would seem likely that without having a fully

articulated self-concept he lias a number of self "percep¬

tions". From these he may eventually abstract the consis¬

tent and critical features that permit the construction of

a long-lasting view of himself. In order to tap these

self-perceptions everyday incidents iiave been selected which

might provide opportunities for the demonstration of

competence and for the rewards for such competence in terms

of pleasure in his own effectiveness and praise from his

parents. The inferential nature of the test must be

admitted. The second problem of validity then emerges.

A cliild's agreement to a statement thought to indicate low

self-esteem may not have that implication for him. However,

the fact that analyses of all the self-esteem items by the

selected variables showed consistency of effects in the same

and expected direction would suggest the existence of a

genuine construct, not inappropriately labelled self-esteem.

Thirdly, there exists the problem of the reification of the

test items into this construct and the temptation to use the

term self-esteem as though its existence is proved by the

existence of significant test results. These difficulties

attend all self-concept research but in research on five

year olds they are intensified. To reduce this last danger,

Competence, Personal Worth and Self-Esteem as exemplified by

test items are introduced by capital letters, and references,

whenever possible, made to scores rather than to the

unadorned construct.

Test Administration - Each child towards the end of his first

term was seen individually in a room at his primary school



with which he was already familiar. He sat heside the

tester who presented him with 20 3 x 5 inch cards, one at a

time. Each illustrated a test item with a black and white

drawing. The tester read aloud the statement printed on

the back of the card while handing it to the child. She

then asked, "Is that just the same as you?" If the reply

was "yes" the child slid the card into a yellow posting hox,

marked "same as me", if "no" into a blue box, marked "not

the same".

With children of this age there were a number of

possible confusions:- over the concepts of "same" and "dif¬

ferent" (Donaldson and Wales, 1970); over the identity of

the boys illustrated on the cards; and due to over-hasty

responses leading to the posting of a card before the item

had been fully read. Although such diversions led to a

somewhat loose administration in order to amke sure the

items were thoroughly understood, it was felt that the post

box format was a success in establishing motivation and

rapport with children too overawed, in some cases, by new

events and people to engage in more than monosyllabic

conversation. (Some two and a half years after the test

the children still recalled it with pleasure and wanted to

try it again.) Since posting the cards was more successful

as a motivator than as an accurate sorting procedure a tally

of responses was kept on a test protocol. (Appendix 10)

Scoring of the Test. Items were scored 1 for low and 2 for

high self evaluation. This gave a range of 20 to 40 on the

full test, and of 10 to 20 for the subsidiary categories of

Personal Worth and Competence.



Other Measurements* Scores on the Children's Behaviour

Questionnaire (CBQ) and the Bristol Social Adjustment Guide

(BSAG) were used as before for measures of antisocial and

unregulated behaviour (see page for antisocial assess¬

ment and page 111 for unregulated behaviour).

Pre-reading skills weie assessed on the Thackray

Reading Readiness Profiles (see page ) and Reading on

the Southgate Vtord Selection Tests and the Sentence Comp¬

letion Test (see page \os).

The Columbia Mental Maturity Scale (CMMS) was used as

a measure of conceptual ability (see page lc>T) or, more

crudely, as an index of "intelligence".

RESULTS

Scores on the test of belf-Lsteem. The Mean score on the

20 items was 34-88, s.d. 2.68, n = 192 (by the time of this

test administration six cliildren had left the sample). The

subseore for Competence gave a mean of 17.23, s. d. 1.63, and

for Personal Worth a mean of 17.66, s.d. 1.60. Clearly by

this measure most children of this age think well of them¬

selves.

The Relationship of belf-hsteem to nei^ceptual and conceptual

abilities. For the purpose of this part of the analysis

Self-Esteem was split into high and low scoring categories.

The cut-off point was taken at 1% In the case of

Competence this led to a selection of 14.58 per cent of the

total sample (n = 28) and for Personal Worth 8.3 per cent of

the sample (n = 16). As the means and standard deviations

for both subtests were close, the cut-off x^oint was the same

for both. Had the cut-off point for Personal Worth been

one x>oint higher the proj)ortion of
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the total sample would have been unduly large (25 per cent)

for a variable which was assumed to have its most detectable

impact on children's behaviour and performance by means of a

threshold effect (Brookover ,et al, 1967)# The following

results show the relationship between Self-Esteem, The

Columbia Mental Maturity Scale (CMMS) and the Thackray

Heading lieadiness Profiles.

TABLE 7.1. Tim RELATIONSHIP OF COMPETENCE AND PERSONAL WORTH

(DICHOTOMISEu) TO PERCEPTUAL AND CONCEPTUAL ABILITIES

Competence Personal Worth

Ability
Tests Low High t Low High t

n = 28 n = I64 n = 16 n - 176
Vocabulary

Mean 8.86 11.28 2.51 10.13 11.01 0.70
s.d. 5.77 4.52 P<.05 6.10 4.67 n. s.

Visual
Perception

Mean 7.43 11.50 2.83 10.06 10.99 0.49
s.d. 6.12 7.18 p<-.01 7.83 7.12 n. s.

Auditory
Perception

Mean 4.04 5.62 1.93 4.56 5.47 0.85
s.d. 3.92 4.05 n. s. 4.52 4.03 n. s.

Draw Mother
Mean 7.46 9.81 3.33 8.63 9.54 1.00
s. d. 4.27 3.29 p<;. ooi 3.38 3.54 n. s.

CMMS
Mean 90.61 94.98 1.77 94.75 94.35 0.12
s. d. 12.71 10.74 n. s. 8.69 11 * 28 n. s.

:S &** a + 4s itsss*4s 3***# 3a **

In all analyses but, one the trend is in the same

direction, though it is very much more marked in the case

of the Competence items. Children with a perception of

themselves as less competent in respect of the Self-Esteem

items appear also to be somewhat less competent in the

basic skills required for reading,. Personal Worth is not

significantly associated with perceptual and conceptual

abilities. •



neadiri' Performance and Self-Esteem. Results on the

Southgate tests showed significant relation ships between

Self-Esteem and reading performance. On the very demanding

Sentence Completion Test a large number of zero scores were

returned. (n = 43, 25.7 per cent of I67, ) The question

was askeu whether children of high Self-Esteem appeared less

frequently than those of low Self-Esteem amongst those

scoring zero, and further, whether this difference was

accounted for by the as. ociated cognitive superiority rather

than by Self-Esteem alone.

TABLE 7.2. THE ASSOCIATION OF SELF ESTEEM V.ITH READING

Southgate
Reading Tests

V» ord
Recognition
Form A - 1975

Mean
s. d.

n

Word
Recognition
Form C - 1976

Mean
s.d.

n

Sentence

Completion
Form B — 1976

Mean
s. d»

n

Co apetence

Low High

Personal Worth

9.24
5.73

25

18.91
7.67

23

5.13
7.47

23

13.34
6.71
158

22.27
6.91
I44

10.70
11.35

144

2.88
p<.01

2.13
P <• 05

2. 27
P<.05

Low

11.36
7.22

14

21.17
7.98

12

11.00
14.12

12

High

12.89
6.69
169

21.86
7.04
155

9.92
10.83

154

0.82
n. s.

0.33
n. s.

0.33
n. s.

33 r3 + lit -je a- is*13 :i» 4S !j£5S*4lqi 41

Competence, as above, rather than Personal Worth,

appeared to be associated with Re. ding Test scores. There

was a slight and non-significant tendency for children whose

perception of their competence was low to receive zero

scores in the Sentence Completion Test more often than those



who appeared confident. (Chi Square = 1.75? d.f. 1,

p = 0.19) Likewise for Personal Worth the association was

non-significant, (Chi Square = 1.02, d.f• 1) though the

direction of the relationship was similar. However, once

regressions were performed on the Beading Test scores

including variables demonstrating cognitive ability this

association disappeared.

TABLE 7.3. ?PJLTIPLK REGRESSION ON HEADING TESTS OF SCORES

ON TESTS OF SELF-ESTEEM. VOCABULARY. PERCEPTION AND

CONCEPT ATTAINMENT

Southgate
Reading Test

1975
Southgate Reading Tests

1976
Form A

Multiple r
Form C

Multiple r
Form 2B

Multiple r

Visual discrimination 0.491 0.402 0.440

Auditory discrimination 0.576 0.501 0.509

Draw Motlie r 0.595 0.556 0.524
CMMS 0.600 0.567 0.541

Vocabulary 0.602 0.602 0.553

Competence 0.603 0.603 0.553
Personal Worth 0.603 0.603 0.557

4s 4l sfc 43 & 4l =4 43 4B4s 4»* Ss» 43 T* 43 4> 4s 4> 4s 4=

Behaviour and Self-Esteem

1. Self Confidence and Self-Esteem.

At the end of the first administration of the

Children's Behaviour Questionnaire the teachers completed

a number of items (see page cl1f) on the children's confi¬

dence. These items were intended to throw light on the

self-esteem of the children in so far as it could be

estimated from their outward behaviour. They were derived

from Goopersmith's (1967) observations on somewhat older
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boys. A comparison of children's scores on the Self-

Confidcnce items and on the Self-Esteem test did not show

the expected relationship.

7.4-. 'ilk. &U.ATIONSHIP OP SELF-aSTiJuM TO SL^F-CONFIDENCi

AT SCHOOL ]SNI'Ry

self esteem be1f-Confidence

High Mildly Deviant Totals
Deviant

n % n % n % %
Self-Esteem High 143 82.7 18 10.4 12 6.9 173 100,

Low 15 78.9 3 15.8 1 5.3 19 100

Totals 158 21 13

Such a finding calls into question the validity of the

Self-Ksteera Test or alternatively, the relationship at the

age of 4§ to 5§ of perceptions of self to confident

behaviour in the first months of school. The latter

explanation seems more likely in view of a number of other

findings. The Self-Confidence Items had a range of O to 8

and it will be remembered (see Table 4.2. ) that when each

of the symptom clusters were split into 3 (normal, mildly

deviant and deviant) the high score of 4 had to be used as

a cut-off point to include over 75 per cent of the children

in the normal category. This unconfident behaviour, more

than any other, showed a very marked decrease with time, so

that at Time 3 nearly all the sample could be considered

normal (97*6 per cent).

These results would suggest that the self-confidenee

items were particularly related to adaptation to school

during the first terra. Though rapid adaptations might be

expected amongst those whose self-esteem was high, so
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universal was the difficulty in accepting school require¬

ments, failures and criticisms and so high the general

sense of self-esteem that the possibility of overlap was

reduced.

2. Unregulated Behaviour

It was hypothesised that the sense of Personal Worth

of the unregulated and the antisocial children would be

low. That they might also be the children who had doubts

about their Competence was not expected. It has already

been established (see pages itf'7, ) that there is a

linear relationship between unregulated behaviour and pre-

reading skills. A further relationship between teacher

assessed unregulated behaviour and the child's assessment

of his own competence was not anticipated at so young an

age.

Analyses of Self-Esteera test scores were carried out

for unregulated behaviour at school entry and at the end

of Primary One. The children were grouped into the Normal,

Uildly Deviant and the Deviant. (see page Ik-O,)

Table 7.5 indicates that the more unregulated the

child in the teachers' estimation the lower his score on

the test of Self-Esteem. This relationship is linear with

respect to both Personal Worth and Competence at School

Entry though only with respect to Competence at the end of

Primary One. These results would point to the unregulated

child's awareness of his deficiencies, in sofhr as he has

already noted how well he performs in various domestic

situations and in comparison with his peers. llis awareness

is thus not limited to items concerned with Personal Worth

only as was iiypothesised, it is at least as acute with

regard to the Competence items.
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TABLE 7.5. THE RELATIONSHIP TO SELF-ESTEEM OF UNREGULATED

BEHAVIOUR AT SCHOOL ENTRY" AND AT THE END OK PRIMARY ONE

Self-Esteem
Unregulated Behaviour

at School Entry
Normal

n = 147

Mildly
Deviant

n = 33

Deviant

12n

Personal Worth
Mean
s. d.

17.82
1.51

17.33
1.71

16.58
1.98

Competence
Mean
s.d.

17.39
1.53

16.79
1.90

16.42
1.78

Self-Esteem
Mean
s.d.

35. 20
2.48

34.12
3.14

33.00
2.73

Unregulated Behaviour
at the end of Primary One

Normal

n = 121

Mildly
Deviant

n = 48

Deviant

n = 14
Personal Worth

Mean
s.d.

17.83
1.53

17.81
1.48

16.71
1.68

Competence
Mean
s.d.

17.52
1.56

17.02
1.60

16.36
1.82

Self-Esteem
Mean
s. d.

35.33
2.50

34.83
2.64

33.07
2.62

4.22
P<r.05

3.52
P<.05

5.57
PC. 01

3.41
PC. 05

4.34
P<.05

5.13
PC. 03

=S HB 3S SjS 5J2**** 3P 8&[ * !*> &# $S sfe ijs* Efe*4S

3. Children's Behaviour questionnaire T.ypes of Deviance

The Children's Behaviour Questionnaire was also

analysed in terms of the types of deviance derived from the

scores:- the Stable, the Antisocial and the Neurotic. The

Antisocial and the Neurotic were expected to have lower

scores, and to regard themselves less positively than the

Stable. This proved to be the case, with the Neurotic

particularly low in sense of Personal Worth. This finding

incidentally gives construct validity to the two measures
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(the CB<i and the Self-Esteem Test), since a commonly

accepted aspect of neurotic behaviour is the sense of guilt

and worthlessness.

TABLE 7.6. THE RELATIONSHIP TO SELF-ESTEEM OF EMOTIONAL

DISORDERS AT SCHOOL ENTRY AND AT THE END OF PRIMARY ONE

Tynes of Deviance at School Entry

Antisocial Neurotic Stable F
n = 33 n = 15 n = I44

Personal Worth
Mean 17.15 16.29 17.90 9.20
s, d. 1.72 1.90 1.46 p K» 01

Competence
Mean 16.58 16.86 17.41 4.03
s.d. 1.90 1.56 1.54 P4.05

Self-Esteem
Mean 33.73 33.14 35-30 8.43
s.d. 3.10 2.98 2.41 p<. 01

Types of Deviance at the End of
Primary One

Antisocial Neurotic Stable F
n = 38 n = 12 n = 128

Personal Worth
Mean 17.59 16.67 17.84 3.36
s. d» 1.68 1.67 1.48 P <• 05

Competence
Mean 17.08 17.00 17.41 0.83
s.d. 1.69 1.28 1.65 n. s.

Self-Esteem
Mean 34.67 33.67 35.24 2.40
s. d. 2.86 2.57 2.54 n. s.

2}» -£ 3jS # 3(2 a? Sp 3$ &4s 3j5 ^3B 413$ * 2g

The children who were antisocial at school entry were

more inclined to doubt their Competence than those who were

antisocial at the end of Primary One (a considerable number

were Antisocial on both occasions). The latter tended to

differ very little from the Stable children. This result

may have occurred because of the increase in size of the

groups assessed by the teachers as Antisocial. The follow¬

ing year this group had again declined in size and had their
• ?94



self concejits been measured then perhaps they would have

appeared less sanguine than the second half of Table 7.^
would suggest.

Self-Esteem. Antisocial Behaviour and Reading Difficulties

In this section behavioural and reading problems will

be considered together.

TABLE 7.7. THE RELATIONSHIP OF Ki-.A U1NG PERFORMANCE AND

BEHAVIOUR TO SELF-ESTEEM AT TIE, END OF PRIMARY ONE

Poor Readers Adequate to Good Readers

Personal
Worth

Mean
s. d.

Competence
Mean
s.d.

Self-Esteem
Mean
s. d.

Antisocial
n = 18

17.39
1.65

16.72
1.64

34.11
2.83

Stable
n = 15

17.47
1.36

16.33
1.45

33.80
2.04

Antisocial
n = 26

17.96
1.61

17.31
1.57

35.27
2.60

Stable
n = 113

17.89
1.49

17.55
1.63

35.43
2.54

F

0.92
n. s.

3.49
PC.05

2.87
n. s.

•4s 4s +. ± -Jj 4: 4S c£ 4s 4s&4s ~a** sfe: 4s 2» 4e -)s -fc 41 jfc

On both sections of the Self-Esteem test, as on the

total score, the tendency is the same; antisocial children

with no acute difficulties in reading do not appear to have

suffered from early low Self-Esteem any more than children

now judged stable. The crucial differences are related to

reading and concern competence rather than Personal Worth.

(Neurotic children's results were not brought into this

analysis as the research does not concern them.)

Specific Test Items.

Items on the Competence scale which proved most capable

of differentiating the "antisocial", the "unregulated" and

the children with later poor reading scores from the rest

were:-
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This little "boy has not yet learned to write his name

properly, he still needs help.

This little "boy is always knocking things over#

This "boy's Mummy lets him go and do the messages for

her.

On the Personal Worth scale the most successful items

were:- This little "boy is always getting the "blame for

things, and Nobody listens to this little boy when he wants

them to.

The scores on all items were in the same direction

with the antisocial, the unregulated and the children with

early reading difficulties perceiving themselves less

positively and noting others' perceptions of them to be

more adverse than those of stable children who had no motor,

perceptual or reading problems.

These particular items create a vivid picture of a

clumsy, inept, small boy, often in the way and ignored

except when causing a disturbance, and then, the object of

criticism and possible more deep rooted rejection.

Self-Esteem and Adversity in the Tome

The association between Self-Esteem and scores on the

Adversity Index (see page 13.3) was examined with the expec¬

tation that the children who had more difficulties to

surmount in their domestic relationships would suffer a

diminution of self-esteem in comparison with others in raore

favourable circumstances. The results quoted slow do not

cover all the children in the sample, unfortunately, but the

trend on the Index as a whole and on certain items clearly

conforms with the hypothesis. (High scores indicate

greater adversity.)
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T:.-I'.' :' 7.3. TX RELATIONSHIP OF COMPETENCE 7X1 ' PERSONAL

WORTH (DICHOTOMISED) TO ADVEUSTTY

Competence Personal Worth

Adversity
Scores Low High t Low High

Adversity
Total Score

Mean
s. d.
n

6.53
5.03

17

4.17
3.73

94

2.27
P<» 05

7.56
5.12

8

4.30
3.85
103

Parents'
Piscipline1

Mean
s, d.

n

1.93
0.92

14

1.26
0.78

69

2.84
p<.01

2.00
1.00

5

1.33
0.82

78
Treatment^

Mean
s.d.
n

1.33
1.6?

12

1.11
1.52

53

0.45
n. s.

2.00
1.41

4

1.10
1.54

61

Parental «

Involvement
Mean
s.d.

n

2.79
1.63

14

2.55
1.32

71

0.59
n. s.

4.00
1.55

6

2.48
1.30

79

=fe 4t ^ =•»****si*4l *****#

Only parental discipline appears to be related to

Competence. However, all three of the sub-categories

(discipline, treatment and involvement) show a tendency,

only significant in the case of Involvement, to be poor in

the case of the children whose sense of Personal Worth is

low.

Sociometric analysis revealed a tendency (non-signi¬

ficant) for children whose sense of Personal Worth was low

to be less frequently chosen as friends than their classmates.

1. Parental discipline refers to the Infant Pistresses'
assessment of whether the child has been corrected for
''bad" behaviour and whether he is aware of the diffe¬
rence between "right" and "wrong" beteviour.

2. Treatment refers to whether the child is nagged,
spoiled or physically punished by his parents.

3. Parental Involvement refers to the parents' commitment
to the school.
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A constellation of parental and peer indifference merges

with the child's limited capacities and his realistic

appraisal of those capacities to account for his pessi¬

mistic self-perception.

DISCUSSION

These results serve to amplify those of Watteriberg

and Clifford (1964) who found that an unfavourable view of

the self and poor achievement were already established in

many children while they were in kindergarten. They were

able to show that measures of self-concept and ego strength

at this stage were more closely related to poor achievement

in reading in the second grade than was intelligence. The

present examination not only of intelligence but of other

cognitive and perceptual skills predictive of reading

performance shows the association between perceptions of

self anl reading achievement to be more complex than at

first appeared. The fact that children whose Competence

scores were low were also low scorers on tests of visual

and auditory perception, vocabulary, the Columbia lental

Maturity Scale and the Ooodenough perceptuo-motor test

suggests that they were children who were indeed less com¬

petent than their fellows. When they agreed that they were

not able to do things as well as some other children they

were admitting to a reality. Tt is this reality which

makes at least the Competence aspect of Self-Esteem predic¬

tive of reading ability. Scores on the Personal Worth

items did not i>redict well.

The hypothesis that low self-esteem would be related

to reading performance through anxiety over parental
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affection and a resulting low sense of personal worth,

is t».us> not borne out by those analyses. It is percep¬

tions or Competence which are involved in this association#

Nevertheless, although these children who have difficulty

with pre-reading skills and reading itself are already

aware of their limitations when t!*ey start school, this

does not mean that their self-esteem may not fall further

under the pressure of their own observations and the

comments of others.

Low Self-Esteem was shown to be related to family and

peer responses to the child, in particular the parents*

ability to instil a sense of correct social behaviour.

This was related to both Competence and Personal Worth,

though it fell short of significance in the latter case.

The care of the children whose sense of Personal Worth was

low (only 6 on whom there was Adversity data) was seen to

be harsh or indifferent. This was consistent with the

hypothesis. The fact that perceptions of Competence did

not appear to be associated with parents* over-indulgence

or harshness cr with their commitment to the school is to

be expected in so far as children are able to observe some

aspects of their own cotnpetence even without much feedback

from the family. Moreover there is likely to be ano t lier

factor which would reduce the likelihood of a significant

association between Competence and parental treatment or

involvement. Parents who are in some respects negligent

may for this very reason have children who are competent,

simply because the parents do not bother with the child*s

needs, e.g. in buttoning up his clothes, tying his
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shoelaces or keeping him out of shops unless accompanied

(Wilson, 1974).

Unregulated and Antisocial children have already "been

shown to have higher and thus more unsatisfactory Adversity

Index scores than the Regulated or Stable (see pages i<53

and d3t»). They therefore do not always live in domestic

climates which are conducive to emotional stability. The

results showed that these children*s Self-Esteera had also

been affected, in that both their sense of Personal Worth

and their belief in their own Competence was lower than

that of the Stable children. The route to a lowered sense

of Personal Worth amongst unregulated children may well

have differed from the route to a reduced feeling of

Competence. Santrock and Ross (1979) tie initial compe¬

tence, self confidence, attention to the task and later

achievement together. They found that four and five year

old children who were placed in an experimental situation

of negative social comparison, (that is they were made

aware of doing less well than other children) later did

not attend efficiently and were less confident tlian a

control group. Their study of experimentally produced

poor levels of attention suggested that poor attention

followed negative social comparisons. It seems also

likely that children who are initially distractible will

become more so, given regular experience of negative social

comparisons,as a consequence of both their lesser competence

and poor attention to the tasks set them.

With regard to the lowered sense of Personal Worth of

the Unregulated (and often Antisocial children) this may
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occur as a result of the minor and persistent irritation

"difficult" children arouse in their parents (Thomas et al,

1968). This is illustrated hy the effective discriminator

- "This little "boy is always getting blamed for things".

When these children enter school their poor performance in

classroom tasks and in playground activities reinforces

earlier self perceptions of clumsiness and ineffectiveness

through the additional process of social comparison.

Staines (19C>8) has shown the extent to which the teacher

may encourage negative social comparisons to the detriment

of the child's self-concept. This aspect of the develop¬

ment of a child who displays unregulated and antisocial

behaviour and reading disabilities will be discussed in

Chapter 8.

Aronson and Mettee (1968) have been able to show that

dishonest behaviour can arise as a result of experimentally

induced low self-esteem. Their results support the model

of a sequential relationship in which reading difficulties

precede poor self-concepts, which, in turn, lead to anti¬

social conduct disorders. (Gates and Bond, 1936; Schonell,

1961; Critchley, 1964.) This model interprets antisocial

conduct as a means of condensation for perceived inade¬

quacies (in particular with respect to reading). Its

relevance may be placed further back in time with develop¬

mental difficulties having already given rise to lowered

self-esteem. In addition, at the age of five and six

antisocial conduct sufficient to draw teachers' comments is

likely to have arisen from factors outside the school, e.g.

parental responses to slow maturation and unregulated
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behaviour, and the opportunities for learning jtresented by

models and reiniorcements available in neighbourhood and

family. Finally, the child who is gradually becoming

aware of liis inadequacies may already be seeking compen¬

sation for those inadequacies when he enters primary school.

School itself, through its many ranking procedures (btaines,

op. cit.) and the overt demonstration of reading prowess

can onLy intensify this process.

It must be emphasised that tlie children who were only

Antisocial were not necessarily burdened with low self-

esteem, only those who were also in difficulties with read¬

ing at the end of Primary One. Such a finding suggests

tliat antisocial behaviour develops as a response to

children's inability to win the aflection from parents

which iri most homes can be expressed in admiration for

mastery of develox>inental tasks. When mastery is delayed

recognition of accomplisluaent may be reduced and children

may seek other means to gain attention. Maturational

delays are thus placed at the heart of the explanation of

low self-esteem in some of the antisocial children, and

their parents' responses the factor which will determine

whether the outcome is antisocial behaviour or stability.

The present study, therefore, would lend support to

one of the alternative models for the observed relationship

of behaviour disorders and reading difficulties (Davie et

al, 1972). Perceptual, behaviour and self-esteem problems

have here been found to co-exist from school entry, and

subsequent reading failure is thus likely to reinforce

rather than cause low self-esteem in a considerable number
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of children. No claim is made for only one possible

sequence of events, for this would be to deny evidence of

the existence of other paths to the same destination.

(Mangus, 1950; Morris, 1966.) Charley's (1974) comment

that "the most appropriate educational goals would be to

raise both academic performance and self-esteem rather than

hope one variable would be a by-product of the other"

should certainly apply to the unregulated, the antisocial

and the backward readers of this project.

SlfllMAPT

1. At the end of the first term of Primary One and the

beginning of the second term all the children were given

an individual test of Self-Esteem which consisted of items

designed to tap their perceptions of their Competence and

Personal Worth.

2. The children, as expected, had generally very high

opinions of themselves. They saw themselves as accomp¬

lished runners, ball throwers and climbers and competent

with respect to all sorts of small personal tasks such as

doing up their shoe laces. Nearly all of them denied lack

of friends or consideration from others and evaluated

themselves highly.

3. The children whose sense of personal worth was

relatively low had parents who were less involved with their

school progress, appearing less often at the school than

the parents of children who valued themselves more highly.

The children with lower self-esteem in this respect had

higher scores on the Adversity Index. Children who had

less faith in their own Competence were more often subject
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to defective parental discipline (as measured by the Infant

Mistresses on the Adversity Index). Their total scores on the

Adversity Index were higher than those of the more confident

cliildrer:. Indices of child care therefore served to

differentiate the children of high from those of low self-

esteem.

4. The Self-Esteeui of Unregulated and Antisocial children

who have already been shown to have high Adversity Index

scores was affected "by their home environment. The

Unregulated had a significantly lower belief in their own

Competence and Personal forth, whether the measure of

unregulated behaviour used for the analysis was taken at

school entry or at the end of Primary One. Antisocial

children were also affected but not in so consistent a

manner. When the Antisocial children were split into those

who were poor and those who were good readers it emerged

that it was only the ones who had difficulties over reading

whose self-esteem was low. Moreover, it was only the

competence aspect of their self-esteem which was affected.

5. It would seem, at first glance therefore, that low

self-esteem had arisen out of reading failure and had led

to antisocial behaviour as a reaction to derogation by self

and others. In fact, since the Self-Esteem measure was

taken early in the school careers of these children before

they had begun to read this could not have been the case.

The sequence of events had begun earlier and out of school.

Children who arrived at school ill equipped with pre-

reading skills had also low opinions of their Competence

(though riot of their Personal Worth), Children who
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encountered early reading difficulties had previously nad

their views of their Competence rather than of their

Pei'sonal Worth affected.

6. It was concluded that the low self-esteem of the

Unregulated, which was extended to both the Competence and

Personal Worth aspects of the construct was due to a realis¬

tic appreciation of their limited abilities and responses

from their families which did not encourage them to evaluate

themselves more highly. In the case of the children who

became antisocial poor readers by the end of the first year

a tentative conclusion was advanced. It was proposed that

their low self-esteem had arisen out of an early awareness

of limited abilities and that their antisocial behaviour

might to some extent, be an attempt to gain recognition from

family, teachers and peers since this was often denied them

because of their general immaturity. The children's

slowness in mastering developmental tasks, it was thought,

had led adults and peers either to ignore or to criticise

them. Lastly, processes of social comparison were addi¬

tionally invoked to .explain the children's self-awareness

and the development of unregulated and antisocial behaviour.



CHAPTER LIGHT

READING DIFFICULTIES. ^MOTIONAL >1 SOLDERS AND SOCIAL STATUS

"A FRIEND IS SOMEONE WHO LIKES YOU"*

INTRODUCTION

Children with learning disabilities have to cope not

only with difficulties in mastering school work but also

with secondary difficulties created by their own self-

perceptions and the expressed views of others. Teachers

and children both comment on successful work; both also

comment when it is badly executed, inaccurate and untidy.

Reputations are rapidly formed and choices made for sharing

projects and for teams on the basis of such reputations.

It has been assumed that children on entering school are

not very clear about other's opinions of them, and that

their perceptions of themselves are not greatly affected by

early success or failure in learning to read. (Davie et al,

1972) Chapter 7 lias cast doubt on the assumption that

children lack awareness of their competence and abilities.

In this chapter the early establishment of low status and

prestige will be examined in the context of reading,

difficulties, antisocial conduct and unregulated behaviour.

We know that the social relationships of children with

reading difficulties are often poorer than those of children

who have no academic problems. Malmquist (1958) in her

survey of children of 7 noted that poor readers found it

difficult to make contacts with other children. They were

more shy and reticent than the good readers. Mangus (1950)

+ Angl and.
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reported that 3rd grade (and 6th grade) retarded children

generally showed up as socially maladjusted, lacking self-

confidence and a sense of personal worth. They showed a

lack of security in their social relations and were apt to

feel that they did not belong to the groups in which they

were placed, Gregory's (1965) village study of six and

seven year olds showed the poor readers to be very much

more likely than the moderate to good readers to manifest

anxiety over gaining other children's ax>proval. A study

by Gates and Bond (1936) of 100 random cases of reading

disability lists types of emotional disturbances which they

considered consequent on reading failure. Certainly, much

of the behaviour they recorded would be likely to produce

poor relationships with classmates - for example, ego¬

centric manners, extreme self-consciousness, nervous

tension, defiant r actions, withdrawal, indifference,

destructiveness and bullying, Chazan (1963) has pointed

out the relationship between maladjustment, attainment and

low sociometric status at school, but has not indicated

the direction of effects, though Campbell, (1964) comments

on the fact that children's reputations are more consistent

than their behaviour, which suggests that though certain

behaviour may lead to rejection, the rejection tends to

last longer than the behaviour.

Generally, as Campbell aclcnowledges, (1964) the slow

learners and the retarded are less well accepted than their

peers. Likewise, the maladjusted and emotionally disturbed

(many of whom may also be slow learners) do not win favour

in the eyes of their peers. Conversely, Campbell, (op cit.)



reports that the more intelligent and creative tend to r>e

accepted hy their age mates, muscular strength and athletic

ability contributing to the popularity of boys,

Shaw (1954) noted in a study of popular and unpopular

children of 10 and 11 that the attributes which led to

rejection were restlessness, excessive talkativeness, lack

of daring, an unkempt aj>pearance, ugliness, easy loss of

temper, destructiveness, tale telling, lack of humour, and

a tendency to withdraw from social contacts. This list

she then grouped into descriptions of two main types of

unpopular children, the recessive and aggressive. The

recessive children showed little enthusiasm and energy, were

shy and isolated. The aggressive, on the other hand, were

destructive, interfering, boisterous and rude. Glueck and

Glueck (1962) report tliat similar characteristics led to

rejection within families. Rolf (1976) has drawn attention

to much the same sort of distinction in describing the

directionality of children's behaviour. Observing clinic

children with "external!sing" and "internalising" symptoms

he found that the externalising boys were more likely to be

given negative roles in the "Class Play Test" by their

classmates than were the internalisers. (in this test each

child pretends to be the director of a play and assigns

roles to his classmates. He also names the two roles he

could play best himself,and the two roles the other children

would choose for him.) Both were ranked less positively

than the control group of children who were not regarded as

vulnerable to psychiatric disturbance. When the vulnerable

children ranked themselves they were found not only to be
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negatively perceived by their classmates but also by them¬

selves. tthen asked to name the roles that others would

choose for them in the Class l'lay, they showed they were

also aware that they were likely to be given the least

favourable parts. Thus, at the age of 10, children appear

not only to manifest particular types of behaviour but to

be aware of other people's opinions of them and their

behaviour and to have accepted these views as a true

representation of reality.

Kohn and fames (1974) make the point that the

apathetic withdrawn child is likely to engage in a high

proportion of solitary activity. These children interact

rarely with otliers and initiate communication rarely.

This is not true of the angry defiant children observed in

their study who commanded others frequently and who were

negative and hostile in their interactions. They spent

more time stating their opinions, teasing, ordering other

children about and interfering with otliers. Both the

angry defiant and the apathetic withdrawn were victims of

the hostility of other angry defiant children. This study

is closely related to one by Manning (1977) in which a not

dissimilar pattern of behaviour was observed amongst

children of the same age (pre-school). Here also children

who teased were the victims oi teasing; the violent

received violence. But, interestingly, children who were

violent and teasing were also anxious to achieve friendly

relationships with others. Their approaches were however,

of such a nature as frequently to doom them to rejection.

Social sensitivity has, in fact, emerged from a number of



studies as a vital ingredient in popularity. (Mussen et al,

1974).

Once status is ascribed within the group it is not easy

to alter, (Morrison and Mclntyre, 1973). Furthermore,

Campbell (1964) reviewing a large number of studies of

children's friendship choices, remarked that among children

as young as second, third and fourth graders general social

acceptance was found to be about as consistent as were

measures of intelligence. Even among preschoolers socio-

metric preferences appeared to remain reasonably constant

over 10 to 20 day intervals. Even if best friends do

alter, general ratings of popularity and dislike remain

remarkably similar from time to time.

The reasons for the continuing unpopularity of certain

children lie not only within themselves but within the

social process in which they participate. In the class¬

room, teachers' preferences determined by both estimates of

academic aptitude and personality influence their treatment

of individual pupils. Brophy and Good (1970) have shown

how first grade children of whom the teachers' expectations

are high receive more praise and encouragement tlxan those

who are not held in such high regard. Even when they make

mistakes or are unable to respond they are less criticised.

Not surprisingly these children initiate more contacts with

the teacher which in turn helps to promote continuing high

regard. Since amongst young children the teachers'

evaluations and statements about worth are extremely

influential not only with the child himself but with his

classmates the means by which one child's status is enhanced
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while another's is depressed become apparent. The child

whose self-esteem is already high is freer to negotiate

new social contacts, is less sensitive to criticism, more

ready to take risks in the group (Coopersmith, 1967).

These very attributes of themselves promote acceptance

in the classroom by both teacher and pupils. The teachers'

social power tends to ensure that well-endowed children

gain and retain status in the classroom and enjoy a different

emotional climate from those less happily placed (Nash, 1973)*

Kist's (1970) study of children in an American Kindergarten

revealed the attributes that the teacher valued highly -

ease of interaction with adults and with groups of children,

mastery of standard American English, the ability to become

a leader, a neat clean appearance and a stable background,

without divorce, separation or unemployment, in which the

parents supported the child. Children with these

characteristics closely resemble the children Coopersmith

(op. cit. ) has described as possessed of high self-esteem,

and they more often are middle class. iiist's teachers

typically, even at this early stage, categorised such

children as likely to be successful and placed than at high

status tables which then occupied the majority of teaching

time. In such a situation whole classes are apt to inter¬

nalise these values, and as Hargreaves (1975) writes, they

then begin "to despise and reject those pupils at other

tables, who are 'failures' in the teacher's eyes and begin

to refer to them as 'stupid' and 'dumb'". Moreover, Nash

(1973) has indicated how clearly primary school children

pereeive their academic rank order in the class even when



streaming or "setting by tables" is not the rule. This

internalisation of the teachers' values, therefore, would

seem to be one of the means by which the learning disabled

acquire their lowly status.

Social ranks in schools are thus apt to depend on

personal attributes and background. Expectancies develop

from these attributes which eneaijsulate an individual till

it becomes difficult to alter himself or others' opinions

of him.

Cowen et al (1973) found that children with problems

which led to an entry on a county psychiatric register had

been identified some six to seven years earlier most

reliably by their sociometric status. Although reports

of beliaviour and educational progress might have selected

a larger group of children, the only satisfactory prediction

from first grade was through sociometric measures derived

from the Class Play Test. The results for the clinic cases

were much like those reported by Rolf. The children were

more frequently designated for negative roles, and more

rarely for positive roles. They themselves anticipated

being nominated for negative roles by the other members of

their classes. Cowen and his colleagues concluded that

children identify their troubled peers early, and that

disturbed children are aware of these perceptions. The

other members of the class, Cowen suggested, behaved towards

the vulnerable youngsters in such a way as to increase their

isolation and to exacerbate their early difficulties. The

transactional nature of status and self-perceptions should

be emphasised. The situation is not static, but rather



self-perpetuating. The learning disabled, the isolated,

withdrawn or aggressive child loses what feelings he may

have of competence and self-esteem. His behaviour, if

anything, may deteriorate thus serving to isolate him yet

further, or alternatively lead him to associate only with

fellow rejectees outside the mainstream of the class. The

group itself forms expectations of individuals' behaviour

to which the child then conforms, finding it increasingly

difficult to break away from the stereotype erected by

himself and his peers.

Cowen's study draws attention to the fact that children

who are isolated and rejected are apt to have certain

difficulties at the start of their school careers which are

then noticed and used for categorisation by other children.

The studies reported by Mash (1973) and Hurgreaves (1975)

emphasise the importance of the teacher in prolonging

difficulties and associated status ascriptions. Bryan's

(1976) finding that even when the classes in which learning

disabled children were placed altered their composition by

as much as 75 per cent at the start of a new year, the

position of the slower learners did not change. Though

only about 4 or 5 children were the same in a class each

year the status of the learning disabled remained low, and

those who liad previously been popular in other classes

continued to be so. Such research reports as these

emphasise the contributions made to sociometric status by

ability, personality and the labelling process. In so far

as the child enters school with particular cliaracteristics

that a given culture regards as socially desirable, whether
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they are of personality or of intelligence, he is likely to

receive approval from both peers and teachers. The expec¬

tations built on initial encounters and experiences may

then become part of a myth which only loses its force under

the impact of radical change in the child or his circum¬

stances, either at home or in the school.

The child who has the qualities which are generally

found to win popularity at school is likely to share not

only the high self-esteem of some of the boys in Cooper-

smith' s study (1967) but also the family background which

promoted that high self-esteem. Typical practices within

the families of the children with high self-esteem were the

use of rewards rather than punishments, demands for

competence, but guidance to solutions so that failure was

not frequently encountered, consistent rules and high

standards of behaviour. The parents involved the children

in family discussions, and could be persuaded by the child¬

ren if a good case were made out. The parents also spent

time with the children, taking them out and attending their

school performances. Achievement of high standards

without continuous adjustment to other peojde was emphasised

in the relatively demanding environment provided by these

parents.

In the following pages a number of the issues which

have been raised by previous research will be re-examined

with respect to children of between five and seven.

Particular attention will be paid to the perception of

aggression and social relationships by both teachers and

children in an attempt to determine the social consequences
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in school for children who are, on admission, already

emotionally disturbed (unregulated and antisocial) and who

give evidence of perceptual and linguistic problems.

Children's hostility to their peers will be demonstrated to

be most acute with respect to those boys who have been the

subject of this study - the antisocial children with

learning disabilities.

The questions to be discussed will concern the follow¬

ing topicss-

1. The types of activity which lead to Infant school
children disliking their classmates.

2. The stability of young childrens' popularity and
unpopularity.

3. The agreement between teachers and children on
social relationships.

4. The possible effect of early learning difficulties
on social status.

5. The effect of emotional disorder and unregulated
behaviour on social status.

6. The relationship of social status to learning
difficulties together with emotional disorders.

7. Situations outside the school's influence which
affect social status within the school.

8. The influence of the teacher herself in promoting
unpopularity through her references to the type of
behaviour prominent amongst the antisocial reading
backward.

The particular hypotheses to be tested were, a) that

reading disabilities lead to low social status in the class¬

room; b) that reading disabilities lead to aggressive and

hostile responses to other children who note the failings of

those who are in academic difficulties and c) that teachers'

values operate as a mediating factor between the child's

reading disabilities and the other pupils' rejection of him.



MhTHOD

Test Administration

In the middle of the second term of Primary One and

again in the middle of the second term of Primary Two,

children were seen individually and asked about their

choice of friends and other children whom they avoided.

For ethical reasons "dislike" was not mentioned and ques¬

tions on this latter topic not pursued if the children did

not answer immediately.

In Primary One the sociometric inquiry followed the

administration of the Matching Familiar Figures Test and

in Primary Two the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, and was

not given great emphasis because of the possibility of

clarifying in children's minds attitudes and opinions that

had up to the moment of the interview been amorphous and

indefinite.

In each case the children were seen in a quiet room

set aside by the school for the purpose.

The questions were not differentiated in the manner

recommended by Moreno (1953) who indicated that subjects

should perceive a purpose in giving rexjlies to questions

about their friendships, whether it was to refer to their

working with their nominees or sharing other activities.

With children of 5 to 7» test naivety was assumed and also

the desire to co-operate with the author was taken for

granted, and justified in the event. Secondly, it was not

thought that children of this age would make distinctions

between friends they would play with and those with whom

they would choose to work.



The children were askeds-

Could you say which boys you specially like to

sit beside and play with?

Is there any boy you would not like to have

beside you, and whom you would not want to j>lay with?

If the answer to the last question was ,rYes1', the

child was asked to name him and to describe why he was to

be avoided. Some children named more than one uncongenial

child. Some named none. These boys asserted that they

liked everybody.

To the first question the child was asked to give 3

choices, and pressed till he did so, though not always

successfully in Primary One.

K.LSULTS

1* Reasons why children express dislike of others.

When children of five and six tell you that they would

rather not play with another child they are not always able

to put into words the reasons for their dislike or mistrust.

However, in most cases children who expressed a dislike were

clear about what prompted their dislike. Overwhelmingly

aggression was the source of irritation and avoidance.

At the first inquiry 134 statements indicating dislikes

were offered by 98 children. These statements concerned

62 children. At the second inquiry 159 statements were

produced about 76 children, by 108 children. Thirty-nine

children were disliked by only one other boy, 37 by two or

more.

It is evident that not all boys find another boy in

their class they dislike (in fact, quite a number who found



no boy, did find a girl who excited their hostility. At

the second inquiry there was an increase in statements of

dislike, partly accounted for by the fact that there was

an increase in the number of children expressing such

feelings. Familiarity had bred discrimination.

The reasons the children gave were classified under

eight headings, which are listed below, with an example

from the childrens* statements to illustrate the classi¬

fication.

a. aggression

Example:- lie spits at me, and pulls my hair. He kicks
people. He slapped Jason across the face once. Oil He
keeps fighting me. I'm sort of feared of him.

b. Lying

Example:- 'Cos he always tells lies and steals things.
And he's always saying that's mine and it isn't, 'cos
someone gived it to me.

c. Jealousy

Example:- 'Cos he can run faster than me.

d. Rejection

example:- He says to me I dinnae like your house. OR He
doesn't let me go in his gang.

e. Stealing

Example:- 'Cos they steal play pieces. Not mine, because
they think I'm their pal.

f. Irritation

Example:- He wants people's cars. OR He plays funny
jokes and bad things. They say people take their clothes.
OR He always does wrong things when we play games. OR
He always takes the ball off of us when we're playing
football.

g. Colour Prejudice

Example:- 'Cos he's a Pakistani. OR 'Cos he's a coloured
boy.
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h. Destructiveness

Example:- He's a bad boy. He tore the cards. OR He
throws your books all over the floor. OR He's naughty,
he throws things.

The table overleaf gives the number of statements

which fitted the various categories. The figures in the

table do not equal the totals mentioned in the earlier

X>aragraphs because a) reasons could not be extracted from

all the children; b) some children gave more than one

reason; c) the teacher-affected statements are discussed

separately.

It is quite clear that aggression far outweighs any

other reason for objecting to another child. A few

children drew a disproportionate number of these state¬

ments. These children were also perceived by the teachers

in nearly every case as disturbed and antisocial.

2. The stability of popularity ami unpopularity.

These boys were in the same classes with the same

teachers in most cases for their first two years at school.

Given three choices of boys they liked would these remain

the same from year to year?

In small classes which had declined in size since the

first interview the choices were limited and constraints

set upon the variability of friendships. However, though

in the smallest classes of 6 boys (perhaps twice as many

girls) the stability was in the order of 60 to 75 per cent,

in classes of slightly more boys (e.g. 10) the stability

ranged from 20.5 per cent to 36 per cent. All in all the

results indicated that approximately one in every three

choices would remain the same.
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The next question concerned whether children who were

disliked for whatever reason in their first year continued

to be disliked in the middle of the following year.

Primary One 71 (3*>»5 Per cent) of 195*1" were disliked by
at least 1 child.
29 (40»9 per cent) of these 71 were disliked
by 2 or more.

O

Primary Two 76 (45«2 per cent) of 168 were disliked by
at least 1 child.
37 (49»3 per cent) of these 76 were disliked
by 2 or more.

Continuity between Primary One and Primary Two

58 of the 71 disliked by 1 or more children
in Primary One remain in Primary Two.

33 (56.9 per cent) of the 58 were still
disliked by 1 or more children.
23 of the 29 disliked by 2 or more children
in Primary One return in Primary Two.
14 (8.33 per cent) of 168 are disliked by 2
or more children in both Primary One and
Primary Two.

The children who had drawn the most dislike statements

in their first year and who remained in the sample continued

to elicit hostility* but otherwise there was considerable

fluctuation. This was caused by the fact that many

children only received one rejection. Such single

rejections may easily have been triggered by recent events

and as easily have been foi^gotten in the next week. The

children who were persistently aggressive to most of the

others in their classes were more widely rejected. These

children did not lose this status easily. Fourteen

children were rejected by two or more children in Primary

1. Three children had left the total sample of 198 at
the time of the inquiry.

2. Fourteen children had left the total sample of 198
by the end of Primary Two.



One and continued to be rejected by at least two children

a year later. Six others had earlier been rejected by

two children. Four of these in Primary Two were no

longer disliked by anyone, two received one rejection.

she unpopularity of certain children is fairly stable,

but their numbers are low (20). The proportion of the 20

children who were most rejected in their first year and

continued to e rejected in their second year (70 per cent)

was very similar to that o. the 25 children who were most

popular (i.e. were chosen by at least 5 other boys) and who

continued to be popular (6/, per cent). A considerable

degree of stability of high popularity and high unpopularity

seems to occur, as previous research lias indicated.

Fluctuations occur amongst the children who seem less

salient to the class and who have previously been infre¬

quently rejected but also infrequently chosen.

hoys have been regarded as notably rejected when two

dislike statements were registered against them. This does

not seem a high level of rejection, but when it is remembered

that 124 boys were not disliked at all, (63.6 per cent) and

that children of this age are remarkably tolerant, and

hesitant about saying they prefer other company, then two

rejections two years running is seen in its true light.

Its application to only 6 per cent of the 168 children

illustrates its comparative rarity.

3• 'he agreement between teachers and children on social
relationships•

Correlations were performed between the sociometric

measures and the CBQ cluster of items concerning peer

relationships (see page 1idk)» on those related to antisocial



conduct and on those related to unregulated "behaviour. The

CBQ represented the teachers' estimates of behaviour. The

sociometric measures were drawn from data collected directly

from the children on each others' behaviour.

The socioraetric items consisted of Popularity (based on

number of choices), Rejection (based on number of dislike

statements) and Aggression (based on number of statements

of dislike with an aggressive content). Aach child,

therefore, had a score equal to the number of relevant

statements, for each sociometric item, except Aggression in

Primary One.

Scores ranged in the following manner:-

The difference in range between the Aggression scores

for Primary One and for Primary Two is caused by a change in

scoring system from one date to another due to the author's

oversight. On the first occasion children were given a

score of 3 for no comments on their aggression, a score of 2

if they were irritating and destructive but did not indulge

in personal attacks, and a score of 1 if they were accused

by one or more other children of "battering", "thumping",

"hair pulling" and "hitting" with or without irritation and

destruction. In Primary Two the scores reflected the

number of statements about the child which mentioned

aggression. Thus Primary One scores were an overall judge¬

ment concerning severity of aggression, whereas Primary Two

scores on aggression represented the number of accusers.

Because of this scoring difference the Pearson Product

Moment correlations in the table overleaf are negative for

Primary One

Primary Two

Popularity
0-8

0-10

Rejection
0-7
0-8

Aggression
1-3
0-7



Aggression in Primary One and positive in Primary Two,

TABLE 8.2. CORRELATIONS BETVtEElS sOClUMETRlC ftkAbUKES aNL>

TEACHERS' JUDGEMENTS IN PR IMARY ONL AND PRIMARY TV»Q

Teachers'
Judgements Children's Judgements

Pox>ularity Rejection Aggression

Prim. 1 Prim. 2 Prim. 1 Prim. 2 Prim. 1 Prim. 2
Antisocial
Conduct
School Entry -0.10 0.4.2*** -0.35***
End of P.l. -0.05 O.43'** -0.32***
End of P. 2. -0.11 0.46*** 0.40***

Unregulated
Behaviour

r\ on***School Entry 0.04 O.33™ -0.29
End of P.l. -0.10 0.18** -0.20*
End of P. 2. -0.26*** 0.43*** O.37***
Poor Peer
Relation¬
ships
School Entry -0.16* 0.26*** -0.19
End of P.l. -0.18** 0.28*** -0.20**
End of P.2. -0.28*** O.46*** 0.39***

*p<. 05: **P«£. 01: ***p<. 001

41 ** rt *****4* ***4:*********

Popularity is not closely related to antisocial

behaviour either in Primary One or Two. The negative

relationship to Unregulated behaviour increases from

Primary One to Primary Three, and at this stage becomes

significant. Poor peer relationships are significantly

negatively related to popularity, but the correlations

are not high.

Questions arise from these findings. Are the

teachers poor at assessing the children's popularity or is



there genuinely not very much association between antisocial

conduct and social isolation?

Answers may partly be found in the scoring system.

The CBQ, clusters and unregulated behaviour all itemise

undesirable behaviour. They have no discriminating power

for socially acceptable behaviour. Consequently where the

Popularity scores discriminate in the direction of social

desirability the CBQ scores discriminate in the other

direction with the result that correlations are reduced.

This comment does not help to decide whether the teachers

are accurate assessors of i>opularity. However, when the

correlations between similarly negatively perceived

behaviour (Rejection and Antisocial Conduct, Unregulated

Behaviour and poor peer relationships) are examined the

teachers' judgements are seen to be more closely related to

peer assessments. Children whom the teachers perceive as

antisocial, unregulated and poor at relationships tend to

be rejected by their classmates. The wider construct of

Rejection being somewhat more closely associated than its

component Aggression with antisocial conduct, unregulated

behaviour and poor peer relationships. This result is in

line with expectations since children are rejected for a

number of reasons, not all of them aggressive. Thus, when

the scores of teachers' and childrens' assessments discri¬

minate on similar behaviour the relationship between them is

of the order of 0.40 in Primary Two. This result would

suggest that in spite of the fact that children are reporting

on experiences which do not all take place in front of the

teachers' eyes their observations and the teachers' are not

greatly at variance.



Between Primary One and Primary Two the correlations

of unregulated behaviour and poor peer relationships with

Rejection and Aggression increase significantly. Inter¬

pretation of these results is difficult. They may be

caused by 1) improved observation by the teachers as they

become more familiar with the children, or 2) by a real

but delayed response from the children to the unregulated

behaviour and irritability of some of their peers, or 3)

by the greater stability of social status. The second

suggestion, however, cannot be given much weight since the

correlations of antisocial conduct with Rejection and

Aggression change very little from Primary One to Two,

indicating that children are not slow to react to annoying

conduct with Rejection. Teachers, then, may be assumed to

have improved their assessment of children's relationships

with each other, quixe probably aided by the increased

consistency of those relationships.

4. The effect of early learning difficulties on social
status.

Previous research lias shown children with learning

difficulties to be more unpopular in school than their

classmates. In this study information is available not

only on reading backwardness in Primary Two, but on

earlier performances on Reading Readiness Tests (The

Thackray Profiles), on emotional disturbances and on home

circumstances. This accumulation of longitudinal data

makes it possible to analyse findings with some finesse.



TABLE 8.3. THE RELATIONSHIP OF TIIACKItAY PROFILES

(COMPOSITE SCORE) TO SOCIOMETKIC STATUS IN PRIM. RY ONE

1. Popularity in Primary 1
Thackray Profile Scores

Low Totals
n % n %

11 2?,4 12 8.1 23

36 76.6 136 91.9 172

47 100.0 143 100.0 195

Square = 6.62, 1 d.f., PC. 01

Friendless

Chosen toy 1 or
more tooys

Totals

2. Rejection in Primary 1

Thackray Profile Scores
Low High Totals

n % n %
No comment 20 42.6 104 70.3 124
Disliked toy 1 27 57.4 44 29.7 71
or more tooys

Totals 47 100.0 148 100.0 195

Chi Square = 10.67, 1 d.f., p<f.001

J**************

In their first year at school children with poor

Profiles Scores tend more frequently to toe friendless and

more often to toe rejected than those whose test performance

is higher. Vtell over a third (41*7 per cent) of the low

scorers were considered aggressive toy their peers, whereas

only 23 per cent of the high scorers were thought to toe

"toad tooys who batter". Chi Square = 5.44, d.f. 1, p<.05.

It would seera that the rejected children from amongst the

low scorers are apt to toe aggressive rather than retiring,

Low scorers refer to a composite score on all Profiles
of 0 - 7. All scores above 7 are regarded as "high".
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not all however are isolated, whether they are aggressive

or otherwise annoying.

By the end of Primary Two the significant relationship

has disappeared.

TABhi, 6.4-. Tih, j„U:.,ATI NSJ1IP OF nOUi ;K',.. i,.0-ai> SECTION

SLJji^CTIQN TJbST SCOlLbS (PR3 t.RY TWO) TO SOCIOAIaTRIC STATUS

IA rkl.tULY TWO

1. Popularity in Primary 2
Southgate Word Selection

Test - Primary 2
Low High Totals

n % n %
Friendless 5 20.0 13 9.2 18

Chosen by 1 or
more boys 20 SO. 0 129 90.8 149

Totals 25 100.0 142 100.0 167
Chi Square = 1.59 , d. f. 1, n.s.

2. Rejection in Primary 2

Southgate Word Selection
Test - Primary 2

n

Low
% n

High
%

Totals

No comment 9 36.0 82 57.7 91

Disliked by 1
or more boys 16 64.O 60 42.3 76

Totals 25 100.0 142 100.0 167
Chi Square = 3*22, d. f. 1, n. s.

As no significant relationship exists between Rejection

and low scores (0 to 12) on the Southgate Word Selection Test

in Primary Two, no relationship between Aggression and low

scores on this test would be expected. In fact, the

association is considerably less close than it is for

Rejection (Chi Square = 0.23, 1 d. f., n. s.).

In this sample, then, learning difficulties as they

begin to emerge in Primary Two in relation to reading are

m



not associated either with popularity or with rejection by

classmates, though during the first year there is the

anticipated association between perceptual and linguistic

difficulties as assessed by the Thackray Profiles and the

socioraetric measures. Further light will be thrown on

this confusing result in the following sections.

5« The effect of emotional disorder and unregulated
behaviour on social status.

The following tables confirm previous findings in

showing deviant behaviour (in particular unregulated and

antisocial types of deviance) to be related to rejection by

classmates.

Results have not been included for the Ciki adminis¬

tered at the end of Primary One, since they resemble very

closely those obtained for the School Entry administration

and the Primary Two administration. On all three

occasions popularity seemed to be less at risk as a result

of emotional disorder than might have been anticipated,

though the direction of effects is consistent, with the

antisocial and neurotic children more frequently friendless

than the stable children.

Differences in popularity between the CBQ, types emerge

more clearly if, instead of simply comparing the i)roportions

of children who are isolated in each group with those who

have one or more friends a comparison is made between the

mean number of friends possessed by the children in each

group.



TABLE 8.5. TILE ASSOCIATION OF EMOTIONAL DISORDER ON TRd CB^

V.ITH SOCIOMETRIC STATUS IN PRIMARY ONE AN J PRIMARY TWO

I. Popularity in Primary 1
CBQ Types at School Entry

Children's
Statements

Friendless

Chosen "by 1
or more boys

Totals

Antisocial
n %
7 21.2

Neurotic
n %
2

26

33

78.8

100.0

12

14

14.3

85.7
100.0

Stable
n

14

%
9.5

134 85.7

148 100.0

Chi Square = 3.67, 2.d. f. , n. s.

2. Rejection in Primary 1
CBQ Types at School Entry

Children's
Statements

No Comment

Disliked by 1
or more boys

Totals

Anti social
n %

11 34.4

21 65.6
32 100.0
Chi Square

Neurotic
n %
9 64.3

5

14

35.7
100.0

Stable
n %

104 69.8

45 30.2

149 100.0

14.28, d. f. 2, P4.001

3 Popularity in Primary 2
CBQ Types at the end Primary 2

Children' s

Statements

Friendless

Chosen by 1
or more boys

Totals

Antisocial
n %
5 16.7

Neurotic
n %
1 16.7

25

30

83.3
100.0

5
6

83.3
100.0

Stable
n %
12 9.1

120 90.9

132 100.0
Chi Square = 1.70, d. f • 2, ns.

4. Rejection in Primary 2
CBQ Types at end of Primary 2

Children's
Statements

No Comment

Disliked by 1
or more boys

Totals

Antisocial
n %

12 40.0

Neurotic
n %
1 16.7

18

30

60.0

100.0

5
6

83.3
100.0

Stable
n %
79 59.8

53 40.2

132 100.0

Total s

23

172

195

Totals

124

71

195

Totals

18

150
168

Totals

92

76
168

Chi Square = 7.53, 2 d.f. , p<.025



TABLE 8. 6. ANALYSES OP VARIANCE OP POPULARITY BY CBQ TYPES

IN PRIMARY ONE AND lo
Popularity in Antisocial Neurotic Stable F
Primary 1
Mean 2.09 1.57 2.80 4.62
s. d. 1.61 1.40 1.8? p<r.oi
n 33 14 14b

Popularity in
Primary 2
Mean 2.10 2.00 3.30 4.52
s.d. 1.85 2.10 2.22 P4.05
n 30 6 132

* 4s 4* 4:4:4: 4:4:4: 4:4t4» 4* 4s 4s 4**4^ 4s4^***

Rejection is shown to he significantly related to the

Antisocial form of emotional disorder in Primary One and

Two though in Primary Two, all hut one of the Neurotic hoys

are also disliked hy one or more of their classmates.

TABLE 8.7. THE ASSOCIATION OF A .MOTIONAL DISORDER ON TIL. CBQ

VUTII PEER NOMINATED AGGRESS I ON IN PRIMARY ON A AND PRIMARY TWO

1. Aggression in Primary 1
CBQ Types at School Entry

Children's
Statements Antisocial Neurotic Stable Total;

n % n % n %
Aggressive 20 60.7 1 7.1 33 22.1 54

Irritating 1 3.0 4 28.6 12 8.1 17
No Comment 12 36.4 9 64.3 104 69.8 125

Totals 33 100.0 14 100.0 149 100.0 195
Chi Square = 29. 19, d. f. 2, p 0001

2. Aggression in Primary 2
CBQ Types at end of Primary 2

Children's
Statements Antisocial Neurotic Stable Totali

n % n % n %

Aggressive 16 53.3 4 66.7 30 22.7 50

No Comment 14 46.7 2 33.3 102 77.3 118

Totals 30 loo.o 6 100.0 132 100.0 168

Chi Square = 15. 01, d.f. 2, PC. 001

7 ? 155 i



Table 8.7 shows that the Antisocial children are more

commonly perceived as aggressive by their classmates than

the stable. Four of the 6 Neurotic children are also

thought to be Aggressive in Primary 2 by at least one other

child. The table below, is included to show how heavily

Rejection is dependent on Aggression in Primary Two. The

same relationship was found to exist in Primary 1. Two

thirds of the cases of Rejection are shown to be due to

Aggression.

TABLh 0.8. TILL. ASSOCIATION OF REJECTION AND

AGGBfiSblON IN PRIMARY THO

Rejection Aggression
No Comment Aggressive Totals

n % n % n %
No Comment 92 100.0 0 - 92 100.0
Disliked by 1
or more boys 26 34*2 50 65.8 76 100.0

Totals 118 50 168 100.0

Perhaps the most interesting result to emerge from the

tables (8.5 s 1 - 4.) is that being Antisocial in the

teachers' eyes (and in many cases also in the boys' eyes)

does not lead to isolation. In fact of the 76 children

in Primary Two who were disliked by one or more other boys,

usually for aggression, only 11 were not chosen as a friend

by any other boy. Thirty-two were chosen by three or more

boys.*

Analysis of the pattern of choices showed that

different types of groups had developed. Some of the 51

- This and the following observations are not represented
in tabular form.

*7 -r \3 ■) I



children with two or more friends were clearly the centre of

groups which were either envied or competed with "by other

children. In other cases children who were generally rough

and uncontrolled gathered together so that they were not

isolated in spite of their troublesome behaviour. It

appears that isolation is not necessarily a concomitant of

disturbed and aggressive behaviour even at the tender age of

five and six. (See sociogram overleaf.)

'-iuite often the most immature and least controlled

children clustered together, sometimes developing close ties,

in other cases not reciprocating choices in si>ite of the fact

that they were members of the same group.

The sociogram shows the rarity of reciprocal friendships

in this group. Only one exists (between nos. 1 and 2). A

number of children return liking with dislike and are described

as incompatible (nos. 4 and 5, 4 and the Star, 5 and 2).

Although only one child is isolated (no. 1) the rest are

grouped in triangles (nos. 1, 2 and 5), squares (nos. 8, 5» 2

and 7) or chains (nos. 1, 2, 7» 4 and 3)» In these types of

group liking continues from one boy to the next rather than

being returned directly. It is interesting to note that

number 7 who was removed from his Primary One antisocial

group to this class when he entered Primary 2, lias associated

himself once again with the most antisocial group.

These children's ability to master the complexities of

increasingly elaborate games and to respond with some social

sensitivity to their classmates was limited. An explanation

for their tendency to form groups within classes may lie in

tiiis very immaturity. They were able to play with each other



SOCIOGRAM OF ONE SECTION OF A PRIMARY TWO CLASS TO ILLUSTRATE
INCOMPATIBILITY OF RELATIONSHIPS AMONGST THE ANTISOCIAL, THE
READING BACKWARD AND THE UNREGULATED.

LASBR,U
I2.S,U

l.ASBR,U
i 2.BR j

LASBRjU
l 2.AS,U

l.ASBR.U
C2.BR,U .

LASBR,U W
. 2. AS ,uJrJ

STAR

k
1

Friendship Choice

Rejection

Key: Star = Most popular "boy in the class; AS = Antisocial;
BR = Backward Reader; ASBR = Antisocial Backward reader;
S = Stable; U = Unregulated.
1.) refers to Time 2 assessments, 2.) to Time 3 assessments.
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at a level commensurate with their development, whereas in

the wider group they were regarded as socially and

practically inept.

The fact that the scores on the Columbia Mental Matu¬

rity Scale (an ostensible measure of intelligence) for the

Rejected, the isolated and the Aggressive were significantly

lower than those for other children in the sample would tend

to confirm the view of their generally limited ability.

TABLE 8.9. .ANALYSE OF COLUMBIA MENi'An ^MATURITY SC.tha SCORES

.BY LOCIOMLTLIC w.LUaLl IN fUIMJiY T»0.

Popularity in Primary 2
Isolated Chosen by Chosen by F

1-4- boys 5-10 boys
Mean 87.18 94.59 96.95
s.d. 9.47 11.55 9.26
n 18 109 41

Rejection in Primary 2

Rejected by Rejected Accepted
2 or more boys by 1 boy

Mean 88.37 93.13 97.38
s. d. 8.7I 13.88 9.58
n 38 38 92

Aggression in Primary 2

Aggressive Non-violent

Mean 92.18 95.31
s.d. 11.67 10.76
n 50 118

5.04
pC.Ol

10.20
PC. 01

t value

1.68
n. s.

I:***!*****#*#*#*

This construction of events received some confinflation

when one child of a trio who were generally poor at work and

the object of the class's dislike, was moved to another

class. There he lost Ms unfavoured status, but contrived

to ally himself with the group in the second classroom which

was most disturbed and antisocial and amongst whom relation¬

ships were poor. This individual observation is consistent



with Bryan's finding (1975) that the status of the learning

disabled remains low in spite of changes in class compo¬

sition.

Unregulated behaviour

Measures of unregulated behaviour at school entry and

at the end of Primary One were correlated with the Primary

One sociometric data and the measure of unregulated

behaviour taken at the end of Primary Two with the Primary

Two sociometric data. Results were found to parallel

closely those for the Children's Behaviour < Questionnaire

types of deviance. This was due to the fact that at each

administration of the questionnaire about 90 per cent of

the Antisocial children were mildly or severely unregulated.

As with the CBi analyses, popularity did not discrimi¬

nate between groups. No relationship was found between

popularity and regulation of behaviour either in Primary

One or Two. Linear relationships were, however, found

between the number of rejections and the degree of disin-

hibition and distractibility. The same association was

found for the number of accusations of aggression and the

degree of disinhibition.

The results have so far shown that teacher-assessed

emotional disorder and unregulated behaviour ax^e associated

with Rejection by classmates. Popularity is only

irregularly shown to be related to unregulated and neurotic

behaviour and antisocial conduct. When children are

rejected it tends to be chiefly because they are perceived

as aggressive by their fellow pupils. Teachers agree with

this judgement and note many of the same children as

- 37>6



bullies and fighters. (Pearson Product Moment, r = 0.35

between teacher assessed fighting and bullying on the

Children's behaviour iuestionnaire and peer assessed

aggression).

6. The relationship of social status to learning difficul¬

ties together with emotional disorders.

Children who are giving evidence of reading difficul¬

ties at the end of Primary Two have not been shown to be

less xjopular, more rejected or more aggressive than better

performers on the reading tests. Now the results

concerning both reading performance and antisocial conduct

will be examined, since it is only through these analyses

that the relationship so frequently shown between learning

disabilities and low social status can be clarified.

Results for the children at the end of Primary Two will be

the source of this discussion since it is at this stage

that cliildren with reading difficulties have been suffi¬

ciently clearly identified for tlxeiu to be given extra

tuition.

TAbhb 6.10. ANALYSES OF PRIMARY T'„0 SOCIOMhTRIC MEASURES

BY CRITERION CROUPS.

Poor Readers

Antisocial Stable

Adequate to Good
Readers

Antisocial Stable F

Pox>ularity
Mean
s. d.
n

1.40
0.97

10

2.09
1.76

11

2»4d
2.09

20

3.41 4.41
2.24 p<» 01

121

ice jection
Mean
s.d.

2.70
2.36

0.82
1.08

1.55
2.06

0.58 12.22
0.84 P<« 01

Aggression
Mean
s.d.

2.20
2.20

0.0
0.0

1.00
1.69

O.36 12.60
0.74 P 01

3.37



Although, as stated above, these results quoted apply

only to the criterion groups of Primary Two, similar

analyses have been carried out for groups based on Thackray

Profile Scores together with the CBQ, types of deviance at

School Entry and for the Southgate test results and CBQ

types of deviance at the end of Primary One. The results,

though not identical, agree in finding the Antisocial,

whether good or poor readers, to be more frequently aggres¬

sive and consequently rejected and the Stable Good headers

to be the most popular.

These results make it possible to give an explanation

of inconsistent findings with respect to the learning

disabled. At this stage in a school career when children

are riot apparently reacting overtly in school to the

labelling process involved in being a poor leader (see page

H'ti) it is only the poor readers who are also emotionally

disturbed whose popularity is low and who draw a conside¬

rable number of expressions of dislike from their class¬

mates. Their aggressive behaviour is noted by teachers

and children alike and is very much more marked than that

of other groups. The Stable poor readers are no more

rejected than the Stable good readers. Since no child

complained of aggressive behaviour in any one of the stable

poor readers it is clear that they did Little to excite

hostility and subsequent rejection. Though they are no

more disliked than the stable good readers, they are

somewhat less popular than this group. The difference

between the stable poor readers and the stable good readers

may show the start of later decreasing status, but at this

3 3d



stage, as numbers are small, it must be regarded with

caution. Stability, on these limited figures, does not

seem to ensure popularity for the poor reader. Thus, when

the learning disabled are rejected it is reasonable to

suspect that the children under discussion are likely not

only to be aggressive in the eyes of their peers but also

somewhat disturbed in the view of their teachers. If they

do not manifest antisocial and unregulated behaviour it is

quite possible that they will be no more rejected than

equally stable children who are good readers.

7. Situations outside the school's influence which affect

social status within the school.

Information on the family circumstances of 111 children

collected when they were in their second year of Primary

school was used to pursue the question of the origin of

children's social status in the classroom. (See page

and Appendix 5)» On all the sociometric measures except

Popularity in Primary Two, significant differences appeared

in adversity in the home. The conditions described in the

Adversity Index are such that no child ideally should suffer

from an> of them. Unhappily, most children for whom Index

information was collected had a considerable number of

adverse circumstances accompanying their development. It

has been presumed that these conditions are more likely to

affect children's behaviour negatively than anything they

experience in school. (Douglas, 1964.; Hiseman, 1968).

For this reason Adversity is seen as a primary cause of

aggression and antisocial behaviour, an i thus has been taken

to lead to the rejection experienced by the Antisocial
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TABLh 3,11. ,vNivLYS>.S 0;' TILL RDV^..SITY IN >rA SCORES BY

SOCIOMETRIC MEASURES MA, >E IN PRIM . AY ONE AN;j TVtO.

Popularity in Primary One

Adversity Index Chosen by I
Scores The Isolated or more boys t value

Mean 7.57 4.09 3.15
s. d. 5.19 3.65 pc. 01

n 14 97

Popularity in Primary Two
Chosen by 1

The Isolated or more boys
Mean 4.92 4.56 0.31
s. d. 4.22 4.02 n. s.
n 13 96

Rejection in Primary One

Rejected by 1
Accepted or more boys

Mean 3.55 5.91 3.14
s.d. 3.54 4.26 PC. 01
n 67 43

Rejection in Primary Two

Rejected by 1
Accepted or more boys

Mean 3.73 5.48 2.31
s.d. 3.45 4.39 PC 05
n 55 54

Aggression in Primary One
Non-violent Aggressive

Mean 3.96 5.89 2.37
s.d. 3.67 4.51 p<. 02
n 78 33

Aggression in Primary Two
Non-violent Aggressive

Mean 3.79 6.19 3.07
s.d. 3.43 4.62 p c 01

n 72 37
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children with reading difficulties. These are the children

who have been shown to endure particularly stressful home

conditions (see page 1 Vt).

The children on whom Adversity Index information was

assembled were, except for 19 cases, in some way at a disad¬

vantage, either with respect to perceptual and linguistic

abilities, to reading or to behaviour. Nevertheless it was

still possible to distinguish between the popular and the

isolated, the accepted and rejected and the non-violent and

aggressive on the basis of their Adversity scores. Had

Index scores been available for more of the children who had

no disabilities or behavioural maladjustment then differences

might well have been very much greater.

The evidence presented in Table 8.11 and Table 5*24

(page 2 2>»s) strongly suggests that social status in Infant

School is determined by factors outside the school and

within the home. In so far as rejection is associated with

emotional disturbance and learning difficulties it is most

likely to occur where children are reared haphazardly in

homes where treatment is uncertain and parents either

financially or maritally insecure. The children of such

homes are at a disadvantage in many respects from the moment

they enter school. The disadvantage is apparent not only

in their pre-reading and early reading skills but in their

behaviour and their social acceptability.

Having stated firmly that the social status of the

antisocial children with learning difficulties in Primary

One and Two is strongly influenced by home rather than

school conditions, I now wish to return to the school and
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examine the possibility of detecting the teacher's influence

in the early formation of attitudes to these children.

8. The influence of the teacher in nroirioting unpopularity.

Observational studies such as lioy Nash's (1973) have

documented interaction in the primary and secondary school,

and shown the power wielded by the teacher to depress

pupils' self-concepts. In this study children's responses

to the question of why they did not want to sit by another

boy or to play with him occasionally revealed the influence

the teachers' all-pervasive judgements had on the children's

attitudes to each other. The responses were totally naive,

and often delightful, witness the following:-

Ile does bad tilings in the class. He gets all his sums
wrong.

lie's awfy bad sometimes in the classroom. lie fights.
I don't know if he knows how to write his name.

He talks too much.

He sings too much.

He copies and he writes big.

He does naughty things in the class. He sometimes
speaks when the teacher's speaking and she puts him
out in front of the class and asks him what he'd said
in his seat.

He copies me when I'm doing jotter work.

Because he doesn't know what to do and I have to tell
him.

Because he's bad. He's always last at liis work. lie
always touches everything when he's got to do his work.

He's bad at gym.

He's slow in the class. He knocks the crayons and he
smashed the jar.

These comments are, of course, particularly applicable

to the antisocial children whose behaviour is unregulated

and who have learning difficulties.
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Classroom constraints on behaviour and teachers'

comments seem to affect children's perceptions of each other

to the extent that some of them indicate dislike because of

behaviour unacceptable to the school even at the age of 5

and 6. Over the year between the first and second socio-

metric inquiries tliere was a general increase in rejections,

and also an increase in rejections which showed the influence

of the teacher and the school. Not only was there a simple

numerical increase but, in addition, an increase in the

proxjortion of all rejection statements which were related to

teacher-mediated school values.

Primary 1 12 of 134 rejections (9.0 x>er cent) were teacher
influenced.

Primary 2 29 of 172 rejections (16.9 per cent) were teacher
influenced.

This result suggests that the teachers are increasingly

affecting the children's perceptions of each other and of be¬

haviour unsuitable for the classroom, and thus to be condemned.

No one would quarrel with the teachers' need to establish an

appropriate climate for learning, free of flying crayons, spilt

water and aimless chatter and song. What seems unfortunate

if not easily avoidable, is tliat peer judgements of a child's

likeableness are then based on these atteiiqits to establish an

orderly environment. It seems possible that the occasional

criticism by the teacher will not create rejection amongst

classmates. It is only when criticism mounts that rejection

on this basis may follow, but even this is not a certainty.

One child in a thirty-minute observation period was repri¬

manded ten times for inattentiveness, shouting out of turn,

excited jumping about and over-enthusiasm. He was a

typically unregulated small boy of great charm but undeniable
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power to distract both teacher and class. The experience

he regularly underwent of continual criticism was not trans¬

muted into rejection by some of Ms classmates. In fact he

was the most popular child in the class. The teacher was

totally unaware of the number of reprimands she was

delivering and the jjossible cumulative effect of those

reprimands. In parenthesis, let it be added, that she

worked in the school where deprivation was most acute and

nevertheless had a lively cheerful class who did better on

the Reading Tests than their Profile scores would have

predicted.

Not all the 29 statements of teacher influenced

rejection given in Primary Two stood alone as sufficient

cause for dislike. In fact only slightly over half (16)

were sole reasons. In the remaining 13 cases the teacher-

influenced dislike was supplemented by other reasons

(usually aggression, and in two cases destructiveness). It

can be assumed in these cases that the teachers' condemnation

of behaviour was in agreement with the children's personal

experience of being the object of undesirable activity.

It seemed possible that children who received both

teacher-influenced rejection and accusations of aggression

might be isolated as a result of so much condemnation. Three

of the 16 were not claimed as a desirable friend by any

other child, three had one friend and seven had two or more.

This suggests that teacher criticisms which influence

rejection are not crucial in determining isolation. How¬

ever, this method of examining the question is somewhat

crude as it depends entirely on statements volunteered in an



undirected way by the children. Although many of the most

antisocial children are mentioned both for reasons of

teacher influence and personally felt aggression, some are

not, in spite of the fact that the teacher has marked

questionnaires very negatively. These cases might be

explained by the possibility that the teacher has not made

her criticisms known to the class as a whole.

To sum up, the children in their second year of

Primary school are beginning to pay considerable attention

to the teacher's expressions of disapproval. In some

cases, this disapproval is influential enough to lead to

the rejection of another child as a playmate. On the

whole, the children whom the teacher criticises are also

children whose behaviour is resented by the children

through personal experience. As most children become

capable of devoting themselves to long periods of close

attention to work or play then diversions from it are seen

to be irritating not merely because the teacher criticises

them, but in their own right. Thus the antisocial,

unregulated child with learning disabilities is perceived

by both peers and teachers as tiresome and troublesome.

CONCLUSIONS

This research has confirmed the earlier findings that

restless aggressive behaviour leads to rejection amongst

childrens' classmates. It has also reported yet again the

association between emotional disorder (maladjustment) and

rejection, and supported the view that different types of

disorder "recessive" and "aggressive" in Shaw's (1954)

terms, "neurotic" and "antisocial" in the terms of the



Children's Behaviour Questionnaire lead to rejection in the

second year of school. This study has made the additional

point that children who exhibit undesirable characteristics

are not necessarily isolated, but may in fact choose each

other as playmates, even in these early years.

Where the learning disabled in earlier research have

been shown to be social misfits by virtue of their disabi¬

lities and emotional disturbance, thought to be consequent

upon these disabilities, (e.g. Gates and Bond, 193&) this

study has shown that children of kindergarten age who

encounter difficulties in reading are not rejected if they

are well adjusted. If they are disliked by other children

it is because of their aggressive antisocial behaviour.

This behaviour, rather than being dependent on failure in

school, has been shown to be closely associated with

adverse environmental conditions in the home. Thus, only

some pooi' readers at this early stage of their school

careers are rejected. Others, who are emotionally stable

and whose homes are supportive are socially as acceptable

as abler readers.

Finally, it has been observed that the children who

are both poor readers and antisocial in their behaviour in

Primary Two, and who from their entry to school have shown

perceptual and linguistic difficulties together with

behavioural problems, are those who encounter rejection

for their behaviour from their classmates, as well as

teacher-mediated hostility. Unless some aspect of their

life-style can be affected, they are likely to continue to

be popular only amongst other children with similar problems.
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This concentration of home adversity, together with school

failures in social and academic terras, may have serious

consequences for these children, as they become progressively

alienated from both home and school.

summary

1. Boys in Primary One and Primary Two gave assorted

reasons for disliking other boys in their class. These were

classified under eight headings. Aggression was cited very

much more frequently than any other reason as cauoe for

rejection.

2. Over the year between the interviews in Primary One and

Primary Two one in three friendship choices tended to remain

the same. Some two thirds of the most popular (n = 25) and

the most disliked (n = 18) children in their first year

retained tais social status in the following year, indicating

a fairly high degree of continuity amongst the sociometric

extremes.

3. Teachers' judgements of behaviour were significantly

related to children's judgements of their peers when socially

disapproved conduct was analysed. Measures of popularity

were not closely correlated with teachers' assessments of

behaviour. This was partly explained by the fact that

teachers were giving opinions only on adverse characteristies.

The results would suggest that the teachers had accurately

assessed classroom behaviour in so far as their views were

corroborated by the children.

4. In Primary One children with poor scores on the Thackray

Profiles of Reading Readiness tended more frequently to be

socially isolated and more often rejected than children with

higher scores.



5. Reading difficulties in Primary Two were not associated

with social isolation nor with rejection hy peers.

6. Both emotional disorder (assessed on the Children's

Behaviour questionnaire) and unregulated behaviour were

associated with rejection. More of the Antisocial and

Neurotic than the Stable were friendless and disliked by one

or more other boys. dslike was mainly due to the greater

aggression of the emotionally disturbed boys. However,

even though these children were perceived by teachers as

antisocial and by their peers as aggressive they were not

necessarily isolated. There was a tendency foi' such

children to seek companionship amongst likeminded peers.

7. Though children with reading difficulties in Primary

Two were not as a whole group significantly more rejected or

unpopular than those who read adequately or well, when they

were subdivided into the antisocial and the stable, diffe¬

rences emerged. Antisocial poor readers were very much

more likely to be aggressive and disliked for it than were

other groups. They also tended to be less popular. The

Stable poor readers were however no more rejected or aggres¬

sive than the Stable adequate to good readers. The degree

of Stability was the crucial differentiating factor.

Nevertheless, i^oor readers, even if stable, were not as

popular as stabLe good readers.

8. The differences in soeioraetric status distinguishing

the antisocial poor readers from the other groups were

assumed to be dependent on their markedly adverse home

circumstances. In Primary One and Two the Adversity Index
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differentiated between the Rejected and the Accepted, the

Aggressive and the non-violent, and in Primary One only,

between the isolated and the popular. Not only were the

Antisocial £>oor readers handicapped by high Adversity Index

scores, but they were often isolated and rejected by their

peers.

9. Teachers were shown to influence expressions of dislike

through comments and criticisms designed to promote a

purposeful learning environment. The use of such criti¬

cisms to justify rejection increased from Primary One to

Two. However, the criticisms were most often applied to

children who were additionally perceived as aggressive by

their classmates. Consequently teacher influence was

thought to accord with the childrens' independent percep¬

tions of behaviour suitable for sustained attention to tasks.

The type of behaviour shown by the antisocial children with

reading difficulties was particularly likely to draw criti¬

cisms from both teachers and children.



CHAPTER NINE

INTERVENTION

Tizard (1976) lias stated (in his Presidential address

to the British Psychological Society) that psychologists

spend too much of their time isolating particular variables

which distinguish one group from anotlier and searching for

elaborate diagnostic systems which are of doubtful relevance

to treatment. He stresses the need for inquiry into wider

environmental and situational variables which affect all the

children in a given context and which taken overall may be

of more importance than the differences between individuals

in the development and performance of the whole group. In

the light of findings on the structural constraints on

children's behaviour (Tizard, 1972; Clarke and Mai tin,

1975; and Bennett, 1976) and research on classroom

organisation for reading (Morris, 1966; Cane and Smithers,

1971) and the wide national differences found between

Scottish and English 7 year olds not only in reading

achievement but in proi>ortion retarded (Davie, et al, 1972)

it would be hard to argue for an exclusive concentration on

the individual's deficits rather than on those of the insti-

tuti ns in which he passes much of his waking life. Never¬

theless, even when the structure of the organisations

facilitates rather than hinders learning there are still some

children who experience difficulty in mastering elementary

school tasks and in conforming to school expectations of

behaviour. Though failure may be less frequent (Davie et

al, 1972) and emotional disturbance less unmanageable given

goo i organisation, (Kounin, Friesen and Nor ton, 1966) it may



be Utopian to imagine that these conditions will obtain in

all schools at all times. For some children, then, under¬

standing of their needs, emotional and cognitive, and

concentration on meeting these needs through intervention

with an individual or a small group will probably remain

essential, however well managed the general environment.

Intervention programmes can be classified in a multi¬

tude of different ways, Bronfenbrenner (I976) outlines

some major forms of early intervention programmes: nursery

play groups, home-based tutoring of the child alone,

parent-child intervention, in which both are involved, and

ecological intervention when attempts are made to alter the

environment immediately surrounding the family. In such

programmes overcrowding, overwork, poverty, malnutrition,

illness and ignorance are to be reduced, if not entirely

eliminated. All these types of programmes are designed to

enable the under-privileged child to enter school and profit

by its teaching in such a way that he does not show

cognitive deficits at the beginning of Ms school life and

does not later fall beMnd. Unfortunately, gaps usually

open up between the disadvantaged and those in better

socioeconomic circumstances as cMldren pass through

infancy and school. It was hoped these would be narrowed

if not entirely closed.

bhereas initial efforts were directed to gathering

children into pre-school play groups in which an interested

adult supervised their relatively free activity, later

programmes have stressed structure and detailed programming,

although with different emphases (e.g. Bereiter and Engelmann,



1966; Blank and Solomon, 1969)# Cognitive and linguistic

development have occupied the attention of programme

develoxjers, and Bronfenbrenner' s conclusion (1976) from a

review of the literature is that they have produced greater

gains than play-oriented nursery programmes.

Early intervention, however well structured, is

nevertheless not a panacea for the problems of the disad¬

vantaged and does not enable them to compete equally with

more privileged children. Research results show that

though there are immediate gains in I.Q. and other cognitive

measures, these gains are dissipated after the children

leave the programme, whether the children enter the

programmes at an early age or whether they are involved in

it for a long or short time. Follow-up studies using

satisfactory methods of inquiry indicate that the programme

children tend to fall back to their previous cognitive

status relative to other children. Decline in performance

is at its steeliest just after children enter Primary school,

Clarke and Clarke (1976) and Bronfenbrenner summarise the

factors which are associated with the apparent long-terra

failure of these programmes, mentioning failure to affect

the general environment of the parent and child, failure to

involve the jmrents in the tutoring process, programmes

that were too short or too limited or begun too early and a

failure to reinforce gains made in the programme once the

child had reached primary school. liaratz and Baratz (1970)

in considering black children, though their observations may

be true of the white disadvantaged too, emphasise the need

to develop programmes which do not assume cultural deficit



or social pathology hut attempt to use materials and

procedures which are culturally relevant. They maintain,

as Tizard has in this country, that intervention must he

made at the school rather than the individual level with

changes in "the procedures and materials used in the

schools rather than on the children those schools service."

V.hen we turn to the consideration of intervention

within the school system, usually described as remediation,

the picture is no more encouraging. Studies of attempts

to improve reading performance ox- to better behaviour or

to affect both at the same time have tended to show the

same sorts of long term outcome as those reported by Clarke

and Clarke (op. cit. ) and Iironfenbrenner (op. cit).

Leach and Raybould (1977) have commented on a number

of studies in the remedial field. They report recent work

between 1967 and 1974- l>y Cashdan, Pumfrey and Lunzer,

Shearer, Rushworth and Raybould, all of which showed

considerable gains in reading performance for children who

were given extra tuition in groups withdrawn from their

normal classes. They note that gains of about 2 months in

reading age for every 1 month of tuition may be expected.

However, the customary decline in performance with return

to normal conditions occurs in these cases too. If

remedial teachint is withdrawn then the children return to

performing at a level wliiclx does not differentiate them

from others of similar slow progress who did not receive

any extra tuition. The explanation for these results

offered by Leach and Raybould lies in the failure of reme¬

dial teachers and normal classroom teachers to integrate
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their approaches, materials and methods with individual

children. The improved reading and even improved attitudes

to the reading process become situation specific unless

considerable attempts are made to generalise the learning

accomiilished in the remedial teacher's room to the classroom.

Leach and liaybould (op, cit,) also summarise studies

which have evaluated the effectiveness of programmes to

change children's social belxaviour. Conventional methods

to encourage co-operation in non-academic group activities

were not found to lead to improved behaviour as measured on

the Bristol Social Adjustment Guide and by socioinetry.

However, immediate improvement is obtained with the use of

behaviour modification procedures which have the planning

and structure missing from the more general attempts to

encourage co-operation. Nevertheless, even with this type

of programme which may liave additional academic aims, in the

long term the difference between control and experimental

groups is not maintained, and often in the short tern

behaviour which is well controlled in the remedial teacher's

room is once again di©inhibited and poorly directed in the

normal classroom. Again reinforcements planned and

available in the remedial centre are rarely continued into

the classroom,

Silberberg and Silberberg (1970) in a review of the

literature concerning school achievement and delinquency

report conflicting results with children who suffer from

both reading and behavioural problems. In some cases

children's attitudes to authority and to crime were modified

as their reading problems were reduced; in others there was
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no effect. It seems reasonable to suppose that differing

effects are the result less of genuine than of methodo¬

logical differences, such as the length of follow-up and

the scene of the evaluation, whether the normal schoolroom

or the remedial class.

This brief review of current knowledge stresses the

need for structured programmes, the need for liason between

remedial workers and classroom teachers, the necessity of

involving the parents in programmes, which expect to have

long term cognitive effects and the need to make evaluations

of progress not only in the remedial situation but also in

the normal classroom, preferably of progress maintained well

after the children leave the programme.

As the programme for intervention in this study was

undertaken in conjunction with a longitudinal survey most

of the requirements should have been met. In fact,

constraints of time led to immediate rather than long term

follow up, and iqy involvement only in the tuition of

children rather than in the management of liason between

tutor and class teacher or between tutor and parents.

Rationale of Intervention

Children have been identified in the course of this

survey who were expected to develop reading difficulties

and antisocial behaviour. They were commonly unregulated

at school entry and had difficulty with the Reading

Readiness Profiles. An intervention programme, therefore,

was planned to reduce distractibility and impulsive behaviour

and to enhance the perceptual and cognitive skills required

for reading. Limited time prevented the development of a
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new programme, and in any case, two were already available

which had some of the necessary elements.

Chapter 6 has been devoted to a discussion of the

concept formation, and scanning strategies of unregulated

children. Many of the Unregulated were found wanting not

only in match to sample visual and auditory discrimination

tasks but in the attainment of concepts as measured by the

Columbia Mental Maturity Scale. Their behaviour in these

tasks showed a tendency, if their conceptual abilities

were limited, to make responses without due forethought,

or indeed a full scan of the array. This type of behaviour

and consequent failure was thought to influence children's

ability to process the basic auditory and visual information

for reading. Egeland (1974) reported a training experiment

on second grade inner city children to improve their search

strategies by means of the development of appropriate

discriminatory vocabulary, match to sample tasks using

geometric designs, nonsense words, and memory tasks. A

second group of children who were also found to be Impulsive

on the Matching Familiar Figures Test were trained merely to

delay responses. The children trained merely to delay

responses showed an increase in errors on a delayed post

test some two months after training. Those who had learned

efficient search strategies did not show a change for the

worse in error and latency scores. They were able to score

significantly higher than the control group on the Gates-

MacGinitie reading test five months after the training had

come to an end.

The programme developed by Wozniak and Egeland (1975)
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therefore seemed appropriate for helping the distractible,

impulsive, perceptually and cognitively limited children

of my sample. Unfortunately, it was still in process of

being completed for piloting in the schools and arrived

too late from the U.S. to be of use.

A second programme, Flying Start, (Stott, 1970b)

pursued some of the same ends though with different means

and was readily available in the U.K. This, in conjunc¬

tion with Stott's Programmed Beading Kit (1962b), was

selected as a systematically developed approach to the

amelioration of cognitive and behavioural difficulties

such as were encountered with Unregulated children who

performed badly on the Thackray Profiles. No evaluation

is yet available.

Stott's kits are built to cope with faulty styles of

learning which he believes are derived from temperamental

handicaps. The learning stales which interest him are

those produced by "unfoxthcoming children" who are appre¬

hensive and lack a desire to cojje in school and elsewhere

and the "inconsequential" who fail to think ahead about

the results of their activities. Stott suggests the

Inconsequential' child "omits the advance cognitive

rehearsal" to make sure that his behaviour will not have

unfortunate results. "His trial-and-error takes place

in actual behaviour and this leads to impulsiveness,

meddling, interfering with other children's activities, a

desire to have his own way regardless of other children,

attention seeking, aggression and foolish ways of tackling

tasks".
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Stott discusses the aetiology of faulty learning

styles, but, in the event, this does not affect the actual

classroom management that he proposes in his kits.

Materials

1. Flying Start.

Flying Start is designed to involve both the pre¬

school and Primary One Unforthcoming and Inconsequential

child. The latter is our immediate concern since he

closely resembles the Unregulated ciiild because the defi¬

nition of Unregulated behaviour lias been partly derived from

the Inconsequence items on Stott's Bristol Social Adjustment

Guide. This kit consists of 13 games, some of which

duplicate one another at differing levels of complexity.

Puzzles and matching games offer opportunities for careful

visual scanning, discussion of the criteria for matching

and discussion of the resultant picture. Children can be

taught, Stott claims, "to use good learning strategies in

such controlled situations in a short time" since the games

are designed to show that child that "by waiting to think

he can be more effective".

The activities are attractive and are supposed to

overcome strong avoidance responses which may have developed

through previous adverse learning experiences. Competition

exists, but is not stressed and in any case with adequate

learning strategies the child lias a good chance of winning.

Tliysical activity is intrinsic in all the tasks which

"keeps potentially mischievous hands occupied". The rewards

and punishments are to follow the principles of behaviour

modification with success on the tasks, readily obtainable
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with reflection. This is the reward, and brief shells of

removal from the games, the punishment if his behaviour

becomes xjrovocative or disruptive to his own and others'

performance.

An essential part of the scheme is that more than one

child should be employed in the activities. Most are

designed as games which require the participation of another

child rather than that of an adult. One child cannot make

a move until the other has completed his. This is

specifically to give an external check to impulsive

behaviour.

The materials are colour coded and involve pictures of

objects, animals and situations which can act as starting

points for further elaboration by the teacher, though this

is not essential.

2. The Programmed heading Kit.

This kit has been x>roduced for two purposes, either to

introduce children to reading by a phonics based approach

and to prevent their falling behind or to help children who

are experiencing difficulties in reading. It is relatively

rarely used in the first capacity and is more often found

as part of the remedial teachers' apparatus and takes

children up to a reading level of 9 years.

Again the approach is via games which children play in

pairs or groups. These games are self-correcting and the

child can see immediately if he has succeeded. The

emphasis, as in Flying Start, is on thinking before acting,

with the Inconsequential child and his faulty learning

styles in mind.
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The approach is essentially phonic, emphasisin-, the

decoding and encoding aspects of reading. Progressively

larger phonic units are built up until finally whole words

are being processed not only in isolation hut in sentences

and stories. Separate letters or letter clustexs are

presented in the context of words to avoid confusion over

isolated sounds and letters, wiiich only with difficulty

are blended into complete words.

Children start with Touch cards in which letters

appear on one side of the card and on the other an object

which begins with the selected letter. They are asked to

point to the letter and say the name of the object at the

same time. Games between pairs and groups of children

can be built on this basic plan. The children, through a

great deal 01 practice, are expected to note the associa¬

tions between letters and sounds and then use them so often

that the association becomes automatic. ihe games and the

associations become more complex as the ciiildren progress

through the kit.

Skinnerian principles are pursued, Stott says, since,

"each learning task is broken down into very easy stages so

that with the knowledge gained up to any one point the

learner needs only to attend and to think in order to

register a high degree of success. ihe game situations

act like a teaching machine with the other player cheeking

the answer". He points out that social motivation occurs

in addition because of the game situation. He also stresses

that the Inconsequential child is to be "conditioned to

reflect by the Rule 'Right first time or miss your turn'",
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Selection of Sample for Intervention and Control Group.

1. Description oi' Samples

Twenty-two children were selected i'roin the Primary One

class of 1975 (i.e. the class which entered the school one

year after the class which has heen the subject of the rest

of this study) to act as a group with whom the Intervention

programme was to he carried out. This procedure was

adopted since very few children in the 1974 intake were

found who appeared to be at risk both with respect to their

school behaviour and their reading progress. The children

whose unregulated behaviour at the first questionnaire

administration and Thackray Profile scores were poor

numbered only 25 and therefore constituted a very small

group to divide into experimental and control sections.

In order to benefit from hindsight an I to increase the

numbers in the experimental group, children for interven¬

tion were therefore selected from the following year group

(i.e. 1975) to match children from the 1974 group who at the

end of their first year were described by their teachers as

antisocial on the Children's Behaviour questionnaire and

who had scored six or less on the Southgate ftord Recognition

Test. There were 15 children who came into this category

and who were still in the sample.

Fifteen children were taken from the 1975 intake to

match the 15 from the 1974 intake who had been antisocial

and had had difficulties in reading at the end of the first

year. Seven nore children were added to the control group

to match 7 children in the 1975 intake whom te; chers had

singled out as already antisocial and unregulated, whose
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Thackray Profile scores were poor and who had not already

been selected. There were thus two procedures at work -

a forward and a backward matching. The backward matching

selected from the 1975 intake* children in the 1974- intake

who had similar characteristics to those who had done badly

at the end of their first year. The forward matching

selected from the 1975 intake*children to match those in

the 1974 intake who looked particularly likely to be

categorised as Antisocial and heading backward by the end

of their first year, but who had not aireaUy been chosen

for intervention by the backward matching process.

SELECTION OF SA: i'LES

Control Group Intervention Group
1974 Intake 1975 Intake

Backward Matching

15 boys with scores of 6 or less 15 boys to match the 15 of the
on the Southgate V.ord Selection Control Group with respect to
Test (Form A) taken in June, their scores at school entry
1975* who were assessed as on:-
having an emotional disorder of Thackray Profiles
an antisocial nature in June, Total Deviance on the CBQ
1975* Antisocial Conduct on the

CBQ
Unregulated Behaviour on

the CD „ and BSAG

Forward Matching

7 boys to match the 7 of the 7 boys with very poor scores at
Intervention Group with respect school entry on the
to their scores at school entry Thackray Profiles
on the Thackray Profiles Total Deviance

Total Deviance Antisocial Conduct, and
Antisocial Conduct, and Unreguiaxed behaviour
Unregulated behaviour

2. Matching criteria.

Children in the Intervention group (1975 intake) were

matched individually with children from the 1974 intake

(Control group) on the basis of

i. Their scores on the Thackray Profiles of Reading
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Readiness, taking into account their grades on each Profile.

Since very few cliildren could be matched exactly grade for

grade over the 4 Profiles a more elastic procedure was uded.

Four categories for matching were constructed:-

a. (Trades on all Profiles of J) or E (the 2 lowest)

b. Grades on 3 of the Profiles of D or E but on
one Profile of C

c. Grades on 2 Profiles of C and lower grades on
the other 2 Profiles

d. Grades on 3 Profiles of a C and on one of a D,

The last two categories may seem unusually high in

scoring for children who have already experienced difficul¬

ties or who are expected to experience difficulties in their

first year's reading. However, a number of those considered

Antisocial and Reading Backward at the end of this first year

had started with fairly high scores on the Profiles. This

follows since the correlation between Profile scores and

Reading Test scores is far from perfect.

ii. Their total deviance score on the Children's

Behaviour Questionnaire, completed by the teachers 10 weeks

after school entry, in so far as it was 9 or more or

alternatively below 9.

iii. Their antisocial score (a sub score of the

total deviance score) in so far as it was below 3 or was 3

or more, (i.e. mildly or severely deviant, see page 630.)

iv. Their score on Unregulated behaviour, in so

far as it was 6 or more (i.e. mildly deviant or severely

deviant, see page 5ci> or was below 6.

v. Their teacher's estimate after 10 weeks of

schooling of whether their reading progress so far was below

average or was average to good.
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Though the children of the Intervention and Control

groups were matched with considerable care the teachers and

the schools were not. Thus children in the Intervention

Group did not have the same school environments as Jiad the

Control Croup. As Infant school children remain at least

two years with one teacher it was impossible to introduce

this extra form of control into the matching procedures.

The 1974 intake at the time of the Intervention in 1976

were still with the same teacher. The assumption was made

that the children of both years were randomly distributed

amongst teachers and schools of varying excellence and that

the judgements of the teachers of the 1975 intake would be

no more and no less harsh than the judgements of the

teachers of the 1974 intake.

Overall the performance of the two year groups on the

Southgate Word Recognition test differed very little. .

TABLE 3.1. 1974 AND 1975 INTAKE'S PERFORMANCE ON S0UT1ICATE

WORD SELECTION TEST (FORM A)

Southgate Word Selection
Test Scores

1974 Intake 1975 Intake t value
Mean 12.78 13.49 0.86
s.d. 7»70 7.15 n. s.

n 184 140

When the Intervention and Control groups were

compared on the Profiles and on the Children's Behaviour

Questionnaire administered at school entry their scores

were shown to differ so little that they could be assumed

to come from the same population.

A t test using the method of difference pairs was

carried out.
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TABLE S.2. . COMPARISON OF INTERVENT ION AND CONTROL GROUPS

SCORES ON MATCHING VARIABLES.

Intervention Control
Group Group t value

Composite Thackray
Profile Score

Mean 7.73 7.95 0.71
s. d. 2.10 1.91 n. s.

Children's Behaviour
Questionnaire

Total Deviance Score
Mean 13.82 12.68 1.33
s. d. 6.4-7 5.38 n. s.

Antisocial Score
Mean 4.59 4.50 0.17
s. d. 2.44 2.82 n. s.

Unregulated Behaviour
Mean 8.41 8.46 -0.06
s.d. 2.74 3.78 n. s.

Columbia Mental
Maturity Scale

88.36Mean 93.00 3.37
s.d. 7.71 7.79 p<. 01

Adversity Index Score
O.46Mean 8.77 8.27

s.d. 4.85 3.52 n. s.

Differences between the Intervention and the Control

Groups were very small on the most strictly constrained

variables (the Thackray Profiles, the Antisocial score and

the score on Unregulated behaviour). Where greater

variation was allowed as in the Total Deviance Score (i.e.

9 or above as against below 9) then the difference was

somewhat larger. In this case the Intervention group were

somewhat more deviant, but the difference did not approach

significance.

Although the Adversity Index was only compiled at the

end of 1976, after the Intervention Programme had been

completed, the two groups were also compared on this. The



difference "between them was very slight indeed. Only 2

children from the Intervention group out of both groups

taken together had scores below the cut-off point of 3 (see

page

The Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, the test of intel¬

ligence used in the study, was administered not only to the

1975 intake but also to the Intervention Group children of

the 1974 intake. Since it was chiefly used for analyses

concerned with the 1975 intake and had not been contemplated

at the time of the selection of the Intervention Group it

was not made part of the matching i^rocedure. its results

are quoted here, however.

A marked difference appeared between the Intervention

and the Control Groups. This might be attributed to the

Intervention Group1s benefit from the extra tuition, though

this tuition had been brief at the time of the test's admini¬

stration. Since the tutored children were more familiar

with the type of situation if not the i>recise tasks it is

possible that tuition had favourably affected their scores

even though it had not long been in operation. Since other

differences on measurements made for selection purposes and

therefore before the programme started appear minimal, even

those which have a similar cognitive basis (the Thackray Pro¬

files) it may be assumed that Intervention had had some effect.

Procedures

1. Infant Mistresses.

Infant Mistresses in six schools agreed to undertake

the tuition of the 22 selected children. In many ways

this was against their better judgement in that they had

initially regarded such an undertaking with consternation
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since a) their days are extremely busy already; b) perhaps

more important, their days are extremely fragmented as

Infant Mistresses are called upon to deal with many crises,

already tutor slightly older children and do much paper

work and parent interviewing and general organisation of

Infant Department activities; c) they frequently stand in

for absent teachers in the Infant Department and take their

classes; and d) children in difficulties are usually

helped somewhat later, either in their second or third

years. Nevertheless, they agreed that it was quite pos¬

sible to detect children with behavioural difficulties and

potential reading problems in the first term of school and

that, ideally, it would be to everyone's advantage to help

them at this stage rather than waiting. They therefore

undertook an additional burden with grace, but with the

caveat that they could not guarantee a sustained programme

in which they were able to tutor the children every day.

As I also participated in the tutoring (taking 4 of the

Intervention Group in a school where another 4 were taken

by the Infant Mistress) and my commitments did not allow

daily tutoring either, this meant some parity was estab¬

lished, Results must therefore be considered as dependent

on experienced and able teachers (the Infant Mistresses)

who were already hard pressed and fitted in this tuition as

best they could.

2. Practices.

Each Infant Mistress was provided with sheets on which

to record her daily tuition time, and, if possible,

comments. In the first term, they were asked to follow
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carefully the instructions for the Flying Start Kit with

special emphasis on the development of vocabulary to enhance

discrimination. The Kit itself formed a good basis for

this approach, but Stott had not himself drawn particular

attention to this aspect. The Infant Mistresses were asked

to get the children to describe what they were seeing and to

make clear why they made choices and what basis they had

used for matching activities. Meichenbaura and Goodman

(1971) had made notable improvements in impulsive children's

scanning strategies. The children were required to follow

specific scanning instructions while saying them aloud in

imitation of a model who first performed the task using

overt verbalisation. This procedure not only was designed

to affect the deployment of attention but also its main¬

tenance. In this Edinburgh project the emphasis was to be

on extracting significant features and attaching ai>propriate

conceptual labels to them. The higher scores of the

Intervention grouj) on the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale may

have reflected the effect of this training strategy.

Apart from the cognitive activities involved in

completing the Flying Start Programme the behavioural

instructions were also followed, with my additional emphasis

that the children should develop simple rituals for asking

their partners to go more slowly or give them time, for

asking for cards and pieces of the game. Other aspects of

the games were also somewhat ritualised in so far as the

children learned particular sequences of behaviour. This

may seem oppressive and dull, but in fact the children

enjoyed their mastery of such rituals as "Which card would



you like James?" and the reply "I'd like this one, please,

Michael". Their overwhelming tendency to snatch precipi¬

tated petty bickering which could e sily have led to the

destruction of materials, and these simple lessons in

courtesy not only gave them pleasure but reduced minor

hostility.

Great flexibility was allowed in the handling of the

children in the tuition situation. Thus some Infant

Mistresses preferred to take a number of children at a time,

and others would intersperse individual with paired tuition.

Stott's intention was to use the social situation itself to

decrease inconsequential behaviour so, on the whole, paired

tuition was encouraged. Larger groups were formed in the

schools where more than two children were involved in the

programme.

Flying Start with all its games and puzzles was comp¬

leted by all but six of the children in the Spring Term of

1976 i.e. after one term of tuition. Sixteen children

moved on to the Programmed Reading Kit, though one who had

had difficulty with Flying Start still returned to it on

occasion and when it was requested. Four continued with

it tliroughout the summer term.

The Programmed Reading Kit's instructions were followed,

though individual variations on the games were developed by

some of the Infant Mistresses to supplement those suggested

by the Manual. Progress in learning phonographic associa¬

tions varied and it was at this stage that Infant Mistresses

more often felt the need for individual instruction. The

pairing of distractible children who, while not very good at
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remembering associations themselves, were yet impatient

with others' slow contemplation not infrequently appeared

to handicap learning in the cognitive domain, thougli it

could sometimes be of social benefit.

3. Motivation.

Infant Mistresses designed their own motivating

practices if they felt that the kits did not in themselves

provide sufficient motivation. One Infant Mistress gave

rewards of sweets for success, heavy emx>hasis being placed

on accurate performance, in accordance with Stott's instruc¬

tions. I gave rewards of Blick's self adhesive coloured

dots which the child would place on top of the name of the

game or puzzle once he had an error free performance. He

could therefore inspect his own sheet and choose the next

game within his current group of games when I told him what

remained to be done. The choice of coloured dots also

helped with the learning of colour names.

The children

The tutored children suffered from a variety of

disadvantages - home circumstances, minor handicaps, speech

defects and deafness, apart from their tendency to be

distractible and difficult to control. A few children

illustrate the many.

Jimmy's father was in prison for theft after a period

of unemployment. His mother was the object of his father's

violence.

Johnny was illegitimate. His mother then married the

owner of a jmblic house, and though their house was pleasant

the mother was never less than filthy.
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Alec had been in hospital with a lung infection.

After a previous marriage the family of which liad been

abandoned by Alec's mother and left with Alec's father, the

mother at present was curing for 2 children.

Alistair had been abandoned by his mother who had run

away from home. lie had been found in an emaciated

condition at the age of 2 in the care of a girl believed to

be of subnormal intelligence who locked him in a dark

cupboard if he cried. His speech had been almost non¬

existent, and at the time of tutoring three years later was

extremely indistinct and limited. He was mildly deaf.

Andrew's father had abandoned the family and at the

beginning of the tuition Andrew was living with his mother

and his uncle (the husband of the mother' s sister- who had

also been deserted) in a small council house with their

combined families of ten children.

Harry lived in an intact family with an unemxjloyed

father who drank, who frequently resorted to violence

against the children, and who provided little for the

family's subsistence. Their house revealed real poverty

together with pockets of extreme slovenliness. The mother

was defeated by the problems of rearing her children under

such conditions and though presenting a plausible - indeed

linguistically facile - facade to the world, appeared on the

edge of breakdown. By the end of the project the family

had done a "moonlight flit" leaving two animals in the house

without food or water to be rescued by the SSPCA.

In these children their distractibility, in some cases

(e.g. Harry's prematurity) possibly of congenital origin,
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was compounded by the daily anxiety of their lives. Habits

of inattention are easily developed and maintained.

The following lines from notes taken after tuition

illustrate the x>roblems:-

"Alistair's ability to attend while we tackle the
letters appears strictly limited to when he himself is
being questioned. He, therefore, does not learn
except when his whole attention is required as he has
to give the answer. Andrew and Brian both leai'n while
the other member of a pair is responding, by watching
the response of the other and perhaps anticipating it."

"I asked Harry to draw a picture of Bad, but he refused
saying^ 'I don't want to because he hits me'. Another
day, Harry came in saying, 'My mother hit me and I
didn't do anything wrong'."

"Andrew still rushing at all puzzles - upsets whichever
child I take him with. Ux>set by my comforting Brian
whose dog had followed him to school and was excluded
from the classroom. Andrew would not co-operate and
regarded every suggestion as a challenge. Competition
at home with 9 other children increases tendency to get
in fast with the answer. Is often accurate, however,"

"Brian exhausted. Mother appears at school and tells
me that he has always slept badly and still wanders at
night and switches on all the lights. She suggests he
is jealous of one of her other 2 children and is
aggressive at home".

The tutored children were, then, disturbed, anxious and

distractible. They were easily deflected from the calm

pursuit of the games' goals and easily upset. The structure

of the kits and organisational structure given to the tuition

session whether by the sequence of activities or by the

rituals observed appeared to facilitate their mastery of both

social and cognitive tasks and to offer some security in a

world which was all too unpredietable.

Their language was in many cases very limited and in

some cases almost unintelligible. Opportunities offered by

the kits to develop sequentially ordered tliinking proved of

value to some. Other children could express themselves in a
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continuous flow. The difficulty lay in making their speech

relevant to the task in hand. Very often the flow reflected

their inability to direct attention profitably,

Uesults

1. Behavioural measurements.

In order to meet the problem of teacher differences in

marking on the Children's Behaviour (>uestionnaire and the

Bristol Social Adjustment Guides a strategy was devised by

which results did not depend on a simple comparison of end of

year assessments of the Intervention and Control Groups,

Instead, the difference between the October score and the

June score for each child (whether of deterioration or

improvement) was used. This meant that the influence exer¬

ted by some teachers' extravagantly adverse assessments and

others' relatively mild assessments would be minimised since

their assessment style was assumed to remain constant over

the year. Improvement and deterioration scores were there-

fox^e thought to free the results of some of the effects of

teacher assessment style,

t-tests were performed on a matched pair analysis of

the differences between the gain scores of the Intervention

and Control grouxxs.

A further source of error might be thought to lie in

the teachers' awareness of the children in the Intervention

groups and consequent tendency to mark their behaviour more

favourably than they had in the first instance. This is

unlikely for a number of reasons. Class teachers had been

told that the research and intervention were to be directed

chiefly towards improved early reading skills. Moreover,
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the teachers had no access to their original (October)

assessments and could not possibly have remembered their

26 assessments for each child in the class. In the first

instance the teachers had, of course, to mark all the

children in the class so that some could be selected for

tuition. In June they were again asked to mark every

child. This requirement, it was hoped, would reduce the

salience of the tutored children. As in the case of the

1974 intake, the tendency of the teachers with the 1975

intake was often to miss features of behaviour in October

which seemed troublesome by June. This led to an overall

increase in adverse assessments of deviance. Finally, it

must be said that though the results reported below

indicate significantly greater improvement on the part of

the Intervention Group, still the level of deviance

remained high. The teachers were not so impressed by the

intervention programme nor by the need to express approval

of their departmental head's tuition that they concluded

that the children had improved to the point of stability.

By the end of the two terms of intervention only seven had

scores which were below the cut-off point of 9» Two of

these had had scores below 9 before intervention started.
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TABLE ^,3. COMPARISONS BETWEEN INTERVENTION AND CONTROL GROUPS

ON BETUVIOUiCAL INDICES - ClbvNGttS IN ASSESSMENTS BETWEEN SCHOOL

ENTRY AN D TIL, END OP PRIMARY ONE.

Intervention Control
Group Group t value

Total Deviance change score
Mean -2.09 +1.41 2.01
s.d. of the differences between the change scores = 8.14
Standard error = 1.74

Unregulated behaviour change
score

Mean -0.32 +0.64 0.69
s.d. of the differences between the change scores = 6.56
Standard error = 1.40

Antisocial conduct change
score

Mean -0.59 +1.77 2.41*
s.d. of the differences between the change scores = 4.58
Standard error = 0.98

*
P<-05;

One tailed tests have been used in these matched pairs

comparisons and those of Table ^ .4 since there is a jjrediction

for the direction of effects. The Intervention Group is

expected to show greater improvement than the Control Group.

# -c •» 41-S4s "JSill 3! •*»»!)!***

The results reported above were even more convincing

if instead of change scores the assessments given only in

June were used.

A matched pair comparison between the school entry and

post tuition Total Deviance scores»Unregulated behaviour

and Antisocial scores was made for the Intervention Group

in order to see whether there had been any significant

improvement. One tailed tests were used.
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i . COMPARISON OF BEHAVIOURAL, ASSESSMENTS PUR- AND

POST INTSllVhNTION

Pre-Intervention rost-Intervention
Entry to Primary One End of Primary One t value

Total Deviance
Score

Mean 13.82 11.72 1.89
s.d. 6.4.7 5.06 p<. 05

S.D. of the differences between paired scores (pre"
and post tuition) = 5.20

Standard error = 1.11

Antisocial
Score

Mean 4.59 3.95 1.39
s.d. 2.4-4- 2.75 n. s.

S.D. of the differences between paired scores (pre"
and post tuition) = 2.17

Standard error = 0.4-6

Unregulated
Behaviour Score

Mean 8.41 8.09 0.23

s.d. 2.74 3.03 n. s.

S.D. of the differences between paired scores (pre"
and post tuition) = 3.43

Standard error = 1.37

Intervention is evidently related to the Total Deviance

score which includes part of the Unregulated behaviour' and

all the Antisocial scores. The general tendency is

improvement over time, though this is hardly discernible in

the case of unregulated behaviour in spite of the deliberate

intention of the Stott kits to affect Inconsequence, an

aspect of unregulated behaviour.
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These results show that where the Control Croup taken

from the 1974 intake and receiving no special treatment

tended to deteriorate in behaviour over the year the

Intervention group tended slightly to improve or at least

get no worse. While not encouraging in the sense of

showing a "curative" effect of "treatment" the results are

interesting in demonstrating its preventative effect.

Since most of the children had considerable domestic

difficulties to cope with perhaps it would be too much to

expect a tuition programme to reduce their disturbance to

nil. In fact it appears to have arrested deterioration

which the control group figures suggest is to be expected

when no intervention takes place. We therefore see at the

end of the year a tutored group most of whom are still

maladjusted, but who, without the benefit of the tuition

might be yet more disturbed.

Both the Total Deviance change score and the Anti¬

social conduct change score show the Intervention group to

be relatively improved by tuition. Unregulated behaviour

was held steady amongst the Intervention group but deterio¬

rated amongst the Control group. The difference between

the two groups was not significant, though it was in the

predicted direction.

2. heading.

The children of the 1975 intake were all tested on the

South ate Word Selection Test Form A, in June, 1976,

exactly as had been done in the previous year with the 1974

intake. A t test by the method of difference pairs was

carried out.
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TABLE y\ RESULT ON READING TESTS OF THE INTERVENTION AND

CONTROL CROUPS

Intervention Control
Group Group t value

Mean score on Southgate
Word Selection Test 8.27 6.55 1.47

S. d. 3.93 4.10 n. s.

S.D. of the differences between paired scores = 5*47

Standard error = 1.17

Although even with a one tailed test the difference

between the Intervention and Control Groups is not

significant there is some indication that the tuition has

had an effect in the desired direction.

3. Tuition Time.

Details were kept by the Infant Mistresses of the

time they devoted to tuition every day. This varied from

week to week and from school to school. For example, in

the last three weeks of the Summer term only one child

received any tuition. Infant Mistresses were heavily

involved in arranging end of term outings, parties and

Sports days. The same thing, to a lesser extent, occurred

at the end of the Spring term. The time was entered in

minutes for every day, and the results are presented here

in terms of the average number of hours devoted to each

child ant the average number of days that could be snatched

from other duties to concentrate on their tuition. Ab¬

sences were noted, but more may have occurred than are

entered here since the child was probably not marked as

absent on the Project record sheet if the Infant Mistress

had not been available to see him on a day when he was not

in school. In each term one day was spent on official holi¬

days. In the Spring term there were 64. possible days for
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tuition, and in the Summer term, 55.

T/iBl,h q .6. TIML L,j juIN'T OB INTS AViJv'T I ON.

Days Hours
per child per child

Children's No. of days
Absences: Infant Mistresses

not available

Spring Term
Mean
s# d»

Summer Term

Mean
s. d.

31.79
7.86

22.10
11.03

10.20
3.01

6.54
4.06

Days

7.79
5.22

3.52
6.99

23.63
4.46

28.48
11.42

The project children were more often absent than other-

children in their classes, though in the Summer term absence

had dropped. Four children were responsible for much of

the absence reported in the Summer term, one boy being away

28 of the 55 days. In the Spring term rather more time was

given to tuition since less of the Infant Mistress's time

was spent in organisation and participation in outdoor

events. In the Summer term rather fewer days were devoted,

on average, to tuition than were taken up in organisational

activities. One Infant Mistress consistently took four

children together and allotted between 2C and 40 minutes to

the group. These children therefore on the days given to

their tuition received longer sessions than those who were

tutored singly or in pairs. These latter children were

usually taken for between 10 and 20 minutes at a time.

This vax-iation in Infant Mistress's practice accounts for

the rather large standard deviations for the hours spent

tutoring each child. Numbers were too small for compari¬

sons to be made between the efficiency of the larger group

as against the pair or individual type of tuition.
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4. Infant Mistress's Responses to Intervention.

A meeting was held to discuss the Intervention prog¬

ramme when it was in its second term an i to explore the

reactions of the Infant Mistresses to it.

They were all convinced of its general usefulness but

apt to feel that detectable differences would be hard for

others to observe. This is perhaps not surprising when

the behavioural results are considered. Although the

children were statistically significantly better off than

the Control group their actual improvement was not

startling. Those who tutored thern, quite accurately

observed only marginal changes.

They felt that Flying btart had been tackled enthusia¬

stically and were pleased with progress on it. The

Programmed Reading Kit most considered only suitable for

remedial reading, though they had worked diligently with it.

Progress tlirough the early stages was not completed by the

end of the bummer term, i.e. most children had not mastered

all the single letter phonographic associations. Since no

time limit had been set for this and teachers adapted to the

individual children there were wide individual differences

in accomplishment. In any case, reference to Appendix 22.

page fcfr-i , will serve to indicate that by the end of the

first year class teachers would not expect most of their

pupils to have gone beyond single letter associations.

Notes were made of the Infant Mistress's remarks on the

virtues of Intervention. They mentioned the beneficial

effect of extra attention given to children who needed it.

The children had at least a part of the day when they
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achieved success. The emotional effect of this was dwelt

upon. They valued the structure of the programme for

these children whose activities so often appeared aimless.

The ordering of the programme and the discipline possible

in small groups were seen as thoroughly beneficial. They

commented that social learning was much more possible and

was accelerated by extracting the children from their

regular classes. They also noted the vocabulary Increase

that was possible under these conditions.

In more general terms they remarked that the classes

from whom the difficult children were removed were given a

welcome relief from disturbance, and because of the Infant

Mistress's j>osition the regular teachers could benefit

from knowledge about the tutored children gained in the

course of the programme. They hoped that one of the con¬

sequences of intervention would be the better integration

of the children into the social life of their normal

classes.

On the negative side, they felt frustration at the

constant interruptions to their tutoring caused by their

position as heads of a department, at the beck and call of

other members of staff, parents, and children in trouble.

They regretted that they were unable to give continuity to

the tutoring, a continuity they felt to be essential for

such disturbed children in need of stability at school.

They felt that selecting children at this early stage was

of use, but again regretted the limitations on their time

which forced them to concentrate on slightly older children

in whom early reading difficulties were already established.



uiscussion.

This intervention project has demonstrated tliat Infant

Mistresses pushed to the limit of their time, endurance and

good will can give significant help to children in their

first year at school who are manifestly in need of extra

ca/e. The results achieved show some prophylactic effect

from the intervention, though no cure. Although unregulated

behaviour was the specific target of Stott's Flying Start

this particular type of activity was disappointingly

unaffected by the programme. Antisocial conduct and the

total deviance score showed the most marked effects of the

tuition. Reading was better amongst the tutored than amongst

control group children, but not significantly so.

Lven though some changes or at least prevention of

deterioration have taken place there is doubt whether the

effects will last. Other intervention programmes, as Leach

and kaybould (1977) write, though successful in the first

instance, sometimes remarkably so, do not tend to lead to

sustained gains. This failure to maintain iruprovemcnt they

ascribe to a failure in liaison between classroom teachers,

parents and the tutor or remedial teacher. Not only is there

too little general discussion of the children but too little

synchronisation of methods of treatment whether of learning

disabilities or of behaviour disorders. Children may learn

one set of behaviour which they practise appropriately in the

remedial room but which is given no encouragement or reinfor¬

cement in the regular classroom, perhaps because it is not

even observed, but also because a deliberate attempt at a

common programme by teachers, remedial and classroom, and



parents is not attempted..

In this ease oi' the children of this study little

improvement could he expected in the short run when their

home situations were often so full of turmoil and their

parents despairing ox- distraught. Nevertheless, it was

perfectly possible to make the intervention programme

enjoyable for them and to see a marked improvement in

certain aspects of behaviour in this tightly controlled

situation. With a return to the more confusing, more

distracting life of the normal classroom it was easy for

the anxious distractible child to lapse from concentration

into idle restlessness.

Results which show intervention to have had some

beneficial effect, nevertheless do not indicate precisely

why such an effect has occurred. Weddell (197^) lias dis¬

cussed the same problem in other studies. Has behavioural

improvement been due to the alleviation of anxiety in the

paired or small group situation where distress due to

events at home could be aired in a secure and stable

environment? Has it been due to the emphasis on social

behaviour and control? Has it been influenced by the

imitation of both tutor and other tutored children when

social situations have been resolved by reasonable request

rather than smash and grab? The mechanisms which lead to

improved (if not entirely stable) behaviour remain obscure

when many contributing factors are at work. It is also

possible that the tutoring process has l-educed some

cognitive limitations which, in Rubin and Braun's estimation

(1968) could account for distractibility and restlessness



as an anxiety response. Lawrence's finding (1971) that a

remedial reading x>rogramrae for 8 to 9 year olds had less

effect on the children's reading difficulties than

counselling lends support to the view that helping children

cope with the emotional stresses of difficult hone

situations is of crucial importance. This interpretation

would also fit results shown earlier (page a3A) which have

indicated that adversity in the home appears to he a fore¬

runner of hoth reading and behavioural problems for a large

percentage of the children. It may, therefore, he the

Supportive aspect of the intervention which played the most

significant part in this study in affecting hoth behaviour

and reading performance. No final answer is possible.

Since this is the case it is difficult to know which aspects

of the programme should he continued, or at least merged

with normal classroom practices. As Carroll (1972) has

observed, one of the chief reasons for the slowing down of

progress after remedial treatment is the continuing presence

of the environmental and individual factors which originally

led to the need for treatment. Some of these factors may

lie within the school (Morris, 1966) hut others are to he

found in the home and community and cannot easily he

affected without a wider ranging prograrrBiie of intervention.

A look specifically at the Programmed Heading Kit with

its heavy emphasis on phonic development may serve to draw-

attention to some of the weaknesses of this intervention

(not necessarily others). Stott has not incorporated into

the Kit any inkling of modern psycholinguisties as they

affect reading. If children acquire phonic skills they may
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(as Williams, 1974» has pointed out) have an essential basis

for literacy, and may indeed perform adequately on word

recognition tests, but when they arc expected to move on to

tests of comprehension or of extended reading, such as is

found in the Neale Analysis of leading Ability (19&9) their

lack of feeling for linguistic structure may put them at a

disadvantage. Much time in the Programmed Heading Kit is

devoted to analytic and synthetic exercises; no time is

given to the perception of reading as a "psycholinguistic

guessing game" (Goodman, 1967). Where most average readers

have little or no difficulty in dealing with meaningful

material, backward readers show their deficiencies more

markedly with such material than with scrambled sentences

(Gibson and Levin, 1975)• As these authors point out

"studies attest to the fact that tliere are poor readers who

are perfectly good 'decoders'. They Iiave learned the more

mechanical aspects of the task but are apparently processing

the text word by word, not using contextual semantic

relations and syntactic information." It seeins possible

that reading gains do not seem to be maintained in follow

up if the type of test changes yet the children have not

moved from a decoding stage to genuine literacy. For this

reason it may be doubted whether those children of this

study who have made decoding gains and who Imve performed

with greater proficiency than their matched pair in the

Control group in a Word Selection Test will maintain their

superiority unless consistent efforts are made to increase

their linguistic awareness.

A final word must be said in favour of the involvement
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of Infant Mistresses in this intervention prograijune or the

appointment of special assistants to these busy teacher-

administrators who could assume some of the responsibilities

of early intervention. The Clarkes (1976) have argued that

later intervention is as likely to be as successful as pre¬

school intervention. A programme wliich is effective in the

first year of schooling is, however, to be encouraged for

the important reason that thereby maladaptive reading habits

may be avoided or at least nipped in the bud before they

become too firmly established. The Infant Mistresses are

experienced teachers of reading and may therefore help in

this preventive process. They have, however, the further

advantage of close liaison with parents. The mobilisation

of these teachers in the pursuit of the cognitive and

behavioural development of their charges can be undertaken

on two fronts: I) in the school as special tutors; 2) in

relation to the parents as advisers in home activities.

That this is no idle proposition can be attested by the fact

that one of the Tnfant Mistresses involved in this programme

was, at the same time, guiding some parents of the 1974

intake in an additional home programme of cognitive

activities. In a period of teacher unemployment it would

seem advantageous to make use of some of the many eager and

willing trained teachers either to relieve tlie Infant

Mistresses of some of their administrative responsibilities

or to help with an early school intervention programme.
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SUMAIAHY

1. An Intervention programme was introduced into 6 of the

8 project schools with the aim of helping children who

otherwise might encounter severe reading difficulties and

behavioural problems in their first year at school. In

Infant schools intervention or remediation of any kind does

not start, at best, till the second year and does not start

in most cases till the third year.

2. Two structured programmes in kit form were issued to

the schools - Flying Start and the Programmed Reading Kit.

Both were developed by D.II. Stott for the purxjose of

develoj)ing appropriate cognitive strategies and behavioural

control. btott's intentions were such as to meet the

needs of unregulated children in the sample who were x>°°r

linguistically and i>erce]jtually and who also manifested

antisocial symptoms.

3. Two samples were chosen, an Intervention sample from

the 1975 intake to the 8 project schools and a Control

sample from the 1974 intake to this group of schools. The

samples could not both be drawn from one year group because

relatively few (about 25 in one year) showed problems in

both pre-reading skills and behaviour. Twenty-two children

were selected from the 1975 intake, and matched with 22

children from the 1974 intake on behavioural assessments

from the Children's Behaviour questionnaire and on scores

on the Thackray Profiles of Reading Readiness.

4. Infant Mistresses and the author tutored the children

from the beginning of the Spring Term, 1976, to near the end

of the bummer Term, 1976.
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5. The children were taken in pairs usually, though on

occasion singly, or in groups of four.

6. Emphasis was given to generally good behaviour and to

a clearly structured procedure, though considerable sux>port

was also offered to the numerous distressed children in the

tutored group. Adversity Index scores were high in both

Intervention and Control Groups.

7. Some teachers rewarded accurate performance, a sine

qua non of progress in the kits, with sweets or other

rewards. Such motivating practices were useful with the

,iore difficult Programmed Reading Kit.

8. The children's problems were multiple. All but two

of the Intervention Group had highly adverse home backgrounds

with drunkenness, unemployment, and sane cruelty as well as

desertions and poverty. They were distractible, overactive

or antisocial. Some were all three. A number suffered

from minor physical impairments such as deafness, visual and

articulatory defects.

9. The Intervention Programme was shown to improve the

overall behaviour of the sample significantly, though the

sub-scores for Antisocial conduct and Unregulated beliaviour

did not show significant improvement. The Intervention

Group made significantly greater cl\ariges than the Control

Group, who in fact, during their Primary One year tended to

become worse lather than better. The Intervention Group as

a whole either improved (Antisocial conduct and Total

Deviance) or remained unchanged (Unregulated beliaviour).

10. The scores of the Intervention Group on the Southgate

Vtord Selection Test given at the end of Primary One were
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better, but not significantly better, than those of the

Control Group at the end of the first year.

11. The Infant Mistresses would have liked to have given

at least 20 minutes a day to tuition, but in fact, though

this was the average amount of time given on the tuition

days, these days were well short of the full term's

session. The other duties of the Infant Mistresses and

the author made continuous daily tuition impossible.

12. It was concluded that the Intervention Programme had

been worthwhile in so far as it had prevented the beha¬

vioural deterioration noted amongst the Control Group

(though it had not succeeded in increasing the adjustment

of the Intervention group to acceptable levels). Its

effect on reading, though short of significance, was again

felt to have had a preventative influence.

13* Without continued attempts to integrate the learning

of the tuition periods with the learning of the normal

classroom it was feared that improvements would be lost.
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSIONS*

PREVALENCE OF ANTISOCIAL EMOTIONAL DISORDERS AND READING

retardation

Children with emotional disorders of an antisocial

nature who are also retarded in their reading are few and

far between. Iiutter et al (1970) detected 52 boys in the

Isle of night population of 1766 9» 10 and 11 year old

boys (2.9 per cent). In the present study, using less

stringent criteria, six per cent of the boys suffered from

these dual problems by the time they had reached the end

of Primary Two and were on average 6 years 9 months old.

Since fewer children were Antisocial and combined this

with reading difficulties at the end of Primary Two than

at the end of Primary One further reduction in numbers

towards a proportion closer to the one per cent reported

in Dunbartonshire (Clark, 1970) could be expected with the

passing years. Furthermore, as the children grew older

it would become possible to put into use the reading cri¬

teria adopted by Putter, i.e. that children^described as

retarded should be "28 months or more below the level

predicted on the basis of each child's age and short WISC

IQ". With the use of such exacting criteria with respect

to reading and the additional psychiatric diagnosis used by

Iiutter to determine the presence of Antisocial emotional

disorders the prevalence of these problems in the children

sampled for this study would very probably sink to the

* References in this last chapter have been kept to a
minimum and are only quoted if they have not been mentioned
before or if the views expressed form an important part of
the discussion.
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same levels as those reported in the Isle of bight*

CONTINUITY OF AMI SOCIAL L.MOTIOXAL ijlpQhDhhB ,Ai) hCADIXG

DIFl-'ICUI/TI-S

It is very common for clinicians to find that children

with learning disabilities and psychological disturbances

have had a long history of academic and emotional difficul¬

ties. It is less common to predict accurately that

children with ax>parent academic difficulties and emotional

disorders at school entry will continue to display these

problems throughout their school lives. Indeed, prediction

of this kind is liazardous and the capacity for change with

changed circumstances in encouragingly high (Clarke and

Clarke, 197&)* In the present study a small group of

children were identified at school entry as vulnerable,

their scores on questionnaires completed by teachers being

highly adverse on ratings of social adjustment and persis¬

tent well controlled behaviour. They also performed poorly

on tests of reading readiness. About half these children

spent the following two years in difficulties over the

behaviour that teachers and school fellows expect in

classrooms geared to mastering complex tasks and over the

complex tasks themselves. (-age lit.) This compares with

Stennett's finding (1966) that a little under half of the

children with emotional handicaps in Grade 4 (aged 9) were

still handicapped by Grade 6, many of them being in

remedial reading classes.

Two behaviours have been shown by Chazan and Jackson

(1974) to persist over time more than others - restlessness

and aggression. The same finding has emerged from this

Scottish study of children of the same age. Chazan and
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Jackson observedthat the children from deprived working

class areas were more likely to increase their problem

behaviour while those who were designated settled working

class improved and approached the better adjustment of the

middle class sample. They do not attempt to explain this

phenomenon. In this study most children have skilled

working class parents, though a considerable proportion of

them are housed in districts with high delinquency rates.

Explanations for the continuity of aggression and

restlessness in working class children or, in the context

of this study, for antisocial conduct and unregulated

behaviour, may be sought by a number of avenues, though no

specific explanation can be made to fit all cases.

Several models have been advanced.

1. Expectancy effects - that due to social class

differences in parental upbringing children are differently

prepared for school. Teachers therefore find behaviour

adjusted to the school much more common amongst middle

class children and consequently score working class children

so adversely as to define them as "maladjusted" on beha¬

vioural inventories. Teachers' perceptions of the

behaviour of the working class child then create a school

climate which not only affects the child's behaviour itself

but preserves the original stereotype for the teacher.

2. Transactional effects - that children who enter school

with poorly develox^ed social skills due to lack of training

will encounter hostility from teachers and classmates

sufficient to maintain and even increase their original

antisocial behaviour.
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3. Learning effects - that children from deprived working

class areas, although punished severely when they display

aggression within the family, are in tlieir very punishment

shown models of this behaviour which they may then imitate.

In addition, children from such milieux are peimitted

greater aggression (as long as it is directed away from

parents) and they learn that aggression is sanctioned under

certain circumstances and is rewarding in that they may

gain their ends speedily and without much personal distress.

In this research unregulated behaviour (impersistence,

restlessness, distractibility, overactivity) and antisocial

conduct have been shown to be so closely linked as to be

all but inseparable. The models outlined above for the

continuity of aggressive behaviour may equally well apply

to the behaviours with which this study lias been concerned.

Some support has been obtained for each of them, though

none of them have constituted an important aspect of the

research. Expectancy effects have been shown to be only

moderate (Appendix 8, page but applicable more to

motor disinhibition than to any other symptom cluster except

peer maladaptiveness (of which aggressive beiiaviour is a

component). Transactional effects are more difficult to

detect. The few children who enter school and are assessed

by peers and teachers as highly aggressive continue to be

so, teachers' statements about them acting as extra fuel to

their fellow pupils when they consider them for rejection

as playmates. Some of the children rejected by many of

their class nevertheless form groups of the equally deviant

and immature in which liking for each other is tinged with
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doubt and occasional hostility. (Chapter S.) Infant

Mi stresses1 comments on harsh and inconsistent parental

disciplinary practices, indifference to the child, and on

marital discord ( Appendix2C) suggest that explanations

dependent on learning within the family are not to be

overlooked, although the detailed sequence of beliaviour lias

not been explored here.

.nil* 'lAH i-Y

The major concerns of this study have rather been to

inquire into the aetiology of the combined problems of

reading retardation and antisocial behaviour and to determine

the direction of effects. That is to say, attention has

been given to whether reading difficulties lead to antisocial

conduct or whether antisocial types of emotional disorder

precede and are associated with reading difficulties.

Three main theories have emerged from the literature

and have been considered here to account for the relationship

of reading difficulties and emotional disorders. Uutter and

Yule (1970) have postulated that the association of these

problems may be due to "temperamental deviance". Secondly,

delays in maturation affecting both cognitive and social

development have been advanced as an explanation of Jiyper-

active behaviour and reading retardation and iiave been

considered as a possible precursor of antisocial conduct and

accompanying reading difficulties. Finally, environmental

adversity located in the home and mediated by the parents'

relationship with the child lias been presented as the primary

cause of emotional and learning disabilities. The question

of unregulated behaviour as a factor in the aetiology of
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these disabilities will be considered first since it has

provided the rationale for the research.

Highly active, iinper si stent, impulsive and distractible

(unregulated) behaviour has been consistently observed

amongst children with reading problems and amongst those

whose conduct is antisocial. The three theories mentioned

above all have to make provision for its inclusion in a

postulated sequence of events. In the theory which icutter

and Yule have proposed it acts as a primary contributor to

antisocial conduct and reading difficulties and is perceived

to be of temperamental origin and therefore as a behavioural

style present from birth. All children are thus seen as

ranging on a continuum of activity, persistence and distiac-

tibility, and "temperamental deviance" as merely an

expression referring to those children who occur at the

extremes of the distribution. The deviance with which this

study is concerned is at that end of the distribution which

makes the behaviour highly noticeable.

Theories which link unregulated beliaviour to develop¬

mental delays or to environmental adversity give it a

secondary place, by which it is seen as consequent upon

maturational lags or as a reaction to inadequacies of child

rearing. In these circumstances, it would act as a

mediating variable between the antecedent "causes" and the

outcomes in antisocial behaviour and reading difficulty.

The assumptions derived from the theories will now

briefly be reviewed.

The processes by which unregulated behaviour was thought

to affect reading and social behaviour were two - cognitive
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and beitavioural. The behavioural component could itself

be considered from two aspects, one in relation to reading

and the otlier with respect to social conduct. The child

who was diainhibited and distractible was not expected to

be able to bring his attention to bear on a task (to come

to attention in Keogh's terms, 1976) nor to maintain

attention. lie, therefore, could not be expected easily to

master the complexities of reading which require both these

skills. With respect to his social conduct unregulated

behaviour was thought to indicate a general lack of

inhibitions which would affect his interactions with other-

children in so far as he was likely to be precipitate in

action and to be irritating because of his tendency to

fidget with his own and other people's belongings.

The cognitive domain was expected to be equally affected

by high levels of activity, impersistence and distractibility.

The child who was unregulated was thought to possess poor

learning strategies and to process information without due

reflection. His attention once gained would not he well

directed. He would fail to extract the critical features

of the task. In social situations his poor strategies for

information processing would lead, it was thought, to social

incompetence and ultimately antisocial behaviour.

In these ways unregulated behaviour was expected through

its cognitive and behavioural correlates to affect the child's

ability to read and to learn acceptable social conduct.

Other processes in the home were thought to be involved

in promoting and maintaining unregulated and antisocial

behaviour and reading disabilities. Their position in the
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developmental sequence was considered dependent on the

theory adopted to explain the relationship of unregulated

behaviour to antisocial conduct and reading disabilities.

Unstructured patterns of upbringing were expected to

promote uncontrolled beliaviour in all children or to

encourage its further development in the child who was

already disinhibited and distractible by temperament.

Young children who experienced little consistent external

control were believed to have little means of developing

internal controls. .then, as a result of indeterminate and

inconsistent parental care the children became troublesome,

parental responses were expected to be repressive and

hostile. Such responses could then lead to the children's

displaced hostility and aggression in the context of the

school. Anxiety was anticipated as a further reaction of

the children to inconsistency and punitive behaviour on the

part of their parents which in the school context would

reduce the children's power to attend to their work. In

the case of the children whose unregulated behaviour was

developmentally or temperamentally caused these parental

responses were believed often to occur regardless of the

general stability, both emotional and economic, of the home.

V.ith regard to the children whose route to unregulated

behaviour differed, these parental reactions were thought to

occur more frequently in homes which suffered from marital

discord, unemployment, poverty and other instances of

deprivation. Thus unregulated behaviour which did not

persist and did not have an outcome in antisocial emotional

disorders or reading disabilities was believed to have been



handled well hy parents whose own emotional stability and

understanding of children's needs enabled them to cope well

with their vulnerable boys.

Organic and maturationai theories have been advanced

to account for hyperactivity, and to a lesser degree, for

unregulated behaviour. They are also frequently cited

when explanations for retarded reading are sought. Atten¬

tion has been given here to certain features of behaviour

(to slow development of speech and perceptual and perceptuo-

niotor abilities, to poor bowel and bladder control, and to

clumsiness) which have been considered to have organic

components and which are linked with reading disabilities

and associated with troublesome pre-delinquent behaviour.

(West, 1%9) These disabilities occur in both stable and

adverse home environments, although Davie et al (1972) point

out their association with low social class. Where

unregulated behaviour occurred in conjunction with conside¬

rable evidence of maturational lag, but where there appeared

little evidence of adverse home environment, it was assumed

that the behaviour was part of a general developmental delay

due to a normal but slow developmental programme (kutter et

al, 1970), to pre- and peri-natal complications or to other

unexplained physiological origins. Such an explanation of

unregulated behaviour meant that its aetiology could not be

considered temperamental, but rather largely developmental.

Davie et al (op. cit) have pointed out the association of

educational risk for children whose pre- and post-natal

period was abnormal, and the further association of such

abnormalities with low social class. Therefore, the two
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aetiological categories of adverse environment and develop¬

mental difficulties have been considered together as well

as separately. It was assumed that children whose

developmental difficulties occured in the context of good

parental care and a generally stable environment would not

become antisocial in their early years, though they might

have difficulties with reading. These reading difficulties

could eventually lead to reactive emotional disturbances

which took an antisocial turn.

fnvironmental approaches to the problem of reading

disabilities and antisocial emotional disorders as they have

appeared in the work of West (1969)» iiutter and Yule (1970)

and Sturge,(1972) have concentrated on indices of social

breakdown such as marital discord, criminality, chronic

illness eitlier physiological or psychological, unemployment,

drunkenness, and a frequent underlying condition of poverty.

In this case unregulated and antisocial behaviour and leading

retardation are seen as resulting from poor social training,

and pooi' models on the one hand, and from insufficient

cognitive stimulation and parental support in school affairs

on the other hand. Complications attending the pregnancy,

the birth and postnatal weeks were thought likely to occur

more frequently in the history of children whose lives were

passed amidst the adverse circumstances detailed above.

Thus these children's unregulated behaviour could arise from

developmental abnormalities resulting from inadequate pre-

and postnatal care and from social conditions which did

little to encourage behaviour appropriate for school

(f)eutsch, 1967)» together with the types of interaction with

parents described earlier.



Unregulated behaviour could therefore he exx>lained by

developmental, temperamental or environmental theories.

In order to ascertain whether temperament would account for

a large part ol' the variance of antisocial behaviour and

reading difficulties it was necessary first to discover

whether unregulated behaviour itself was largely of

temperamental origin or was better explained by other means.

Unregulated behaviour was ascribed to temperamental

deviance in this study only if it had been observed at

school entry and if no developmental or environmentally

adverse features were detected. Temperamental explanations

were believed to apply to under a third of the unregulated

children at school entry. The rest of the 39 unregulated

children in the sample of 198 had associated developmental

delays or suffered adversities in the home due to x>oor

upbringing, to low support for their school lives, or to

more fundamental disturbances in the family. (See Figure

1.) Although the children whose unregulated behaviour

could not be explained exclusively by temperamental features

were taken for the purposes of the researcn to be unregulated

as a result of developmental and environmental factors, this

could well be a distortion of the facts. There is no reason

to suppose that children whose development was delayed or

whose domestic situations were unsatisfactory could not also

be deviant by virtue of temperament. The temperamental

contribution to unregulated behaviour may therefore be some¬

what underestimated. In fact very few of the unregulated

children were disinhibited and distractible for developmental

reasons alone, the great majority being brought up under

conditions of domestic adversity.
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Figure 1

SUGGESTED ORIGINS OF UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR

in STABLE HOME ENVIRONMENT
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The question was then raised as to whether the children

whose unregulated behaviour was found to be of temperamental

origin were those who were later to become Antisocial

backward readers, by whatever sequence of events. In Pri¬

mary One, though two of the 17 children in this category

showed unregulated behaviour of a temperamental nature,

fourteen were in adverse home circumstances, some with

developmental difficulties to contend with as well. (See

Figure 2.) In Primary Two ten children were found to be

in difficulties with their reading and suffering from anti¬

social emotional disorders. Of these ten, only one was

considered to be deviant on grounds of temperament. All

the others, though also unregulated, were handicapped by

additional developmental and environmental factors. (See

Figure 3.)

There can be little doubt that a temperamental exx>la-

nation alone is not sufficient to account for antisocial

conduct disorders and reading backwardness in the children

of this sample. Their dual problems can best be located

in adverse home environments which have developmental and

social consequences. This finding cannot however be

regarded as conclusive since numbers aro small and the

children drawn from a limited sector of the population being

largely members of the skilled working classes. (It does

however agree with Sturge's (1972) findings.) Moreover,

the definition of temperamen tal deviance lias limited scox>e

in that it is confined to unregulated behaviour though other

aspects of temperament have been considered by Graham et al

(1973) to be predictive of emotional disturbance. It is



Figure 2

ASSOCIATIONS OF CHILD AND HOME VARIABLES WITH OUTCOMES IN PRIMARY ONE
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Figure 3

ASSOCIATIONS OF CHILD AND HOME VARIABLES WITH OUTCOMES IN PRIMARY TWO
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nevertheless a construct used under different terminology

hy hoth Rutter et al (1970) and Stott (1966) and has a

useful part to play In so far as it is so frequently found

to accompany intellectual educational and emotional disor¬

ders.

Unregulated behaviour, as a temperamental feature was

not shown to be closely associated with the combined problems

of reading disabilities and antisocial disorders, but it "had

a clear relationship with antisocial disturbances taken

alone. Once developmental and environmental factors were

taken into account unregulated behaviour was found still to

contribute to antisocial conduct, though not to i>oor reading

performance.

As Shaffer et al (1974) have observed unregulated

behaviour seems to be integrally connected to antisocial

conduct. This relationship, as the present study has shown,

in many cases will not have an exclusively te rape ranienta1

basis, however. Nevertheless, whether or not unregulated

behaviour was observed in the early months of Primary One or

at any other point of assessment it was always closely linked

with antisocial activity, more so than with reading problems.

(See Figure 4. ) This runs counter to the findings of liutter

and Yule (1970) and Sturge (1972). A possible explanation

for the different finding may lie in the relative success

that Scottish teachers of this sample have with disadvantaged

children. (See Appendix 22) Where they have not been
shown to be so successful with antisocial behaviour (see

Chapter 4) they have been remarkably good at teaching

children to read. The study by Davie et al (From Birth to
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Figure 4.

STABILITY, ANTISOCIAL DEVIANCE, PERFORMANCE ON TESTS OF PRE-READING AND

READING SKILLS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO UNREGULATED BEHAVIOUR
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Seven, 1972) would lead us to suppose that the Camherwell

and Isle of Wight teachers were quite possibly not as

efficient in preventing the development of reading disabi¬

lities as the Scottish teachers. The incidence of these

problems would therefore have been relatively higher and

the possibility of significant correlations increased.

PiiOCaSSEb I.\ BiiCO.MIMf A.\ ANTISOCIAL BACKWARD IfoA UEH

The process by which this link is made will now be

examined. The three theories, temperamental, developmental

and environmental will no longer be central to the

discussion since the numbers involved in any aberrant beha¬

viour were too limited for the further isolation of these

contributory factors. Instead cognitive and social

processes have been the focus of an inquiry designed to

discover how dig inhibition and distractibility, antisocial

behaviour and reading disabilities come to be merged in the

persons of ten small boys.

1. C ogni tive "impul sivi t.v ".

An attempt was made to find out whether there was any

basis for the view that general behavioural disinhibition

was associated with disinhibited impulsive responses in

cognitive tasks in such a way as to account for the asso¬

ciation of unregulated behaviour with reading disability.

Two possibilities were considered, i) that there was a

generalised impulsive response style which occurred in both

cognitive tasks and behaviour at large, and ii) that

inadequate focussing of attention accompanied unregulated

behaviour. In the first case, under conditions of response

uncertainty and general stress impulsive responding would
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reduce the accuracy of the child's information processing

since he would not have time to consider alternative

solutions before making up his mind. This generalised

response tendency would thus come to affect the ease with

which he acquired early reading skills for which accurate

visual discrimination is essential. In the second case,

if attentional strategies and their conceptual basis were

at fault he would tend not to make profitable use of time

allocated to visual tasks but scan ineffectively. In

this case too, reading would be made more difficult.

Unregulated children were shown not to exhibit a

generalised response style. Though their behaviour in

the classroom might have been inconsequential and impulsive

it was not the case that their beliaviour was allied to

"Impulsivity" (Kagan, 1964) on cognitive tasks. Where

"Impulsivity" occurred on the Matching Familiar Figures

Test or on the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale it was related

to limited conceptual ability. Since many more unregulated

than regulated children were conceptually limited they

seemed more apt to make "impulsive" responses. But even

amongst the unregulated children who were poor at concept

attainment tasks less than 40 per cent were "impulsive".

Their impulsive responses on being analysed in detail were

found to be less a result of an impulsive and impetuous

style than of an inability fully to process all the infor¬

mation necessary for decision making. In fact, two styles

were noted amongst the unregulated who had difficulties in

coping with conceptual tasks, that of freezing before the

stimulus cards and finally deciding on an answer willy nilly



or rapidly pouncing on any answer in order to make the

disagreeable task come to an end sooner. In both cases

the answers tended to be wrong. It was concluded that

unregulated children had difficulty with reading not

because of their behavioural impulsivity but because of

their limited conceptual ability wuich led them to process

information inadequately and thus inaccurately.

2. Self concepts

A second aspect of the process of being unregulated,

antisocial and a backward reader lay in the formation of a

self-concep>t which already at the age of five gave indi¬

cations of depression and anxiety.

The self-concept is a mediating variable which is

useful for explaining the links between behaviours when

their association seems to have little apparent cause. It

has been postulated (liutter and Yule, 1970) that loss of

self-esteem accounts fox- the association of antisocial

disorders with reading since the balance of the evidence

amongst Isle of bight 9 and 10 year olds indicated that

antisocial behaviour resulted from reading retardation.

In order to prove that this is so it is necessary to esta¬

blish that children's self-concepts were relatively high in

the first place before reading difficulties led to a loss

of self-esteem. It is also necessary to show that self-

esteem was not already tied to cognitive abilities predic¬

tive of reading performance, and that at school entry it

was not related to antisocial behaviour. Or, if it was,

that it declined as reading difficulties occurred.

In this study, although it was found that self esteem,
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as was expected, was generally very high amongst small hoys

of five to six, there were signs that some children were

already conscious of their relative lack of competence on

simple tasks such as buttoning their clothes, and aware of

criticism and a degree of impatience from parents. These

were children who were also weak conceptually, and percep¬

tually. They went on later to gain significantly poorer

scores on the reading tests than children who regarded

themselves more highly. It was clear that children with

limited pre-reading skills, before having had a chance to

"fail" at reading, already had depressed self-esteem.

The same result obtained with antisocial and unregu¬

lated behaviour. Low sell*-esteem accompanied early signs

of these two forms of deviance. Low self-esteem, like

the two forms of deviance was also associated with adver¬

sity in the home. Lather than low self-esteem being

consequent ui>on school experience it appeared to be related

at this stage to the home experiences which might be

expected to affect young children's view of themselves, e.g.

variable discipline, failure to support the children at

school and failure to play with them and take them out, as

well as a generally insecure family life.

These findings do not invalidate the view that self-

concepts may be adversely affected by leading disabilities

and that antisocial behaviour may be a reaction to loss of

self esteem as children observe their relative position in

the class and their reduced acceptability to teachers.

They do, however, indicate -that the process of developing a

concept of self as incompetent and not altogether welcome
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has begun before children enter school. They are thus

vulnerable not only because they are, in real terms, not

very good at school tasks, but because they show some

awareness of this and of the attitude adults have to them.

Later low self-esteem found in association with antisocial

disorders by other writers must therefore not be treated

as simply dependent on an emergent sense of failure as

academic tasks prove too difficult but in many cases as a

long term awareness of inadequacy.

Self-esteem is not necessarily a variable mediating

between reading backwardness and antisocial behaviour. In

the light of findings on the home conditions of those with

low self-esteem, antisocial emotional disturbances, and

reading difficulties at the age of five, an explanation for

all three may lie more directly with the family. However,

interaction between behaviour, reading and self-esteem

would also be expected to be enhanced as the school becomes

an increasingly important stage for the child's life.

Eventually, low self-esteem and antisocial behaviour might

very well come to seem divorced from their original and

precipitating circumstances and dependent exclusively on

reading difficulties.

School Status.

Social status was another aspect of the child's life

which was expected to play a mediating role between reading

difficulties and antisocial conduct. The effect of social

status was thought to work in two directions. Children who

were rejected by their classmates for their antisocial

behaviour might have their confidence eroded to the extent
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that they lost their capacity to pay attention to classroom

activities. Alternatively, children who encountered

difficulties in learning to read might react with hostility

to their- resulting low status in the class and thereafter

be described by teachers as antisocial. It would be

expected that children who became antisocial as a response

to social rejection following learning difficulties would

not have been rejected before these difficulties became

apparent. Before this interpretation could be accepted it

was necessary to establish that children who found diffi¬

culty in learning to read did in fact meet with rejection.

Only the opening scenes of the drama can be revealed

here. Low socioraetric status was not, in fact, associated

with reading disabilities alone. The children who were

rejected from school entry were those who were emotionally

disturbed and aggressive, a large number of whom developed

reading problems. An early association was found between

weak performances on tests of pre-reading skills and low

social status, but this likewise can be accounted for by

the fact that many of the children who performed poorly at

this stage were also emotionally disturbed.

The direction of effects became clearer as a result of

these findings which suggested that children who are

persistently troublesome at school irritate both fellow

pupils and teachers and encounter considerable rejection

wliich is not dependent on their difficulties in learning to

read. Teachers' comments were increasingly used by the

children as reasons for their hostility to the children of

low status, and these comments concerned precisely the



behaviour that the antisocial, unregulated and reading

backward exhibited - roughness, rudeness, destructiveness,

incompetence and inattention. These comments probably

echoed the stable children's own feelings as most of these

boys became progressively more attuned to school demands.

By the end of Primary Two most children easily accepted the

teachers' requirements of attention to tasks, behavioural

control and specific achievements.

Learning disabilities at this early stage <*o not seem

to elicit many statements of rejection, though they do

occur. More often it is the behaviour associated with

these disabilities which annoys, e.g. teasing, scuffling

and fiddling aimlessly.

As with self-concepts, so with rejection by class¬

mates - both are associated with adverse home circumstances.

Children with disturbing domestic lives seem to exhibit

behaviour which is either reactive to these disturbances or

in imitation of home models. Their behaviour at school

antagonises their classmates and they are rejected as

friends. Their reading difficulties may then occur as

they develop increasing and distracting anxieties following

both home and school uncertainties. On the other hand the

reading difficulties which dog the footsteps of the

emotionally disturbed may arise as a result of maturation

delays and inadequate early cognitive stimulation and

training in learning strategies which are likely to occur

more frequently in stressed homes. In the light of these

children's poor performance on the tests of pre-reading

skills it would seem that this explanation should be
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advanced to supplement the view that anxiety produced hy

insecurity at home or rejection at school accounts for

reading difficulties,

THL CONTEXT Of ANTISOCIAL. UNRKGUbATdP BEHA/IOUU AND

reading difficulties

The Home

The previous argument has stressed that when antisocial

disorders and reading difficulties occur together- they are

most likely to have arisen from a number of circumstances

which accumulate in certain homes. Unemployment, poverty,

overcrowding, marital discord, chronic illness, etc., can

each affect domestic peace and children*s stability, but if

two or more occur the chances of disturbance are increased

(Wedge and Prosser, 1973)* The consequences to the

children may be profound and pervasive affecting the pre¬

natal treatment mothers receive, their baby's chances of

birth at full terra without complications then or later,

their attitudes to their children, and their ability to

provide an environment in which physical and psychological

health may be equally cultivated.

When this research project was begun the relation of

temperamental deviance (unregulated behaviour) with anti¬

social conduct and reading difficulties was the primary

issue to be explored. Since temperamental deviance could

occur in any domestic setting there was no reason to link

it specifically with adversity in the home, the more so as

Thomas, Chess and Birch's (1968) original observation of

diverse temperamental attributes had been carried out

amongst middle class children. Interviews with parents
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were therefore carried out which were designed less to

explore poverty, crime and violence than to discover

whether particular child rearing practices might contribute

to children's behaviour and reading progress. Thomas et

al's findings (oi). cit) that children with certain tempera¬

mental characteristics were more often referred for

psychiatric help, and their observation that these children

stretched their parents' ability to cope effectively much

more than their siblings prompted the search for a sequence

of events wiiich might end in antisocial behaviour. It was

expected that children whose temperamental deviance led

them to disinhibition, impersistence and distractibility

would need a particularly structured environment to guide

their development, which otherwise might be full of

collisions, both literal and metaphorical, with adults and

other children. If the children received no such care in

a controlled environment they were expected to become worse.

They would also be likely to be ill-prepared for school

because of a disposition to abandon any task which caused

difficulty. In an undisciplined environment such tenden¬

cies, it was believed, would not be likely to receive

helpful correction from parents. Any evidence that the

unregulated children differed more from the regulated than

did the parents of the two groups would be an argument for

a temperamental or developmental contribution to their

behaviour.

Up to this i>oint the evidence in favour of very limited

temperamental and developmental contributions has been

dependent on reports on the families and children given by



the Infant Mistresses of their respective schools. The

following comments are based on interviews with the parents

and present a somewhat different perspective.

The children whom the teachers had assessed as

unregulated were found to display greater activity,

impersistence and distractibility than the regulated in the

home as well as in the school. They were also very much

more often involved in daredevilry and outright danger than

cliildren whose behaviour the teachers had found more

controlled. They more readily lost their temper, lied and

stole small articles than their peers. Their interest in

reading and their readiness to puzzle out new words was

more restricted than that of their regulated peers.

The expected exxilanations for these behaviours in

parental practices were not found, possibly because of the

crudity of the interview as an instrument of inquiry,

possibly because parents were not alive to subtleties in

their own behaviour which might seriously influence their

children yet not be subject to comment by themselves or

others. The parents differed amongst themselves but not

in ways that established a pattern consistent with the

hypotheses. On the contrary, there was some slight

suggestion that the mothers of the unregulated children

were more rigid and controlling with respect to daily

routines than were the other mothers. Observations related

to the development of hostility (Manning, 1977) complement

this finding. This tendency amongst the parents of the

unregulated prompted reference to Burton's finding (1968)

that the Inconsequential children in her sample were
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reacting with this behaviour against rigid and demanding

mothers whose affection was in doubt. Close control was

exercised by the mothers of the regulated, however,

(especially those who read well) over where their children

played. Their safety was given considerable and effective

attention.

Some indications of greater harmony between parents on

disciplinary matters, greater confidence amongst mothers on

child care and greater paternal affection for the regulated

children emerged from the parental interviews, which provide

further support for Burton's suggestions.

Numbers were too small to analyse results in terms of

the four predictive categories (Unregulated and liegulated

children with poor pre-reading skills, and Unregulated and

kegulated children with good pre-reading skills), but a

general impression was formed by the interviewer that the

parents of the regulated children with well developed pre-

reading skills were more often of highly-skilled working

class origin, determined to educate their children as well

as they could, interested in promoting their academic

development and aware of some of the means by which this

might be accomplished. In Klein's terms (1965) they

appeared to fall into the category of the aspiring working

class. The parents of the children in the other three

groups clustered more closely together but with so much

individuality that generalisation was risky.

The results from the interviews prompted a renewed

interest in development and temperament as factors in

unregulated behaviour since consistently significant effects

were found for parental obsjjyv^tions of their children's



"behaviour, though rarely were they found for parental

behaviour. The results would support the view that

temperamental and developmental effects are more widespread

than the earlier findings based on teachers and Infant

Mistresses' reports would suggest. Thus it seems likely

that both these sources of information unwittingly conceal

the influence of important factors in the development of

individual differences, since they report observations

affected by their own biases and dependent on different

contexts.

Evidence of transactional effects thought to promote

the development of antisocial behaviour out of disinhibition

and distractibility was difficult to obtain. Findings

which did support this interpretation lie in the way many

pjarents of both regulated and unregulated children described

them as different from another member of the family. The

slightly greater rigidity of the parents of the unregulated

children might then be ascribed to a response to the problem

of handling a will o' the wisp child who was unpredictable

and highly active. The Infant Mistresses' statements of

the poor quality of parental discipline, either excessively

indulgent or strict with quite severe "leatherings" not

uncommon in the homes of the unregulated and antisocial,

certainly indicate that inappropriate discip)linary practices

are linked with these types of deviance, but does not

clarify their relationship. This study cannot therefore

heip> to resolve the problem of whether the child's behaviour

generates repressive parental discipline or vice versa. In

view of the fact that itapopoi't (1975) suggests the former
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and Burton (1968) the latter, and that experimental evidence

can "be x^roduced to support hoth viewpoints, it would seem

reasonable to conclude with Thomas, Chess and Birch (1968)

and Putter (1974) that transactional effects occur, parental

and child behaviour interacting to produce progressively

more maladaptive situations for both.

An indication emerges from the Infant Mistresses'

reports on the family that the unregulated and antisocial

children's parents were apt to have general problems of

discipline, not only problems related to the "unregulated"

member of the family. They were somewhat more likely to

have other children who were troublesome in the school and

neighbourhood. (Infant Mistresses get to hear of this

through other parents' complaints about individual cliildren

which they lodge with the Infant Mistress in the hope that

she may intervene with the mothers. )

Personal impression would suggest that both processes

were at work. Unregulated children create situations to

which mothers react inappropriately, their reaction then

spurs the child into new escapades. Alternatively, the

parents' poor social training leads to the disinhibition

which annoys the parents and which then eLicits yet more

inappropriate discipline. These processes could not be

analysed separately with the relatively few parents

interviewed.

The School.

The tendency of many years of previous psychological

inquiry has been to look within the child and at best, his

home, for explanations of failure and inadequacy rather than
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widening the search beyond the domestic front door. Recent

research has laid the emphasis on the profitability of

examining institutional structures and social situations as

better predictors of deviance. In the case of these

children such an inquiry would ideally have involved an

examination of school and classroom organisational structures

and practices. This was largely beyond the scope of the

research. Instead a generalised view of Scottish prowess

in reading in relation to England and Wales was taken which

was further refined by comparisons of reading progress in

individual classes with national norms.

The children in most classroom groups performed some¬

what below national norms on tests of pre-reading skills -

a finding consistent with Davie et al's (1972) national

survey. This survey found that Scottish children performed

relatively poorly compared to English and Welsh children on

tests associated with reading performance, however, by the

end of their second year the scores of the Edinburgh sample,

on reading tests identical to those used by Davie et al,

(op, cit,) showed them to have made good their deficiencies

and to be scoring at a level equal to the norms for the li.K,

as a whole. This was despite the fact that teaching

ability varied widely, and that the children came from

families whose socio-economic status would predict only poor

to average performance on reading tests, Middle class

children were few and far between.

Davie et al (op. cit.) speculated on how the Scottish

successes had been produced, suggesting that different

teaching methods were employed and that parental involvement
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in education was more intense in Scotland than in England

and V.ales. While not having English control groups to

establish the truth of these suggestions this survey has at

least been able to discover that phonic methods are very

much in evidence from the first few weeks in nearly all

schools and that teachers place learning to read vexy high

in their list of priorities. In many cases they even make

sure they hear each child read every day on his own.

There is no question that a considerable part of every day

is set aside for the teaching of reading, though the skill

with which it is taught varies. Joyce Morris (1966) and

Cane and Smithere (1971) have stressed the part that

organised teaching plays in the acquisition of reading

skills. Cane and Smithers emphasise the vital importance

of the teaching of phonics. These classrooms showed

evidence of both.

Structured phonic teaching methods have been consis¬

tently practised by Scottish teachers even during a wave of

progressivism which emphasised incidental learning and "look

and say" approaches. In England, Primary One is considered

the place for social training rather than the serious study

of reading. Furthermore, in England it is not customary

to send Primary One children home every night with their

page or two to prepare for the following day's reading.

The organisation of the teaching of reading in Scotland

therefore involves the child and Ms parents from the

earliest months. It seems likely, though this study cannot

establish it, that these methods have stood the less

advantaged in good stead in their early years of learning to



read. Certainly Davie et al (op. cit.) have found fewer

poor readers in Scotland than in England. The percentage

amongst children of average intelligence at the age of nine

found by Clark and at the age of fifteen by Maxwell is low

(1 per cent). This may mean that given the phonographic

inconsistencies of English orthography and the inevitability

of variation in teacher ability and parental commitment,

this level of disability is the irreducible minimum. If

this is the case the children in this sample who have

encountered difficulties in reading must be considered not

so much victims of the school and classroom organisation and

practices as handicapped by conditions tliat precede the

child's entry into the educational system and accompany him

during his first years at school. Garner's (1972) finding

that though the teachers' organisation could affect

attention, task avoidance seemed more dependent on the

child, would support such an hypothesis.

Antisocial and unregulated behaviour, in fact, does not

seem to be so well modified in these first two years of

school as the skill required for reading. These two forms

of deviance persisted more than any other deviant behaviours

except those related to speech. Rather than declining in

prevalence antisocial behaviour increased over two years,

and though slightly less in evidence at the end of the

second than at the end of the first year of the infant

school still was noted in more children than at school

entry. Such a result makes it seem possible that schools

are well structured for learning to read but less well

adapted for learning social behaviour. Perhaps this is a
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more difficult task because such behaviour is continually

required and continually threatened. The increasing age

of the children which should have contributed to a decrease

in deviant behaviour only appeared to do so in the case of

confidence, peer relationships, nervous behaviour and under-

reactivity. These were probably associated behaviours,

though drawn from different items of teacher questionnaires.

School then appears either to promote, fail to contain

or fail to improve antisocial and uni'egulated behaviour.

The children's move into a wider world away from their

mothers' watchful eyes and often also away from teacher

supervision (in breaks) may well have contributed to this

apparent reduction in docile and conforming behaviour. New

models presented by older, stronger and wilder boys are

readily imitated and new standards of boyish behaviour and

toughness internalised. These standards are often acquired

somewhat painfully, it must be admitted, as many children in

their first months would have preferred peaceful indoor

breaks playing with toys rather than engaging in the hurly

burly of the playground. In short, where five and six year

old children are not closely supervised all day they rapidly

fling many of their hard-won internal controls to the winds.

Fatigue from a long day at school and a long term may also

contribute to a lessening of inhibitions and result in

higher teacher assessments of deviance at the end of a year

than at the beginning. With respect to both unregulated

and antisocial types of behaviour teachers note a return to

the levels of deviance by the end of Primary Two which are

close to the levels observed at the beginning of Primary One.
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This suggests that growing maturity lias helped to counteract

end-of-year fatigue and that the amount of unregulated and

antisocial behaviour has lessened in their second year as

the children overcome the wildness that accompanied their

first sustained break from parental supervision.

Intervention

What, beyond their existing practices, can schools do

to avert reading difficulties and antisocial emotional

disorders? Very few children present these dual problems.

Few are the casualties within a system which has been shown

to give children a better chance of reading well than they

might receive in other parts of the U.K. Nevertheless, the

research reported in these pages has shown that these

children are vulnerable in many directions. At school

entry they lack the perceptual, conceptual and linguistic

equipment which makes learning to read a challenging but not

insuperable task. They bring to school behaviour that

militates against easy mastery of school tasks, whether it

be restlessness, distractibility or lack of persistence.

They find it difficult to free themselves of habitual

distractible responses. Their capacity to manage social

relationships is limited to those whose social and cognitive

immaturity matches theirs and they are often not only

aggressive themselves, but the receivers of aggression,

hostility and rejection. Their self-esteem is low as they

are not entirely unaware of their limitations and how the

world views them. To help such children a many faceted

intervention programme should be constructed.

The programme actually used (Stott's Flying Start and
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Programmed Heading Kit) concentrated on the two main diffi¬

culties experienced by the antisocial children with reading

difficulties, aiming to control their unregulated behaviour

and to prepar e them for reading. Tliis was done by tutoring

in improved strategies of visual search and later training

in the recognition of phonic elements. The games on which

the programmes were based encouraged co-operation and social

awareness as well as the inhibition of impulsive, ill

considered social and cognitive responses. Thus both

social behaviour and pre-reading skills were strengthened

amongst Primary One children who were thought to be at risk

of later reading disabilities and antisocial emotional

disorders.

In the event after a six month period of intervention

carried out by Infant Mistresses and the author the

emotional deviance of the tutored group was curtailed, though

not cured, and their reading was somewhat better (though not

significantly so) than that of a control group. The results

were encouraging enough to make the atte pt seem worthwhile

to the Infant Mi stresses who had been hard pressed to

participate when their lives were already extremely bu^y.

These attitudes as well as the results seemed to justify the

extension of the programme to other vulnerable children, and

therefore the planning of future programmes for Primary One

before serious problems developed. As children in other

intervention programmes have failed to maintain gains made

during their participation future attempts should seek

closely to integrate work done within the programme with work

done in the classroom in the hope that continued practice of



valuable social and cognitive strategies would prevent the

children's slide hack into failure.

Since the previous pages have constantly reiterated

the importance of the family's stability and the support

that they can give to the child, a sustained attempt to

intervene only within the school without involving the

parents seems likely ultimately to fail as so many have

failed before (Clarke and Clarke, 1976). The continuity

of these children's antisocial behaviour may not be broken

by the school when families act constantly to promote it

through harsh punishment and simple ignorance of, or

indifference to,their children's needs.
Infant Mistresses are particularly well placed to make

the type of intervention described here because they already

have many functions in their schools. They continue the

training of the Infant school teachers, they attempt to

remediate learning problems amongst the second and third

year children, and they make contact with the patents. Many

Infant Mistresses are the repositories of family secrets and

bitternesses. They counsel as well as guide the parents in

their dealings with the children. They are also experienced

and effective teachers of reading, and in this sample, at

least, endowed with energy and enthusiasm. There are many

other calls ujjon their time, however, which make it

unlikely that they can themselves be the agents of all

aspects of intervention. They nevertheless should be

closely involved in it and committed to its use if gains are

not only to be made but maintained.
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A LaET LOOK AT i'li^ E...AIJENCE Ov ANTISOCIAL LdOTIONA^

DISORDERS AND READING DISABILITIES

Rutter and Yule (1970) and also Sturge (1972)

endeavoured to establish the primacy of reading retardation

or antisocial behaviour by an inquiry into whether the

antisocial reading retarded more closely resembled the

purely antisocial children or the purely reading retarded.

Greater resemblance to the antisocial group was thought to

be evidence for the primacy of emotional disorder and

greater resemblance to the reading retarded was thought to

be evidence for the primacy of reading difficulties. This

procedure was adopted to make the most of a cross-sectional

survey, when what was needed was a longitudinal study.

Comparisons of this kind are fundamentally dubious in so

far as they are used to establish sequences of events and

even causes from similarities. Nevertheless the argument

and the results given in evidence are described here in

order to draw attention to considerable differences in

conclusions.

The Isle of bight survey suggested that the antisocial

reading retarded children were more like the purely

retarded group in that they shared with the purely reading

retarded a family history of reading retardation, large

families and poor concentration. Broken homes distin¬

guished the purely antisocial, but occurred less frequently

among the Antisocial Reading Retarded. These results

suggested that when antisocial conduct and reading retar¬

dation occurred together antisocial conduct was consequent

upon reading retardation.
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Sturge in making similar comparisons was not able to

support this view. She found that family size was not a

distinguishing factor and tliat the antisocial reading

retarded children lay midway between the purely antisocial

and the purely reading retarded in factors related to family

adversity, such as broken homes, family discord and a

history of x>olice contact, though tliis type of adversity was

more marked in the families of the purely reading retarded

in Camberwell than it had been in the families of the Isle

of Wight reading retarded children. In her study, the

antisocial reading retarded showed similarly high levels of

motor restlessness and poor concentration to the reading

retarded. The purely antisocial were less prone to this

type of disability. Sturge presumed that this was a factor

which only related to reading retardation. Her final

conclusions were thai in some antisocial reading retarded

children their antisocial behaviour was accounted for by

their disruptive family background and in these children

their reading retardation might have been a) coincidental,

b) have stemmed from similar roots or c) been secondary.

In others no adverse background features were found to

explain the disturbance and in these children antisocial

problems might be secondary to their reading problems.

She concluded on the basis of her evidence that the

children who were both antisocial and reading retarded might

consist of two types, one more like the reading retarded the

other more like the antisocial. There were slight indica¬

tions that developmental factors played a part in the

development of disturbance in boys from good homes who had
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difficulties in reading, whereas amongst boys from bad

homes, background factors, she considered, were more

important. These factors consisted of a history of police

contact, a broken home, family discord and a mother who was

divorced, widowed, separated or single. Such factors

appeared more often amongst the antisocial children, but

were also sufficiently in evidence amongst the antisocial

reading retarded for her to believe they were influential

in a number of cases.

When similar comparisons, though the background data

are not identical, are made using the groups of the anti¬

social, the backward readers and the antisocial backward

readers in the Edinburgh sample, resemblances are most

marked between the antisocial and the antisocial backward

readers. This greater reseatblance appears in both Primary

One and Primary Two. Both these groups show the influence

of adverse home environments and developmental delays.

Surprisingly few of the purely backward readers gave evi¬

dence of a developmental lag, though adverse home environ¬

ments show their influence. Reference to Table 5.15 (page

2.14-) sh ws how very much less was the mean score on the

Adversity Index of the backward readers than of either the

purely antisocial or the antisocial backward readers.

Furthermore the standard deviation of the backward readers'

scores on this Index was very much less than that of the

other two groups.

Here then are different results from those obtained

with older children (aged 9 and 10) by Rutter et al (1970)

and Sturge (1972). There are a number of possible
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explanations. Firstly it is possible that the stringency

with which Rutter and Sturge defined their emotionally

disturbed and antisocial children would have led to the

omission of many of the children so described in this study.

The same definitional difficulty would certainly have applied

to the question of reading disability. kutter's and

Sturge's children were at least 28 months "retarded" in

reading and assessment of their disability took account of

both their age and their intelligence. In this sample the

children were also retarded, but only to a limited degree.

Of course, they had had so little chance of reading, being

only 6 to 7 years old at the end of the study, that their

eventual retardation could not be assessed for purposes of

comparison with other work. These definitional difficulties

wliich also apply to developmental and background factors may

simply mean that the children brought into this study who at

the end of two years at school show antisocial behaviour and

reading difficulties would not have been caught in the finer

mesh of the other surveys. They are, perhaps, a totally

different set of children and comparisons with the other

studies quite unjustified.

Such criticisms may apply to a number of the children

who appear as antisocial, backward at reading or both, but

almost certainly not to all of thera. Since adverse home

backgrounds have been shown to exercise such a powerful

effect (and after all this is entirely consonant with the

findings of Douglas (1964) and Davie et al (1972)) it seems

likely that their influence wouLd be similarly profound

amongst these children in a few more years even if the

criteria for assessment were stricter.
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Moreover, as Sturge suggests, it is quite possible that

the antisocial backward readers may consist of two groups,

one of whom with developmental difficulties becomes anti¬

social in response to reading problems, the other in which

disadvantage is paramount. This study with its findings

of developmental and environmental disadvantages together

and its failure to show an antisocial reaction to early

reading difficulties may have picked up only one of the

groups of children Sturge mentions, i.e. those for whom

their disadvantage is paramount. Lastly, it is quite

likely, given the fact that most Infant Mistresses in this

group of schools give special tutoring to the children with

reading difficulties that many of the antisocial backward

readers, by the time they are 9 will be only antisocial and

no longer categorised as problem readers also.

This study has traced serious and extensive problems

accompanying the antisocial beliaviour and reading difficul¬

ties of these children which are enough to account for both.

In the Infant School the children who are antisocial and who

have problems in learning to read are handicapped by

dependence on parents who are often unable to care for them

appropriately. .At school entry they manifest perceptual

linguistic and cognitive deficiencies which affect their

ability to cop>e with the classroom, with the teacher and

with their peers. This lack of competence in both parents

and children has effects which stretch from anxiety to

school failure, from aggression to rejection by classmates

until a syndrome of social and academic inadequacy emerges

to distress parents, teachers and the child himself.
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SUGGESTION^ FO. FlhJTHhU ltESi^AIiCII

Because of the predictive nature of the research design

and the relatively small number of children in the survey,

very few children (10) appear to be both antisocial and in

difficulties over reading after two years at school. The

net has been cast wide to include factors associated with

these dual problems but it cannot be denied that results

obtained may not be replicable with a large sample. Ideally,

then, a larger survey also starting at children's entry to

school should be undertaken with the same predictive design

and similar types of inquiry.

The results obtained in this research have been related

to work by Itutter et al (1970) and Sturge (1972). However,

the measures used have not been so stringent and differences

in results may thus be due to methodological rather tiian to

veridical differences. A follow-up survey on this sample

when the children were nine and ten would make it possible

to determine whether the children whose reading is poor in

Primary Two are in fact "retarded" readers by the stringent

definition used by these earlier researchers and whether the

results reported in this research are truly comparable with

the results obtained by iiutter et al and Sturge.

There have been a large number of false positives in

the prediction of reading difficulties and antisocial

conduct in this study. These raise questions as to the

value of attempting to establish criteria of "risk" for five

year old boys entering school. A follow-up survey is

required to discover the outcome not only for those children

who were identified as true positives but also for those who



failed to fulfil expectations of reading disability and

conduct disorder by the end of Primary Two. Particular

attention should be paid to the degree to which the false

positives differ from children with severe difficulties and

from children with no difficulties at all. An attempt

should also be made to discover the means by which high

risk is turned into successful school adaptation.

The antisocial children with reading difficulties of

this sample have not been shown to have developed their

problem behaviour in response to reading difficulties. Aor

have children with reading disabilities been shown to become

more antisocial with the passage of time. Finally social

status and self-esteem have been found to be dependent not

on reading failures but on factors which precede entry to

school. A follow-up survey should explore the point at

wliich self-esteem and social status do become significantly

affected by learning disabilities. It should also aim to

discover the extent to which any changes in social status

and self-esteem associated with learning disabilities lead

to antisocial beliaviour. It is, after all, possible that

status and self-esteem are not low even at a later stage in

school careers because of school failure but because they

have always been low, and because this state of affairs has

not been improved by school experiences. It is also

possible that antisocial behaviour lias existed from school

entry and is not reduced by school experiences. Previous

research conducted at a later stage in children's school

lives which has reported low social status together with low

self-esteem and antisocial behaviour amongst learning



disabled children may have made inferences about the causal

connections between these variables which could not be

justified by a longitudinal study.
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STOL SOCIAL-ADJUSTMENT GUIDES No. 1 Confidential BG-1

[£ CHILD IN SCHOOL - BOY

the observation of day-school children, 5-16 years prepared by DHStott andNC Marston

object of this Guide is to give a picture of the child's behaviour Name of child.
o help in the detection of emotional instability.

"HOD OF USE
dine in ink the phrases which describe the child's behaviour or
des over the past month or so. More than one item may be
rlined in each paragraph, but do not underline any unless definitely
Df the child. Add any remarks necessary beside the underlining,
the end of the Guide. Where an item seems inappropriate because
e, etc., it can be ignored. If nothing is applicable, mark 'n.n.'
ing noticeable). Do not bother to rule underlinings. School.

Age Date of this record.

Teacher making record.

'ting
her:

nng teacher
jobs:

Interaction with Teacher
Waits to be noticed / hails teacher loudly / greets normally / can be surly /
never thinks of greeting / is too unaware of people to greet / n.n.

Always eager or willing / presses for jobs but doesn't do them properly /
never offers but pleased if asked / will help unless he is in a bad mood /
cannot bring himself to be that sociable / n.n.

vering
tions:

Always ready to answer / will answer except when in one of his bad moods /
not shy but never volunteers an answer / gets confused and tongue-tied /
shouts out or waves arm before he has had time to think / n.n.

ng
ter's help:

Constantly seeks help when he could manage by himself /
seeks help only when necessary; seldom needs help / too shy to ask /
not shy but never comes for help / too lacking in energy to bother /
tries to argue against teacher / n.n.

ing
teacher:

Forward (opens conversation) / over-talkative, tires with constant chatter /
normally talkative / avoids teacher but talks to other children /
chats only when alone with teacher / inclined to be moody /
difficult to get a word out of him / distant, never wants to talk.

re for approval
tention:

Unconcerned about approval or disapproval / appreciates praise /
seems to go out of his way to earn disapproval / n.n.

Gets up to all kinds of tricks to gain attention /
brings objects he has found even though not really lost /
wants adult interest but can't put himself forward /
keeps a suspicious distance / appreciates attention / n.n.

ral manner

teacher:
Natural, smiles readily / over-friendly / shy but would like to be friendly /
avoids contacts both with teacher and other children /
sometimes in a bad mood / couldn't care whether teacher sees his work or not /
quite cut off from people, you can't get near him as a person.
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Liking for
sympathy:

Classroom
behaviour:

Truthfulness:

Response to
correction:

Paying attention
in class:

Working
by himself:

Manual tasks
or free activity:

Facing new

learning tasks:

Team games:

Informalplay:

Doesn't make unnecessary fuss / likes sympathy but reluctant to ask /
never appeals to adult even when hurt or wronged /
never makes any sort of social relationship good or bad / n.n.

Too timid to be any trouble / too lethargic to be troublesome /
generally well-behaved / misbehaves when teacher is engaged with others /
openly does things he knows are wrong in front of teacher.

Always or nearly always truthful / tells fantastic tales / lies from timidity /
lies without any compunction.

Behaves better / responds momentarily but it doesn't last for long /
too restless and overactive to heed even for a moment /
becomes antagonistic / resentful muttering or expression for a moment or two /
bears a grudge, always regards punishment as unfair / n.n.

School Work

Attends to anything but his work (talks, gazes around, plays with things) /
so quiet you don't really know if he is following or not /
apathetic, 'just sits' / you can't get his attention, 'lives in another world' /
on the whole attends well.

Works steadily / unmotivated, has no energy / has unco-operative moods /
never gets down to any solid work (flips over pages of book without reading it, etc.) /
not restless but works only when watched or compelled.

Seems afraid to begin / difficult to stimulate, lacks physical energy /
never really gets down to job and soon switches to something else /
invents silly ways of doing things / may spoil his work purposely / sticks to job.

Will be cautious at first but has a try / has not the confidence to try anything difficult /
likes the challenge of something difficult / has a hit-and-miss approach to every problem
shows complete indifference / n.n.

Games and Play

Plays steadily and keenly; with great energy / inclined to fool around /
has to be encouraged to take part / always sluggish, lethargic /
remains aloof in a world of his own / n.n.

Bad loser (creates a disturbance when game goes against him) /
bad sportsman (plays for himself only, cheats, fouls) /
timid, poor spirited; can't let himself go / fits in well with team / n.n.

Plays childish games for his age / plays sensibly / healthily noisy and boisterous /
tries to dominate and won't co-operate when he can't get his own way /
starts off others in scrapping and rough play, disturbs others' games /
shrinks from active play / has his own special solitary activity / n.n.
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Companionship:

Attitudes to Other Children

Good mixer / associates with one other child only and ignores the rest /
distant, ignores others / sometimes wanders off alone.
Mixes mostly with unsettled types / tries to buy favour with others /
can never keep a friend long (tries to pal up with newcomers) /
misuses companionship to show off or dominate / n.n.

Ways with
other children:

Squabbles, makes insulting remarks / shows off (clowns, strikes silly attitudes,
mimics) / gets on well with others; generally kind, helpful /
spiteful to weaker children when he thinks he is unobserved /
tells on others to try to gain teacher's favour / n.n.

Physical Too timid to stand up for himself or even to get involved in an argument /
can stand up for himself / flies into a temper if provoked /
attacks other children viciously / foolish or dangerous pranks when with a gang /
very jumpy and easily scared / n.n.

Standing in line: Behaves in a well-disciplined manner / is often the centre of a disturbance /
lets the more forward push ahead of him / tries to push in front of smaller children / n.n.

Personal Ways

Attendance:

Belongings:

Sitting at desk:

Nervous ,

fidgets, etc.:

Other people's
belongings:

Other deviant
behaviour:

Good / frequently absent for day or half-day / has had long absences /
has been known to play truant / parent condones absences, malingering, etc. /
stays away to help parent.

Looks after his things / careless, often loses or forgets books /
destructive, defaces with scribbling / n.n.

Sits lifelessly most of the time / sits quietly and meekly /
twists about in his seat, slips on to floor, climbs about on desk, etc. /
doesn't seem to understand that he should keep in his seat /
slumps, lolls about / sits in a sensible way.

Constantly restless (raps with pencil or ruler, shuffles with his feet, changes position) /
makes aimless movements with his hands / has unwilled twitches, jerks / bites nails badly /
sits reasonably still.

Borrows books from desk without permission / snatches things from other children /
has stolen within the school in an underhand, cunning way /
has stolen in a way that he would be bound to be found out /
has always respected the property of others / n.n.

Damage to public property (windows, trees, fences, public gardens) /
damage to personal property (cars, delivery vehicles, occupied houses, private gardens,
teachers' or workmen's belongings) / follower in mischief /
uses bad language which he knows will be disapproved of / n.n.
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Physique

General health: Frequent colds, tonsillitis, coughs; running nose; mouth breather /
poor breathing, wheezy, asthmatic, easily winded / skin troubles, sores /
complains of tummy aches, feeling ill or sick; is sometimes sick /
headaches, bad turns, goes very pale / fits / nose-bleeding /
sore, red eyes / very cold hands / running, infected ears / good health.

Physical defects: Bad eyesight (wears or should wear glasses) / squint /
bulging eyes / poor hearing / clumsy, gawky (poor co-ordination) /
contorted features (face screwed up on one side, eyes half closed, etc.) /
holds body or limb in unnatural posture.

Speech: Stutters, stammers, can't get the words out / thick, mumbling, inaudible /
jumbled / incoherent rambling chatter / babyish (mispronounces simple words) / n.n.

Size: Tall for age / ordinary / small / unusually small.
Very fat / very thin / n.n.

Physical appearance: Attractive / not so attractive as most / looks undernourished /
has some abnormal feature / n.n.

School Achievement

Classwork standard Reading (English): Good / average / poor / cannot read.
{forage): Arithmetic (Maths): Good / average / poor / completely incompetent.

Anything special about this child which is not covered in the form:

Summary, recommendations:
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A CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOUR QUESTIONNAIRE

•Name of chil<

I'o be completed by teachers

Below are. a scries of descriptions of behaviour often shown by children. After
each statement are three columns: 'Doesn't Apply', 'Applies Somewhat', and
'Certainly Applies'. If the child definitely shows the behaviour described by
the statement ring the number (2) under 'Certainly Applies'. If the child
shows the behaviour described by the statement but to a lesser degree or less
often ring the number (1) under 'Applies Somewhat', If, as far as you are
aware, the child does not show the behaviour ring the zero under 'Doesn't Apply'.
Please put ONE ring against EACH statement. Thank you.

Doasn't
apply

L. Very restless. Often running about
or jumping up and down. Hardly ever
still

Squirmy, fidgety child

Often destroys own or others' be¬
longing

Frequently fights with other children

Not much liked by other children

Often worried, worries about many
things

Tends to do things on his own -

rather solitary

Irritable. Is quick to 'fly off the
handle'

Often appears miserable, unhappy,
tearful or distressed

Has twitches, mannerisms or tics
of the face or body

Frequently sucks thumb or finger

Frequently bites nails or fingers

Tends to be absent from school for
trivial reasons

Is often disobedient

Has poor concentration or short
attention span

Tends fco be fearful or afr;
lh i :

ot new

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Applies
somewhat

Certainly
applies

2.

2

2.

2

2

2

2

2.

2
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Doesn't Applies Certainly
apply somewhat applies

Fussy or over-particular child 0 1 2

Often tells lies 0 .1 2

Has stolen things on one or more
occasions 0 1 2

Has wet or soiled self at school
this year 0 1 2

Often complains of pains or aches 0 1 2

Has had tears on arrival at school
or has refused to come into the 01 2

building this year

Has a stutter or stammer 01 2

Has other speech difficulty 0 1 2

Bullies other children 01 2

Reacts badly to criticism 0 12

Distressed if fails at a task 0 1 2

Lacks self assurance and confidence 01 2

Tends to be very assertive 01 2

Have there been any changes in this child's circumstances in the. last year? e.g
birth of sibling, divorce, separation, death, accident, illness of parent or
sibling (or self).

Signature: Mr/Mrs/Miss1

How well do you know this child? Mot very well 1

Please ring the number beside the statement Moderately well 2
that applies

Very well 3

School (Please ring the number beside your school) Bennington 1

Broughton 2

Dairy 3

Drylaw 4
F or t 5

Lome b

St. David's 7

Sighthill 8
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP
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Fussy or over-particular child

Often tells lies

Has stolen things on one or more
occasions

Has wet or soiled self at school
this year

Often complains of pains or aches

Has had tears on arrival at school
or has refused to come into the
building this year

Has a stutter or stammer

Has other speech difficulty

Bullies other children

Reacts badly to criticism

Distressed if fails at a task

Lacks self assurance and confidence

Tends to be very assertive

Doesn1t
apply

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Applies
s omewhat

Certainly
applies

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

a

ave cnera been any changes in this child's circumstances in the last year'?
Lease ring any that apply, as far as you know. Yes No

snt to Children's Home 1 0

arents separated or divorced 1 0

bmestic trouble thought to have developed .1 0

bther has temporarily left children on at least 1 occasion i 0

ither has temporarily left children on at least 1 occasion ]_ 0

bther has left father but kept children I 0

toher has left mother but kept children 1 0

bther has remarried and kept children 1 0

bther has remarried and kept children i
Jm 0

jath of mother 1
J. 0

jath of father t
J. 0

Llness or accident which has left to prolonged incapacitation 1 o
bther takes a job for the first time 1 0

ither is unemployed 1 0

ither works away from home for periods 1 0

Lrth of sibling 1 0

rolonged or serious illness of the child » 1 0

roionged cr serious illness of sibling 1 0

imily has moved house 1
X 0

Change score ]

Number of attendance in the school year

".hool

Signature

LANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP
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Thackray
Reading Readiness Profiles

Derek and Lucy Thackray
DATE OF TESTING

DATE OF BIRTH _

CHILD'S AGE

Reading Readiness Profile
PROFILE 1
Vocabulary

PROFILE 2
Auditory discrimination

PROFILE 3
Visual discrimination

PROFILE 4
General ability

xSCORE

[RATING

A

B

C
D

E

TEACHER'S REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

University of London Press Ltd



PROFILE 1 Vocabulary



tOFILE 1 Vocabulary



PROFILE 1 Vocabulary



OFILE 1 Vocabulary

5



PROFILE 1 Vocabulary



 



PROFILE 2 Auditory Discrimination

8



ROFILE 2 Auditory Discrimination



PROFILE 2 Auditory Discrimination



ROFILE 3 Visual Discrimination

US use so as us

go to go do dog

is it in is us

on no an so on

saw was sow saw sew

tap pat tap top pat

11



PROFILE 3 Visual Discrimination

4

bit hit bite tip bit

5

you yon you nay yew

6

boy bay buy boy dog

7

walk talk wake walk wall

8

will will mill with wall

9

ship shop skip spit ship

12



OFILE 3 Visual Discrimination

even ever even oven never

seen soon seep seam seen

make wake mark make made

love lone live love dove

came come came cane name

goat gate goal goad goat

13



PROFILE 3 Visual Discrimination
O

16

other otter other there alter

17

look look

(

lock loot book

18

1

some soon come some same

19

spot tops pots stop spot

20

goes does goes goose shoes

21

clock cloak cluck flock clock

14



!0FILE 3 Visual Discrimination

house horse house mouse noose

these there three these those

heard heart beard heard hoard

better butter batter bitter better

jecome because become became beacon

farmer farther farmer father firmer

15 Score
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APPENDIX 4

SOUTHGATE GROUP READING TESTS

1. Test 1 (Form A) - Word Selection

2, Test 1 (Form C) - Word Selection

3» Test 2 (Form B) - Sentence Completion Test
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TEST I (Form A) — Word Selection

Narr.s .

School.

Class...

Today's Data.

Date of Birth

Chronological Age

URMBIVw*j:aar- acaaBRsaFMMaBWMttRattsvaHarvajMUBmveBk.1wwrcv-.r-.-xiu.noMB««n»jvnmMiflaaft wuce*mcea

PRACTICE EXAMPLES

I. ( V\ dia

J A40J. ('«'■—^ »> \

kw™ ^ v HA1v-TO*

2.

/">
fA }■

lv Vw J>»

fClt.

las

Jrv
TV ) hat
y^/

mat

him



page two

r~

7

/T\
JLX

v 7

n 1
s?V/

V J
a\

A!
vfl

V Wi\<s

cow

SiD

I
bosket I

on

bun

r»i ; i-*
*

gore:

ius

cge

ust

this

the

that

hot

me

mother

my

men

men

it

ate

tea

at

t" v'*

;Vir?r-T!f-,"xri_j lj"Lr l:1rRrihVrrn^nTLnririniTit4ubJ
. L ii •

1 1 1 MtiIV
t ;-h t

. -1

8.
fir?

S&kin'fir-l'r-iMibs^si nf

flower j
|

fog [
i

flat

feed
i

1
j lag

ce! i

cud die I

castle

coast

kill

cake

coat



page three

I! fOcs

frog
fromcp

GlX.
<©■ \

ft' .t

fly

flag

12.
/

, /
//

all

(
1 ess

/
into

S3.

14.

HI'1.

If*

1
<-v

eagle

through

tree

three

free

threw

hem

hint

her

him

ham

i P-

io. me

wet

he

iVC

wm

16. a'K'/ cattle

A
n

IV

cradle

candle

handle

where

who

wheel

wheels

19.

20.

\ envelope
\

ever

everything

white

will

with

wreath

wealth

though

through

thought
thorough

throughout



page four

9
J

27.

23.

24.

25.

"V

handle

apple
under

among

anchor

bead

bright
broad

bed

bread

out-

author

ought

eightv/

ornate

groove•>

group

grape

grouse

grope

beside

course

between

beacon

because

26.

27

28.

29.

30.

care

square

squeal
stare

squash

know

nine

knit

wife

knife

thread

three

threat

third

through

left

live

luck

laugh
love

sticking

stocking

stroking

stifling

striking

Copyright © i 959 by V. Southgate. University of London Press Ltd.. Warwick Square, London, L.C.H. Ch.P. I960



boutngate Group Reading I estsw 5 Q

TF.ST i (Form C) Word Selection

Name

School

Class

Today's Date

Date of Birth

Chronological Age

PRACTICE EXAMPLES

[AA ^SjS> \ U-AC.VS

J ^
f K-.. -rrjyJ,}J" .<■

did

good
dinner

yes

dots

fat

hot

k alOt.

him

f "
3. in

easy-

see

is

ice

4. got

get

great

gate

goat



>a cf: two
iJ

X
/
i

I
W

M
r^-S \

/ M
/ / f-r^j A jfii U .Liiix

of

elephant
so

baby
am

p
\

-i .^V>
V \v/| \l / J y \ v(<

r.-fA

cow

cut

come

chin

now

w ^

teste

tender

trousers

roast

tease

ride

rob

red

rude

reed

stay

siqn

sea

sav

sage

o.

~n >n
i

/! i! i*—i
—j

ii P*-

(tiih.'.Hi.

7.

9.

10.

a rear.

got

grate

again

part

pan

barn

pray

pram

cat

sir

cur!

car

can

bump

just

jar

jump

joy

it

to

its

is

at

f



page three

nencl!

p*
1L!

IV*1

floor

fat

food

root

for

battle

bottle

boat

bowl

doll

almost

always
also

altogether
alone

up

our

eat

ate

out

it?.

18.

19.

20.

ploy

pansy

pencil

pony

penny

/
found

four

%
1 fear

1 fun
1

fur

!(f. /'

like

lake

look

lock

lose

done

down

dawn

cream

ciaar

signal

cigarette

sugar

shirt
!



page [bur

')]

\ \ mm\z-p-i/

22. kind

clang

crying

sing

king

fast

fist

first

free

fresh

24. everywhere

everybody

everyone

everything

evening

25. anxious

ongel
anchor

ancient

incident

IS.

27.

28.

29.

30.

soldiers

saucer

scratch

screams

scissors

shame

chin

cane

chain

shone

captain

capsized
kitchen

capital

captured

ea

belie

believe

belated

below

shyly

sugar

surely

shortly
surly
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£**1.

:t

+

ttTWM

boutngate
broad
Heading
rests

o

«

o

TEST
2

(Form
B)

—

Sentence
Completion
Test

NameSchool

Today's
Dote..

Date
of

Birth.

Class

.

Chronological
Age.

.

.

(In

years
and

completed
months)

PRACTICE
EXAMPLES

Daddy
is

a

boy
girl

mat

woman
man.

2.

I

sleep
in
a

boot
bad

bad
bed

bet.

3,

Fishes
sew

seme
s<

/irr.

sing

summer.

4.

Letters
are
sent
in

sramps

envelopes
open

licks

postman.

5.

The
boy

who
fell

down
was
hide
ham
how
have
hurt.



page
two

PUPILS'

EXAMPLES

!.

Cows
and

horses
are

people
birds

animals
angels
always.

2.
i

sit
on
a

chin

chair
check
chest

choke.

3.

I

write
with
a

penny
pencil
puddle
play

picture.

4.

Sweets
ari

bought
from

a

shape
chest
ship

shop
chop.

5.

Peter
was
not

clean
but

very
dim

digging
birds
does

dirty.

6.

A

bicycle
has

two
wells
wings
ride

spokes
wheels.

7.

An

e!eph<
nt
is

beg

small
blue

large
ciny.

8.

We

climbjd
a

steep
hill

hole

hello
all

hesii.

9.

The
lady

baked
a

dress
pillow
carpet
cake

caravan.

10.

The

cowboy
carried
a

horse
Indian

suit
gun

shoot.

11.

Bananas
are
you

yellow

yesterday
swallow
yell.

12.

David
tore
the

paper
into
tiny

puppies
parcels
pieces
puddles
prizes.

13.

Lie

switc!
ed

on

the

long
late

light
lost

lying.

14.

Toffees
cue

generally
wrapped
in

papers
cloth
woo!

steam
cars.



15.

Golliwogs
are

blue

bb~.k
brown

white
purple.

16.

Mother
knits

with
knict
ng

nods
notes

necks

needles
kneels,

17.

The
little

girl

stroked
the

pudding
milk
wind
sea

cat.

18.

Umbrellas
are

used
in

he

run

ran

rain

race
ruin.

19.

Thunder
makes
a

loud
noise
news
nose
nice

nest,

20.

String
is

used
to

tie
u{
a

pickle
parcel
park
poem
pull

2.1.

The

policeman
stopped
the

toffees
today
time

terrific
traffic.

22.
I

bounce
a

be!!

boat
do:!

bun

bail.

23.

The

engine
pulls
the
d

Tver

whistle
steam

train
time.

24.

-This
torch

has
a

new

dackboard
burn

bright
battery
berry.

25.

Scales
are
used
to

wlv

wage
white
wag

weigh.

26.

Sewing
is

done
with
t!

in

freed

thread
fresh

thinner.

27.

Gold
and

jewels
are
e.isy

everybody
expensive

always
cheap.

28.

Each
finger
has
a

milt

lane
note
nail

mail.

page
three



page
four29.

Adults
are

usually
taller
than

churches
cheeses
children
chills
slides.

30.

Detectives
helped

to

find
the

story

thought
stolen
thief

thrift.

31.

Different
languages

are

spoken
in

different
counters
countries
crests

kennels
people.

32.

Roses
have

a

pleasant
pink

bushes
small
smell

buds.

33.

The
en

ire

family
was

viewing

conversation
meals

homework
tempers
television.

34.

The

roods
were

crowded
with
vases

vehicles
valleys

pavements
waves.

35.
A

new

factory
was
being

asked

enough
cast

early

erected.

36.

Coals
fill

from
the
fire

onto
the

burning
hard

hearth
heat

glowing.

37.

Strangely
enough
the

beggar
was
far

from
steal

penniless
using

properly
perhaps.

38.

Boys
p!

efer
toys

which
are

mention
mackerel
member
majority
mechanical.

39.

Thieves
are

extremely
honest

honourable
dishonest
desirable
discipline.

40.

Not
ore

chair
in

the
hell

was

various
vacant
vain

vacancy
viewing.

41.

As

we

entered
the

room
the

conversation
crescent

conversed
sensational
cremation
ceased.

42.

The

tearful
daughter

could
not
be

consoled
wept

sorrow

connected
sorry.
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APPENDIX V

PARENT-CHILD INQUIRY FORM j

Child's name No.
Please ring the number beside the correct answer

Attitudes of parents to the school

Which parent comes?

Mother Father Both Neither

0.5 0.5 0 1

1. Do the parents come to:- School meetings? Yes 0 No .5
School events? Yes 0 No .5
Casual talks with

teachers? Yes 0 No .5

Appointments? Yes 0 No .5

2. Parent's co-operation
None 2

Moderate 1

Satisfactory 0

Attitudes of the parents to their chiId and their care of the child

1. Parents' discipline

Very poor; child has no'idea of "wrong" behaviour; 2
seems to receive no correction.

Poor; some correction; child has some idea of
social behaviour. Some confusion between parents
or inconsistency suspected. 1
Moderate to good; no comments 0

2. Cleanliness of children

Are they usually:- , Dirty and smelly? 2
Dirty or smelly? 1
Clean? 0

3. Borrowed books returned:- Not at all 2
Battered 1

Slightly the worse for 'wear .5
In good condition 0

4. Do the parents seem to spend time with their children, playing, talking or
taking thera out?

Yes 0 No 1

5. Are frequent absences in your opinion because:-

The child is kept at home for' unknown reasons? I
The child is kept at home because mother is

dependent upon him? 1
The child is kept at home because the child is

dependent upon the mother? 1
The child is kept at home because the mother

does not take getting the child to school
seriously? 1

Other reasons (e.g. ) 1
The child is ill? 0



It" there! are other children in the family, are they troublesome at school?
rYes

No 0

Are they troublesome at home? Yes 1
No 0

Don't Know 0

In the neighbourhood? Yes 1
No 0

Don't Know 0

7. Do you suspect that the child is often:-
Nagged and "leathered"? 3
Nagged 2
Spoiled 1
Sensibly treated 0
Don't know 0

8. Is it your impression that the child often airrives at school tired? Yes 1
No 0

9. Have other parents complained of the child's behaviour out of school Yes 1
No 0

0. Do you find that the child uses bad language at school to
an unusual degree? Yes 1

No 0

1. Does the mother take her children to the hospital, clinic, doctor
dentist etc. if advised to do so? -

"Yes- 0' No 1 Don't Know 0

2. Does she make provision for the children in her absences as far as you knew?

Ye s 0 No 1 Don't Know 0

Parents' Situation

1. Father's occupation

2. Is he employed at present? Yes 0 No 1 Don't know 0

3. Is mother employed? Yes No Don't know

What is her occupation?

4. Is Father Present 0 Divorced 1 Dead 1 Absent

5. Does the marriage appear stable? Yes 0 No 1 Dor.t' know 0

6. Does the family suffer from mental or physical handicap in any of its members?

Yes 1 No 0 Don't know 0

7. Does the family suffer from drunkenness of

Mother ? Yes 1 No 0 Don't Know (
Father ? Yes 1 No 0 Don't Know {

8. Does the family suffer from drug taking?

Mother Yes 1 No 0 Don't Knew (

Father Yes 1 No 0 Don11 Know (

9. Does the family suffer from violence between the parents?
Yes 1 No 0 Don't Know 0



10. Does the family suffer from poverty? Yes 1 No 0 Don't Know 0
t

11. Does the mother (or caretaker) seem to be making a good attempt at running the
home, even if the circumstances described above are against her?

Yes 0 No 1 Don't Know 0

12. Is the mother often unkempt and/or filthy? Yes 1 No 0

13. Is this a first marriage? Yes 0 No 1 Don't Know 0

14. J.s she living with another man? Yes 1 No 0 Don't Know 0

Child himself

1. Does the child seem very immature in comparison with the rest of his class?

Yes 1 No 0

2. In what ways does he show his immaturity?

Thank you very much for your help. Paquita McMic'naei
Moray House College of Education.
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EDINBURGHCORPORATION—EDUCATIONDEPARTMENT ADMISSIONFORM SchoolPupil'sClassinlastSchool
DateofAdmissionAdmissionNo Class Pupil'sNameinFull DateofBirth{day,month,year) NameofParentorGuardian Address Relations/up(ifany)ofGuardian PlaceinFamily(i.e.1/3.2/4)HomeTelephoneNo

NationalHealthRegistrationNo

Father'-;placeofoccupationandtelephoneNo

Informationwithregardtohealthoranyotherspecialpointsitisdesirable theteachershouldknow—

Mother'splaceofoccupationandtelephoneNo EmergencyContactandtelephonenumberandrelationshipofcontact
PreviousSchoolsattendedbyPupil

ApproximateLengthof Attendanceateach

Nameoffamilydoctorandtelephonenumber
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ADDITIONAL I NFOIu.iAT I ON

1. Age of Child

On the form completed by parents at their first meeting

with the Infant Mistress after application for a place at a

Primary school there are spaces for details concerning the

child's age, his attendance at nursery school and the place

at which a parent may be contacted in an emergency.

(Appendix 6.) From this form the age of the child in months

at October 28th, 1974 was calculated. If more than fifteen

days of the previous month had passed they were considered

as one month and added to the sum of months to that time.

The average age of the children on October 28th, 1974

was five years three months, and the range a year, since all

children now start school in the term beginning in August.

This meant that at the time of the first testing the

children ranged from four years nine months to five years

nine months.

2. Nursery School Attendance

Out of the 192 children on whom there were data

concerning nursery school attendance, 141 (75*4 per cent)

had experienced some pre-schooling. Edinburgh thus seems

well i>rovided in the study districts with places for young

children.

3. School Class

On the CBQ the teacher provided the naaie of the school

and signed her own name. The children were given a class

number between 1 and 17 on the basis of this information.

4. Child's position in the family and family size.

This information was obtained from the form completed

by parents on the child's entry to school.
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5• Number of changes in home circumstances in the past .year

In the second administration of the CBQ class teachers

were asked to describe any clmnges that had taken place in

the previous year.

The results were as follows (the numbers in brackets

indicate the number of children experiencing change)

In June, 1975» 156 children of the 184 still remaining

(84,8 per cent) had iiassed the school year without domestic

disturbances# Others had experienced the birth of siblings

(2)j x>arentai separations (4), and remarriages (2)j the

death of parent or grandparent (2)j accidents to their

siblings (6), and to themselves (1); their mother starting

work (1), and late home (1); their father's unemployment

(1), and absence at work out of town (1); a long illness

(1); parental discord (1); and the nervous breakdown of a

mother (1). Three children had undergone more than one

change.

The following year, June, 1976, the item was systema-

tised and the results were as follows:-

Nos.

Sent to Children's Home
Parents separated or divorced
Domestic trouble thought to have developed
Mother has temporarily left children on at least

one occasion
Father has temporarily left children on at least

one occasion
Mother has left father but kept children
Father 1ms left mother but kept children
Mother has remarried and kept children
Father lias remarried and kept children
Death of mother
Death of father
Illness or accident which has led to prolonged
incapacitation

Mother takes a job for the first time
Father is unemployed
Father works away from home for periods

5
11
18

3

0

3
8

3

3
5
0
1
0
0
0
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Birth of sibling
Prolonged, or serious illness of the child
Prolonged or serious illness of sibling
Family has moved house

6
1
4
8

Fifty-two children (31 per cent) had experienced at

least one upheaval in the previous year, (3<*» 1 disturbance;

9, 2 disturbances; 3, 3 disturbances, 1, 4 disturbances and

1, 6 disturbances). The apparent doubling of the incidence

of disturbances may be attributable to the closer ties

between teachers and parents developed over two years. With

a second year in which to gain the confidence of parents and

children, it seems likely that the teachers acquired more

information about them directly, and also through the

children in the classroom.
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DISCUSSION 01*' Tiv.CiL.k QUESTIONNAll&S

The Use of Teachers' Judgements

For some time doubt has been cast on the use of

teachers' judgements on their pupils. Questions of vali¬

dity have arisen. Wickman (1928) observed that teachers

were more likely to take note of disruptive outer-directed

behaviour than of inhibited, withdrawn and introverted

behaviour. lie brought to light the differences between

professional psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers

and the practising teacher in the types of behaviour they

would describe as abnormal. Since then other research has

drawn attention to the differences between the observations

of parents and teachers.

A more recent paper contrasting the judgements of

j)sychologists, both educational and clinical with those of

teachers in Israel (Ziv, 1970) failed to find significant

differences between teachers and the other professionals.

Ziv suggested that this was due to the contact between

psychologists and teachers. Jn present-day British schools

the same sort of outcome might well be expected particularly

where teachers have been relatively recently trained or

where they have received in-service training in psychology.

This does not, however, niean that teachers and psychologists

would necessarily agree over diagnosis of psychiatric

disorder.

Mitchell and Shepherd (1966) found that there was a

significant relationship between deviant behaviour' at home

and the existence of problems of behaviour in school, but

went on to comment that there was still wide divergence



"between the opinions of parents and teachers. They found

that only about one in five picked as amongst the worst ten

per cent by one questionnaire was also picked by the other,

iiutter et al (1970) in their Isle of V»ight study found that

the correlation between the teacher's questionnaire and the

parental questionnaire was only 0.18, and the overlap

between the two groux>s was relatively small. Only about

one child in six or seven picked as deviant in one question¬

naire was found to be perceived as deviant in the other

questionnaire. These results are remarkably similar to

those produced earlier by Mitchell and Shepherd. liutter

et ai comment that there was a significant tendency for the

teachers' questionnaire to miss neurotic children and the

parental questionnaire to miss antisocial children, though

both produced about the same percentage of children who were

later diagnosed as having a definite psychiatric disorder.

It should be noted that they tended to identify different

children. They concluded that parents tended to deny the

existence of antisocial behaviour in their children, though

more readily admitting to neurotic behaviour. Social

desirability factors evidently contributed to this result.

Later parental interviews by the diagnostic team revealed

that parents might rate their children as disturbed on the

questionnaire yet indicate deviant behaviour when seen in

person. In the final assessment of the limited degree of

overlap between the two questionnaires it was decided that

the behaviour exhibited was likely to be situation specific

and thus to be correctly reported by the two sources -

teachers and parents - though on individual items not equally



apparent in home and school. The combined use of both

parental and teacher questionnaires was thought to produce

a very efficient screening procedure once accurate cut-off

points had been obtained.

In the present study teacher questionnaires have

provided the main foundation for assessments of deviance

and normality. Although interviews have been carried out

with 56 parents they were not designed as a direct check on

the teachers' views, but rather as a means of investigating

aspects of child rearing. Since a relatively low level of

agreement was expected on the basis of the research quoted

above, the limitations in terms of psychiatric validity of

a teacher based inquiry have to be acknowledged. However,

the validity of teachers' judgements for the situation in

which they find themselves, and the continuing effect of

the judgements they make in creating a self-fulfilling

prophecy must be reckoned with. Thus, while accepting the

limitations of an entirely school-based assessment of

deviance, a plea is made for the recognition of these

assessments as containing a situational validity of their

own, in some cases, a self-perpetuating validity.

Agreement between the BSaG and the CfQ,.

A further comment on the meaning of "maladjustment" or

"deviance" arises from a comparison of the two questionnaires

completed by Edinburgh teachers 011 each of three occasions -

school entry, the end of the first, and the end of the

second year. Stott has defined "maladjustment" in terms of

high overreaction and underreaction scores while Rutter (1967)

lias assigned the label of "deviant" to high scorers



exhibiting an excess of antisocial over neurotic behaviour

or vice versa. Overall, it would be expected that "malad¬

justment" and "deviance" would apply to the same cliildren

though there might be less overlap between the subdivisions

of underreaction and neurotic deviance or between over-

reaction and antisocial deviance.

Over-reaction contains a marked component of antisocial

behaviour, together with inconsequence and hostility. An

"antisocial" child on the CB<i may gain a deviance score with

a considerable contribution from the relationship and motor

disinhibition sub-clusters. The correlations between anti¬

social behaviour, poor relationships and unregulated motor

behaviour on the CBQ are all significant and indicate fair

to good associations between them.

TABLE AS. 1. C;Okxti^AlTOAb Of aNTILOCIAu BiAlAYIOUR uITH POOR

RELATIONSHIPS AND DISINTIIMTED MOTOR IhJtAVIOUii (CBQ) -

EDINBURGH SAMPLE

Though emphases on tiie two questionnaires differ, the

assessment of stability should be similar, and the relation¬

ship of Over-reactivity to antisocial conduct on the CBQ

should be relatively close.

A general comparison of the two questionnaires in terms

of their overall categories, yields the following results.

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Poor Relationships
0.39

0.33

0.51

Unregulated Motor
Behaviour

0. 58

0.63
0.69
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TABL-b AS. 2. THE DELATIONS i ill' OF TIk. CHILPKEN'is IvLIIA^IOlii:

>UL .TlrNNAIHL (CB ;) TO THa BRISTOL SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT GUI PES , T

TIME 1. TIME 2. TIME 3.

TIME 1
mmXiWillMBMUl —"

CBti
BSAG Antisocial Stable Neurotic Totals

% of % of % of % of
n total n total n total n total

Overreactive 15 7.6 8 4.0 0 0 23 11.6
Stable 16 8.1 124 62.6 10 5.1 150 75.8
Underreactive 2 1.0 18 9.1 5 2.5 25 12.6

Totals 33 16.7 150 75.8 15 7.6 198 100.0

TIME 2

CB^
BSAG Antisocial Stable Neurotic Totals

% of % of % of % of
n total n total n total n total

Overreactive 27 14.7 3 1.6 0 0 30 16.3
Stable 13 7.1 120 65.2 9 4.9 142 77.2
Underreactive 4 2.1 5 2.7 3 1.6 12 6.5

Totals 44 23.9 128 69.6 12 6.5 184 100.0

TIME 3

CBQ

BSAG Antisocial Stable Neurotic Totals

% of % of % of % of
n total n total n total n total

Overreactive 18 10.7 5 3.0 0 0 23 13.7
Stable 12 7.1 125 74.4 5 3.0 142 84.5
Underreactive 0 0 2 1.2 1 0.6 3 1.8

Totals 30 17.8 132 78.6 6 3.6 168 100.0
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At Time 1 the agreement between categories covers 72.2

per cent of the sample, of which 62.6 are thought to be

stable in both questionnaires. Overreactive children who

are antisocial on the CB i cover 7»6 per cent of the total

and underreactive children who are thought to be neurotic

a further 2.5 per cent. Fifty-two were found to be stable

on one but not the other questionnaire.

At Time 2, 81.5 per cent of the children were placed

in overlapping categories from the two questionnaires,

iuch the same proportion, (65.2 per cent) as at rime 1 were

regarded as stable in both measures. 14»7 per cent were

overreactive and antisocial and 1.6 per cent neurotic and

underreactive. Thirty children in all were thought to be

stable on one of the questionnaires but not the other and

four appeared to be underreactive on the BSaG while anti¬

social on the CBf.

At Time 3» in 85.7 percent of the cases there is an

agreed classification between the two questionnaires.

74.4 per cent are found stable on both. Overreactive

children who were also antisocial (n = IS) on the CB4

include 10.7 per cent ofthe sample. Twelve, thought to be

antisocial on the CBk are, however, seen as stable on the

BSAG. Thus there remains some doubt as to the classifi¬

cation in the case of antisocial children, of whom there

are consistently larger numbers than are regarded as

overreactive on the BSAG.

Over the three administrations of these questionnaires

a gradually increasing agreement developed. This may have

been a consequence of the teachers accumulated observations
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after two years with the children and of the increased

power to give xjarticular meanings such as those expressed

in the BSAG to the more general statements required in the

CITi. Nevertheless, if two questionnaires filled out

consecutively by teachers do not fully agree on which

children are maladjusted (and this is a function of the

scoring systems of the two measures rather than of the

global judgements of the teachers) there is little wonder

if parents, teachers and psychologists do not fully agree

in their assessments. These results indicate the need for

caution in drawing conclusions from results gained from any

one source, whether it be individual or measure.

The Influence of Teachers' Expectations

Teachers' expectations are known to influence their

perceptions of children's performance (Rosenthal and

Jacobson, 1968; Nash, 1976) and it was therefore antici¬

pated that their initial impressions would lead to an

increasing tendency to judge children perceived as deviant

on first meeting similarly on further acquaintance.

Initial impressions might be expected to gain greater

consistency with the passage of time.

Thus correlations would be expected to increase,

becoming higher between Time 2 and Time 3 than between

Time 1 and Time 2.
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TAB^a A8. 3. BbAG bVNDROME AN o CIW SYMPTOM CLUSTER CORRELATIONS

- EDINBURGH SaMPLE - TIME 1. TIME 2 AND TIME 3

Time 1 with Time 1 with Time 2 \

Time 2 Time 3 Time

n = 184 n = 168 n = 1(

0 lk!

Total Deviance Score 0.65 O.69 O.67
Toor Relationships 0.55 0.31 0.43
Antisocial Conduct 0.71 0.69 0.72
Nervous behaviour 0.58 0.61 O.56
Motor Disinhibition 0.58 0.60 0. 74

Developmental Delays 0.69 0.51 0.54

Childish Habits 0.18 0.44 0.21

BSAG

Underreaction 0.54 0.52 0.49

Overreaction O.65 0.55 0.72

Inconsequence 0.68 0.47 0.62
Peer Maladaptiveness 0.09 0.01 0.65

Hostility 0. 54 0.56 0.66
Peer group deviance 0.60 0.43 O.64

There appears to be sufficient variability between the

individual symptom clusters for doubts to be raised as to

the teachers' submission to expectancy effects as far as

behaviour is concerned. Only in the case of motor

disinhibition, leer maladaptiveness and Hostility is there

a marked increase in correlations between Time 1, Time 2

and Time 3«

The administration of both the BLAG and the CBCl on

three occasions makes it possible to discover whether either

questionnaire is heavily influenced by halo effects. The

initial administration of the questionnaires would be

expected to be least subject to these effects since the

teachers would be less likely to have an integrated view of
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the personalities of their pupils. Later administrations,

if there were halo effects, would tend to show larger

intercorrelations between the items.

The following CB^ symptom clusters and BLAG syndromes

were examined for the presence of increasing correlations

over the three administrations of the two tests:-

Beer Relationships Antisocial Conduct Nervous Behaviour

Developmental Childish Habits Disinhibited

On each row of the table below the correlation is for

the same time for both variables. Thus, for example, where

Relationships correlate at Time 1 with Antisocial conduct,

this indicates it is a correlation for both variables taken

from the first administration of the CBq,. Likewise where

Time 2 is indicated, the correlation is for both variables

on the second administration of the questionnaire. For

Time 3 the correlation is for two variables from the third

administration of the CB«i.

Delays Motor Behaviour

BSAG Depression

Inconsequence

Hostility Peer Maladaptiveness

Non-syndromic Over-reaction
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TAliLii. A8.4» INI':-RCORRhhATTONS BfrTftiiRN SYMPTOM CLUSTERS ON Till,

CBQ, AT TIML 1. TIMT 2 AM) TIMS 3.

1. Peer Relationships
Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

2. Antisocial Conduct
Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

3. Nervous Behaviour
Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

4. Motor Disinhibition
Time 1
TJme 2
Time 3

5. Developmental Delays
Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

6. Childish Habits
Time 1
Time 2
Time 3

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.39
0.33
0.51

0.24
0.31
0.41

1.00 0.07
1.00 -0.11
1.00 0.16

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.16
0.3a
0.46

0.58
0.63
0.69

0.13
0.10
0.30

0.06
0.12
0.05

0.10
0.22
0.11

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.23
0.11
0.15

0.12 0.10
0.03 0. 04
0.14 0.20

0.16
0.19
0.33

1.00 0.27 0.20
1.00 0.21 -0.02
1.00 0.21 0.26

0.08
0.18
0.03

1.00
1.00
1.00
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TABLE
AS.5.

IMEi:COE.:EL„TIOAE
BT̂UEEX

LYNDHOMLS
ON

Tils

DSAG
AT

TlivlE
1.

TIME
2,

ANb>
TIME
3.

-

EDINBURGH
SAMPLE

Peer

Maladap-

Non-syndromic

Depression
Hostility
tiveness

Over-reaction
Inconsequence

Depression
1

2

3

4

5

Time
1

1.00

0.08

0.
01

-0.03

0.003

Time
2

1.00

0.23

0.06

0.16

0.11

Time
3

-

-

-

-

-

HostilityTime
1

1.00

0.39

0.40

0.34

Time
2

1.00

0.41

0.44

0.44

Time
3

1.00

0.49

0.50

O.46

Peer

Maladap-tivenessTime
1

1.00

0.25

0.37

Time
2

1.00

0.45

O.46

Time
3

1.00

0.47

O.52

<ne-

Non-syndromicOver-reactionTime
1

1.00

0.57

Time
2

1.00

0.61

Time
3

1.00

0.6l

InconsequenceTime
1

1.00

Time
2

1.00

Time
3

1.00

1.00

0.25

1.00

0.45

1.00

0.471.001.001.00



The CBQ results indicate that there are halo effects

on the symptom clusters which are most dejjendent on global

judgements - antisocial behaviour, relationships, nervous

behaviour and motor disinhibition. There is no consistent

pattern in the correlations of these symptom clusters with

those concerned with development (speech and enuresis) or

with childish habits. This may be due to the fact that

the latter clusters do not correlate in reality with the

other clusters, or it may be due to the fact that teachers'

observation of speech, habits and enuresis is less subject

to distortion by other behaviour. It is probable that

both factors influence the results.

The BSAG results show the same pattern with increasing

correlations over the three administrations of the question¬

naire. All the syndromes included here, except Depression,

form part of the same mode, Over-reaction, and might be

expected to show halo effects more noticeably. However,

though the correlations between Depression and the other

syndromes remain low, there are nevertheless increases of

a similar size to the intercorrelations shown for several

of the Over-reactive syndromes.

In si>ite of the fact that the BSAG is tied to specific

items of behaviour and is thus supposed to avoid the

pitfalls of the global judgements found in other question¬

naires, the same tendency has emerged here for teachers'

opinions of items of behaviour to become more heavily

dependent on a unitary picture of the child as time passes.

This finding, true for both types of questionnaire,
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raust lead to some wariness in depending on results obtained

through the use of these measures. Because of it, rela¬

tively little change could be expected over the years -

most children, judged by the same teacher on three

successive occasions would be caught and held in the web of

first impressions. Chapter 4- dealing with the prevalence

and continuity of behaviour has thus to contend with the

problem of halo and expectancy effects.

However, expectations may themselves create a conti¬

nuity of behaviour in a particular context (the classroom)

which may mean that judgements of change and stability are

accurate for the specific situation. Whether one factor

balances the other and, as a consequence, a relatively

accurate final picture emerges cannot be resolved by this

research. On the whole, the weight of earlier evidence,

would suggest tliat teachers' perceptions do not take full

account of the reality as observed by outsiders, and thus

their observation of change is likely to be blunted.

The Teachers

In making their assessments of the children the

teachers seem to have judged according to the norms of the

classroom. The fact that a co sparable level of deviance

was obtained in Cainberwell amongst ten year olds and in

Edinburgh anon st much younger children would argue for this

interpretation. Otherwise, on grounds of maturation

children of ten would be less likely than children of five

to manifest childish habits, nervousness, constant restless¬

ness and inability to concentrate. If this is the case,

it may be hyjsothesised that the teachers have accumulated
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enough experience to develop norms for the age group rather

than importing into the classroom totally arbitrary

expectations. Of course, the fact that teachers tend to

consider more children maladjusted on the BSAG and deviant

on the CBQ amongst those who come from lower social class

backgrounds indicates that school requirements and the

"hidden curriculum" are not founded on working class atti¬

tudes and behaviour. To this extent, the teachers are

making judgements which are informed by middle class

expectancies of correct deportment in school.

What previous experiences were available to the

teachers in these eight schools? The average length of

service was slightly over six years, but varied from 24

years down to 1 year amongst the teachers of the 1974

intake. In the 1975 intake there were two young teachers

in their first year and one starting her second year. On

the whole, however, the teachers v.ere experienced, only

four having taught for less than four years. Three classes

out of the 17 in the 1974 intake changed teachers in the

course of the two years of the research. One of these

classes had tiiree teachers in this period. In general,

there was considerable stability amongst these teachers.

Only two were unmarried, and one of these had taught for 24

years. Most of them had come back to teaching alter having

reared families to the point of their relative independence*

In case it may be inferred that long years of experience

make for greater insight and capacity to judge disturbance

in children it must be xjointed out that the young teachers

in this sample gave every sign of involvement in their work,



competence and consideration for the children tliat was

evident amongst the older teachers. Discussions with them

showed their balanced awareness of the children's problems

and personalities. In some cases, they were more attuned

to the children than were their older colleagues.
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APPENDIX 9

PREVALENCE AND CONTINUITY 01 DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR
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TABLE A '»1. CUT-PIT SCORES I Ui, aY.'.U'Tu.: CLUSTER,:, ON BAwIS Of

T3Mi'u 1 JUnSTIONNnll^ RETURN

Symptom Clusters

1. Total Deviance
(CB I)

24 items, score
range 0-48

2. Antisocial
Behaviour (CBQ)

6 items, score
range 0-12

3. otor Disin-
hibition (CBQ)

4 items, score
range 0-8

4* reei- Relation¬
ships (CBv>)

3 items, score
range 0-6

5. Nervous Beha¬
viour (CBi)

4 items, score
range 0-8

6. Childish Habits
(CBQ)

3 items, score
range 0-6

7. Developmental
Delays (Clkt)

3 items, score
range 0-6

5e1f-confidence
4 items, score

range 0-8

Normal
Mildly
Deviant

Scores

0-8

0-1

O

0

0-4

BSAG MODES AND SYNDROMES

5S

75.8

Deviant

Scores /oScores %

9-15 18.1 16 - 28

0 - 3 77.8 4 -5

84.3

0 - 2 85.9

11.7 3-6

7.6 4-8

87.4 1-3 12.6

78.8

82.3

1-2 17.7

11.1

Over-reactive
Mode

Under-reactive
Mode

Inconsequence4"
Syndrome

0-11 87.9 12 - 24 12.1

0 - 8 87.4 9 - 14 10.6

0 - 2 60.3 3 - 5 10.1

3-4

6-8

25+

15+

6-9

6.1

0 - 2 80.3 3 - 5 13.1 6 - 12 6.6

8.7 6-8 13.6

4.0

6.5

3.5

6.6

0

2.0

9.6

BSAG and CB^

Unregulated behaviour 0-5 76.8 6-11 17.2 12 - 15

* Inconsequence is one of the syndromes of which over-
reactivity is composed.



TABLE A9.2. SUBdnlflf uoLL OF CONTINUITY OF b^tAVIUUIt BETUEKN

TIME 1. TIME 2 AND TIME 3 - PERCENTAGES

Behaviour Time 1 to Time 2 Time 2 to Time 3

CBQ
No

Change
%

Im¬

prove
%

Dete¬
riorate

%

No

Change
%

Im¬
prove

%

De te-
riorai

%

Total Deviance 72.0 10.1 17.9 75.0 17.3 7.7

Antisocial
Behaviour 75.0 7.1 17.9 79.8 12.5 7.7

Boor peer
relationsliips 83.9 8.3 7.8 83.3 10.1 6.6

Childi ah
Habits 81.6 8.9 9.5 82.2 8.4 9.4

Nervous
Behaviour 82.1 6.6 11.3 81.0 11.9 7.1

Motor
Disinhibition 71.4 14.3 14.3 77.4 15.5 7.1

Developmental
Delays 84.5 8.4 7.1 86.3 7.7 6.0

Self-
confidence 84.5 12.5 3.0 92.9 5.3 1.8

BSAG

Over-reaction 87.5 3.6 8.9 87.5 7.7 4.8
Under-reaction 85.6 9.6 4.8 92.3 6.5 1.2

Inconsequence 73.2 10.1 16.7 75.6 14.9 9.5

Unregulated
Behaviour 70.8 10.1 19.1 76.2 15.5 8.3

* Detailed tables fx^orn which this summary was compiled
follow.
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TABLE A9.3. TIIE CONTINUITY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVIANCE -

TOTAL SCORE (CBQ) TIME 1. TIME 2. TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3
n % n

Normal

n

96
Normal 104 Mildly Deviant

Deviant

Normal

8

0

12

Normal 128
0-8

76.2 Mildly Deviant 18 Mildly Deviant 6

Deviant

Normal

0

4

Deviant 6 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

1

1

Normal 12

Normal 12 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

0

0

Mildly
Deviant 28
9-14

16.7 Mildly Deviant 10

Normal

Mildly Deviant
Deviant

Normal

6

1

3

1

Deviant 6 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

1

4

Normal 0

Normal 1 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

Normal

1

0

0

Deviant 12 7.1 Mildly Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant

Deviant

Normal

3

l

l

Deviant 7 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

3

3
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TABLE A9.4. Tll-^ CONTINUITY OF AN j I SOCIAL BEl lAVlOUtt

TIME I. TIME 2. TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3
Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 104.
Normal 111 Mildly Deviant 7

Deviant 0

Normal 10

Normal 133 79.2 Mildly Deviant 18 Mildly Deviant 8
0-2

Deviant 0

Normal 2

Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 2

Normal 6

Normal 9 Mildly Deviant 3
Deviant 0

Mildly
Normal 0

Deviant 23 13.7 Mildly Deviant 6 Mildly Deviant 4
3-5 Deviant 2

Normal 2

Devi ant 8 Mildly Deviant 3

Deviant 3

Normal 0

Normal 0 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 12 7.1 Mildly Deviant 3 Mildly Deviant 2
6-12 Deviant 1

Normal 0

Deviant 9 Mildly Deviant 4

Deviant 5
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TADLE A9.5. 'i'ilA CONTINUITY 01'' ?00U Pah.: KaEATlUNaHIPS
TIME 1. TIMS 2. TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 125
Normal 134 Mildly Deviant 5

Deviant 4

Normal 5

Normal 145 86.3 Mildly Deviant 7 Mildly Deviant 1
0-1

Deviant 1

Normal 3
Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant 1

Devi ant 0

Normal 10

Normal 10 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Mildly
16

Normal 2

Deviant 9.5 Mildly Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant 1
2

Deviant 1

Normal 1

Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 1

Normal 1

Normal 1 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 3
Deviant 7 4.2 Mildly Deviant 3 Mildly Deviant 0

3-6 Deviant 0

Normal 2

Deviant 3 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 1



/

TABLE A9.6. THE CONTINUITY OF CHILDISH HABITS (sucking thumb,
biting nails, complaints of aches and pains) TIME 1. TIME 2. TIME 3

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 132 Normal 123

Mildly Deviant 9

Normal 148 88.1 Normal 11
f

Mildly Deviant 16 Mildly Deviant 5

Normal 15 Normal 8
Mildly 20 11.9 Mildly Deviant 7
Deviant
1,2,3 Mildly Deviant 5 Normal 3

Mildly Deviant 2

Ml 6



TABLE A9.7. THE CONTINUITY OF NEIiVOUS BEliAVlOUK TIME 1.

..TIME 2 AND TIME

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 130
Normal 132 Mildly Deviant 1

Devi an t 1

Normal 9

Normal 147 87.5 Mildly Deviant 11 Mildly Deviant 0
0-2

Deviant 2

Normal 3
Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant 1

Deviant 0

Normal 3

Normal 7 Mildly Deviant 4

Deviant 0

Mildly
Normal 0

Deviant 12 7.1 Mildly Deviant 1 Mildly Deviant 0

3 Deviant 1

Normal 1

Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant 2

Deviant 1

Normal 1

Normal 2 Mildly Deviant 1

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 9 5.4 Mildly Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant 0

4-8 Deviant 2

Normal 2

Deviant 5 Mildly Deviant 2

Deviant 1



TIME 1. TIME 2 AND TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3
Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 102

Normal 107 Mildly Deviant 5

Deviant 0

Normal 15
Normal 130 77*4 Mildly Deviant 19 Mildly Deviant 2
0-3

Deviant 2

Normal 3
Deviant 4 Mildly Deviant 1

Deviant 0

Normal 12

Normal 13 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 1

Mildly
16 9.5 Mildly Deviant

Normal 1

Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant 1
4-5 Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 1 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 1

Normal 2

Normal 4 Mildly Deviant 0

Devi ant 2

Normal 1

Deviant 22 13*1 Mildly Deviant 7 Mildly Deviant 4
6 — 8

Deviant 2

Normal 3
Deviant 11 Mildly Deviant 2

Deviant 6
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table a9 .9. the continuity of developmental delays - Clki

time 1. time 2, time 3.

time 1 time 2 time 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 116

Normal 122 Mildly Deviant 6

Deviant 0

Normal 8

Normal 133 79.2 Mildly Deviant 11 Mildly Deviant 2
0

Deviant 1

Normal 0

Deviant 0 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Mildly
Deviant 29 17.3
1-2

Normal 9

Mildly Deviant 19

Deviant 1

Normal 7

Mildly Deviant 2
Deviant 0

Normal 3

Mildly Deviant 15
Deviant 1

Normal 1

Mildly Deviant 0
Deviant 0

Deviant 6 3*6
3-4

Normal 0

Mildly Deviant 5

Deviant 1

Normal 0

Mildly Deviant 0
Deviant 0

Normal 0

Mildly Deviant 5
Deviant 0

Normal 0

Mildly Deviant 1
Deviant 0
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TABLE A9.10. TilE CONTINUITY OF SELF-CONFIDENCE TIME 1. TIME 2,
AND TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 138
Normal 139 Mildly Deviant 1

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Normal 142 84.5 Mildly Deviant 0 Mildly Deviant 0
0-4 Deviant 0

Normal 3

Deviant 3 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 13
Normal 13 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Mildly
Normal 0

Deviant 15 8.9 Mildly Deviant 0 Mildly Deviant 0

5 Deviant 0

Normal 2

Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Deviant 11 6.5
6-8

Normal 6

Mildly Deviant 2

Deviant 3

Normal 4

Mildly Deviant 1
Deviant 1

Normal 2

Mildly Deviant 0
Deviant 0

Normal 2

Mildly Deviant 0
Deviant 1



TABLE A9.ll. THE CONTINUITY OF OVER¬REACTION TIME 1. TIME 2 f

AND TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3
Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 128

Normal 134 Mildly Deviant 6

Deviant 0

Normal 5
Normal 148 88.1 Mildly Deviant 12 Mildly Deviant 7

Deviant 0

Normal l

Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant l

Deviant 0

Normal 5
Normal 6 Mildly Deviant l

Deviant 0

Mildly Normal 6

Deviant 20 11.9 Mildly Deviant 13 Mildly Deviant 6

Devi ant 1

Normal 0

Deviant 1 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 1

Normal 0

Normal 0 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 0 0 Mildly Deviant 0 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 0 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0



TABLE A9.12. THE CONTINUITY OF UN PER-REACT I ON

TIME 1. TIME 2 AND TIME 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3
Scores n % Scores n Scores n

Normal 139
Normal 140 Mildly Deviant 1

Deviant 0

Normal 6

Normal 148 rH•0000 Mildly Deviant 6 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 2

Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 14

Normal 15 Mildly Deviant 1

Devi ant 0

Mildly
Normal 2

Deviant 17 10.1 Mildly Deviant 2 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 0 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 1

Normal 1 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0

Normal 0

Deviant 3 1.8 Mildly Deviant 1 Mildly Deviant 1

Deviant 0

Normal 1

Deviant 1 Mildly Deviant 0

Deviant 0
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TABLE A9.13. THE CONTINUITY OF INCONSEQUENCE (BSAG)
TIME 1. TIME 2 AN■ > TBu- 3.

TIME 1 TIME 2 TIME 3

Scores n % Scores n Scores

Normal

n

100

Normal 112 Mildly Deviant
Devi ant

Normal

11

1

7

Normal
0-2

132 78.6 Mildly Deviant 15 Mildly Deviant
Devi ant

Normal

7
1

1

Deviant 5 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

1

3

Normal 7
Normal 8 Mildly Deviant

Deviant

1

0

Mildly
Devi ant
3-5

21 12.5 Mildly Deviant 5

Normal

Mildly Deviant
Deviant

Normal

4
0

1

5

Deviant 8 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

1

2

Normal 0

Normal 0 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

Normal

0

0

2

Deviant
6-9

15 8.9 Mildly Deviant 9 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

Normal

6

1

1

Deviant 6 Mildly Deviant
Deviant

3
2

r * ir): J



APPENDIX 10

PROTOCOL FOR TEST OF SELF-ESTEEM

Pages Si5" - 5"ife



SELF-E S TEEM QTJ F S TIONNAI RE

Boy's Name

3 chool .,..

1 tem.

People are always telling
this boy to hurry up

This boy is very good at

building tall castles

This boy is always getting
the blame for things

This boy gets a fuss made
of him on his birthday

This boy is always knocking

things over

This boy can throw the ball,

higher than his friends

This boy's Mum lets him go

and do the messages for her

Other boys want to play with
this boy

Nobody listens to this boy

This boy's a brave boy when
bad things happen to him

This boy hasn't learned to

do his shoe laces up yet

This boy likes the pictures

he paints

This boy hasn't learned to

write his name properly yet

People make this boy cry

PIease tick in correct box

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as we

Same as me

Net the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me

Same as me

Not the same as me



No. 1 tern. Please tick in correct
i

^

j

This boy can put. on his clothes Same a s m e

by himself and do up his buttons Not the same as me

16. Bigger boys let this boy play S ante as me1

with them Not the same as me

17. This little boy can't find any¬ Same as me

one to play with Not the same as me

18. This boy is one of the best Same as me

climbers Not the same as me

19. This boy can't run as fast as Same as me

his friends Not the same as me

20. This boy does not want to play Same as me

in the playground with the Not the same as me

o thers

B

SCORE TOTALS

Add up the C and PW pluses, add up the C and PW minuses and enter them in th

appropriate box below.

Competence (C)

No. of +

No. of -

Personal Worth (PW)

1 No. o f +

No. of -

Total Score

All +

COMPETEN CE SCORE
(No. of pluses times 2)

PERSONAL WORTH SCORE
(No. of pluses times 2)

TOTAL SCORE

(No. of pluses times 2)
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APPENDIX 12

LETTER TO PARENTS REQUESTING AN INTERVIEW

Page 5".25

5? 4
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MORAY HOUSE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

HOLYROOD ROAD • EDINBURGH EH8 8AQ TELEPHONE: 031-556 8455

PRINCIPAL BAILLIE T RUTHVEN, M.A., F.E.I.S.

Your Reference:

Our Reference:

Dear Mrs

This is to tell you about a study of the development of children's
reading which is taking place in some of the Edinburgh Schools,
is one of the schools which have been involved in the research and your

son has been taking part in the first stage. The research has reached
a point when it would be helpful to me to discover the parents' views of
their chi1drens' deve1opment.

It is not possible for me to interview all the parents involved, so

fifty parents scattered all over Edinburgh were chosen by lot. Your name

was one of those drawn out of the hat. I should be most grateful if you

could help me in this way. Any information you give me will be treated
in complete confidence, and no names will be revealed.

I wonder if I could come and see you on the day suggested below, at

a time convenient to you, either morning, afternoon or evening?

Please would you fill in the attached card and return it with

to School or post it back to me immediately.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs P. McMichael.
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INTERVIEWER'S INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT
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INTERVIEWER'S INTRODUCTION TO THE SUBJECT

I am studying reading in the Infant School, hut since

it is the CHILD who does the reading I would like to know

more about him so that he seems a complete jjerson to me.

You are the expert on your own child. I see him some¬

times at school. The teachers see him for a number of

hours every day. But you have been with him nearly

continuously since he was born, so you are the person who

can really help me know him.

I shall ask questions about his birth and how he has

got on since, and how you manage him from day to day, but

I'm not here to criticise. I shall not report anything

you say back to the school and am not in fact directly

connected with any of the schools involved in the project.

I have taught for two years at Moray House College of

Education which is where teachers and social workers go to

study for their qualifications. Before that I worked at

the University part-time and looked after my children, so

you'll realise I've gone through the early years too.

I have some sheets here with questions on them

which I'll ask you, but do feel free to talk a bit about

each one as it comes up. he'll start with when

was born (START QUESTIONNAIRE)
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INTERVIEW TOPICS
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INI'EliVIEW TOPICS

Table
Nos. Item No. Derivation

A. PARENTAL SITUATION
Isle of Wight

1. Marital situation 84 Questionnaire
2. Child's domicile 85 tt

3. Ownership of home 83
4. Amenities 82
5. Mother's hours of work 81
6. Father's occupation 79
7. Mother's occupation 80

B, MOTHER'S PREGNANCY AND DEVELOPMENTAL ITEMS
Isle of Wight

1. Complications in Pregnancy 1 Questionnaire
2. Length of Pregnancy 2 tt

3. Birth Weight 3 ft

4. Postnatal complications 4 tt

5. Regularity
Sleep 5

6. Appetite 12
Newsons (1968)7, 8. Enuresis 19, 22

adapted
9. Clumsiness 78

C. CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOUR

Antisocial behaviour

1. Lying 31 Wolff (1967)
2. Helping oneself to tilings 34 tt ft

3. I)e struc tivene ss 36 tt tt

4. Temper 46, 47 tt tt

5. Fighting and Quarrelling 50 tt 1t

6. Disobedience 52 tt tt

7, 8. Naughtiness 53

Problem Beliaviour

9. Eating. 11 Wolff (1967)
B7, 8 Alimination 19, 22 Newsons (I968)
10. Discontent 35 Wolff (1967)
11. Relationships with peers 49 It tt

12. Relationships with siblings 51 If tt

Activity

13. Activity level 24 Wolff (1967)
14. Concentration 25 11 i»

15. Persistence 26 11 11

16, 17 Recklessness and Timidity 28, 29 11 it

18. Wandering 41
19, 20

Burton (1968)21 Accidents 77

529



INTERVIEW TOPICS (Contd.)

Table
Nos.

D. PARENTAL ATTITUDES AND ACTIONS

Permissiveness-strictness
(The existence of rules)
1-4 Sleeping and bedtime
5-7 Eating and Maimers
8. Road Crossing
9, Tidying away toys
10-12 Wandering and supervision
13-16 Pocket money

Punitive or permissive reactions
to the child's behaviour

19, Elimination
20, Lying
17, 18 Eating and Manners
21, Destructiveness
22, Temper
23, Naughtiness
24, Reasoning as a form of

control

Parental attitudes

Item No, Derivation

6-10
13 - 16
30
39
40, 42-45
33

20, 21
32
17, 18
37
48
54

55

Newsons (1968)
I! II

Newsons (1968)
Wilson (1974)

Newsons (1968)

25.

26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.

33.

View of the most effective
form of control

Satisfaction with methods
of control

Irritability of parents
Anxiety over child
Rating of own discipline
Agreement between parents

on discipline
Father's type of punishment
Tendency of mother to leave
discipline to father

34 Favouritism

56

57
58
59
60

61
62

63
66, 67

Newsons (1968)

Newsons (1968)

Newsons (1968)

Participation in activities with
the child.

36.
37.

Mother
Father

68
64
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INTEHVIEW TOPICS (Contd. )

Table
Nos.

£. HEADING

Item No. Derivation

1. Child's attitude to reading 70
2. Interest in word building 71
3. Heading to child 72
4. Parental reading 73, 74
5. Library membership 75
6. Attitude to school 69
7. Parental reading problems 76
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APPENDIX 15

CHILDREN'S HOME QUESTIONNAIRE

Pages 5*33 S£2

Interview Schedule

This interview schedule has been renumbered to accord

with the tables and the discussion. Some questions were

asked parents which have not been reported upon in

Chapter 9» though the responses have been placed upon a

computer file. Although some of this material may be of

interest it has been discarded as irrelevant to the

argument of the chapter.
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CHILDREN'S HONE QUESTIONNAIRE

Child's Name Table No.

DEVELOPMENT j
I

Number

h

1. WERE THERE ANY COMPLICATIONS IN YOUR PREGNANCY?

Toxaemia
Blood Pressure
Rubella

Bleeding
Other

Anxiety/Stress

None

4. IN THE FIRST TWO WEEKS DID YOUR CHILD HAVE ANY
DIFFICULTY IN SUCKING. OR A CONVULSION?

Neither
Convulsion

Sucking Problem
Both
Blue Baby
Not Known

2. Was he premature or late in arriving when born?

Between 35 and 41 weeks
after conception

At 37 weeks or earlier
At 38 weeks
At 42 weeks
At 43 weeks or later
Not known

3. How much did he weigh at birth?

SLEEPING

1
2
3
4
5
6

0
1
2
3
4
8

0
1
2
3
4
9

We'll start with how he sleeps. As a baby was he a good sleeper?
Did you have to get up to him a lot during the night?

Goodsleeper Yet
No

Did Vie sleep regular hours or was it different every night?

Regular 1
Variable 3
Patches of regularity 2

i
i
I



Ta h 1 e N o ,

Does he now usually sleep right through the night?

Always
Gets up to go to the lavatory but
falls asleep at once
Usually
Sometimes
Never

6. WHAT ABOUT BEDTIME? CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT TIME HE GETS
INTO BED DURING TERM TIME?

( Early
Regularly ( Medium

( Late
Variable

6.30 - 7.30
7.30 - 8.30
8.30 onwards

0

1
2
3
4

1

2
4
3

D1

Is that the time he usually goes to bed, or does it vary
a lot?

Does he have to be in bed by a special time?
Yes
No

1
Jl.

2

If he didn't seem tired and wanted to stay up a bit
longer, would you let him?

No

Yes

7, Once he goes to bed is he allowed to get out again and
play around the bedroom?

No 1

Plays in bed 2
Yes 3
Not applicable as falls asleep immediately

What happens if he gets up and tries to come back into
the room where you are?

D2

Do you ever let. him stay if he doesn't seem sleepy?
Never 1
Only in an emergency 2
Occasionally 3
Often 4

D3

9. If he walces, apart from needing the toilet, what does
he do? Does he cry?

Yes . . 2
No 1
Not applicable 8

10. What do you find you have to do about it?

Stay with him in bedroom 3
Let him come with you 4
Firmly leave him 1
Give him drink and cuddle 2
Not applicable 8

D4



MEALTIMES

Now what about eating?

11 • Would you say he has a POOR APPETITE or a GOOD APPETITE. Does
be eat more or less than average?

Is this general or does it vary?

How often does he leave food on his plate?
Does he eat much between meals?

Is he interested in his meals, and does he enjoy eating?

Appetite very poor. Never hungry. Resists
eating, uses dodges. "hates to eat. always
leaves food. 4

Lacks interest in food and uses delaying
tactics. Takes fair amount with spells of
very poor intake. Usually leaves some. No
sweets between meals. 3

Variable intake, generally below average.
Never asks for food between meals. OR is a

sweet and biscuit eater but not hungry at meal¬
time. 2

Variable in intake and interest 1

No difficulty 0

If poor eater, has he always been like this, Yes 2
No 1

Not applicable 8
< (If problem has developed) What might have started it?

12. As a baby was he a regular eater or did you have great
difficulty in getcing him settled to eating at the same
time as the rest of the family?

Yes 1
No difficulty 2

13. Do you have any rules about eating up food? Yes 1
No 2

Not necessary as always eats it up 8
Do you mind what order he eats things in? For
instance, does he have to eat bread and butter
before he has any cake, and that sort of thing.

Strict on order 1
Some attempt but
flexible 2

Doesn't mind 3



Table No.

14. Do you let him get up from the table, during
the meal?

Never
Special circumstances
Sometimes
Often
Sits in front of T.V.

15. Is he allowed to bring toys or book to the table?
Allows

Discourages
Never
In front of T.V.

16. Do you have other rules about mealtimes - not
talking, or anything like that?

Yes

No

Do

i

3
-)

4
8

3
2.
1

1
2

D7

17. Do you take a lot of trouble to get him to eat
nicely and have good table manners, or are you
leaving it for the moment?

Much trouble
Some training
Leaving it

D17

18. In general would you say you MIND very much whether
a child has good table manners or not at this age?

Yes
No

1
2

1)18

ELIMINATION

19. Does he have any accidents at night?
Yes

No

2
1

B7

20. What do you do if you find he. has wetted the bed?
PROMPT What do you say to him?

A.

B.

Very concerned
Mildly concerned
Unconcerned
Not applicable
Punitive

Reproachful
Neutral or

sympathetic
Rewarding
Not applicable

21. If no wetting:•
Did you have any problem over getting him dry at
night?, Did you have any special method?

Punishment

Reproach
No pressure as early
Problem, but no pressu
Rewards
No problem, no pressor

1
2
3
8

1
2

4

8

. j

re 4
6

e 3

D19



22, What about in the daytime?
accidents sometimes?

Does ha still have

No 1
Yes 2

23, If YES. Is it mainly wetting his pants, or does
he dirty them?

Wet 1

Dirty 2
Both 3
Not applicable 8

Do you find he is fairly regular about opening his
bowels?

Yes 1
No 2
Don't keep check

on it C

1
2

sure 0

Could you tell me something about him generally, the kind
of child he is:

First, of all:

24. ROW ACTIVE WOULD YOU SAY HE IS? What about indoors?

Would you describe him as all oyer active, on the
move all the time fidgety?
Can he settle to a quiet game?

or looking at a book?
or watching television?
or sit still at table?

How long can he settle to that? IF CHILD RESTLESS —

Do you find his restlessness irritating?
Do other people comment on it?

Extremely overactive. Never still when awake.
Overactivity upset order and routine of home. ...

Overactive and restless. Seldom able to sit

quietly over a book etc. Even when interested
fidgets. Is remarked upon,

Above average activity. Can stay still for
short spells. Overactivity is not obstrusive

Spells of transitory overactivity. Due to
disturbing or exciting situation - normal

■ otherwise.

Can settle quietly for a considerable period,
especially if interested. Plays quiet games
happily. May be active and alert but has no

pressure of activity.

Has he always been the same?

No

Not
* l

ACTIVITY LEVELj
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Has he always been like this? Would he sit on
your lap without wriggling?

Never
Was in the past
Only recently ?

Yes 1

25. WHAT ABOUT HIS POWERS OF CONCENTRATION AND ATTENTION AND HIS
PERSISTENCE.

How long can he concentrate on something that really
interests him? e.g. lego, puzzle or drawing?

Has good powers of concentration, and
tends to persist in face of difficulty 0
Sometimes inattentive and concentrates

poorly, but usually manages to give all
his attention to what he is doing, even
if not of interest to him. Variable

persistence ih face of difficulty 1

Scattcrbrain, lacks concentration and
attention if not really interested, but
if interested can attend for \ hour or

more. Persists when playing that is
easy for him, but gives up easily if
game or activity difficult. 2
Poor concentration and attention, but
if really interested can pursue an
occupation (game) for up to h an hour 3
Can't concentrate at all, even on some¬

thing he is interested in. Jumps from
one thing to another. Can't sit on any
one task, work or play easy or difficult,
for any length of time. - 4

Persistence.

26. if he finds something a bit difficult, does he go on
with it or does he give up?

Persists in face of difficulty. 0
Variable persistence in face of
difficulty. 1

Persists when doing a game or task that
is easy for him but gives up easily
when it's difficult. 2
Can't stick at a task, easy or
difficult, for any length of time. 3

27. WHAT DO YOU FIND YOU DO WHEN HE FIDGETS? and
DOESN'T PERSIST?

Scold. 1
Take steps to heighten concentration
(like sit with child, till game is
properly played or task completed). 2 :
Perir.it it without comment 3



TIMIDITY versus RECKLESSNESS \

28. Would you describe him as a timid child, or is he rather
too adventurous?

Will he try out new things readily or is he cautious
at first?

If you are with him does it make a difference?
Does he tend to be the first to try out a new
activity or will he harg back and watch others first?
Does he worry about getting hurt (e.g. when climbing?)
Does he like taking chances more than average?
Are there some things that makes him specially cautiou
e.g. after a fall off a swing. Will he go on again?
How careful is he about cr-ossing roads?'
Does he completely ignore danger?

Not timid
Over cautious only in some
situations, e.g. afraid of swings
after fall.
More cautious than average. Hangs
back watching others before he will
join in.

Will try out new activities only
when parents are present, needs
persuasion even if he sees other
children doing it

Extremely fearful and apprehensive in
new situations where there is no

physical danger. Refuses to try out
new activities even if parents are
there to reassure

2-9. Recklessness

No evidence of recklessness

Adventurous and rather rash at times
and takes risk but not generally.
Cautious in some areas.

Enjoys taking more chances than the
average child. V. adventurous.
Among the first to try out anything.
Not foolhardy.
Knows there are certain things he
must not. do. e.g. cross roads care¬
lessly, but otherwise is always taking
chances. First to try out any new
thing.

Completely ignores danger. Dare¬
devil, foolhardy. May show off
audaciously. Knowingly' takes all
sorts of chances for the thrill of it.



30, Do you have rules for road crossing?
Not to cross any road unaccompanied 1
Can only cross unaccompanied with
crossing light ' 2
Can cross certain roads very quiet and
unaccompanied 3
Can cross .fairly busy roads unaccompanied 4
Can cross major roads without using crossing

( UNTRUTHFULNESS j light or lollipop man

31. IS UNTRUTHFULNESS A PROBLEM? If no, "Even to get
out of trouble?"

What does he tell fibs about?

If he is in trouble, might he tell a fib to avoid
punishmen t ?

On the whole can you trust him?
If he tells lies, how often does this occur?

Always tells the truth regardless of
consequences. 0
Lies to protect family or friends. Social
technique. 1
Lies only under stress and even then admits
the truth after a little, pressure (from
himself or others) Mild occasional. 2

Occasionally lies to avoid scolding or
punishment or to create a good impression.
Often enough to be a problem. 3

Habitually lies to get out of trouble.
Impulsive easily detectable lies as veil as
elaborate distortions included 4

Habitual lying, often when no purpose served.
First reaction to deny of distort facts. 5

32. HOW DO YOU HANDLE IT WHEN HE DOES TELL A LIS?

Smack 1

Scold 2

Send to room 3

Reason after smacking 5

Pay not much attention, mild reproof,
expect him to grow out of it 8 "

Reason and scold 6

Deprive 9

Tabic No.

DS

CI
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POCKET MONEY

33. DO YOU GIVE HIM POCKET MONEY? HOW OFTEN? OR DO
YOU BUY HIM EVERYTHING?

a, Amount ~ under lOp a week 1
10p - 20p 2
20p - 50p 3
50 p - £1 4
£1 and over 5

b. Given - regularly once a week 1
regularly once a day 2
regularly several times a day 3
on demand 4

Spent on - saving and oddments 1
sweeties and food and oddments 2

Money not given, but supplied with sweeties,
crisps, drinks more or less on demand.

Control exercised 1
On demand 2

HELPING ONESELF TO THINGS

34. DOES HE SOMETIMES HELP HIMSELF TO THINGS THAT DON'T
BELONG TO HIM.

what has he taken?
Does he do it often? In the last month?
If he finds something that doesn't belong to him,
what does he do?

Never steals. Tries to return anything he
finds to its rightful owner.

Only one episode of pilfering and then of
minor value. Likes to keep things he finds
which others have lost.

Occasional mild pilfering outside the home -

sweets, fruit, small objects OR 2 episodes
in 6 months of taking small amounts of money
from parents purse.

Chronic petty pilfering, whenever opport
presents. Mum's purse, cheap stores, or
more valuable things once or twice in six
months,

Persistent stealing, OR episodic stealing of
valuable things - twice in 6 months. An
acute problem of frequency or value. Inside
and outside the home.

DISCONTENT

35. ON THE WHOLE IS HE CONTENTED OR DISCONTENTED?

How often does he get cross or angry?
Does he ever say he hates everything?
Does he sulk much?
Is there usually a reason for this?

Usually friendly, happy-go-lucky and easy but
can be cross and sulk briefly if provoked
Mildly aggressive, sulky, cross most of the
time OR has episodes of more severe anger.
Generally discontented
Generally aggressive, sulky, moody, hates

Table No.

D13
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D14

D16
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DHSTRUCTIVENESS • .
.

36. HOW DOES HE TREAT HIS BELONGINGS AND THOSE OF OTHER
PEOPLE - DOES HE TEND TO BE CAREFUL OR IS HE RATHER
DESTRUCTIVE?

Has he ever tried to set fire to anything or lit a
fire?

Has he broken things outside the home?
Does he break things when he's cross?Or does he fake things to pieces out of curiosity?

Occasional accidents only. 0
Is normally cautious

so that he is only occasionally destructive
through curiosity. 1
More careless and more accidents with property
than is average for his age but no destructive
except through curiosity. 2
More destructive than average child of his age.
Takes valuable objects to pieces perhaps out of
curiosity. Once or twice in 6 months has
expressed anger by destruction of own or other's
property. 3

Destructive of own and other people's property.
Seems to enjoy this but usually in response to
identifiable frustration. Not a compulsive urge
OR one isolated episode of fire setting, soiling,
major breakage, etc. in 6 months. 4

Habitually very destructive of own toys, clothes
etc. or those of others. Compulsive urge to
spoil and defile things. Breaks outside property,
e.g. windows. Fire-setting may occur. Not
isolated events but habitual episodes. May

soil furniture with excreta. 5

37. When he breaks or spoils things how do you react.
Are you enraged? Do you get very cross indeed?

Smack 1
Scold 2
Send to room 3
Reason after smacking 5
Reckon it will pass and reprove mildly 8
Reason and scold 6
peprive 9do. Pes, get very cross 1
Moderately cross 2
Philosophical and accepting 3

39. DO YOU LIKE HIM TO TIDY UP HIS TOYS AND PUT THEM AWAY HIMSELF,
OR DO YOU FIND IT MUCH EASIER TO DO IT ALONE WHEN THE CHILDREN
ARE OUT OF THE WAY?

Child always does if 1
Child often does it ,2
Child sometimes does it 3
Mother always does it . 4



40. Dues lie play out of the building a lot, or it he
always somewhere you can see or hear him?

Always under surveillance 1

Sometimes briefly out of sight and sound 2

Sometimes well away 3

Mostly not under surveillance 4

41. HAS HE EVER GOT LOST OR WANDERED AWAY FROM HOME?

Where does he go?
How long has he been away?
Did you have to notify the police?
How often does this happen?
How often is he late from school?

How late is he?

Do you usually know where he is?
Dees he sometimes come home in the school day when he's
not supposed to?

Almost never leaves home without permission.
Mother usually knows where he is 0
Once a week late home from school or with a

friend without permission 1
Once or twice a month wanders off short
distances OR several tiir.es a week is late
home from, school against parents' wishes.
OR stays out late at night OR frequent threats
to run away 2
Several times a week wanders off for short

distances, or goes considerable distances
once or twice in 6 months. 3

Several times a week wanders away from
immediate neighbourhood with permission OR
parents have asked police to look for him 4

42. WHAT IS YOUR VIEW ABOUT LETTING HIM GO ABOUT BY HIMSELF?

Do you think he needs to be fetched from school
Yes 1
No 2

Not applicable as lives very near8
43. Do you let him visit his friends by himself, or do

you take him there?
No 1
Yes 2

Only has friends in same blockS
44. Do you get him to tell you where he is going, if he

goes out to play?
Yes 1
No 2

. Do you ask him always to come directly from school.
Yes 1
No 2

i'a b 1 c_ ;•} o.
D10
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TEMPER

Does be often lose his temper?

Does he scream or shout?
Swear at you?
Go blue in the face?

Stamp his feet?
Slam the door?
Hit people?
Throw things?
Would you say he loses control altogether or note completely?
How long does it last

Severe explosions: biting, kicking, hitting
throwing things, destroying things, head
banging with or without verbal outbursts.
Complete loss of emotional control.

Control is not lost completely, i.e. some direction
of activity is possible, e.g. severe overt behaviour
with little emotional ainvolvement as a technique to
gain his own ends, or verbal outburst only.

Mild activity or less intense verbal expression
of anger OR as severe as above but over in a minute

Fretting or mild anger OR more severe anger
justified by frustrating situation.

Anger" reactions very mild indeed.

Does he get frustrated very easily? Is this what causes him to lose
his temper usually? What other things set him off?

Frustration with people's prohibitions.
Frustration with other children being in the
way of what he wants to do or have?-
Frustration with objects that won't do what he
wants them to do?

Frustration with himself for not being able to
manage something e.g. sums, drawing, reading.

Provocation by Siblings

How often does he lose his temper?

Twice a day or more
Once a day
Several times a week
Once a week or once a fortnight
Once a month or less

How do you deal with him when he loses his temper?

Smack him
Scold him
Take him away from the scene/send to room
Take the offending object away
Reason with him plus (a)
Rea s on p1us scold
Reason plus removal
Pav verv 1LLtle attention, fsnore him

3

1

0

1
2
3
4
3

4
5
6



HOW DOES HE CRT ON WITH OTHER CHILDREN?

Who has he got in the. neighbourhood? Who eJ.se is there?
At school?
Are they the same age as he?
Boys or girls? .

Has he got. a best friend?
Do children come around and call for him?

Solitary, no friends, can'T keep a friend.
Children refuse to play with him. 4
A few play mates but no best friend, OR tends to play
with younger chxldre, or, if a boy, with girls. 3
Has friends only at home or only at schoo. OR quite
popular at home and school but no best friend- OB. 2
only two friends and noone else OE not sociable with
children outside the family. OR often plays with
younger c'nildre, or if a boy, with girls. OR gets on
better with adults.

One best friend and popular at: schol and in neighbour¬
hood on the whole. ' 1

Very popular, children always coming into the house,
always in the midst of things. Active club member. 0

WHAT ABOUT FIGHTING AND QUARRELLING -

Do you think he fights and quarrels more than average, less
than average or just about an average amount?

Does he usually start the argument? Does he ever actually
hurt another child or get hurt himself in a fight.
Is he easily provoked to fight? Mora than average?
Is he easily provoked to quarrel? More than average?

Constantly quarrelling and fighting. Much more
than average. Always in trouble. Starts a fight with 4
little provocation. OR on at least one occasion has
really hurt another child. OR he himself has often
come home hurt.

Continually quarrelling. Often starts quarrels with
little provocation. Fights more than average OR
starts more fights than other children. Reacts with
fighting to minor provocations. 3

Quarrels more than average. Starts more quarrels.
Reacts with quarrelling to minor provocations OR
frequently in fights.

Quarrels more than average with some people or is more
easily provoked. Fights readily against SOME people 1

Average amount of quarrelling and fighting if provoked
but on the whole is friendly to other children 0
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RELATIONSHIP WITH SIBLINGS

How does he get on with his brother(s) and sinter(s)?
Is there a lot of fighting? Quarrelling?
Dees this upset the whole family?
Who starts it?
Has he ever actually hurt his brother/sister?
Does he ever say he"hates" him or her?
Is he very jealous?
Does he often complain "it isn't fair".
How close and friendly are. they with each other?
Do they have much in common?
Play together much?

Constant friction,always fighting and quarrelling.
This disurbs the whole family. Often says he "hates"
sibling or has actually injured siblingl
Periodic outbursts, short of actual injury, or constant
moderate strain and hostility between him and sib.
Very jealous. Rarely play together

Quarrelling and fighting laternate with amicable play
but frequent complaints that "it isn't fair". Many
accusations and demands that he should have everything
the same as sibling may occur.

Occasional episodes of aggressive behaviour or verbal
outbursts of jealousy, but: often play together.

Very friendly and loving. Much mutual satisfaction
despite occasional squabbles.
Only child

OBEDIENCE

C12

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)

Is he at all difficult to manage or is he generally obedient?
Would you say he is out of control?

Would you describe him as defiant or just naughty some
times?
Do you have to go on at him before he'll do what you say?
Does he generally do what you say, or does he tend to do the
opposite?
Does he tend to make a joke of discipline? Is he mischievous?
What about important things, can you rely on him there?

0

8
C6

Completely out of hand, unmanageable, uncontrollable.
Parents constantly threatening police or have actually 4
called In external agencies to act as auxiliary disciplinary
figures OR other people have snet police around.

Generally very disobedient,oppositional, negativi^tic
and defiant but not beyond control. 3
Periodic outbursts of habitual milder form of above
behaviour, for example will comply with parents wishes
but needs constant reminders. 2

Naughty and defiant at times or else playful about
discipline but obeys in important areas or after some
pressuring or with several reminders. 1
Parents not worried about discipline, child generally
conforms but may be mildly naughty at times. Parents
can rely upon him, 0
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IS HE ALWAYS GETTING INTO•SCRAPES? ARE THEY EVER SERIOUS?

WHAT SORTS OF THINGS WOULD HE DO THAT YOU WOULD CONSIDER NAUGHTY?

a, Both
Serious
Trivial
Neither

b. Often
Sometimes

Hardly ever
Never

Have your neighbours ever commented on his activities?
Yes

No

Do you accept this as just boyish behaviour OR do you get cross
and punish him?

Very cross
Mildly cross
Philosophical
Uncaring
Not applicable

What ways do you use for stopping your boy doing things you don't
like?

3
2
1
0

4
3
2.
1

4
3
2
-1
JL

8

Yes
No

1
2

Smack and scold 1
Row alone 1
Removal (kept in, sent to bed)l
Deprived of TV, Sweets etc. 1
Object that caused quarrel
removed 1

Cm

2
2
?

Card Number
Child's Number L

I

Children separated if fighting and
kept apart 1 2
Other 1 2

Do you talk to him about why he should not do things? What sort
of thing do you say? Explanations 3

No explanation 1
Variable 2

What do you think is the most EFFECTIVE why of controlling his behaviour?

ON THE WHOLE ARE YOU HAPPY ABOUT THE WAY YOU DEAL WITH DISCIPLINE IN
GENERAL OR DO YOU SOMETIMES FIND YOURSELF DOING THINGS THAT YOU DON'T
REALLY APPROVE OF „ ,Happy , . 1(too strict 2

(too weak 3
Unhappy(too inconsistent 4

(t; oo irr i tab 1 e 5
Equivocal 6

DO YOU FIND THAT YOU TEND TO BE THE QUICK TEMPERED ONE IN THE FAMILY,
AND YOUR HUSBAND LESS IRRITABLE? Yes, wife more quick-tempered 4

Both quick tempered 3
Husband more quick-tempered 2
Both eouable 1

!



ARE YOU A WORRIER? IX) YOU EVER FEEL WORRIED ABOUT YOUR BOY? D28

Suffer from "nerves'1 and takes pills 4
Over anxious 3
Anxious with good reason 2
Not anxious i

COMPARED WITH OTHER PEOPLE, DO YOU THINK OF YOURSELF AS BEING VERY
STRICT, OR RATHER STRICT, OR RATHER EASY GOING OR VERY EASY GOING?

Very strict
Rather strict
Rather easy
Very easy-going

DO YOU AGREE WITH YOUR HUSBAND ABOUT DISCIPLINE, OR IS HE A LOT MORE
STRICT OR LESS STRICT THAN YOU ARE?

1
'I

3
4

Wife stricter
Just about the same

Husband stricter

1
2

3

DOES YOUR HUSBAND TEND TO GIVE HEAVIER PUNISHMENTS?

Yes
No

DO YOU FIND YOU TEND TO LEAVE PUNISHMENTS TO HIM,
PUNISHMENT WHEN HE GOMES HOME?

10 THAT HE GIVES A

May threaten to tell Dad, but actually
punishes herself 3
No, does it herself immediately 2
Sometimes. Leaves punishment to Dad 3
Most of the. time 4
Always 5

WHAT DOES YOUR HUSBAND DO WITH THE CHILDREN?

Often
Sometimes

Rarely
Never

3
2
1
0

Plays indoor games with them
Plays outdoor games
Goes for walks and expeditions
Takes to matches
Reads to them

Helps them make things
Repairs toys
Makes things for children
Puts them to bed

Prepared to look after them alone
H cmework

PARTICIPATION SCORE

DOES HE LIKE TO ROUGHHOUSE WITH THEM?

Yes
No



Critical and punitive
Moderately attached and moderately strict
Strict though loving
Permissive and rejecting
Indulgent and loving
Moderate strictness and loving
Punitive though attached

CHILD IS FAVOURITE OF MOTHER?

Yes

All equal

CHILD IS FAVOURITE OF DAD?

Another favoured

Only child

iss
All equal
Another favoured

Only child

CHILD IS THE LEAST FAVOURED BY MUM?

CHILD IS LEAST FAVOURED BY DAD?

No

Yes

Only child

No

Yes

Only child

WHAT SORT OF THINGS DO YOU DO WITH

Play indoor games

Outdoor games

Walks and expeditions

Every day
Often

Occasionally
Never

9
w'

2
1

0

READING AND SCHOOL

Take to play with other children
Read

Help make things

Repair toys

Homework

Others

PARTICIPATION SCORE !

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3
8

1
2
3
8

1
2
8

1

2
8

f

DO YOU THINK

MORNING? DOES HE CRY?

__ LIKES HIS SCHOOL? DOES HE LIKE GOING IN THE
WILL HE TALK ABOUT IT? IF HE DOESN'T LIKE IT,

WHAT IS THE MATTER?



WHAT DO YOU THINK HE THINKS ABOUT READING AND BOOKS?

Never picks up a book voluntarily, even for others to read
Regards books as pleasurable for others to read to him
Picks up book to look at pictures occasionally
Picks up books often and looks at pictures
Loves books and is always puzzling over them

DOES HE PUZZLE OUT THE WORDS?

Never

Very rarely
Sometimes
Often

Always if he's got a book

DOES ANYONE READ TO HIM, APART FROM SCHOOL HOMEWORK?

Yes, more or less everyday ritual
Sometimes voluntarily
Sometimes - when asked by child
Rarely
Never

WHAT SORT OF BOOKS?

Yes
No

1
0

Comics

Ladybirds
Annuals
Books of short stories for children
Well-known children's books

1
I
1
1

WHAT DO YOU FEEL HE WILL GET OUT OF HIS READING WHEN HE'S OLDER. WHAT
IS IT FOR?

Instrumental reasons

Academic and. aspi.rati.onal
Expressive

DO YOU LIKE READING YOURSELF? WHAT DO YOU READ, APART FROM THE PAPER?
Books on particular subjects (gardening etc)
Book with pretensions
Books - westerns and romances etc.

Magazines and books of romance variety
Magazines
Nothing

Every day
Regularly
Frequently
Occasionally
Rarely
Never

DOES YOUR HUSBAND LIKE READING, APART FROM THE NEWSPAPERS?

Books on particular subjects
Books with pretensions
Books - westerns and romances

Magazines (Autocar, Do it Yourself etc.)
Magazines (entertainment only)
Nothing



LI BRAP.Y MEMBERSHIP

PROBLEMS WITH READING

No

Dad
Mum

Yes
Yes 1

No

No
2
r%
£

HAS YOUR BOY BEEN IN ANY ACCIDENTS WHERE YOU HAVE HAD TO TAKE HIM TO
HOSPITAL? HOW DID THEY HAPPEN?

a. None
Car accident
Falls
Other
More than one kind

b; Once
Twice

More than twice
Never

cZ Due to recklessness
Purely accidental, e.g. fall downstairs
Done to the child (e.g. hand closed in door)
Not applicable, as never in accident

d. Trivial
Serious
Not applicable, as never in accident

DO YOU THINK HE IS CLUMSY?

Knocks things over and drops things only
Trips and falls only
Poor on fine motor control only
Combination of 2 or 3 of the above
No problem

0
1
2

1
2
3
0

3
2

1
8

1
8

i,

2
O
•J

4
5

DO YOU THINK HE IS LIKELY TO GET INTO SCRAPES AND TROUBLE IN THIS DISTRIC

Yes, quite a lot of other undesirable children
Yes, one individual who dominates the children

and leads them astray
Yes, a lot of children, and that leads to trouble
No

DO YOU FEEL PLEASED WITH THE HOUSE AND DISTRICT, OR WOULD YOU LIKE A
CHANGE?

Anxious about:

Yes

No

1

2

Traffic 1

Undesirable companions 1
Institutional effect of living on scheme 1

Appearance of house 1
Distance from shops and amenities 1
Lack of safe place for children to play 1
Net enough room for all the family 1

FATHERS OCCUPATION

2
3
4

2

2

J
MOTHERS OCCUPATION



- 20 - Table No.

MOTHER

Par t time
Full time

1
/.

A 5

AMENITIES Telephone
Car
Both

1
2

3

A4

HOUSE

Owner occupied
Corporation
Rented Privately

1
2
3

A3

House
Main door flat

Upper flat

1
2
3

INTERVIEW CODING

1
2

4
5
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INTERVIEW TABLES

D. PARENTAL ATTITUDES AND ACTION

PERMISSIVENESS—STRICTNESS (THE EXISTENCE OF iiULLS)

Sleeping and Bedtime.

1. Bedtime Unregulated Regulated Totals

n it/
/« n %

Up to 8.30 p.m. 17 70.8 20 62.5 37

After 8.30 p.m. 7 29.2 12 37.5 19

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.13, d.f. 1, n. s.

2. Must he stay in Bed once put to bed?

Unregulated Regulated Tot a]

n % n %
Stays put 14 63.6 18 62.1 32
F.Ioves about in bedroom 8 36.4 11 37.9 19

Totals 22 100.0 29 100.0 51

Chi square = 0.03, d.f. 1, n. s.

Five children fell asleep immediately, 2 Unregulated,
3 Regulated.

3. Is he allowed to stay up if not sleepy?
Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %

No, except in emergency 13 34.2 13 46.9 28

Yes 11 43.3 17 53.1 28

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.07, d. f. 1, n. s.

4. What do you do with him if he wakes in the night?

Unregulated
n %

Regulated
n yo

Tola

Leave, or leave after
settling 7 29.2 7 21.9 14

Allow to join parents in
bed 4 16.7 9 28.2 13

Does not wake 13 54.2 16 50.0 29

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
CM square = 1.11, d. f. 2, n. s.



Eating and manners

5. Do .you have rules about eating up meals?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n % n %

Yes, sometimes variably
enforced 13 88.2 23 •CM00 38

No 2 11.8 5 17.9 7

Totals 17 100.0 28 100.0 45

Chi square = 0.02, d. f. 1, n. s.

Eleven children ate all their meals enthusiastically,
7 Unregulated, 4 Regulated.

6. Do you let him get up from the table during meals?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n ye n %

Never 16 66.7 15 46.9 31
Sometimes 4 16.7 9 28.2 13
Sits in front of the TV 4 16.7 8 25.0 12

Totals 24 100.0 32 lOO.O 56
Chi square = 2.19, d. f. 2, n. s.

7. Is he allowed to bring toys or a book to the table?

Unregulated Regulated Tota]

n % n %
Never 14 77.8 15 65. 2 29

Sometimes 4 22.2 8 34.8 12

Totals 18 100.0 23 100.0 41

Chi square = 0.28, d. 1'. 1. n. s.

Children who eat their
are excluded from the

meals
table

in front of the
•

television

8. Do you have rules for road crossing

Unregulated Regulated Tota:

n % n %
Never to cross unaccompa¬
nied or only quiet roads 18 75.0 27 84.4 45

Can cross fairly busy to
major roads even without
crossing light or green
man 6 25.0 5 15.6 11

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.29, d. f. 1, n. s.
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9. Do you like him to tidy away his toys himself?

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
Child always ox' usually 12 50.0 21 65.6 33
Mother sometimes or always 12 50.0 11 34.4 23

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.81 , d.f. 1, n.s.

Supervision

10. Does he play somewhere you can see or hear him?

Unregulated
n

Sometimes briefly out of
sight and sound
Sometimes or often well
out of sight and sound

Totals

11

13

/o

45.8

Regulated
n

Totals

19

13

%

59.4

40.6

100.0

30

26

56

11. Do .you get him to tell you
to play?

54.2

24 100.0 32
C)n square — 0.54 > d.f. 11 n.s.

where he is going if he goes out

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
Yes 15 71.4 26 86.7 41

No 6 28.6 4 13.3 10

Totals 21 100.0 30 100.0 51
Chi square = 0.98, d. f. 1, n.s.

Five other children were not let out to play,
3 Unregulated, 2 Regulated.

12. Do you ask him always to come directly home from school?

Unregulated Regulated Tota
n % n <&.

/o

Yes 18 75.0 25 78.1 43

No 6 25.0 7 21.9 13

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.002, d.f. 1, n.s.

#• f /
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Pocket money

13. Pocket money or money given to spend.

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n % n %

Up to 20 pence 9 50.0 5 19.2 14

Over 20 pence 9 50.0 21 80.8 30

Totals 18 100.0 26 100.0 44

Chi square = 3.33, d. f . 1, n. s.

Data for this question was collected after 12 interviews
had already been completed.

14• Is the money used for saving or simply for toys, sweets
and food (crisus. etc.)?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n % n %

Saving plus food 6 35.3 10 33.5 16

Sweeties and food only 11 64.7 16 61.5 27

Totals 17 100.0 26 100.0 43
Chi square = 0. 52, d.f. 1, n. s.

PUNITIVE OR PERMISSIVE REACTIONS TO THE CHILD'S BEHAVIOUR

Eating and Manners

17. ho you take a lot of trouble to get him to have good table
manners?

Unregulated Regulated Total

n % n %
Yes, much trouble 8 33.3 8 25.O 16

Some training, but relaxed 16 66.7 24 75.0 40

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.07, d.f. 1, n. s.

18. In general would .you mind very much about children's
manners at this age?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n % n %

Yes, take it seriously 15 62.5 20 62.5 35

No, take it lightly 9 37.5 12 37.5 21

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0,08, d.f. 1, n. s.
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Elimination

19• L>id (do) you have any problem gettin; him dry at night?
Uhat do you do about it?

Unregulated
n %

Regulated
n %

Totals

Punish, reproach, coax 3 12.5 8 25.0 11

No pressure 21 87.5 24 75.0 45

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.68, d.f. 1, n. s.

20. How do .you liandle it when he does tell a lie?

Unregulated Regulated Tota"

n % n %
Smack 8 36.4 5 18.5 13

Deprive, scold, keep in 12 54.5 16 59.3 28

Pay little attention 2 9.1 6 22.2 8

Totals 22 100.0 27 100,0 49

Chi square = 2.78, d.f. 2, n. s.

21. How do you handle it when he is destructive?

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
Smack 9 40.9 9 39.1 18

Deprive, scold, keep in 9 40.9 9 39.1 18

Pay little attention 4 18.2 5 21.7 9

Totals 22 100.0 23 100.0 45

Chi square = 0.09, d.f. 2, n. s.

22. How do you handle it when he loses his temper?

Unregulated Regulated Total

n % n %
Smack 7 31.8 12 42.9 19

Dei>rive, scold, keep in 7 31.8 11 39.3 18

Pay little attention 8 36.4 5 17.9 13

Totals 22 100.0 28 100.0 50

Chi square = 2.21, d.f. 2, n.s.
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23* Do .you accept his scrapes as "boyish behaviour or do you
get crosb and punish him?

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
Very cross 8 36.4 7 41.2 15

Mildly cross 10 45.5 5 29.4 15

Uncaring or philosophical 4 18.2 5 29.4 9

Totals 22 100.0 17 100.0 39
Chi square = 2.31, d.f. 2, n. s.

24. Reasoning as a form of control

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
No explanations offered 8 33.3 7 22.6 15
Reasons given sometimes if
not always 16 66.7 24 77.4 40

Totals 24 100.0 31 100.0 55
Chi square = 0.34, d.f. 1, n. s.

PARENTAL ATTITUDES

25. What do you think is the most effective way of controlling
his behaviour?

Talking nicely to him and
explaining

Threaten or physical
punishment, deprive or
keep in

Totals

Unregulated
n %

5 26.3

Regulated
n

U 73.7 18

33.3

66.7

Totals

14

19 100.0 27 100.0
Chi square = 0.26, d.f. 1, n.s.

32

46

26. Are you happy about the way you deal with discipline?

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n y° n

Happy 13 59.1 21 75.0 34

Too strict, too weak, too
inconsistent, too irritable 9 40.9 7 25.0 16

Totals 22 100.0 28 100.0 50
Chi square = 0.80, d.f. 1, n. s.



2?. Do you find that .you are more quick tempered than your
husband?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n 7o n 7>

Wife more quick tempered 11 64.7 15 35.6 26

Both quick tempered 0 - 2 7.4 2

Husband more quick tempered 4 23.5 5 18.5 9

Both equable 2 11.8 5 18.5 7

Totals 17 100.0 27 100. 0 44

Chi square = 1.83, d.f. 3, n. s.

28. Do you ever feel worried about your boy?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n > n °/°

Not anxious 9 39.1 20 64.5 29

Anxious with good reason 6 26.1 4 12.9 10

Over-anxious 4 17.4 3 9.7 7

Anxious and on vaIlium 4 17.4 4 12.9 8

Totals 23 100.0 31 100.0 54

Chi square = 3.61, d. 1. 3, n. s.

29. Compared with other people, how do .you rate .your strictness?

Unregulated Regulated Totals
n A n 7°

Very strict, rather strict 13 54.2 16 50.0 29

Very and rather easy-going 11 45.8 16 50.0 27

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi square = 0.002, d.f. 1, n. s.

30. Do you agree with .your husband about discipline?
Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n 7=

Wife stricter 7 31.8 9 30.0 16

About the same 3 13.6 11 36.7 14

Husband stricter 12 54.5 10 33.3 22

Totals 22 100.0 30 100.0 52
Chi square = 3.86, d.f. 2, n. s.



31. Docs your husband tend to give harsher punishments?

Unregulated Regulated

Yes, husband harsher
No

Totals

Totals

n % n %
7 43.8 8 30.8 15

9 56.3 18 69.2 27

16 100.0 26 100.0 42

Chi square = 0.27, d.f. 1, n.s.

32. Do .you i'lnd you leave punishments to .your husband?

Unregulated Regulated

Always does it her sell'
Sometimes leaves it to
her husband

Totals

n

19

-J
/°

86.4

13.6

n

24

%

80.0

20.0

Totals

43

3 13.6 6 20.0 9

22 100.0 30 lOO.O 52
Chi square = 0.04» d. 1'. 1, n.s.

33. Is the child a favourite of Ms fathers? (if more than
one child in family.)

Unregulated Regulated Total s

n % n %
Yes, father's favourite 2 15.4 11 52.4 13

All equal 7 53.8 6 28.6 13

Another child favoured 4 30.8 4 19.0 8

Totals 13 100.0 21 100.0 34
Chi square = 4.69, d.f. 2, n. s.

34. Is the child a favourite of yours?

Unregulated Regulated TotaJ

n % n %
Yes, mother's favour!te 5 38.5 8 36.4 13
All equal 7 53.9 13 59.1 20

Another child favoured 1 7.7 1 4.5 2

Totals 13 100.0 22 100.0 35

Chi square = 0.06, d.f. 1, n. s.

(Mother's favourite compared with other 2 categories.)
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35. Assessments of fathers' attitude to child

Unregulated
n %

Regulated
n %

Totals

Critical and punitive or
strict and moderately
attached 3 14.3 6 20.0 9

Attached hut strict 12 57.1 13 43.3 25

Indulgent and loving 6 28.6 11 36.7 17

Totals 21 100.0 30 100.0 51
Chi square = 0.95, d. 1. 2 , n. s.

36. Mothers' participation in activities with the children

Mean

s.d.

n

Unregulated
10.50

4.22

18

Regulated
10.04

3.33

27

t value

0.41
n. s.

37. Fathers' participation

Mean

s. d.

n

in activities with the children

Unregulated Regulated t value
14.88 15.44 0.27

6.70 6.68 n. s.

17 25

E. READING

1. What do .you think your boy thinks about reading and hooks?
(Uninterested = 5; Interested = 1)

Unregulated

Mean

s.d.

n

Low Score
on Profiles

2.80

0.94
16

High Score
on Profiles

2.50

1.41

8

2. Does he puzzle out the words?

Mean 4.14 3.71

s.d. 0.95 1.50

Regulated
Low Score
on Profiles

3.44

0.96
16

(Never = 5 J

4.07

1.28

High Score
on Profiles

2.07

1.33
16

Always =1)
2. 29

1.64

F



3. Does anyone read to him, apart from school homework?

Unregulated
Low
score on

Profiles

High
score on

Profiles

Regulated
Low
score on

Profiles

High
score on

Profiles

Rarely or
n % n % n erf

/° n %
never 5 31.3 4 50. 0 4 25.0 3 18.,8 16

Sometimes 8 50.0 3 37. 5 8 50.0 8 50. 0 27

Daily 3 18.8 1 12. 5 4 25.0 5 31. 3 13

Totals 16 100. 0 8 1—' 00 • 0 16 100.0 16 1—■ 00•,0 56

4. The frequency with which mother reads

Unregulated
Low
score on

Profile s

n %

Regulated
High
score on

Profiles
n

Every day to
frequently
Ocasional ly
to never

Totals

56.3

7

16

43.8

100.0

5

8

%

37.5

62.5

100.0

Low
score on

Profiles
n %

High
score on

Profiles
11

7

16

56.3 10

43.8 6

100.0 16

%

62. 5

37.5

100.0

5. Do you belong to a library?
Unregulated

Chi square = 1.37, d.f. 3, n. s.

Regulated
Low
score on

Profiles

High
score on

Profiles

Low
score on

Profiles

High
score on

Profiles

31

25

56

n % n % n % n a?
70

Yes 3 30.0 2 40.0 8 66. 7 8 53.3 21

No 7 70.0 3 60.0 4 33-3 7 46.7 21

Totals 10 100.0 5 100.0 12 100.0 15 100.0 42

Chi square = 3.20, d.f. 3, n. s.

8. Child's liking for school (Low scores indicate greater

Unregulated Regulated
Low
score on

Profi les

High
score on

Profiles

Low
ecore on

Profiles

High
score on

Profiles F

Mean 2.69 1.88 2.58 2.00
s. d. 1.82 1.89 1.68 1.55
n 16 8 12 16
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7. Heading problems of parents

Unregulated

Mo problems
One or both
parents

Totals

Low
score on

Profiles
n %

11 84.6

High
score on

Profiles
n fo
6 85.7

liegulated
Low
score on

Profiles
n %
8 66.7

high
score on

Profiles
n %

12 75.0

2 15.4 1 14.3 4 33.3 4 25.0

13 100.0 7 100.0 12 100.0 16 100.0
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TABLES FOR SINGLE ITEMS OF THE PARENT-CIIILD INQUIRY FORMS.

(Completed by Infant Mistresses)

related to Interview Groups.
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TABLES FOR SINGLE ITEMS OF THE PARENT-CIIILD IN QUIRY FORM

1. Parents' Discipline

Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
Very poor and poor 10 41.7 3 10.3 13

Adequate to good 14 56.3 26 89.7 40

Totals 24 100.0 29 100.0 53
Chi square = 6.86 d.f. 1 , l-U.Ol

2. Suspected treatment of child

Unregulated Regulated Total

n % n %
Nag and jmnish physically 10 55.6 5 18.5 15

Spoil 5 27.7 3 11.1 8

Satisfactory 3 16.7 19 70.4 22

Totals 18 100.0 27 100.0 45

Chi square = 12.54, d.f. 2, P4.01
Cbon't know' responses on 11 children)

3» Neighbours complaints about the child

Unregulated

No complaints

Complaints known of

Total s

Regulated Totals

n % n /o

12 52.2 29 96.7 41
11 47.8 1 3.3 12

23 100.0 30 100.0 53
CM square = 14.76, d.f. 1, P4.01

4. Troublesomeness of child's siblings (5 children with no
siblings)

Unregulated Regulated Totals

No trouble

Trouble at home or school

Totals

n % n %

12 60.0 22 78.6 34

8 40.0 6 21.4 14

20 100.0 28 100.0 48
Chi square = 2.00, d.f. 1, n.s.

r / *
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5. Parents' Marriage

Unregulated
n 7c

Appears stable 17 73.9

Divorce, separations
(temporary or prolonged) 6 26.1

Total s 23 100.0

Chi square :

6. Judgement of Child's maturity

Unre

n

13

gulated
a

Comparatively mature

A

54.2
Immature 11 45.8

Totals 24 100.0

CM square :

Regulated Totals
n %

26 86.7 43

4 13.3 10

30 100.0 53

0.86, d.f. 1, n. s.

Regulated Totals
n %

27 90.0 40

3 10.0 14

30 100.0 54

7.15, d.f, 1, p<.01
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APPENDIX 18

IMPRESSIONS OF INTERVIEWS WITH PARENTS

(These impressions were written immediately after each inter

view. They should therefore be seen not as considered

opinions in the light of reflection but simply as coloured

snapshots of a temporary situation.)
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Unregulated Low Profile Scorer

rs. Mck, came to the door barefooted. hut it was

understandable as she had been on night duty. She talked

emphatically about being a fuLly trained State Registered

Nurse but being unable to get a nursing job at hours tuat

she could manage and yet be home with her children when

they came in. She had just taken a job of 6 hours night

cleaning at a hospital, but tiiis was hateful, and she had

received a reply to her application to another hospital

where she could nurse handicapped children. They had

suggested she eatne in to see them. She was in her night¬

dress and remained so, with her teeth off us well as her

day clothes, but she was intelligible. The house is very

clean and tidy and in the kitchen and living room well

decorated and furnished. The children's room she showed

me, displaying all their toys was battered and worn, but

tidy. As I came in she screamed at the small dog who was

barking at me to be quiet. It crept away from her under

the sideboard. \Uien she spoke to the dog and also to

John it was often in a shout of irritation. She also

screeched at the budgerigar for singing so much. She was

obviously very edgy.

She was fostered as a child and felt the foster parents

"didnae bother" with her. She hadn't experienced a very

happy model of uxjbringing. fer husband had worked for 14-

year s at the Milanda bakery and years ago had had to

give it up because of chronic bronchitis caused by constant

inhalation of flour. He now also suffers from an ulcer

and in attempts to get work, as a joiner most recently, has



been turned down by the doctors for health reasons. ile

does noi get a disability pension, merely social security,

so they are less prosperous than some other families.

However, they had a new suite in the living room and the

children were nicely dressed. This apparently was due to

mother-in-law's generosity and tliat of sister-in-law who

had children slightly older than Mrs. M's, and who not only

passed tilings down to Mrs. M's children but would make them

clothes when she was making them for her own children.

Mrs. Mck. was another mother who complained of her

child's continual activity and fidgetiness. The mother-

in-law agreed, but she was able to control John in her home

fairly well through being fairly strict and holding the

belt ready for instant action. Actually, she said she

never used it, but she got it out and put it on the chair

as a threat. So far this had been successful. She would

insist on the children sitting at table, picking up their

toys, coming in when told and even John, the most recal¬

citrant and difficult of the thi'ee, would obey. John

would also knuckle under to Pad, but Mum clearly liad no

control. She shouted, leathered and rowed them and even

claimed to keep an eye on John, for she was forever at the

window trying to control him, and stop him from wandering

off into trouble. However, it was quite clear tliat she

was completely unsuccessful in establishing her rule, and

she was regularly flouted, by a somewhat surly John.

John was in more or less constant trouble. lie

emerged as a difficult child, immature and kept so. In

his earliest days she had made the older brother give up



toys to John the baby, and now he expected to have every¬

thing that belonged to Paul whenever he wanted to. There

was considerable ill feeling between them. John would,

in spite of being given equal everything, still try to take

what was Paul's too. His provocative beliaviour had led to

his being somewhat isolated in the children's play in the

street. lie was forever involved in squabbles, some of

which he would start himself. He was also the butt since

lie was somewhat babyish, and other children would take

things away from him, whereupon he would call up to Mum to

defend him. He seemed thoroughly inconsequential. Me

would run across roads, jump out of his second storey flat

window, climb on dangerous walls and court danger without

fear. liven when he hurt himself, which was frequent, and

he had been taken to hospital about 4 times with various

injuries (Mrs. Mck. expected him to be killed on the roads,

in fact) he still did not seem to be in luch pain and would

very quickly recover. On one occasion when the ambulance

came for him he was sitting in front of the TV with the

blood still pouring from the wound on his nose, having

refused his other's offers of cold compresses to stop the

flow. rhey commented on how impervious to ordinary pain and
discomfort lie seemed to be, so that accidents did not seem

to act as a deterrent. Tie had had more accidents from

jumping out the window to running in front of cars than any

other child 1 had so far come across. Grannie too found

it difficult to restrain him from running across the road

even when she had his hand in hex s.

None of the children were competent readers. They all



seemed to be on reading books that most children would have

completed in their first year. Paul, at 8 was still

struggling with memory of words and had a very limited

grasp of phonics, Joanne, the little girl of 7 (10 months

younger) was not as far as this, and John was similarly

retarded in relation to his age group. Grannie said that

her son had had a lot of trouble with reading and figures

at school. It was her daughter who liad become the book

keeper and by implication her son who had been behind.

The family intelligence is probably fairly low, certainly

their reading is uniformly poor. Some of the family's

problems are possibly attributable to the fact that the

babies came with 10 month intervals until Mrs. Mck. was

sterilised. The resentment between the two boys is due

more to preferential treatment as Mrs. Mok. freely admitted.

This seemed a potentially explosive situation with the

mother-in-law as a stabilising factor, a financial help and

a firm approach, less given to shouting at the children and

apparently more Intelligent and in control of situations

than her daughter-in-law. I had doubts about Mrs, McK's

ability to deal with difficulties in her family aggravated,

as they were, by her husband's ill health and unemployment,

This, both women thought, accounted for the way he was (a

cryptic but unrevealing statement, which I did not pursue).
tthen the children came in they were prepared to answer

me when I spoke to them, and were reprimanded by Mrs. Mck.

if they did not answer Yes or No, or pardon, if they said

Eh? when they hadn't caught what I said. These children,
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though sliy with me, all willingly read to me, and seemed
much easier in tiiis respect than the S. family. They did

not smile, hut nor did they retire to a cupboardJ

The F's. told me of how John had run in front of a

car in the summer though lie had escaped unharmed as the

driver had been fully in control of the car. i'auL went on

to say that John would see cars coming and simply say "I'm

going now" and run straight in front of them. What can

account for this deliberate courting of danger? Is it a

means of gaining attention?

Unregulated high Thackray i'rofile Scorer

Mrs. .L Lived up a painful 7 floors, each having 2

flights of stairs, which T reached without benefit of lift,

the was a tall young woman - probably lute 20's early 30's

who like Mrs. h. had been a fully trained printer. The

hours were inconvenient so she gave it up with the arrival

of Brian, and now works part-time at a shoe shop serving

people. She went, at one time, on a training course to be

a manager, she was acting manageress as it stood, but this

seemed to involve her working till 7»30 to 8.00 in the

evenings and this did not seem worthwhile. She now works

27 hours a week for a paltry £15* She has worked in an

office before, but I think enjoys being with the people in

the shop better. Her husband is a truck and tractor

driver, though he has also been at sea. Her father was a

fisherman, but lias been off a year, unwell, and now they

fear that it is cancer. Mother "takes epileptic fits"

when the pressure of anxiety builds too high and is suffe¬

ring a fair amount at the moment. Mrs. K, is also worried



as her Dad is not only ill, but young, under 50.

She is an anxious person, and like others has been on

pills for "nerves". She seems more protective than other

mothers over Brian, her only child, but not without reason.

He is not allowed to play out of the building with the

other children. They play down at the base of the block

and in the lower hall. She lias, wisely I think, wired in

the balcony so that he can't fall out, and so that they can

keep a cat (the last one met a sad end over tlie balcony).

She lets him play out with other children near her mother's

house just opposite Bonnington School, where they themselves

lived before. At present they are about to put in an offer

for a new home - an old flat in Great Junction Street, but

with a green so that he will be safe. Her nephew was

killed last year on one of the roads, and another has had

a nasty accident, so she is not unreasonable in her

anxieties. Her mother protested against her over-

pro tectiveness which was thought to have led to his

wandering off from both her and her mother when a smaller

child. On two occasions they had had to call the Police.

Meanwhile he does not wander off or behave badly on the

roads any more.

Brian fidgeted and was quite unable to settle down to

drawing me a picture while I was there, and pressed his

mother to let him out to play with the other children - also

not unreasonably. She takes him, every day, down to her

mother's so he does in fact get a lot of outdoor play with

other children, and especially with his best friend Colin.

She several times mentioned how Brian was spoilt and
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754*

even suggested, that it might he a good idea for him to he

kept away from her mother some of the time since whatever-

he asked for (as one of only two grandchildxen) Grannie

would give "him. He was over-indulged with sweets and

biscuits, but all the same when he appeared in the sitting-

room with a biscuit there was no rebuke, just an acceptance

that this was what he was always doing. I got the feeling

that he was very much indulged in certain respects, e.g. "I

am going to save up for a bail," and then he would be given

lOp by Mum, tell the same tale to Grannie, lOp then from

her, lOp from his aunt etc., and by the end of the day he

had it all "saved". He was now on to a good thing about

announcing that he was going to "save". He got lOp a day

for taking to school, but clearly was given many other

things, but was not one to play in any concentrated way

with them. Mother said she herself rarely finished some¬

thing and instanced starting but not finishing papering his

bedroom and painting the kitchen. She felt she had little

time to read or plaj with him - she had him at school in

the morning, she went to work in the afternoon and when she

got back she made "tea" and then fairly soon after he was

put to bed. She said that how she treated him rather

depended on how tired she was feeling, and that determined

whether she gave in to him or resisted his demands. In

the evening she rarely read herself or read to him because

she wanted to relax by then (clearly, she did not perceive

reading as a pleasant relaxation).

She had only one child, and was not planning another

since Brian took exception to children's cryingj Also,
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perhaps on a less trivial level, she was going to have to

work full time to pay for their move to their own house

and giving up work would mean she could not afford the

house, and finally she would not like the expense of another

child - though, a reservation, if a mistake occurred, she

would accept it reasonably happily.

Brian had not heen up to many "monkey tricks", partly

because he was kex>t in, and the children round her mother's

did not appear to be vastly mischievous. He is a lively

child, who roamed along the back of my chair, and was

constantly on the move. Her protectiveness may keep him

from undesirable company - there is one such small boy in

the building.

Regulated how Thackray Profile Scorer•

Mrs. D. lives in an owner occupied house in a rather

attractive elliptical crescent off P. Street. The house

is very much in need of a handyman husband, but she wist¬

fully regiets that he is not interested in this - iiaving

somewhere to live and sleep is wlxat he has provided. He

doesn't feel it is necessary to furbish and refurbish.

This sees.is to be her real complaint with life, otherwise

she gives an appearance of relaxation, possibly to the

point of flabbiness. Her children seem on the whole to be

easy, except, perhaps for the youngest, Ross, one year

younger than Craig, who is the devil-may-care active

extrovert, who gets into mischief. HE is the one who has

the accidents, and goes back for more. HE is the one who
t

is likely to walk in front of cars. Craig, on the other

hand, is a big contrast. He is quiet, too quiet, undeman¬

ding and undemanded. His mother feels he needs more
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loving than he gets. Ross will push him out of the way if

he sits on Alum's lap, and he will simply he removed and

withdraw into another chair. His mother feels the gap

between them (only a year) has been bad for him. She does

not understand him as she understands the others, all of

whom are less withdrawn.

She sees him as keen to learn, interested in reading,

and ready to go on ahead. He likes to play games with

numbers, and get his parents to set him adding and multi¬

plication tasks. He seems to be the brightest, though she

is hard put to describe wliy she thinks this. She has

great aspirations for him to have a "good" job. She is

disappointed in her husband's job as an insurance agent

(she was a typist). She says he was top of his class in

primary school, but seemed to lose grip in secondary when

he took on paper rounds and other outside work. She also

tended to lay the blame on the teachers, but from her

description, a somewhat shadowy picture of a man of no

immense drive and determination emerges, perhaps it was not

the teaching.

She seemed surrounded by television sets - two in the

sitting room, one out of action, arid one immense one in the

living room, where they also had a dining nook. The kitchen

opened off tliis into an extended section reaching into the

garden. The children jilayed outside a great deal. Craig

appeared to play very little with toys, books or anything

that could be called a game. If he was in he would watch

television, otherwise he would be outside most of the day.

He played largely with an older boy 3^ years senior to him



(i.e. 9i) and his mother was anxious about this. She felt

he might be led into things that were too old for him -

perhaps going across the main street to the park. Nothing

much of this kind had happened, however, so far. She

describes Craig as sliy, staying in till someone came to ask

him out to play, and not venturing out as koss would.

There are two older children - 9 and 10. The boy of 10

will sometimes play with Craig, and Craig likes to hang on

the outskirts of the bigger boys' games. lie is occasio¬

nally allowed in, and can often do as well as some of them.
r

He is not a loner, but he is not a real part of the gang.

He has no intimate friends of his own age.

He is a child that causes very little trouble, mostly

easily obedient. She says that she rarely has to punish

him, and smacks are few and far between. lis worst and

most annoying action seems to be a tendency recently

developed to retaliate to teasing by older children with a

kick, whereas he had earlier merely hit. He gets a smack

for this. She thinks he has understood and internalised

her prohibitions, because he will tell her about other

children and describe what they have done as bad. He seems

to want to please her so much that he rarely steps out of

line. I had the impression of a child who is tempera¬

mentally undemanding and quiet,who has suffered from having

a much more boisterous younger child follow him very soon.

This seems to have emphasised his tendency to withdrawal and

apparent lack of confidence, in spite of his mother's

awareness of him and his need for love. She says she tends

to leave him out, and forget him because of his quietness.
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Mum is a great reader, though firmly, not of "romances".

She speaks of reading "You get a great pleasure out of

reading. I'd be lost if I hadn't got a book. I couldn't

go in ray bed and not read, even just a cliapter". So she

sees reading opening up pleasures to Craig, and yet does

nothing at a Li to encourage the view of reading as a

pleasure - perhaps it just developed in her with very little

encoux-agement. Craig never seems to be eager to be read

to, and so she doesn't read unless occasionally one of them

asks. bo it is far from regular, and consists of one or

two Ladybirds and a number of other books, which she didn't

specify - short stories in collections.

They take the children out of a weekend, in their car,

down to Silverknowes and out to Colinton Dell. Not much

this month, but as a fairly regular occurrence.

She commented that she took the children out rarely, if

at all, to meals and so didn't feel any particular need to

make their table manners reach a particular standard. She

tried to encourage them to hold the knife and fork properly,

but didn't bother much over please and thank you. As in

some other families the children watch the TV while they eat

so there is not much problem about keeping them stili, nor,

of course, is there any conversation at meals. Talking

takes place at other times, if at all. Television in this

family certainly acts as the pacifier.

Regulated High Tliackray Profile scorer.

I thought that the C's. were out when I rang, or- rather

knocked and was just about to go away when I saw a light go

on at the end of the corridor. There are no bells on these
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flats unless fitted by the inmates, which means you have to

hammer to be heard.

Mr. C. joined us and proved most helpful and interes¬

ting. He works as a TV engineer, but only has to go out

if there are calls. If he does a good job he will

obviously have fewer calls for his particular sets than if

he does a poor one, and so he can arrange quite a number of

times when lie is at home most of the day. This means he

sees more of the tlirec children - all boys, li to 10, than

most fathers. lie is obviously a highly observant and

sensitive father. He is keen tiiat the children should

have an upbringing that is less strict than his own} he

stated that he wanted the boys to be his friends and pals

rather than to feeL the heavy hand oi liis authority. He

did not like smacking them and rarely did, but hio wife said

that the children realised when he meant business and obeyed

him much more readily than they did her. He worked for

handicapped children and adults - driving them about and

was keen that his children should not see them as weird and

disturbing. Grant as a consequence is concerned about

children who get beaten up by bigger boys, and will go to

help them, and will attack other children who are unkind to

animals. The parents had brought up the children to be

well behaved since they regularly went to mother's parents

who own a hotel, where the children have to behave.

The children, in particular, Grant, are devoted to

their teachers. Grant will take all sorts of tilings to

his teacher. His father called him a con man, but in fact

the liking and admiration is sincere and the child lias
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great charm. Possibly later he will make use of this ...

His mother says that she can never really punish him since

he is so beguiling and so she can never follow through with

her threats. Tie also, it appears, is extremely honest and

will tell you the truth even if it is not called for and

the guilt would never be pinned on Mm. For example, he

used a pen knife on the seat of the Baby Relax, and his

father thought it had been done by the buckle of Ms mother's

bag, but he, after a while, owned up to the crime.

He was accident prone in Ms earlier years, but not

apparently clumsy. Now he is a very keen reader, picking

out everything on the television and reading it to thera.

Mother said something interesting - that she Tiad stopped

reading to him now because he could read for himself.

The parents seem to be quite clear about what was

and was not acceptable behaviour, but with Grant they had

to be more persistent to get him to do whatever it was they

had in mind, or alternatively to stop doing it. He, like

the other two I liave just seen, was also very persistent and

determined and eventually achieved his ends. Tie walked

all round 18 holes of golf with his Dad, and was still

ready to go on, though the older boy had dropped out at 9«

He showed the same jmrsistence in learning to swim. Dad

seems to take the children on these outings.

They regularly go out on expeditions; they belong to

the residents' association and once a month go to the zoo

and hear the lectures given to children and parents. Dad

takes the children swimming as well, and seems to make models

with them and encourage them to do constructive things. I



should say reading plays very little part in their lives -

Dad preferring outdoor pursuits, Mum reading hut not to the

children. It seemed a good family, and it was pleasurable

to he with thera. They saw Grant as a "con man" though

obstinate, hut for both of them he was the favourite. Dad

was a stocky somewhat fat, small man with sideburns, Mum

slender, 30ish, positive, but Dad seemed quite bright and

had, for a man who reads not at all, a surprisingly aptly

used vocabulary.

Grant has nightmares (as his Dad did). Grant has

sometimes to be sedated otherwise he can not get through

the night, but it does not seem to bother him next day.
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APPENDIX 19

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEACHER AND PARENT ASSESSMENTS

OF CHILDREN*S BEHAVIOUR AT END OF PRIMARY ONE
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEACHER AND PARENT ASSESSMENTS OF

CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOUR AT END OF PRIMARY ONE.

Disinhibited and distractible behaviour

Parental Interview Assessments

Teachers' Assessments Persis- Reck-
frora CBQ and BSAG Attention tence lessness Activity

Hyperactivity (BSAG) 0.18 0. U 0.12 0.26
Restlessness (CBq) 0.37 0.25 0»4i 0.41
Fidgetiness (CBQ) O.35 0.27 0.26 O.32
Distractibility (BSAG) 0.48 0.30 0.41 0.48
Impulsiveness (BSAG) 0.27 0.08 0.31 0,33

Unregulated Behaviour 0.41 0.25 0.40 0,43
Antisocial Conduct (CBQ) 0.39 0.28 0.29 0.27
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Antisocial
Behaviour

Teachers'Assessmentsfrom
CB'i

and
13SAG

Theft(CB'i)Destruetiveness(CBQ)Aggression(CBQ)Aggression(BSAG)Lying(CBQ)Disobedience(CB<i)Poor
Peericelationships(CB'i)Antisocial

Conduct

(CB<i)UnregulatedBeliaviour(CB'i
and

BSAG)

Parental
Interview
Assessments

Destruc-

Quarrel-

Disobe-
Naught
i-

Theft

tiveness
Temper

someness
Lying
dience

ness

0.05

0.11

0.05-0.001

0.200.34

0.190.
27

0.29

0.27

-0.
0080.19

0.080.24

0.350.36

0.280.19

0.230.29

Poor
Peerrelationships

'DOCLn

0.280.220.07



APPENDIX 20

INTERVIEWS '»I Til i'AI^NTS

Interviews are constantly under fire as a valid means

of inquiry into attitudes, values and emotions, and even

relatively objective fact. (e.g. Yarrow et al, I968).

Yet time and again as research on child rearing and child

development is pursued the necessity for "conversations"

(Newson and Newson, 1968) with the individuals most closely

involved becomes overwhelming. They are believed to hold

the all-important key to the puzzle. Indeed, no researcher

would assert entirely otherwise. The difficulty lies in

pinpointing the specific aspects of parental attitudes and

behaviour which crucially affect a developing child and

then describing them in a manner which is replicable not

only with the same sample but with others like them, today

and in the not too distant future. In this study, like¬

wise, dej>endence on teacher^' judgements of the child's

behaviour and of his parents'without a complementary or

counterbalancing view from the parents seemed both unwise

and unfair.

In an earlier chapter (page 2-i ) parental effects on

the hyperactive child were discussed using research which

depended on a variety of methods - experimental, observa¬

tional, questionnaire and interview. The results were

contradictory, suggesting that family i>athology in many

cases was at the root of hyperactivity (Klein and Klein,

1975) or that the behaviour occurred despite calm and

unprovocative home atxaospheres (kapoport and Benoit, 1975)*

Further complications were produced by Burton's (1968)



proposal that Inconsequential children more frequently

experienced demanding maternal attitudes which led them to

doubt parental affection. From another point of view, that

of the child's importance in eliciting parental behaviour,

Stevens-Long (1973) was able to show that parents were likely

to interpret overactivity as a discipline problem, and thus

to trap the child in a "negative punitive interaction".

This conclusion was drawn from an experimental study depen¬

dent on films of lyperactive children and controls and

responded to by women who were not in fact the parents of the

filmed children, Campbell (1975) found that mothers of

hyperactive children in an experimental task gave them more

direct help, encouragement and impulse control suggestions

than control mothers gave to their children, Osofsky (1970)

observed the effects of the child's behaviour on the teaching

styles of mothers, and was able to show that experimental

role playing by children elicited differential responses from

mothers according to whether the child acted stubborn,

dependent or independent.

There are thus two main schools of thought which are not

necessarily mutually exclusive. One emphasises the reactive

nature of the child's behaviour, whether it be to adverse

circumstances or to his own perceptual and cognitive

limitations (Rubin and ilraun 1968), the other stresses the

role of the child in promoting interactions which may or may

not be punitive. The second position assumes that the

child's behaviour has initially occurred a8 an individual

deviation from the norm, not as a reaction to parental treat¬

ment, and that in itself, whatever the general attitudes of



parents and caretakers, it will provoke responses which are

often repressive. As Marcus et al (1972) and Chess (1968)

observe, though the behaviour may have temperamental origins

and have been present in some form or other since Ius early

months, it may be compounded if the parents are unable to

structure and organise the child's life with any consistency

and regard for his personality.

The hypotheses to be tested through interview responses

were in general phrased to conform with the view that

Unregulated and Antisocial behaviours are reactions to poor

child rearing practices rather than that they stem from the

transactions between parents and temperamentally deviant

children. Failure to find strong indications of the inf¬

luence of parental attitudes and practices would tend to

suggest that these are of less importance than congenital

origins to behaviour, provided that the parents of the

Regulated and Unregulated children described their children

in markedly different ways.

Five hypotheses were advanced. (The rationale of

numbers 3 &nd 4 is discussed on pages Geo - to 3. )

1. That children who are unregulated have suffered

pre-and perinatal disadvantages such as to disturb normal

development and create the conditions fox organically based

disti'actible, disinhibited behaviour.

2. That children become unxegulated because of

impoverished circumstances which both conduce to develop¬

mental difficulties and lead to reduced capacities amongst

parents to deal with children who following pre-and perinatal

complications aie particularly vulnerable to poor handling.
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3. That unregulated behaviour is a product of child

rearing practices which minimise structure and rules to the

extent that the child has little opportunity to acquire

behavioural controls.

4. That parents of Unregulated and Antisocial child¬

ren are less likely to be in harmony over their discip¬

linary practices and more likely to doubt their child

rearing capacities, thus ensuring inconsistencies between

mother and father and consequent difficulties for the child

in internalisation of rules for everyday behaviour.

5. That Unregulated children become antisocial

because a) parents fail to supervise them adequately and

their inconsequential behaviour often leads them into

situations in which the outcome is socially disturbing; and

b) parents are more negative and punitive to children whose

persistence is limited with the result that their rejecting

behaviour leads to antisocial reactions in their offspring.

METHOD

A. Choice of Sample for Interview.

At the end of Priiaary One four groups were constructed

on the basis of scores on the Thackray Profiles and scores

on the first measure of unregulated behaviour. At this

stage the Draw Mother score was still being used for selec¬

tion purposes. A score of 11 was taken as a cut-off point

and children at and below this score were x>ut into the

common pool. This score was chosen since according to the
t

American norms it would be expected for children of the ave¬

rage age of this sample, i.e. 5 years 3 months. This use of

the Draw Mother test was based on the belief that it was the



best group measure of ability that could be administered to

5 year olds. The unreliability or the test (Freeman, 1975)

made this seem a doubtful procedure and so later it was

abandoned as a test of ability useful for selection of

individuals. The original plan had been to select children

who were in the lower ability band since troublesomeness in

school and even later delinquency have been shown to be

associated with low intelligence (West, 1969). The anti¬

social conduct of the children at this age was expected in

a number of cases to lead ultimately to delinquency (Rutter

et al, 1970). Accordingly the four Interview groups were

selected to represent the four predictive groups (see page

203), with the extra limitation that their Draw Mother

scores should all be under 11. This presented no problems

with Groups 1 and 2, all of whom had low Draw Mother scores

but led to a curtailing of the numbers available for

selection in Groups 3 and 4. Sixteen children were chosen

for interview by random selection from Groups 1, 2 and 4.

All 8 children who fitted the criteria in Group 3 were

interviewed.

The 4 groups were therefore

Group 1 - Unregulated, low Thackray Profile

scorers, (Poor Readiness) n = 16.

Group 2 - Regulated, low Thackray Profile

scorers, n = 16.

Group 3 - Unregulated, high Thackray Profile

scorers, (Readiness) n = 8.

Group 4 - Regulated, high Thackray Profile

scorers, n = 16.
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These numbers were all that could he interviewed in

the time available, that is the Summer vacation of 1975#

They were thought to be adequate for purposes of the inten¬

ded analyses. In the event, in most of the tables to be

presented the Regulated whether with low or high Thackray

Profile scores have been combined, and likewise both groups

of the Unregulated, so that comparisons are made between

the liegulated and Unregulated without the additional refine¬

ment of data on Profile scores. This became essential

because of the very low numbers for certain cells in many of

the tables when analysed for the 4 groups. Though detail

is therefore lost, which could be enlightening in a larger

scale study, it must be remembered that unregulated

behaviour was found to be the best predictor to both anti¬

social conduct and reading difficulties. It is therefore

taken to be the crucial variable for the re-construction of

the interview groups.

The children who were selected for the Interview Groups

were compared with those who fitted the criteria but who had

not been chosen, in order to determine whether the random

selection of the Interview (groups had resulted in unforeseen

biases.

The variables on which the groups were compared were:-

1. Thackray Profiles Composite score

2. Unregulated behaviour at school entry

3. Antisocial behaviour at school entry.

The comparisons for the Regulated and for the Unregu¬

lated were separately carried out, the Interview Group being

compared on the above variables with the children not
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TABLE ao.l* t-lFSTS OF DlglgggjSM MEBMM THiL MLANS
OF INTERVIEW GROUPS AND RESIDUAL SAMPLE

Mean
s.d.
n

Mean
s. d.
n

Mean
s. d.
n

Mean
a. d.
n

Mean
s» d»
n

Mean
s.d.
n

Thackray Profile Scores

Interview Residual Sample
Regulated

10. OJ
2.39

32

Inter-view
Unregulated

7.79
2.47

24

Regulated
10.49
2.66

31

Residual Sample
Unregulated

7.19
2.04

26

Unregulated Behaviour

Interview Residual Sample
Regulated Regulated

1.41
1.54

32

Interview
Unregulated

9.21
3.22

24

1.54
1.64

31

Residual Sample
Unregulated

3.54
2.21

26

Antisocial Conduct

Interview
Regulated

0.09
0.30

32

Interview
Unregulated

4.33
2.78

24

Residual Sample
Regulated

0.57 .

1.07
31

Residual Sample
Unregulated

2.81
2.42

26

t
value

1.00
n. s.

1.30
n. s.

0.45
n. s.

1.43
n. s.

3.37
pc.oi

3.38
pc. 01
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selected for Interview. On the crucial variables of the

Thackray Profiles and Unregulated Behaviour the differences

between the scores could have occurred by chance. On

Antisocial Conduct the Unregulated children of the Interview

Sample were shown to be more adversely scored than their

fellows in the Residual group. The opposite applied to the

Interview and Residual groups of Regulated children. This

was not regarded as an important disadvantage since it was

with this aspect of behaviour in mind that the interviews

were undertaken and strong contrasts between the Regulated

and Unregulated children were to be welcomed.

When 6 months later the Interview samples were compared

with the Residual samjjles on their performance on the

Columbia Mental Maturity Scale - a test of intelligence - it

was found that there were wide discrepancies between the

scores of the Unregulated Interview Group (mean: 86.79}

s.d.: 7» 35) and the Residual Sample (mean: 93.50} s.d.:

9.17} n = 19). t test results (3»74» p<.01) showed an

unexpected bias in the selection of the Interview unregulated

children, not apparently avoided by the use of the Draw

Mother cut-off point. This intelligence test was not

administered till well after the interviews had been comp¬

leted and so its results were not anticipated. However,
»

they should be borne in mind during the discussion of

children's behaviour since low intelligence and psychiatric

disorder are linked (Sutter et al, 1970), though the

mechanisms leading to this association remain obscure.

B. Approach to the Parents.

Parents were contacted through the school when their
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children were near the end of Primary One. Infant

teachers were consulted on the best way of approaching

parents and, on their advice, a letter was prepared which

they promised to deliver via the children to the selected

parents. (see Appendix 12) Responses in most cases came

through the school, though occasionally a parent would

send a card directly to the author. Parents were usually

willing. In only cases out of the 56 approached were

there doubts and in these cases alternatives were randomly

selected. Interviews conducted through the good offices

of the school might well be thought to have prejudiced

the answers more strongly than usual in the direction of

social desirability especially on questions concerning

their children. However, as the Newsons (I968) point out,

it is very difficult for subjects to dissimulate for an

interview that lasts for one to two hours. As it happened,

the parents all interviewed in the privacy of their own

homes, often felt free to criticise the school, once they

had been reassured of the confidentiality of the proceedings.

Not infrequently, they welcomed the opportunity to talk

about their children's problems, even their marital problems,

with a sympathetic non-judging listener, who was prepared to

sit as long as they were prepared to talk. Interviewing

under these circumstances seems an unjustifiable intrusion

since it is for ends that, though ultimately beneficial to

individuals, ignore their immediate and often pressing needs.

Walking away from situations of isolation and despair when

mothers see no means of psychological support in sight

requires a peculiar and somewhat irresponsible detachment.
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C. Structure of the Interview

Topics were introduced with the parents which allowed

thera a chance to offer their own unique knowledge of their

child and their attitude to him. The introductory para¬

graph (Appendix 13) stressed this aspect, since they were

aware that the teachers would already have talked ahout

their children, and possibly misrepresented not only the

child, but the parents themselves. The Newsons (1968)

provided the model for this approach, as well as their own

interview schedule serving as a source of a number of

items.

The Questionnaire was highly structured to reduce

unreliability. The questions were designed to be asked

verbatim with opportunity for following up the train of

thought of the subject (usually the mother). If parents

anticipated later items the interviewer followed them

rather than stopping thera in order to revert to the inter¬

view's scheme. Later on the omitted questions were comp¬

leted. In some cases oversights occurred and tables do

not have the full number of responses. Where numbers are

short in other tables this is because new questions were

introduced after a few interviews had already taken place.

Items were organised to cover the following topics:-

1. Parental Situation.

A number of items concerned family circumstances -

their accommodation, the parents' employment and whether

the child lived with both his parents or one or neither.

2. Mother's Pregnancy and Development of Child.

Questions here related to prenatal events as well as
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those after birth. They concerned complications of

pregnancy, length of pregnancy, birthweight and neonatal

problems. Later items touched on the child's regularity

of sleep and eating patterns, clumsiness and tendency to

enuresis and encopresis. These questions largely depend

on schedules used in the Isle of Wight survey. (Rutter

et al, 1970).

3. The parents' perceptions of the child's behaviour.

Most of these questions were concerned with negative

behaviour, but each item was placed on a scale which made

it possible for the parents to indicate that their child

had no difficulties in a particular area such as control

of temper, recklessness, inattentiveness or untruthfulness.

All but one of these questions were taken from a behaviour

inventory devised by Sula Wolff (I967). Since these items

might have produced an uneasy feeling in parents about the

critical nature of the study care was taken to introduce

them with assurance that many children had difficulties at

this age in distinguishing "right" behaviour, or alterna¬

tively in resisting "wrong" behaviour. The interviewer

announced herself as a mother following the Newsons'

experience (1968) that this was reassuring to subjects who

realised that interviewers had had similar problems to face.

4-. Parental Attitudes and Actions.

This general heading was divided into three subsections.

One established how much the household was governed by rules

related to the daily activities of meal and bed times, to

movement away from the home and to money to spend. The

second concerned the type of reaction the parent liad to the
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child's behaviour, whether punitive, permissive or

explanatory. The third focussed on the attitude of the

parents to their own forms of discipline and control, as

well as inquiring into the attitudes they had to the child

himself. Finally within this general section questions

were asked as to the manner in which each parent indivi¬

dually gave time and attention to the child.

5. Heading Habits.

A few questions were included with the object of

finding out whether children who differed at school with

regard to reading prowess also differed at home in the

interest expressed by themselves and their parents.

D. Reliability and Validity

The difficulties facing the interviewer in obtaining

reliable and valid information are considerable whatever

the topic. In the field of family relationships these

difficulties are formidable (Yarrow et al, 196b). kutter

and Brown (1966) have pointed out that certain types of

question are particular soirees of unreliability, such as

references back in time to earlier1 behaviour of either

parent or child, or items which require inferences as to

cause. They recommend that distinctions be made between

feelings and events. On events rather greater validity

can be expected, as for example on whether a child wets

the bed or not. The reliability of ratings by inter¬

viewers of feelings and attitudes on different occasions

is not consistent varying between .45 and .81 according to

studies cited by Iiutter and Brown (1966), Furthermore,

agreement between parents on either child rearing practices



or their emotions is extremely variable. To avoid pit¬

falls they suggest that specific and detailed questions be

asked which require specific and detailed answers, prefe¬

rably from both parents about both parents. Retrospective

accounts they believe should be avoided.

The Newsons, on the other hand, eraphasise the view that

specific practices are "less important in the long term than

the spirit in which they are carried out." They assert

that "parental attitudes and values .... have a pervasive

and profound effect upon the developing child". Their

contention is that through concentration on specific prac¬

tices attention has been diverted from the total elements of

upbringing. For this reason, (that the conjunction of

feeling and factual event is essential) they recommend the

interview as providing a conversation in which a subject can

express himself and illumine situations through offering his

own insights. They ask wliy mothers should not tell the

truth, knowing the answers to be kei»t in anonymity. They

stress the avoidance of judgement on the part of the inter¬

viewer and the approach from more than one angle so that the

subject is likely to reveal his genuine feelings in one way

if not another. They have concentrated on acquiring mater¬

nal rather than paternal views on their children's upbringing

since in the early years mothers s£>end a very much greater

part of the child's waking hours in his company than do

fathers.

In this study both events and attitudes have been the

subject of the interview.

Several means have been adopted to limit sources of

unreliability and invalidity.

i. The subjects were deliberately interviewed in
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ignorance of the group to which they belonged. At this

stage I was not sufficiently familiar with the children to

remember in what way they had been categorised, except in

a few cases most of whom by chance did not fall into the

interview sample. Three of the children's categories were

known to be unregulated, - in the case of the others there

was uncertainty, only resolved by later references to

records.

ii. Details of the children's behaviour and of paren¬

tal discipline were obtained not only from the parents but

from class teachers and Infant Mistresses. However,

failure to achieve high correlations between parents and

teachers on the children's behaviour is to be expected

since not only may they not agree on interpretation of

"fact" but also the "facts" may differ in the classroom and

home situation. (See Appendix 19.)

iii. The Interviews were not only carefully structured,

but they depended heavily on material that had already been

tested and found reliable by the Newsons (1968), Wolff (19&7)

and Iiutter (1967).

iv. Material that depended on recollection of events

further back in time than six months was of such a factual

nature as not readily to be forgotten, e.g. child's birth-

weight, pregnancy complications and immediate perinatal

complications.

v. No inferences as to cause have been requested.

In spite of all precautions social desirability-

exercised a considerable influence even though it may have

been dissipated before the interview had progressed far.
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The lady whose home was all ready for me one day, when

unfortunately I visited only to let her know that the

interview had been postponed, was taken thoroughly by

surprise when I appeared on the second occasion which she

had forgotten. Crumbs were on every available surface,

the baby's face was thick with strawberry jam and grime,

clothes lay scattered in heaps and unfinished bowls of

food reposed on empty chairs. Though her home had shown

the struggle with poverty on the first visit, on the

second it revealed some of the defeat that poverty inflicts.

E. Rationale

The choice of items relating to parental actions and

attitudes has been designed to detect whether there are

differences in the degree of restrictiveness and the degree

of punitiveness exercised by the parents of the regulated

and unregulated children.

Baumrind (1965) has modified the position of Becker et

al, (1962), Shaefer and Bayley, (1963), and Kagan and Moss,

(1962), by refining the definition of control so that it no

longer emphasises the techniques of physical as against

love oriented punishment. bhe has instead suggested that

self-sufficiency and impulse control are favourably affected

by parental acts which are "designed to shape the child's

goal oriented activity", modify his dependent and aggressive

behaviour, and promote the internalisation of standards.

These acts she rightly describes as aspects of "parental

control". Shipman and Hess (1965), Bernstein (1971),

Bruner (1971) and the Newsons (1968) have described in some

detail the manner in which self-sufficiency and impulse
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control are affected by the system of communication

operating within families and specifically between children

and their parents, Restrictiveness as applied to domestic

routines is therefore not taken to be harmful but a means

of establishing in the children the sorts of beliaviour the

parents consider desirable at the age of 5 or 6, Indeed

Becker et al (1962) were not able to show that restrictive¬

ness (by fathers) was related to aggression in the child

when it concerned routines. Hostility combined with

physical punishment and restrictiveness was, however,

likely to lead to conduct problems in the child at school

and at home. The Interview schedule used in this study is

something of a blunt instrument for finding out whetlier the

parents of Regulated children differ from those of the

Unregulated in their communication with their children, the

consistency of their behaviour towards their children, the

values they express and the manner in which they tackle

every day occurrences in bringing up children. hisin-

hibited behaviour might well have been the product of lax

parental control and inconsistency, not only between the

parents but in one parent from situation to situation.

Or, given that a tendency to overactivity and distracti-

bility existed from birth, then a regime which failed to

structure the details of the day and develop consistent

expectations of behaviour could fail to direct energy and

exuberance into acceptable channels. Thus Unregulated

children might be expected to receive less Instruction than

the Regulated on how to behave and fewer explanations as to

why. In so far as physical forms of punishment or
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indifference were expected to accompany a lack of consis¬

tency and structure these were anticipated more frequently

for the Unregulated than for the Regulated. Unregulated

behaviour could therefore be seen both as reactive to

indeterminate discipline and anxiety and as intensified by

this type of control.

Inquiries into the parental assessment or the ciiildren

add to information on the extent to which the cliild's own

behaviour contributes to parental handling. Thus, it

would be expected tliat if the Unregulated children differ,

in their parents' estimation of certain behaviours, from

the Regulated children and the parental practices also

differ, then at least some of the variance in the behaviour

of the children must be due to the variations in parental

behaviour. However, if the parental behaviour does not

show great differences, though the children's behaviour

does, then it is likely that something in the children them¬

selves contributes substantially to the variance in their

own behaviour. The discussion of results must be couched

always in terms of possibilities rattier than even proba¬

bilities since by the time a child is six he lias lived a

long time in interaction with his parents and siblings and

is, rather than a tabula rasa, the product of the inter¬

action of his own initial abilities and temperament with

his family's environment, abilities and temperaments,

A list of the item topics and the general tieaditigs

under which they are placed is given in Appendix 14 (page

5J-1? ). The origin of the items, if they are not composed

by the author, is indicated. The Interview Schedule

appears in Appendix 15.
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Impressions of the parents and their children were

hastily jotted down after each interview. (Appendix 16.)

Though in no sense diagnostic these recollections of

encounters with parents of the four different categories of

children serve to capture the flavour of the interviews and

to highlight i>o.ints of difference,

RESULTS

Analyses of the resuLts of the questionnaire have been

simplified so that in most cases there are only 2x2 tables

since cell frequencies were too small far significance tes¬

ting without this precaution. Yates's correction for

continuity has been used. The Chi square statistic, when

used with dichotomised data may lead to significant results,

but much of the subtlety of the original categories which

have been forced together for the purposes of the test with

small numbers, is inevitably lost. For this reason the

items from the Wolff questionnaire (1967) have been analysed

as if scored from 0 to 4 er 5. Analyses of variance have

been carried out on these items. With this type of analysis

the variance of the scores can be accommodated whereas by

using Chi Square on dichotomised data individual differences

are largely obscured. The tables for parental attitudes

and actions, few of which showed significant results are to

be found in Appendix 16.

In collapsing the results for the two groups of

Unregulated and the two groups of Regulated cjdldren

together for the sake of the analyses on parental situations,

attitudes and actions as well as on developmental items, the

distinction between those who are well prepared for starting

to read and those who are less well prepared has been lost.
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The children selected for the interview as poor on the

reading readiness tests have been judged by the Infant

Mistresses to live in conditions of greater adversity than

those who did well on these tests. By ignoring this

information in the formation of groups of Regulated and

Unregulated, opportunities for differentiating child-

rearing practices have been lost. Consequently, when

analyses of the four groups have produced results which

clearly refine those obtained with the two groups they will

be commented ujjon. Relatively rarely does this occur.

A. Parental bituation.

In the interview sample very few children were in

broken homes. (A1 and A2)* Five were living with their

mothers. The husband of one of these mothers had died.

The other four mothers were divorced or separated. Most

of the families were young, and the parents, though not

necessarily always on very good terms with each other, had

not reached breaking point. There were no differences

between the Regulated and the Unregulated.

Sixteen families owned their own homes, flats or small

semi-detached houses on the edge of council estates. (A3)

The same proportion of the parents of the Unregulated as

Regulated were home owners.

A further attempt at discovering whether there were

differences in the relative wealth of the two groups was

made when they were noted to have cars or telephones.

Cars were mentioned in conversation and telephones were

*
Table numbers in brackets follow statements of results.
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used for interview arrangements if they existed. Iiather

more of the Regulated had hoth. (A4) It has been my

observation that in families where ears are still considered

an unusual luxury the ownership of a car tends to involve

the father in the children's upbringing more (McMichael,

1972) since weekends are spent in going out together in the

car.

Over half of the family came from the skilled working

class, slightly more of the Regulated than the Unregulated

children having skilled fathers. (A6) Differences between

the groups were small in the class distribution.

Twelve of the mothers, if they worked, and more than

half did, had cleaning jobs which were part-time. (A5 and

A7) Seven were shop assistants. Rather more of the

Regulated children's mothers were not working at all, but

differences were not significant.

Regulated and Unregulated children came from essen¬

tially similar backgrounds with nothing very obvious to

discriminate one group from the other. Where differences

were noted as in maternal employment and the ownership of

cars and telephones they were slight. However, they

pointed to a small advantage in terms of income or the

management of income to the Regulated. Brief impressions

of the interviews were taken down immediately afterwards.

A typical impression is included in Appendix 18 for each

type of child interviewed (i.e. 1 for each predictive

group).
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A. PARENTAL SITUATION

1. Marital Situation
Unregulated Totals

n % n %
Living together 21 87.5 30 93.8 51

Divorced or separated 2 8.3 2 5.3 4

Death of Father 1 4.2 0 - 1

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56

2. Child's domicile
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

Living with both parents 21 87.5 30 93.8 51

Living with Mother 3 12. 5 2 6.3 5

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 0.11, d.f. 1, n. s.

3. Home Ownership
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n ' %

Totals

Owner occupied 7 29.2 9 28.1 16

Rented 17 70.8 23 71.9 40

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56

4. Amenities
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

Telephone 8 33.3 9 28.1 17

Car 1 4.2 3 9.4 4

Both 2 8.3 11 34.4 13

Neither* 13 54.2 9 28.1 22

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 2.56, d.f. 1, n. s.

5. Mothers' hours of
work Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

Part-time 14 58.3 16 50.0 30

Full-time 2 8.3 1 3.1 3

Not employed 8 33.3 15 46.9 23

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 1.49» d. f. 2, n. s,

* ("Neither" compared to other 3 categories taken together).
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PARENTAL SITUATION (Contd.)

6. Father's Occupation
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Total

Managerial 2 8.3 1 3.1 3
III Non-manual 1 4.2 2 6.3 3
III Manual - skilled 12 50.0 19 59.4 31
IV Manual - serai-skilied 3 12.5 3 9.4 6

Unemi)loyed 4 16.7 4 12.5 8

No male head of household 2 8.3 3 9.4 5

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56

7. Mother's Occupation
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Total

III Non-manual 8 50.0 10 58.8 18

III Manual 0 - 0 - 0

IV Manual - semi-skilled 2 12.5 3 17.7 5

V Unskilled 6 37.5 4 23.5 10

Totals 16 100.0 17 100.0 33

B. Developmental I Si story

The results obtained from analyses of the develop¬

mental background and present behaviour of Unregulated and

Regulated children indicated that when differences occurred

they were in all cases but one (Regularity of appetite b6)

in favour of the Regulated children. The most noticeable

difference concerned pregnancy during which more mothers of

the Unregulated liad been subject to anxiety (e.g. due to

parents' deaths) or physiological complications (bl).

This was the one result to show a significant effect.

Only four children in all were less than six pounds at

birth (B3). These were all Unregulated children. On the

questions of length of pregnancy and postnatal complications

for the child no differences were observed. (B2 and B4.)
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Nor did the differences reach statistical significance on

the developmental items related to enuresis and clumsiness,

though differences "between the groups were in the expected

direction, showing the Unregulated to be somewhat less

mature. (B7, 8 and 9.) An item from the Parent-Child

Inquiry completed by the Infant Mistresses a year after the

Interviews (Appendix 17, Table 6) showed their assessments

of the children's maturity to differ sharply, the Unregu¬

lated children being more frequently judged immature. Thus

it would appear that the Unregulated children of the

Interview Sample have been somewhat more likely to experience

pre- and postnatal developmental difficulties, though in

many respects they resemble each other closely.

If the four groups are examined i.e. Unregulated against

Regulated groups are each divided again in accordance with

their high or low score on the Thackray Profiles, it becomes

obvious that in the case of postnatal complications six of

the seven Regulated children who had scored poorly on the

Profiles had earlier had such complications. A similar

result obtains with poor daytime bladder control. Only 1

of the 6 Regulated children with inadequate control scored

well on the Profiles. On the remaining items the results

from a four—group analysis did not add to those reported

above. In these results and those of later analyses which

concern the child himself there is a tendency for the

Regulated children who have low Profile scores to resemble

the Unregulated more than the Regulated with high Profile

scores. The latter children tend to be developmentally

and behaviourally at an advantage. For this reason the
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questions about the Children's behaviour have been reported

using the 4 groups in analyses of variance.

B. MOTHERS' PREGNANCY AND DEVELOPMENTAL ITEMS

1. Complications in
Pregnancy Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

None 15 62.5 30 93.4 45

One or more 9 37.5 2 6.6 11

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 8. 49, d.f. 1, PC. 01

2. Length of Pregnancy
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

Between 39 and 41 weeks 16 72.7 22 68.8 38
Before 39 or later than
41 weeks 6 27.3 10 31.2 16

Totals 22 100.0 32 100.0 54

Chi Square = 0. 00013, n.s.

5. Birth Weight
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

Under six pounds 4 17.4 0 - 4

Six pounds or over 19 82.6 31 100.0 50

Totals 23 100.0 31 100.0 54

Chi Square = 3. 20, d.f. 1, n. s.

4. Postnatal Complications
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

One or more 6 26.1 7 21.9 13
None 17 73.9 25 78.1 42

Totals 23 100.0 32 100.0 55
Chi Square = o. 002 , d.f. 1,, n. s.

■5. Regular Sleep
Unregulated

n %
Regulated

n %
Totals

Regular 19 79.2 27 84.4 46
Irregular 5 20.8 5 15.6 10

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56

Chi Square = 0. 02, d.f. 1, n. s.
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MOTHER'S PREGNANCY AND DEVELOPMENTAL ITEMS (Contd. )

6. Regular Appetite
Unregula ted Regulated Totals

n % n %
Regular 15 62.5 17 53.1 32

Poor, variable 9 37.5 15 46.9 24

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 0.49, d. f. 1, n. s.

7. Enuresis - Wets the Led
Unregulated

n %
Regulated
n %

Totals

Yes 8 33.3 8 25.0 16

No 16 46.7 24 75.0 40

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 0.15» d.f. 1, n. s.

8. Enuresis - Wets or soils
trousers in davtime

Unregulated
n %

Regulated
n %

Total

Yes
No

7
17

29.2
70.8

6
26

18.7
81.3

13
43

Totals 24 100.0 32 100.0 56
Chi Square = 0.83, d.f. 1, n. s.

9. Clumsiness
Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
No evidence of clumsiness 13 36.5 22 71.0 35

Clumsy - mild or severe 10 43.5 9 29.0 19

Tot als 23 100.0 31 100.0 54

Chi Square = 0.66, d.f. 1, n. s.

:jj** ^1!* 45 =>» * =* **** 3*!* 314»*

C. Children's Behaviour

The results repox ted in this section come from

scaled items (0 representing no problem and 4 or 5 marked

problems). When the parents' replies were difficult to

score the interviewer resorted to the technique of asking

whether one or other particular description fitted the
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child's behaviour in the parent's estimation. This device

helped to avoid interviewer bias from an accumulation of

negative opinions of the child's conduct.

The items were grouped under four headings, 1) Anti¬

social behaviour (Cl - 8), 2) Problem behaviour (C8 - 12),

3) Activity and Concentration (C13 - 18) and 4) Accidents

(C19 - 21). On 12 of the 18 items on which two groups of

Unregulated and two groups of Regulated children were

compared the Unregulated children with low scores on the

Profiles were judged to be most troublesome, though on a

number of items the Unregulated high scorers received rather

more negative judgements. The Regulated children with Low

Profile scores were frequently more akin to the Unregulated

than to the Regulated with high Profile scores. When the

Unregulated were compared as a total group with the total

group of the Regulated they were found to be significantly

more antisocial in so far as they more frequently lied,

helped themselves to things, lost their temper, were disobe¬

dient and naughty. They were also more active, reckless

and given to wandering away from home. They were less

persistent with school work and games played at home. They

more often were involved in accidents, more of which were

serious and caused by the child's recklessness. As far as

problems connected with relationships, contentment and

eating were concerned, the differences between groups were

non-significant.

To sum up the results showed consistent differences

between the perceptions of their children offered by the

parents of the Unregulated and the Regulated.



Go CiiXnDiCEN' IJ LLIUIVIOUR - INTERVIEW RESULTS

Anti social behaviour
Unregulated iiQgul Co ted

Low
score on

High
score on

1. Lying
Mean
s. d.

2. Helping oneself
I IT * 'T*"*"
to tilings

Mean
s. d.

3. Destructiveness*
Mean
s. d.

4. Teaser*
Mean
So d.

5. Fighting and
Quarrelling

Mean
s. d.

6. Disobedience^
Mean
S« Cl«

_ _T , . . WSSESiji
7. Naugntmess

Mean
s. &.

8. Frequency ofL_
Naughtiness"1"4* 4"*

■Lt50

Mean
s. a.

"■ rob/lorn behaviour

9. Eating
Mean
S. d.

10. Discontent
Mean
s. d.

11. Relationships
with Peers

. Mean
s. d.

Profiles Profiles
n = 16

2.33
0.90

1.13
1.09

1.63
1.31

1.88
1.03

1.73
0.96

1.13
0.96

1.93
1.10

3.13
0.99

0.69
0.95

0.25
0. 58

1.53
1.06

n = 8

2.13
0.35

1.63
0. 92

I.25
0.89

1.13
0.64

1.25
0.71

0.63
0.74

2.25
1.17

2.88
O.84

0.88
1.46

0.13
0.35

0.88
0.'84

Low
score on

Profiles
n = 16

2.07
1.00

0.75
i.07

1.25
1.2.9

1.19
1.05

1.31
1.01

0.63
0.62

1.06
1.12

9 9

1.13

0.50
0.89

0.13
0. 34

0.94
0.93

High
score on

Profiles
n = 16

1. 50
0.89

0.38
0.72

0.50
0.52

0.88
1.03

0. 94
0.44

O.38
0.50

0.75
1.00

1.75
0.93

1.13
1. 20

0.13
0.34

1.06
0. 68

2.57
n. s.

3.49
P<« 05

3.05
p -r. 05

2.94
p-r.05

2.41
11. s.

3.01
P<. 05

5. 24
p<. 01

5. 68
PC. 01

0.94
n. s.

0.33
n. s.

i. )

n. s.

The table and the quoted F values refer to the results of
the four groups: high and low Profile scorers who are either
Unregulated or Regulated. Asterisks refer to the signifi¬
cance levels for a comparison by means of a t test of the
two groups - The Regulated (n = 32) and the Unregulated •
(n=24)- • 611
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CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOUR - INTERVIEW RESULTS (Contd.)

Unregulated

12. Relationships
with siblings

Mean
s. d.

Low
score on

Profiles
n = 16

1.07
0.92

Activity and Concentration

13. Activity
Level *

Mean
s. d.

14. Concentration
Mean
s. d.

15. Persistence*
Mean
s. d.

16. Recklessness*
Mean
s. d.

17. Timidity
Mean
s.d.

18. Wandering
Mean
s. d.

1.06
1.12

1.75
1.18

1. 56
0.96

1.13
1.31

0.31
0.79

0.56
I.03

High
score on

Profiles
n = 8

1.00
1.10

1.13
1.13

I.63
1.92

1.25
1.17

1.75
0.89

0.25
0.71

2.13
1.73

Regulated
Low High
score on score on

Trofiles Profiles
n = 16

0.87
O.64

O.63
0.96

1.38
1.26

1.19
0.75

0.88
1.15

1.06
1.39

0.19
0.40

n = 16

O.36
0.50

0. 06
0.24

0.38
0.50

0.75
0.78

O.56
0.81

0.69
1.14

0.06
0.25

F

19. Accidents
Unregulated Regulated Totals

Serious
n

6
7°

35.3
n

2
"A
6.9 8

Trivial 8 47.1 17 58.5 25

None 3 17.6 10 34.5 13
Totals 17 100.0 29 100.0 46

Chi Square = 7. 29, d.f. 2, P<.05.
20. Cause of Accident

Child's recklessness

Unregulated
n %
5 33.3

Regulated
n %
2 10.5

Total

7

Purely accidental 10 66.7 17 89.5 27

Totals 15 100.0 19 100.0 34

Chi Square = 8. 22, d.f. 1, p4.01
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CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOUR - INTERVIEW RESULTS (Contd. )

21. Number of Accidents
Unregulated Regulated Totals

n % n %
None 3 16.7 10 34.5 13
One 8 44.4 19 65.5 27
More than one 7 36.9 0 - 7

Totals 18 29 47

Chi Square = 13.21 , d. f. 2, PO 01.

sji ^ ds **S:**&* *& 4: dp & jfc sje ■& 35

These centred on problems of antisocial behaviour,

disinhibition and distractibility, though problems in other

areas were not acute. Parents and teahhers are thus in

agreement in finding a considerable overlap in unregulated

and antisocial behaviour as well as being in general

agreement about which individuals manifest both types of

problems. These results concerning the cliildren's

behaviour were the most consistently significant to emerge

from the interviews.

It is worth noting that the main components of

unregulated behaviour - poor concentration, fidgetiness,

restlessness, overactivity and poor persistence were

observed by parents as well as by the teachers, though the

parents tended to make the reservation that when the

children were seated before the television their attention

was wholly engaged and they could continue the one activity

for some considerable time. They would also on occasion

persist for long periods in games that particularly

interested thern, but when the difficulty level increased

they were less likely to continue than their regulated

peers.
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Mothers' Comments

To give the flavour of some of the mothers' thoughts

about their children a few quotations from their taped

records have been included. It would not be fair to quote

these remarks without emphasising that no mother amongst

the interview sample showed evidence of rejecting her child.

There were differences in capacity to cope with the children

and in demonstrativeness and also in the ability to put into

words the feelings of love and affection which they felt,

but a strong sense of involvement and attachment was sensed

in all but one interview. This mother was very young, had

two other children, and was exhausted after a day's work

cleaning railway carriages. She appeared unintelligent and

rather indifferent. Her mother, present at the interview,

made up for her daughter in both intelligence and involvement

and, indeed, seemed to look after the children rather more

than her daughter. Though much has been written about

rejection, at this age and in this sample it was not readily

visible. This observation agrees with the Newsons (1968)

who made similar comments on mothers of 4 year olds taken

from a much larger sample spread over all social classes.

1• Individuality of the Child

A number of mothers drew attention to the fact that the

child we were discussing was very different from the other

children in the family.

Mother of Regulated High Profile Scorer. "lie's always been

very good. We're not having the same success with our

young daughter, I'm afraid. Yes, he's completely different.

She'll try anything, and I mean if you say to her 'Don't



touchj She'll turn around and look at you and go right

ahead. Whereas he wasn't that way at all. We were very

lucky with Michael, you know, in all of these sort of

aspects. Because xjeoj>le told us that; my goodness."

other of Peculated High Profile Scorer. "There has never

really been any problems with him. He's always been good

nalured, and he is quite the opposite front our other one

actually. He's quite quick tempered, you know, our other

little boy. James is quite easy-going, and you know,

there are no problems at all. He can lose his temper too,

but not like Andrew."

other of Regulated Low Profile Scorer. "Well, I'm a wee

bit inclined to be - choke him - I don't know wliy it is,

but the other two never sort of bothered me when they were

that age. Maybe it's because he's the youngest. I

don't know."

Mother of Unregulated Low Profile Scorer. "Stuart's

different from Graham. He talks all the time at table.

He talks so much. lie must say it right away. With

Graham it's like trying to draw blood out of a stone. He

doesn't like repeating anything. Stuart's headstrong.

He was caught hanging on loixies. Graham would never do

that. He's quieter. He likes reading."

other of Unregulated how Profile Scorer. "John's only

10 months younger than Paul but he's more into trouble.

He's spotless when I send him out and half an hour later

he looks like a tramp. He's the smallest but he's the

provocative one. He knocks at pensioners' doors, he's

phoned the Fire and the Police, and he runs in front of
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cars. He'll stand right in the middle of the road. I

can't even keep him in his room."

These comments illustrate the strong awareness the

mothers have of the individuality of their children whether

it he in the direction oi compliance or resistance to

parental demands. Thus a mother's principles and even her

practices may be much the same for all her children, but

the results may differ and her feelings of annoyance and

even outrage will vary according to the speed and readiness

with which her commands are obeyed.

2. Activity

Mother of Regulated High Profile Scorer. "You see, I

think Donald's the type of child to play for hours at a

sort of make-believe in not so much as making something.

He'll dress up and he'll have his different dolls and talk

away to them and all this."

Mother of Unregulated how Profile Scorer, (widowed and

nearly blind) "I make him sit and have his meals, but he's

up and down all the time, and I tell him off and he gets

wild and angry and this is when tlie fight starts."

Mother of Unregulated how Profile Scorer. "He's an awfy

blether. You go for a walk and he's always talking. He

goes on constantly and never stops. He's always asking

questions. He drives me up the wall sometimes."

This continuous chatter and the endless questions are

components of the Inconsequential child's behaviour as

described by Stott. The questions are particularly

irritating to parents because so often they seem to repre¬

sent tweaks at the parents' attention rather than genuine
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requests for knowledge. The answers are almost immediately

forgotten.

3» Concentration

Mother of Unregulated High Profile Scorer. "It's very hard

for him to concentrate unless there's complete silence.

Well, usually I take him into his "bedroom or into the

kitchen. He can't do his reading with the telly on. If

there's something that distracts him he can't. Even the

teacher in the class says that. He says it himself. If

people speak it puts him off. He tends to give up. I've

got to keep going on at him. Unless he really likes it he

won't stick at it. The toys he's got through there ...

He's got a great "big Cavalry fort hut he never really plays

with it and he's got loads of soldiers, but by the time he's

got it set up he disnae want to play wi' it. He's not a

kid that'll go and get it out to play wi' it."

This brief scenario gives a glimpse of the difficulty

parents encounter in persuading such children to persevere

with their reading homework in the early stages. The

difficulty for the child lies not only in his own distrac-

tibility but lore particularly in the difficulty of the

task itself for him. The parents very easily become

enmeshed in an unproductive struggle which neither improves

the relationship between child and mother nor the child's

attitude to reading. The fact that this child can and

does stick at activities that interest him (and that he can
%

master) is typical of the Unregulated children of this

sample, none of whom proved unable to attend to anything

at all.
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The following excerpt from the mother of an Unregulated

Low Profile Scorer whose behaviour was trying in the class¬

room and at home illustrates this last point# "lie's got a

meccano set with nuts and bolts and screw-driver. He

builds up bridges. Yes, he builds them up. He just tries

it. When he is down at liis Grandad's he'll sit for hours

with that pot, screwing up pieces. Then liis uncle shows

him how to do it. He sits on the floor with him building a

little crane. Paul'11 sit for hours taking some tiling to

pieces and making it back. When he was in the school

nursery, they had a sort of record player, but I think it

was a toy record player. What they do is they take it to

bits and put it back again and the teacher said he spent all

the afternoon."

Mothers of the kegulated children tend to reply in

somewhat the same words as used by this motlier of a kegulated

high Scorer. "He likes to sit and draw." And, " ie'll sit

for an hour just colouring and drawing. If you give Stuart

a book and pencil he's quite happy," None of the Unregu¬

lated Low scorers were content to play for more than minute

or two with pencil and paper except to colour in an annual

once they had been put to bed, when tliis was the most active

thing they were allowed to do.

4. Destructiveness

Mother of an Unregulated Low Profile Scorer. "He's an

awful boy for wanting to destroy tilings tliat don't interest

him. Not necessarily to destroy, but breaking things up,

you know, and 1 dinnae think sometimes he means doing it.

There he was this morning, Angie's had a wee key ring. It
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was a wee Koala bear. Now it was covered in this velvety

stuff - red velvet, that's right. Billy had put it in the

water, in the basin. Now the stuff went all soggy and I

had tried to dry it out, you know, and it was dry. This

morning I catches him picking the nose off it, picking the

eyes off it and then stripping off the skin, you know, and

Angie says, 'Look what he's done', and I says, 'Oh, no J

It's pure devilment, that's all it is, and that's what makes

me wild, you know." However, it is not only the Unregulated

who are destructive.

other of Regulated Low Profile Scorer. "He gets things

too easy, that's what it is. He's right destructive. He

breaks them when he doesn't want them. He just breaks

them."

A more typical reply to the question on destructiveness

from a mother of a llegulated child, though a 3sigh Profile

scorer was "If his brothers torment him he'll throw things,

but he's kept his own things for years. If he likes a

thing naebody can get it off him. He won't play with the

boy downstairs if he breaks anything,"

5* Fighting

other of a Hgulated High Profile ocorer. "Well, person¬

ally, you know, I would like to see him a little bit the

other way (she had just announced that he avoided fights).

But with his sort of nature I don't think he ever will be

aggressive. Not that I would want him to be aggressive,

but I wouldn't want him to be trodden all over."

Tliis excerpt expresses some anxiety about the child's

timidity, but in most cases children who were Regulated
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fought with siblings over provocations and threats to

property, defended themselves amongst their peers, but were

not felt by their mothers to be unduly aggressive.

Vother of an Unregulated how Profile Scorer. "Well, I

smack him a lot because you get other kids coming in saying,

'John says this, John's kicked rae, John did this and John

did that.' Now you get fed up hearing them saying, John's

done this and that. It's the same with the girls. John

done that and John kicked me, and another thing he's got a

habit of is pulling the girls' hair. This is a thing I do

not like is pulling hair, 'cause he pulls that little girl's

hair next door, and he really goes for her hair."

These two mothers have expressed almost opposite points

of view on their two children but it is certainLy not true

to say that all the Unregulated were as given to aggressive

attacks on their playmates as John, though it was more marked

amongst them.

6. Obedience.

Mother of Peculated High Profile Scorer. "Well lie does a

lot for me. If I say to him, 'Oo this' then he'll more or

less do it. Now and again he'll say 'Och, I don't want to'

and I'll sort of raise my voice loud, and he'll come round

to do it, but I don't have a lot of trouble with him."

Mother of Unregulated how Profile Scorer. "He usually

pretends to go and do it, and has no'done it at all, you

know, and then he'll say 'I'm no'doing it.' And then you

say you'll get mad with him, and then he just goes away and

does it."

It is noteworthy, though not an item included in the
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Interview till the very end of the Interviewing that nearly

all of the parents of the Regulated children who were High

Scorers commented on the relative ease with which they

brought up their children and the absence of difficulty in

ensuring that they did as they were told.

7. Lying

Mother of Regulated Low Profile Scorer. "One day he fell

and he Jrnd marks across his face. He told my Mum, 'My

Mum battered me' , and iqy Mum 3aid to me, 'You lift a hand

to his face, and I'll batter ye.'" As it happens, in

this case his mother rarely raised a finger to him but his

father habitually struck him so hard that his reported

statement, 'You wee devil, you're going to a Home' to his

small boy of 5 only drew from his mother a marvelling tone

that father could be so mild.

Mother of Unregulated High Profile Scorer. "He's got an

awful imagination, you know. Friday night we were out for

a drink and he went to my mother's an i we collected him on

our way home and he says 'My Mum's away out boozing,'. If

people were to hear him they'd say, 'What a shame for that

wee laddie,' •••• It's only in the last 3 or 5 weeks that

my husband and me have started going out together on a

Friday night. Very rarely we do go out, like it's a

special occasion. On Friday night we went up to get him

(Brian, from his Grannie's home) and he was shouting,

'Police, PoliceJ' Sometimes his Dad says we'll get the

police to him. "

These stories are not the usual run of small lies to

cover up minor misdemeanours which parents readily penetrate,
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though here again the Regulated were less likely than the

Unregulated to evade the truth. The stories quoted above

are not only aimed at discrediting someone else, but

indicate a ready skill in manipulating the adults who share

the caretaking of the children. Shared caretaking, though

it meant the burden of child rearing did not rest on the

parents' shoulders alone, quite frequently led to differ¬

ences of opinion over the management oi the children and

accusations of spoiling.

8. Stealing

Mother of Unregulated nigh Profile Scorer. "He's got quite

a collection ol dolls tliat dinna belong to him, tilings that

he's sort of taken a fancy to and he has taken them from the

likes of Liy wee niece and once you've found out he's taken

it, you come to a compromise, and sort of swap something,

but he has been known to put things in his pocket, wee toys,

lie used to do that at the toy school as well. He was coin¬

ing home with things. T don't know whether it was really

forgetfulness. He was coming home with wee motors and he's

got hundreds of wee motors, and once it was a blob of

plasticine stuck inside his underpants, and then it was a

napkin. I think it was because we never use one and he

just brought it home, sort of."

Mother of Unregulated Low Profile Scorer. "Stuart at

school gave 4. pence to Aliyu in excliange for 75p. Aliyu's

father keeps a shop, and Aliyu gets to go into the till.

He didn't know the value of the money, but Stuart did.

Aliyu V*ANTED Stuart's 4p. "

Stuart was a child already wise in the ways of the
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world. Having recently been given a new bicycle it took

him only two days to size up the situation and instead of

lending the bike to other children as he had done up to

that moment he began to rent it at 5 pence a ride. The

future entrepreneur was already flexing his muscles.

However, along with an eye for the main chance went an

unchildisli ability to make use of other children's weak¬

nesses and at times to fall into outright minor theft from

shops. He was, in fact, following in the footsteps of an

older brother who had already had one encounter with the

police.

"Taking things" was really very rare amongst these

children. .Most mothers kept an eagle eye on their off¬

spring and gave them little opportunity to keep anything

they had pocketed. They were probably more active in

controlling this sort of behaviour than many parents who

lived in more prosi>erous or more salubrious areas, since

they were afraid of trouble with the jjolice. Crisps and

sweeties may have been taken from shops when the children

were given "messages" to carry out for their mothers, but

these escaped notice unless reported to me by other

mothers. This occasionally happened. l'or this kind of

escapade a certain intrepidity was required, and this was

found more often amongst the Unregulated.

9• Recklessness

Mother of Unregulated Low Profile Scorer detailing the

accidents in which her son had been involved. "He fell

off the chute, and was concussed. A car knocked ilira down

and he was only mildly concussed and stayed the night in
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hospital. He fell off a wall. He split his nose on the

stairs, and he fell out of the window. He likes jumping

on the hack of lorries and hangs there like a heavy

weighted metal doll". This child courted danger, and was

expected to meet his end on the roads before long because

he habitually ran out in front of cars knowing the risks

he ran.

Mother of Unregulated High Profile Scorer. "Like the other

day, I found him standing on the wrong side of the stair

window at iny Mum's (one flight up), but tliat's only because

there's a big hole in the window an i I suppose it's an

adventure to him. I heard his voice, but I couldn't see

him. All the kids were standing at the window and I

shouted his name and he came IN froru the window. I shouted

it as if he could hear it at the foot of the Walk (Leith

Walk, some three quarters of a mile away). I feel I'm

going to be unlucky and lose him, you know, and I feel I'm

taking all the precautions not to, and ending up too

protective."

It would not be true to suggest that the mothers of

these reckless children paid no attention to their children,

but willy nilly some of these children sought excitement,

and in this quest ran considerable risks.

Mother of Regulated High Profile Scorer. "The trampoline,

for instance. When we did ask him to go on that lie wasn't

keen so we just left him and then he wanted to go on it.

lie's got to be sure, I think. Yes, he's cautious. He'll

watch and see if other people are doing it, and then he'll

think, 'Oh, well I can do it.'"



In the words of Douglas (1972) the Regulated children

more often "Stop, look and listen" than the Unregulated, who

have launched themselves into mischief before consideration

of its possible consequences.

Further descriptions of the children by the mothers

would add little to the picture already created by these

short excerpts of contrasts between the behaviour of the

Regulated and Unregulated children. Though the quotations

that have been given are more vivid than others, they serve

to capture the different sorts of solutions required for

the problems of bringing up the Unregulated as opposed to

the Regulated.

Parental attitudes and Actions*.

1, Permissiveness - strictness (The existence of rules)

The limits set to the children's behaviour were dis¬

cussed in the context of bedtimes, mealtimes, supervision of

play and pocket money. Only In the case of the amount of

pocket money allowed to the children was there a difference

between the parents of the Regulated and Unregulated children

which even approached significance. In this case, the

Regulated children received more money to spend (D13) though

there were again no differences in whether they saved it

(D14-), received it regularly (Ld5) ox* were under some sort

of control (Dl6).

Children's bedtimes were usually before 8.30 p.m. (Dl),

* Tables for the remaining sections are to be found in
Appendix 16, page 5"53. Only occasionally are differences
between groups significant.



and once there they were mostly expected to stay in bed (D^)»

However, half the children were allowed to stay up later if

they were not sleepy (L>3). Once they had gone to bed most

of them slept solidly through till it was time to get up,

but amongst those who woke about half were allowed in to

their parents' bed (L>4). Rather more of the Regulated were

granted this privilege. Whether this was because they were

less fidgety or because their parents were less strict

could not be determined, though there were slight indications

that the parents were less rigid as well as the children

being more amenable.

At meals just under a quarter sat in front of the

television set (i>6). Of the rest the Unregulated more often

than the Regulated were kei>t sitting still at table. Most

of them were expected to eat up their meals (D5), though some

were allowed to bring diversions to the table if they were

not sitting before the television (l>7). ^gain the

Unregulated children were slightly more likely to be

forbidden this.

On the question of tidying up (L>9) the mothers of the

Regulated children were more apt to insist on the child's

contributing rather than doing it themselves.

Mother's supervision of their children was somewhat more

extensive amongst the iiegulated, though the differences were

again not significant. Rather more of the Regulated

children were restricted to crossing only quiet roads (D8)

and to playing where their mothers could see tliem (P10).

This was most marked in the case of the Regulated High Pro¬

file scorers, 13 of the 16 being continually under their

mother's watchful gaze.



A few more of the mothers of the Regulated children

liked to be informed about their childrens' ixlans when they

went out to play (Oil), but the mothers of both groups of

children were indistinguishable in their insistence that

the children came home directly after school before they

went out to play. (D12). In general a tendency, no more,

seems to emerge fox- the motbers of the Regulated children

to be somewhat more permissive over rules concerning

manners, but not on those concerning caring and safety.

2• Punitive or permissive reactions to the child's

behaviour.

This section concerns the same topics as touched upon

in the previous section but is related to the mothers'

reactions rather than simply to whetiier rules for behaviour

had been established. It was expected tliat the mothers of

the Unregulated would be less consistent in their behaviour

towards their children. They were thought to be likely to

be obscure in stating rules, to apply them inconsistently

and, when infringements took place, to punish them more

severely. All these aspects of their behaviour were felt

to indicate failures of communication with the child resul¬

ting in inconsistent impersistent behaviour on his part and

antisocial behaviour when he thought he could get away with

it or in reaction to severe punishment. Again differences

are marginal and not always even in the direction that was

anticipated.

On the question of table manners parents of both the

Regulated and Unregulated take their enforcement with equal

seriousness, most of them giving some training but feeling
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that it is or importance, particularly when they visit

relations or go out to a restaurant for a meal. (i.>17> IB),

A few more of the Regulated were apt to put some

pressure on their children to become dry at night but on

this question as on the item on the mothers' concern there

was no significant difference. (D19).

hen asked how they dealt with their children's lies,

destructiveness and temper (D20, 21, 22) fewer replied that

they smacked than paid little attention or took other action.

As between the Regulated and Unregulated the tendency to

smack was lore marked amongst the Unregulated in the ease of

lying but amongst the Regulated in the case of showing

temper. On iestructiveness the two groups' parents were

all but identical in response.

v. hen their children got into scrapes of one kind or

anotiier the aegulated and Unregulated children's parents

reacted similarly, relatively few being either uncaring or

philosophical. (D23).

Most mothers gave reasons (D24), though not consistently

for forbidding their children certain activities. Some of

the reasons were imaginative to say the least but were

clearly part of traditional folklore. No differences were

observed between the parents of the Unregulated and Regulated

on this item.

3# Parental Attitudes to their Disciplinary Powers.

Here parental attitudes to their own ability to enforce

certaii behaviour have been examined.

Most parents when asked wliat means they found most

effective for controlling their children ( a question



introduced into the interview schedule after 10 interviews

had already taken place) replied smacking, keeping in or

depriving of sweets or television. However 14 of the 46

found it "better not to escalate their demands into confron¬

tation hut to ask the child reasonably to comply. No

differences were found between the responses of the mothers

of the Unregulated and Regulated children. (D25).

Slightly fewer of the Unregulated children's parents

were pleased with the way in which they dealt with discip¬

line (026), a number mentioned their irritability and

tendency to be querulous or strident. Mothers tended to

see themselves as more quick tempered than their husbands

(D27)t relatively few putting this down to the fact that

they were with young children for a large part of the day

and that this in itself may lead to irritability* No

differences were obtained between the parents of the

Unregulated and Regulated.

Somewhat more of the Regulated children's mothers

showed no anxiety over their children (1)28) or indeed over

life in general, thougn they had not seen themselves as

particularly equable (D27). Anxiety was often expressed

over the difficulty of looking after children in high flats.

Mothers did not feel they could keep the children in,

particularly once they had started school, but once they

were down at ground level they could no longer effectively

exercise any control. Some mothers during the course of

the interview from time to time wouLd leap to their feet and

go to the window to scan the forecourt below for their

children. The presence of the Y«ater of Leith was a further
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anxiety for some flat dwellers. Children so quickly-

wandered from the immediate vicinity of the buildings and

were upon the water before either they ox their parents had

realised. Children were riot allowed to congregate in the

linking open-air passageways, no doubt because they could

easily climb up on the balustrades and fall over onto the

concrete below. Nevertheless much of the social life of

the pre-School children took place in these passages.

One of the few items to show a near-significant

difference between parental groups concerned parental

agreement over discipline. This was greater amongst the

parents of the Regulated children (D30), with a tendency

for the fathers of the Unregulated children to be harsher

(D31) than the mothers.

Very few mothei»s left punishments to tlxeii husbands

(D32), whether Regulated or Unregulated children were to

receive them.

Although on the questions of favouritism (introduced

late into the schedule) mothers tended to view their

children with equal affection (no differences emerged

between the mothers of the Regulated and Unregulated child¬

ren, ) the fathers were more apt to choose their Regulated

sons as their favourites. This difference fell slightly

short of the .05 level of significance. (I>33 and 34). On

the whole, however, no differences were observable between

the fathers of the Regulated and Unregulated in their

attitudes to their children as the mothers assessed them.

Most were attaclied and fairly strict, though a considerable

number were indulgent and loving (i>35). Indeed, fathers
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gave a considerable amount of time and attention to their

children (B37)» rather more than the mothers (036), who

were often caught up in the daily chores to the extent that

they were present but not actively engaged in their child¬

ren's play. No differences existed between the two groups

of mothers or fathers. From the series of items on

parental attitudes emerges a pattern for the mothers of the

Regulated children. There is greater suretiess in caring

for their children which is supported by their more frequent

use of reasoning, their lesser anxiety and their greater

harmony with their husband on disciplinary matters.

E. Reading

The questions on the children tiiemselves in this

section once again, as on the section concerning their

general behaviour, show significant differences whereas

those related to the parents do not.

The children with high Trofile scores show more inte¬

rest in reading and books (El), but it is the children who

are both Regulated and high scorers on the Profiles who are

most apt to apply themselves to working out words on their

own, thus indicating their capacity to persist at a

difficult task. (E2).

Over half the children were read to at least occa¬

sionally, (E3) either by their parents or by siblings.

This did not approach the ritual reading at bedtime prac¬

tised by many middle-class mothers. More often it was

reading to the child at his request, and reading of comics

or annuals. Some mothers, those best educated, deliberately

chose "educational" books and read these daily, but reading
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to the children was 011 the whole a relatively haphazard

affair.

.'.others who read themselves (~4), usually read 00 send

themselves to sleep. However, one woman was politically

active and read political biographies though her education

had been brief and her husband disapproving of intellectual

accompli sliment.

alf of the parents belonged to libraries, but some did

not use them, or only used them for their own purposes (a5)»

The schools themselves often lent books to this age of

children and so the impulse to join libraries for the chil¬

dren's sake was not strong.

eleven of the parents questioned (L7) liad problems

with reading either in the case of the mother or father.

1 owever these problems were no more apparent in the families

of the Unregulated or the Low Profile scorers than in the

families of the Aegulated or High Profile scorers.

Although the differences between the groups were not

significant on the question of the child's liking for school

there was a tendency for the High scorers on the Profiles to

be more enthusiastic.

bloCUaSION.

The presentation of the results of the Interviews and

the correlations of parental and teachers' views of the

children's behaviour (Appendix 19) make it apparent that

there is sufficient agreement on control and inhibition

whether it relates to general activity or difficult and

antisocial behaviour for acceptance that the group of

Unregulated children form a genuine contrast with the



Regulated. The correlations between teacher and parent

assessments, usually in the region of .25 to .35 for uisin-

hibition and distractibility but more variable for anti¬

social behaviour, are very similar to those found by Yarrow,

Campbell and Burton (1968) in a comparison of parent-teacher

judgements. bears, Rau and Alpert (1965) also found

correlations of a similar order between home and school

observations and reports. This level of agreement is

enough to suggest the reality of a personality dimension but

also enough to show that much of the expression of persona¬

lity is situationally dependent.

Brief inquiries into the developmental history of the

children showed there to be little difference between the two

groups, but where any difference at all existed, this tended

to favour the Regulated and thus supported the develox>mental

findings from the teachers' questionnaix-es and the Leading

Readiness Profiles. The inquiries were far from exhaustive.

It is possible that greater differences might have emerged if

the type of inquiry conducted by liutter et al (1970) had been

carried out, with its medical questionnaire and examination.

Organic differences however, between the normally active and

hyperactive are elusive. It is to be expected tliat when

the children under discussion are rarely extreme in their

disinhibition developmental differences with their organic

connotations would be even more difficult to obtain.

It has been extremely difficult to ti'ace any kind of

parental behaviour through the technique of the interview

that would be sufficient to account for differences in the

children's behaviour. The parents of the Regulated children

barely differ from those of the Unregulated in occupation or
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in disposable income. There is some slight indication that

the parents of the Unregulated are a little better off as

expressed in the greater number who have both cars and

telephones. However, both groups are equally distributed

between home owners and home lessees.

On the issues of eating and manners, elimination, and

the management of bedtime the families of the Regulated and

Unregulated did not differ in the way in which they

approached setting up rules for their children's behaviour.

There was an impression, no more, that the parents of the

Regulated children were a little less exacting than those of

the Unregulated in these matters. On the other hand when

the questions of supervision were under discussion the

balance tipped very slightly in the opposite direction, with

the mothers of the Regulated children showing a greater

tendency to insist on care over traffic and playing within

earshot or sight of an adult in authority. Harriett Viilson

(1975) Has pointed out that in slum conditions what

differentiates the children who become delinquent from those

who do not is the degree and quality of supervision. In

some of the children who already showed signs of potential

delinquency though few lived in slum conditions the super¬

vision of the mothers was inadequate. The relative

amenability of the Regulated children and their lesser

recklessness was likely to preserve them from danger us well

as the fact that more of the mothers kept them close to the

house. Fewer of the mothers of the Regulated children

worked. This may have contributed to their greater tendency

to keep a close eye 011 the children. Those who worked were
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in nearly every case at home when their children arrived

home from school or arrived later to remove them from the

care of a nearby relative, but they may conceivably have

been less inclined to exert themselves to keep watch over

their children or alternatively keep them in and play with

them. These mothers must have been sorely fatigued after

completing their own domestic chores and cleaning for

others in homes and offices.

The reactions of the others to their children's

troublesome behaviour showed no significant differences

nor consistent trends as between the Kegulated and

Unregulated. Where reasoning as a form of control might

be expected to be more often used and considered the most

effective form of control for the regulated this was not

the case. Although they were regarded as more obedient

children and, furthermore, were more intelligent in terms

of their Columbia Mental Maturity Scale scores they were

no more likely to be "asked nicely" than were the

Unregulated. This particular finding raises some doubts

as to how much parents todify their disciplinary practices

according to the temperament of the child. However, in

this particular social milieu the use of "leathering",

depriving and keeping in was so customary as to make other

procedures seem almost eccentric.

When attitudes to their own strictness and discipline

were considered the parents again differed as individuals,

but did not fall into patterns of behaviour which revealed

group differences. There were signs that the parents of

the kegulated children were more often satisfied with their



disciplinary methods and that husbands and wives were more

often in agreement on these matters. These signs hint at

greater harmony in the household, but there is no other

evidence to support such an interpretation.

Parents generally gave a considerable amount of time

to their children. This was particularly marked amongst

the fathers who took out their sons to play football and

to the park and spent some time every day in rough and

tumble games. This form of active game was almost univer¬

sal, omitted only by the few fathers who were elderly or

who had injured backs or whose hours of work were unsuitable

for spending time with the children. Fathers involved

themselves in homework, reading to the children and in man

to man discussions, which were a source of pleasure to both.

Again differences were not marked except in the case of the

number of the iiegulated children who were their father's

favourite. The fact that a boy is the favourite of his

father may be of great importance to his ability to learn

controlled social beiiaviour, if this is what his father

models. Likewise being the unfavoured child may have

significant effects on his response to the parental model.

Lven when reading was the topic of discussion with the

parents, little or no difference appeared between those

whose sons were unregulated and those whose sons were

regulated. As before, the differences seemed more marked

amongst the children than between the parents of the two

groups.

At the end of fifty-six interviews the only clear

pattern to emerge was of the differences of behaviour in



the Unregulated and Regulated, acknowledged hy x>arents as

well as teachers. Differences in child-rearing practices

were so meagre as to justify Yarrow et al's observation

(1968) that the search continues for the "specific

conditions in a child's cumulative experience with his

parents that evoke strengthen or modify his behaviour".

The few results which suggested any kind of trend indicated

somewhat warmer and more relaxed relationships between the

parents of the Regulated and their children than between

the parents of the Unregulated and their sons, though their

greater emphasis on the children's safety distinguished the

mothers of the Regulated.

The finding that differences between parents'

upbringing practices were very much less tlian differences

between the children would support the contention that

unregulated behaviour is more a temperamental quality or a

product of developmental delays than it is a product of

child rearing practices were it not for the results of the

Parent-Child Inquiry form completed by the Infant Mi st¬

resses. This showed the Unregulated children of the

Interview group to be living under poorer parental treat¬

ment and discipline than the Regulated (Appendix 17» Tables

1 and 2). Three possible conclusions can be drawn:- a)

that the interview questions are not subtle enough to

determine the aspects of interaction in the family which

lead to Infant Teachers' judgements that the children are

poorly disciplined; b) that parents have succeeded in

diverting the interviewer from the truth, or c) that the

Infant Mistresses are mistaken and making inferences about
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parental discipline from the behaviour of the children.

This, rather than "being caused by generally faulty

discipline may be the result of a difficult temperament,

low intelligence and parental care which is inadequate for

dealing with this type of child.

No satisfactory answer can be made to the first

criticism. It is possible, indeed probable, that

inessentials were studied, and those inadequately. As to

the second consideration, that parents liave succumbed to

the effects of social desirability in their replies, there

is the fact that in discussion of their children, in whom

they have almost as much personal investment as in them¬

selves, since at this age children are perceived as

extensions of their parents, they have given replies tiiat

have led to distinct group differences. These differences

were consistently to the disadvantage of the Unregulated

group. This sort of result would argue for a reasonable

degree of frankness in the parents. Moreover, individual

differences were considerable. It was only group diffe¬

rences that did not appear. However, interviews are some¬

thing of a blunt instrument for subtleties or behaviour

which even the parents do not perceive in their own handling

of the children. To assess oneself as strict, rigid or

permissive is, of course, to be highly subjective. hven

to detail the daily events may be to colour them favourably,

consciously or not. More intensive observation of the

details of interaction is required to resolve these problems.

Finally have the Infant Mistresses been misled by the

children's behaviour into making unjustified inferences
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about the parents' overall disciplinary failure? Certainly

the Unregulated children have been admitted by their parents

to be more disobedient, inattentive, active, naughty,

destructive, untruthful, quarrelsome and prone to bad

temper than the egulated, although the parental practices

examined have not shown marked differences. This suggests

that the Unregulated children provide a problem that these

parents have nor the resources to cope with. More of the

mothers have admitted to feeling anxious about this child,

more liave confessed that they a e not happy with the control

they exercise over him and a number liave pointed out how

different this child is from others in the family. This

would suggest tiiat it is not the generally poor discipline

of the parents which is at fault, but rather their discipline

with respect to this specific child. However, in support

of the view that the parents generally lacked concern is the

fact that troublesome behaviour was reported in a greater

number of the siblings of the Unregulated than of the

Regulated children. Forty x*er cent of the Unregulated

children had siblings who were troublesome either at home or

at school and 21.4 per cent of the Regulated were in such a

situation. This finding (though non-significant) makes it

seem likely that the interviews have not elicited strongly

enough, differences in parental attitudes and practices that

are important in the production and prolongation of unregu¬

lated and antisocial behaviour.

The Newson's (197&) have recently stressed the part

that 'strong predispositions in the child which are not

easily shaped or manipulated by external cultural forces"
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have to play in determining amenability, emotional stability

and temperamental aggression'. They hesitate as yet to

answer the "cliicken-or-egg question: has the child always

been like this, at least to some extent, or las Ms

upbringing imposed the pattern upon him?" Nevertheless,

they liave Irawn attention in tliis recent survey to the

difficulty experienced by the parents in coping with highly

strung and aggressive cliildien. The amenability of these

two types of child was very much less than that of the more

stable and unagressive. Where their study emx>hasised the

'temperamentally aggressive' and the highly strung child,

this study has looked at the disinhibited and antisocial.

The difficulty experienced in this study of determining the

degree to which the children's predispositions contribute

to their difficulties at school and at home and the degree

to which their home environment contributes is to be expec¬

ted when the very much larger longitudinal study of the

Newsons has no ready answers.

These interviews have not been able to throw useful

light on the relationship of unregulated behaviour to anti¬

social conduct. The occasional statement which has stressed

the difficulty of raising a particular unregulated child has

suggested that interactions may often be more negative (see

Stevens-Long, 1973)» hut has not supported the view that they

are very much more punitive. The Infant Mistresses' reports

on parental behaviour make it clear that they perceive the

X>arents as x>roviding poor disciiiline and x>oor models and, in

some cases, sufficient cause for anxiety to account for the

inattention in class which accompanies the antisocial conduct
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resulting from the inadequate disciplinary practices and

modelling of the parents.

In conclusion it must be said that the results obtained

in the interviews would not conflict with the suggestion

made in earlier chapters that the paths to unregulated

behaviour may differ. In some cases, children are tempera¬

mentally disposed to overactivity and inconsequential

behaviour, in others this sort of behaviour may be consequent

upon developmental aberrations due to the physiological

effects of difficult pregnancies and early post natal

complicat ons and in other cases the children's behaviour may

be the result of reactions to their own difficulties in

managing the world about them. These reactions may be to

their own limited conceptual abilities and the problems

limited ability brings or to the anxieties created by

erratic parental control and disturbed family life. For

anyone who has observed loving, upright, conscientious and

consistent mothers of two children who are almost

diametrically opposed in day to day conduct, one charming,

eager, a good reader, cautious and conforming, the other

also charming, but a poor reader, aggressive, reckless to the

point of daily danger and obedient only for the moment

following the instruction, an exclusive emphasis on parental

child rearing practices as the single shaping force of the

child's behaviour blatantly ignores the individual

characteristics of the child himself.



SUMMARY 0, ,,l„LR CitTRlXah , .it ■ .,.R,.VIA., L\f^„'/LVlS.

1. More of tlie Unregulated children were found to have

experienced developmental difficulties and adverse circum¬

stances surrounding their pre and immediately post natal

environment. These differences between the Unregulated

and the Regulated children were in general not significant,

but were in the expected direction.

2. The Unregulated children were no more likely than the

Regulated children to have parents who were impoverished,

though they appeared marginally less well-off. Poverty

found in the interviewed families could not explain the

differences in the children's behaviour.

3. There was little evidence to show that Unregulated

behaviour was a product or child rearing practices which

minimise structure and rules for everyday living. The

Unregulated and the Regulated children tended to Live under

ostensibly similar regimes, though a slight indication of

greater (rather than less) rigidity about rules was visible

amongst the parents oi the Unregulated.

4. The parents of the Unregulated and the Antisocial

children were somewhat less likely to be in harmony over

their disciplinary practices, and to show doubts over their

capacity to bring up their children. The mothers of the

Unregulated children were rather more frequently anxious.

An impression of greater security amongst the mothers of

the Unregulated children was obtained, but it was not based

on significant results.

5. Unregulated children were found to involve themselves

in escapades and pranks (often labelled antisocial by adults)
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very much more often than the Regulated children. They

were more likely to wander away from home and less likely

to receive the intensive supervision received by the

Regulated children, whose mothers more often kept them

within earshot or within sight.

6. Unregulated children showed significantly greater

problems of self control with relation to social behaviour,

to attention and to the distribution of their activity.

The differences perceived by their parents between the

Unregulated and the Regulated were so marked, despite only

minor and rarely significant differences obtained with

respect to parental practices, tliat it was suggested that

the children more often generated their problems than the

parents. However, the parents were not shown to be

exceptionally competent at dealing with their Unregulated

children. This emerged from the Infant distresses'

comments on the parents as well as (much less clearly) from

some of the parental statements.

7. There was some suggestion, but not based on signifi¬

cant results, that more of the Unregulated children than of

the Regulated children were treated harshly. Fewer of the

Unregulated were their fathers' favourites and proportion¬

ately more had a sibling who was preferred. These

tendencies for jmnitive and affectionate behaviour to be

differently distributed amongst the Unregulated and

Regulated children give some support for the view that

antisocial behaviour (as well as unregulated behaviour) may

be in part reactive to parental attitudes to tliera.

8. It was not possible to determine the direction of
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effects. Whether the Unregulated child elicited more

punitive responses or more rigid rules from his parents

or eluded supervision more successfully than the Regulated

child could not he decided on this evidence, though the

pattern of responses suggests that Unregulated children

more than the Regulated created problems which the families

had not the resources to solve, thus ensuring the continua¬

tion and jiossihly the increase of tiie ixroblem behaviour.

9. The Regulated High Scorers on the Thackray Profiles of

Reading Readiness were more interested in reading than

children with either Low scores on the Profiles or with

unregulated behaviour. They also showed more persistence

at the task. Parental responses to these children as far

as reading to them or joining libraries fox them was

concerned did not differ. The parents themselves did not

differ in the proportion who had had reading problems. In

general, more differences emerged between the children with

respect to reading abilities tlian between parental practices.
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APPENDIX 21

EARLY READING

School Inquiry
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EARLY READING

School Inquiry

Name of Teacher

bCiiOOl

Length ox .service

Class Size hoys Girls

Reading Schemes in order of use for the first two years

(Please indicate if a speciaL scheme is introduced lor children
who appear to have particular difficulty).

Children receiving extra lielp:-
In the classroom from the teacher

From the Infant Mistress

At what stage is a phonic approach introduced?

(Please underline the statement which applies.)

First half of the first term in Primary One?
Second half of the first terax in Primary One?
Second term in Primary One?
Third term in Primary One?

Primary Two?

Very briefly, how is it introduced?
(Please underline the statement(s) which apply.)

By teaching:
Single letters right through the alphabet before starting

on letter clusters?

Single letters intermingled with digraphs?
Single letters, digraphs and larger letter clusters
intermingled?

Single letters as needed in writing?
.ome other way (jxlease describe)?

At what rate do you tackle the acquisition or new sound-symbol
associations? (e.g. two sounds a week)
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When do you expect most of your class to have mastered

Single letter sound associations? ..

Digraph-sound associations?
Analysis by leiterccluster?

Do you teach phonics
(Please underline the statement which applies)

Mainly as a class lesson?
Mainly to groups?
Mainly to individuals?

Which letters do you tend to start with

Do you listen to the children reading
(Please underline the statement which applies.)

Individually?
In groups of two to four?
In larger groups?

THANK YOU Vi^iLY MUCH FOR YOUR HliLP.

P. McMichael

Moray House College of education
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Scotland emerges from the rational Child Development

Survey ( /avie et al, 1972) with fly ing colours. Davie and

his colleagues report than not only are there more children

who are good readers than in either Viales ox England but

fewer children who are poor readers, this, in spite of the

fact that results of a "copying designs" test, a measure

predictive of reading performance, showed the bcottish
n

children to have fewer "good performers. The copying

designs results were ascribed to the fact that the social

class distribution in Scotland is more heavily weighted

towards the manual working classes, who tend on tuis measure,

as on others, to perform less well. On tais basis, it would

be expected that the bcottish children would also iiave been

at a disadvantage in their reading scores. Far from it.

Not only did they do better tlxan might be expected given

the social class composition of the sample, but they did

better than other regions with a larger proportion of the

upper social classes. Davie examined the arithmetic

scores of Scottish children and did not find that they

showed the same elevation as the reauing scores in relation

to other regions of the U.K. lie and his co-workers also

considered parental attitudes and discovered thai bcottish

parents tend more often to read to their children, even

once their children can read fluently, than do parents in

other parts of the country. They mention the fact that

the jjhonic approach to the teaching of reading is introduced
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earlier and receives more emphasis in Scotland than else¬

where. They therefore suggest that teaching methods and

parental attitudes specifically related to reading in

Scotland iiave led to the superiority of the Scottish

children's performance. They raise the question, though

they can provide no answer to it, of whether Scottish

teachers give a greater emphasis to the attainment of

fluent reading by the age of seven than is commonly the

case in the rest of the U.K.

In this study more children might be expected to

encounter1 difficulties with reading tiian normative data

would suggest since the parents were largely from homes

where the fathers were in manual occupations. Davie et

al write, "It can be estimated ... tliat in an infant

school of 200 children, where 100 come from unskilled

working-class homes and the balance from skilled and semi¬

skilled working-class homes, some forty children in all

are likely to need special educational help within the

school on account of backwardness." The hypothesis that

underlay this part of the project was that the schools

fail to cater for unregulated children with perceptual,

linguistic and inhibitory difficulties, xiius ensuring later

high levels of reading disabilities.

RaSUiiTS

Comparisons of 1're-readlng Skills.

To gain some indication of whether this sample is

indeed handicapped because of its social class composition

a comparison of the results of the standardised distribution

for the Thackray Reading Readiness Profiles (see page ^9)
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with that oi these Scottish hoys lias been made. The

distribution on each Profile follows the normal curve -

7 per cent receiving the highest and 7 per cent the lowest

of the 5 grades. Twenty-four per cent receive a B grade

and a D grade and 38 per cent a C grade,

TABLE ,1. DISTRIBUTION 01 SCORES (percentages) FOR 't libi

TiLACKRAY REnDlNG itEAi'IA^SS AuOEILsS .

A B C D E

Standardisation Sample
for all tests

7 24 38 24 7

Edinburgh Sample -

Vocabulary 2.5 16.7 34.3 35.4 11.1

Auditory Discrimination 3.0 9.1 31.8 27.8 tt • t—

Visual Discrimination 6.1 13.1 32.3 31.8 16.7
Draw Mother 4.5 13.6 35.9 33.3 12.6

Table ,1 shows the extent to which the Edinburgh

sample differs. In every profile the percentage with low

grades is markedly higher than would be expected on the

basis of the Manual's norms. On the Vocabulary Profile

46,5 per cent of the Edinburgh cliildren gain D and e grades

compared to the expected 31 per cent. On the Auditory

Discrimination Profile the proportion with these grades is

even higher - 55.9 per cent. On Visual Discrimination

48.5 per cent receive D and E grades and on the percex>tuo-

inotor test - Draw Mother - again the low scoring proportion

is high - 45.9 per cent. This may, perhaps, be related to

the fact that social class affects both perception and

motor control. Davie et al (1972) found teachers more

frequently rated children from manual working-class homes

"certainly clumsy" than those from non-manual homes, as well
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as finding that "copying designs" scores showed social

class efl ects.

The discrepancy between the proportions receiving an

average grade of C in the Edinburgh sample and the norma¬

tive sample is relatively less. The differences are to

be found in the greater percentage with low scores and the

lesser percentage with high scores amongst the Edinburgh

children.

This table establishes that the Edinburgh children

soon after they enter school are somewhat at a disadvantage

compared to national norms. These norms, of course,

include children of all social classes.

The Thackrays have not made available social class

analyses of their Profiles and it is not therefore possible

to assess whether these children from inner city and urban

estate schools are essentially similar in their performance

to national norms for tliis type of school. However, it

would appear that whatever interest Scottish parents, in

general, take in reading to their children it has not

affected these scores on Reading Readiness Tests.

Comparison of Reading Test Performance

A comparison of the Edinburgh children's scores on the

Southgate Word belection Tests (see page los) with those

obtained by the children of the National Child Development

Study reveals that they come very close to these national

norms for seven year olds, though their average age is

three months younger.



TABLE 21, 2. A COMPARISON OF SCORES ON Tila SOUTHC-nTr. .PUD

■■•ECOGNITI0N IVSTS 01' IKiYh PROM Tile NATIONAn CHILD DEVELOP¬

MENT STUDY AN J FROM EDINBURGH

Southgate Reading Test Scores.
National Child

heading
Scores

Development
Study

Edi nbur gh
and of Prim. 1

Edinburgh
End of Prim.

n % n qf n %
0-3 26 0.8 10 5.5 0 -

4-6 68 2.0 26 14.2 3 1.8

7 - 9 170 4.9 33 18.0 8 4. 8
10 - 12 205 6.0 36 19.7 14 8.4

13 - 15 250 7.3 17 9.3 16 9.6
16 - 18 256 7.4 20 10.9 10 6.0

19 - 21 317 9.2 16 8.7 18 10.8

22 - 24 380 11.1 14 7.7 17 10.2

25 - 27 56/, I6.4 7 3.8 32 19.2

0C\1COCM 1202 35.0 4 2.2 49 29.3

Total
Tested 3438 100.0 133 100.0 167 100.0

there 13.7 percent of the children in the National

Study score between O and 12 at the age of 7, 15 per cent

of the Edinburgh children with an average age of 6 years

9 months receive similar scores. The proportions for

higher scores are again roughly equal between the two

simples. It would appear that these children, though at

an initial disadvantage as judged by the Thackray Profiles,

are able to establish an equality with national norms after

two years at school. This must largely be ascribed to the

schools' inf'Luence whether it is directly on the child

himself via specific teaching methods, or whether it is

indirect and exerted through instruction and advice given

to the parents on how to help their children.
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A further comparison can be made with Clark's (1970)

Dunbartonshire finding that 15 per cent of the chiildren in

the county were without any independent reading skill by

the time they were seven. These children were regarded

as at risk. By the time the severely backward who were

also of average intelligence had reached the age of nine,

one per cent were two years behind what would have been

expected on the basis of their age and intelligence,

lost of these were boys. A similar result might be

exx>ected amongst the Edinburgh children.

Southgate (1958) also reports normative data (Table

XX 3). A comparison of the Edinburgh results with those

for the standardisation sample age 6 years 9 months,

indicates that the Scottish children whose age ranges from

6 years 4 months to 7 years 4 months compare very favour¬

ably with children whose age was equivalent to the mean of

the Edinburgh group.

TaBJLiE 12 . 3. a COMPARISON OF MEAN'S AX i) STAN DAA ) DEVIATIONS

F0-:, TIL., STANDARDISATION SAMH«E OF Tsia sOUTHG.-.lE T.UKD

RECOGNITION T&STS AND FOR Tib, E JIN BURGH AMPLE

S. d.

9.89

7.09

Chronological Age Form A Form C
Median Mean s.d. Median Mean

Standardisation Sample 17 16.67 8.7 18 17.02
6 years 9 months

Edinburgh Sample Time 1 11.46 12.78 6.72
5 years 9 months

Edinburgh Sample Time 2 24.1 21.8
6 years 9 months

J-Sit £ ifs as -55 IS

The results for the Sentence Completion test (South-

gate, 1962) designed for children of between 7 and 7 years

9 months show the Edinburgh boys to be less advanced than

the rather older normative group.
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TABLE ^2.4. A COMPAHIbON OF M^ANS. MLDlANb ANl> STANDARD

DBVTA'f IONS PP : THE ST, NDAI1DTSA'I'TON SA 'I'hE ON TIL, SCUTHOATE

SuM^NC-a COMPLETION Tu.b i AND FOE TIL. juDINEUi.GH SAMPLE.

Chronological age Median Mean s. d.
Standardisation Sample (Boys) 7 14.54 13.^9

7 years to 7 yrs. 9 mths.

Edinburgh Sample
Average age 6 yrs. 9 mths. 5.69 9.93 11.05
range 6 yrs. 4 mths. to
7 yrs. 4 mths.

X *33 =S 2i as 33*3 32 35 IS m* :£ 41*

Considerable emphasis lias been given to the question

of age. However, within the year group of the Edinburgh

boys the relationship of age to scores on the Southgate

tests was very low indeed. (Table 3.2,5). These results

would suggest that it is not so much age which is important

to the performance of this sample but rather the amount of

tuition received. Higher correlations obtain between

attendance and test scores than between age and test scores.

But, attention should be drawn to the fact that attendance

itself minors home circumstances and attitudes which may

militate against good reading performance whether the child

attends school or not. The child who is frequently absent

may be frequently ill, may not have parents who think going

to school at five, or indeed at any time, a matter of

importance or may be clinging and over-protective. None

of these conditions facilitate a child's school adaptation

and success. confirmation of this view is obtained from

the correlation (r = 0.24) between the Heading Readiness

Profiles composite score and attendance. This correlation

of skills acquired before entering school (and in the first

weeks of school) with attendance for the whole of the first
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year is very little different from that for the year's
attendance and the reading test which came at the end of

the year.

TABLE 21, t>. CO KUELAT IONS OP SOUTHGATE TESTS WITH / GS (in

months) AN.J ATTENDANCE.

Southgate Sentence
Southgate Word Selection Tests Completion Test
Form A Form C Form B

End of Primary One and of Primary Two End of Primary Two
n = 183 n = 167 n = 167

Age Attendance Age Attendance Age Attendance
r = 0.09 r = 0.25 r = 0.13 r = 0.29 r = 0.07 r s 0,19

n, s. p = 0.001 p = 0.04- p = 0.001 n. s. p = 0.01

49 *********St***

Aesults by School Classes on I're-readina and Leading rests

Cane and Smithers (1971) have made it quite clear that

the teacher has the largest part to play in the performance

of the children, and that it is her management of the

learning process which is most closely related to children's

progress in reading. Seventeen classes were tested on

three occasions - first on the Profiles, then on the South-

gate Tests at Time 2 (End of Primary 1) and Time 3 0-nd of

Primary 2). The table overleaf (Tabled.6) shows the

scores derived from all the Thackray Profiles combined (see

page i'5) for each of the classes and then the results of

the two administrations of the Southgate tests.

The first three teachers in the Ji st have produced

outstanding results, given that the children in Classes 1

and 2 performed slightly below the mean on the Profiles and

in Class 3 somewhat above the mean. At all stages classes

3 and 11 have attained very good results, whether at Time 2

and Time 3 on the Word Selection Tests or at Time 3 011 the



TABLE 32.6. UK/'.PINC I^AIjlNiuSb IMPING TK; T SCOUES
AN'ALYSi.'<> 1>Y CLASs - BOY., ONnY.

No. in
Class at

Combined
Profiles
Time 1

Southgate
Word
Selection
Time 2

Southgate
Word
Selection
Time 3

Southgate
Sentence

Completion
Time 3

Class
1 20(12)*

Mean
9.42

s. d.
3.00

Mean
16.09

s.d.
7.70

Mean

23.50
s. d.
7.01

Mean
12.30

s. d.
11.56

2 21(12) 9.83 2.98 16.91 7.02 24.55 6.92 16.91 14.07

3 29(11) 11.09 3.02 18.8 4.37 26.71 2.93 19.86 10.97

4 30(14) 11.43 2.47 12.50 6.67 19.89 6.79 7.56 11.45

5 20(9) 10.67 3.04 10.86 6.15 24.29 7.37 11.86 8.26
6 21(8) 11.13 1.96 8.43 3.60 21.33 5.13 8.00 4.76

7 22(13) 10.08 2.57 12.08 5.24 21.31 7.06 8.00 10.49

8 22(12) 10. 00 2.45 9.09 3.96 22.82 5.67 6.09 5.86
9 27(14) 9.71 3.45 10.15 6.72 17.23 7.94 5.31 10.47

10 3K14) 10.43 2.77 11.46 4.10 17.64 8.51 6.82 8.77

11 27(10) 12.40 4.09 18.44 4.59 25.63 6.05 16.00 11.12

12 20(9) 11.67 2.87 13.89 8.67 24.00 6.25 11.22 11.52

13 32(15) 9.27 3.69 12.93 7.12 21.62 6.73 IO.46 13.41

14 30(16) 10.63 4.08 12.13 7.70 21.33 8.71 10.53 11.72

15 3KH) 7.93 2.09 9.93 6.38 19.46 6.63 4.08 7.14

16 21(7) 9.43 2.37 12.57 8.38 23.67 5.54 11.50 14.10

17 21(8) 9.00 2.07 11.67 5.72 22.00 7.00 10.40 13.09

Analysis of
Variance

F values 1.54 n. s. 2.36 p <,01 1.41 n. s. 1.48 n. s.

Overall
results

Means and
s. d.'s 10.19 3.08 12.78 7.70 21.81 7.09 9.93 11.05

* Figures in brackets indicate the number of boys in the class.



very difficult Sentence Completion Test. The first two

classes and class 11 were located in inner city schools

which had more than their fair share of families with

severe problems. The third class was drawn from the one

school which included a number of children of non-manual

parents. All four classes were taught by experienced and

very purposeful teachers. Most of the other classes

performed as might be expected from the evidence of their

initial scores on the Profiles, with the exception of 4.,

6, 9 and 10, where the results were somewhat worse than

might have been predicted. Although there was no signi¬

ficant difference between the classes on the Tliackray

Profiles, by the end of the first year on the Southgate

Viord Selection test differences between the classes had

been established, in spite of the fact that the range of

the scores was considerable. Though the range of scores

remained wide at the end of the second year on Form C of

the Viord Selection Test from a mean of 17*23 (Class 9) to

one of 26.71 (Class 3) the differences between the class

means were not significant. This may partly have been

accounted for by the fact that the better readers did not

have much scope at the difficult end of the test for estab¬

lishing a wide gap between themselves and the less compe¬

tent. A similarly non-significant difference between

classes occurred on the Sentence Completion Test. This

time the problem in establishing significant differences

lay in the fact that a large proportion of the sample

(25*7 per cent) returned zero scores because of stringent

checking to determine whether the children who load earlier
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gained Low to moderate scores could in fact road the

sentences and fill in the spaces with tlie appropriate words.

The checking served to eliminate chance scoring amongst

these children. In consequence, the test results are

skewed in such a way as to alter correlations and increase

standard deviations.

TheRelationship of Deviance and Reading Progress.

Observations have frequently been made of the rela¬

tionship between disturbed or maladjusted behaviour in the

classroom and lowered school performance (Rutter et al,

1970; Pavie et al, 1972). The corielations between

deviant behaviour as assessed by teachers on the Children's

Behaviour questionnaire (Rutter, 1967) and scores on the

Southgate tests confirm these earlier findings for this

sample. Total deviance score in the following list of

correlations refers to the score derived from all the items

on the Children's Behaviour questionnaire.

Total Deviance Score with Soutiigate Word Selection Test -

End of Primary 1 r = -0.54

Total Deviance Score with Southgate Word Selection Test -

End of Primary 2 r = -0.51

Total Deviance Score with Soutligate Sentence Completion
Test - End of Primary 2 r = -0.37.

By means of the Children's Behaviour questionnaire

the children in all the classes were categorised as Anti¬

social, Neurotic or Stable. Where a class was found to

have fewer than 70 per cent ol its boys in the stable

category it was selected (somewhat crudely) as under undue

stress. The mean scores of these classes on the Thackray

Profiles and the Southgate Tests were examined in order to
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select those classes which had obtained means at least one-

quarter the total sample's s.d. below the total sample mean.

both cut-off points were arbitrary but allowed a uniform

selection of classes which exhibited difficulties in

behaviour and in early reading skills. A comparison of

the results of this procedure highlights the relationship

of deviance in the classroom to that class's performance.

TAB.Lb 3-2.7. THE RELATIONSHIP OF TEACHER ASSESSED DEVTAN'Ch TO

PERFORMANCE ON Tlh THACKkAY PROFILES AM) SOUTHGATb rtOBD

SELi-Cl I a TESTS.

End of
School Entry End of Primary One Primary Two
Class No.45 Class No.* Class No.4

Cj g sod
Classes 5 13 U 15 16 17 567-9 15 16 17 - 5 9 10 15
Low

Performing
Classes ~ - 13 - 15 16 17 5 6 - 8 9 15 - 17 4 - 9 10 15

At school entry the agreement between class deviance

and low class mean exists in 4 of the 6 cases (13» 15» 16

and 17). At the end of Primary One the agreement obtains

in 5 of the 8 classes (5, 6, 9» 15 and 17) and at the end

of Primary Two 3 of the 5 classes (9» 10 and 15). These

results would lead us to suppose, what teachers frequently

comment upon, that not only do children tend to be doubly

handicapped but that the classes themselves may suffer as

a whole from the situation. However, without examining

the Profile scores and subsequent performance on the

Southgate Tests of the children who were stable yet in the

See first column in Table 22.6.
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stressed, classes, we cannot assume that they were adversely

influenced by the iiigh proportion of deviant boys,

Borne doubt may be cast upon these results because of

the possibility that the teacher's perception of the ciiild's

reading ability and of his behaviour will be interdependent.

This possibility was examined by comparing the results of

correlations between tlie Southgate Test and the teachers'

estimates of reading ability with and without puitialling

out deviance scores on the Children's Behaviour Question¬

naire,

With total deviance
score partialled out

Southgate Word Selec¬
tion Test with
Teacher's fcstimate ""
Time 2. Knd of Prim. 1 r = O.67 r = 0.57

Southgate Word Selec¬
tion Test with
Teacher's estimate -

Time 3. End of Prim. 2 r = 0.75 r = O.68
Southgate Sentence
Completion Test with
Teacher's estimate -

Time 3« i-hd of Prim. 2 r = 0.69 r = 0.64.

These correlations ^vould seem to indicate that the

teacher's perceptions of reading and of behaviour are

independent of one another since none of the differences

between the associations with the total deviance score

included and with it taken into account were significant.

Thus associations found between assessments of deviance

and classroom performance on standardised tests appear to

represent a school reality, not a factitious construction

dependent 011 halo effects and expectations.
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Teaching Methods.

Class teachers were asked to fill in a form on their

teaching of reading (see Appendix 2t). The emphasis was

on their approach to phonics, since it had been this aspect

of reading tliat Davie et al (1972) had mentioned as a

possible explanation of the better reading of Scottish

seven year olds than of their bnglish and Welsh counterparts.

The teachers were requested to give a rough date for

their starting to teach phonographic associations and also

to underline statements describing methods by which these

associations had been taught. These questions covered the

rate at which new sound-symbol relationships were taught,

the particular letters with which the process began, the

speed with which mastery was expected and the si*:e of the

groups with which the teacher tackled various aspects of

reading.

No one reading scheme was in use amongst the various

classes. In some cases a teacher would use more than one

scheme, moving from one book at the same apparent level to

another. This presents difficulties to some children as

the sight vocabulary mastered progressively in one scheme

almost certainly does not transfer to another- scheme

( iuigley, 1973)* The headers were by no means all recent

productions. The following schemes were in use:



TABLb 11. 3. REAiJ] NG 3C1LASLS

Scheme

Link Up
Janet and Jolm

Through the
Rainbow

Ladybird Key Lord
Reading Scheme

Time for Reading

Happy Trio

Laugh and Learn

Happy Venture

Ready to Read

bate Author(s)

1973 J.F. Keid and J. Low

19-49 M. O'Donnell,
ii. Munro and
M. Warwick

1965 L. 8. Bradbum

1964 Vv. Murray and
R. Ay ton

1967 C. Obriat

1956 vv.s. Gray, M. Monroe
A. .rtley
M. Arbuthnot, L. Gray

1973 T. Uatt

1959 F.j. Schonell
1966 J. Melser

D. McMillan

No. of
Classes

For
Remedial
Work in

Using it Schools

11 4

2

1

4

2

3

Link Up is more often used tSmn any other scheme, and

at the time of the study was either the sole scheme, combined

with other schemes or used for remedial work in 7 of the 8

schools.

Whichever reading scheme was in use and whatever the

emphasis of the authors, the teachers were, in nearly every

case, heavily engaged in phonic methods from the first few

weeks of the first term of Primary One. Although all of

them cultivated a sight vocabulary, all but one school

began teaching phonics before the end of the second term in

the first year. In fact of the 28 teachers involved in

the study on whom there were data on their approach to

phonics, 18 began teaching the children phonographic

coxrespondences in the first half of the first term.
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TAB.Lt 11,. 9. i'lIOMC APPROACH STARj^D - ^LL IN PRIMAJgy ONL

First half term Second half term Second Term Third Terra
First Terra First Term

18 5 14

The four classes Beginning a formally analytic approach

to reading in the third terra were all in one school where it

was the Infant Mistress's policy to wait for two terms.

This school contained the children who showed greatest

evidence of severe socio-econosoic disadvantages. however,

their relatively late start in phonics in no way impeded

their progress vjs k vis the rest of the sample. (The

classes involved were 16 and 17 on Table 3T-.6).

Since no school at the beginning of the inquiry was

making use of an out and out language experience approach

in which phonographic correspondence might be learned as

part of the individual child's requirements for his own

writing, an inquiry was made of the teachers as to how

exactly they did introduce their phonic teaching.

TA-BLb 11,10. SY STLA IS OF TEACHING PMONOGRAPHIC COkhESPONDhNCES

No. of
System Teachers

1. Single letters through the alphabet
before digraphs or letter clusters 9

2. Single letters accompanied by the
relevant digraphs 4

3. Single letters, digraphs and letter
clusters 3

4. Single letters as needed in writing 7
5. One of the first three systems in

addition to (4) 5

This table reveals that 12 of the teachers are relating

their phonic teaching to the children's writing. Seven of

the teachers work tlirough an additional and supplementary
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programme to make sure that they have covered commonly used

and regularly appearing phonographic relationships hy the

end of the second year in the Infant school in most cases.

It is noteworthy that nine of the teachers are pursuing the

policy of teaching single letters before introducing

digraphs. A further question inquiring whether they had

cultivated a "set for diversity" (Harlow, 1949) might have

revealed whether the children were learning single phonemic

relationships to each letter or whether they were being

introduced to the notion of a set of relationships. My

impression was that early teacliing was heavily dependent on

the assumption that there were regular one-to-one correspon¬

dences between letters and phonemes, an assumption that the

children would rapidly have to discard, but a method

advocated by Downing (1973) and Bannatyne (1975)* I" some

cases teachers had to receive guidance from Infant Mistresses

on the meaning of the questions, since they appeared ignorant

as to the meaning of digraphs and letter clusters and indeed

the implications of the question. Requests for help on this

reveal a disturbing ignorance of the terminology and the

methodology associated with reading research. The recom-

mcndationsof the Bullock Report (1975) had. evidently not

penetrated some schools, or perhaps even colleges of education.

The teachers were asked to estimate at what rate they

introduced new letters to the class. Only six wrote that

they adapted to the ability of the class, the type of

material tliat they were attempting to write or, indeed the

individual child. The teachers in tiiis sample appeared to

set themselves a fairly firm schedule. Almost certainly,
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in the event, they do modify their approach to the

capacities that a class exhibits, hut this was only

infrequently mentioned.

TaBLL 22.11. SPLLD OF INTRODUCING Nth* hiiTT^S AND TilLlK

COMMONLY TAUGIFf PHONLMIC nuUIYALLNTS.

As need arises
Depends on Class Depends on Child from scheme or One a week

writing
1 2 3 4

One or Two a week One at first, Two a week Two or Three
faster after a week
first month.

10

Somewhat over half the teachers were teaching two

phonemes a week once they were thoroughly launched on the

process. This is an interesting result in the light of

Carver's finding (1970) that between the reading ages of

about 6^ to 8 children were able to learn to recognise

phonic elements at an average of one a week. The question

that these teachers' methods pose is whether they are

failing to have an impact on the majority of their children

because they can not perform at a reading age of 6| or over

in their first two terms.

When asked to make their own estinates as to when they

thought most of the children in a class would have mastered

certain phonographic associations the teachers responded

in the manner detailed in Table HQ-.12.
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TABLE 11.12. TIME BY Yt'ilCH PHONOGRAPHIC AS-QCLvl'IONb MASTER. ,D

- TEACHERS' ESTIMATES

Single letter sound associations (No. of teachers' estimates = 25)'

End of End of * End of First
First Term Second Term Third Term six months
Primary 1 Primary 1 Primary 1 Primary 2

1 11 9 4

Digraph-Sound Associations (No. of teachers' estimates = 25 )=

End of End of End of
Second Term End of Term 1 Term 2 End of
Primary 1 Primary 1 Primary 2 Primary 2 Primary 2

3 6 2 2 12

.■malysis b.v Letter Cluster (No. of teachers' estimates = 18)
*

Between
End of End of . Primary 2
Term 1 Term 2 End of and
Primary 2 Primary 2 Primary 2 Primary 3

2 2 7 5

The teachers' estimates of their success in teaching

these phonemic elements to all but a few of their classes

indicate that they are considerably more ambitious, and in

their own eyes more successful, than might be deduced from

Carver's results. It seems at least a possibility tliat

observations of children's progress based on teaching methods

which do not stress early phonic development will lead to the

conclusion that children are incapable of learning at a faster

pace. The results quoted by Davie et al (1972) for Scotland

would suggest that normative statements based on English, or

indeed American, teaching methods, may not apply to Scotland.

Nearly all the teachers expected to have taught the bulk of

the children single letter-sound associations by the end of

the first year at school. By this tine on average they

* Not all the teachers completed the form asking for
this estimate.
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should have had a reading age of 5 years 9 months to match

their average chronological age. By the time they would

be expected to have a reading age of 6§ (i.e. when they

were in fact aged 6|) they would have been in the middle

of their second year. By this time 13 teachers estimated

that their classes would have mastered not only single

letter-sound associations but also digraphs and their

phonemic equivalents. Four teachers thought tliat regu¬

larly encountered letter clusters apart from commonly used

digraphs would have been mastered by most of their classes

at this stage.

These results are, of course, the result of subjective

impression. Teachers' impressions are however a fairly

good guide to the children's actual performance. This is

borne out when we examine the correlations between the

teachers' estimates of a child's reading on the four point

scale included in the Bristol Social Adjustment Guide and

their subsequent performance on the Southgate Heading Tests.

The BSAG's scale is impressionistic:- Classworlc standard.

Heading. Good (4)* average (3) poor (2) cannot read (1)

TABLg 22.13. C0HHELaTIONS OF TnACilhHS' ESTIMATES OF HEADING
PKOCHESS V»IT" 1 SCOHES 0i\ SOUTIIGATE HEADING TeS'T'S.

* Figures in brackets indicate the scale score given
to the estimate.

Southgate Eord Southgate V*ord Southgate Sentence
Selection Test Selection Test Completion Test
End of Prim. 1 End of Prim. 2 End of Prim, 2

Time 1 Estimate

Time 2 estimate

Time 3 Estimate

O.56
0.67

0.56
0. 70

0.75

0.51
0.60

o. 69
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The prediction from the Time 2 estimate to the Time 3

Southgate .»orcl Selection Test is as good as the correlations

between the two Southgate tests of Viord Selection given at

Time 2 and lime 3> r = 0,73*

If this evidence of teachers' ability to make estimations

is any guide to their general accuracy then some credibility

must be given to their statements of when they expect to have

taught most of the children the types of phonographic

associations detailed above.

While the teachers discussed how they taught phonics I

was intrigued to observe the differences in the actual letters

with which they began. I asked them to list the letters that

they introduced at the beginning of their phonics programme.

This was an unstructured question, consequently some teachers

answered with a list of some 10 letters, two with only 1.

The order of frequency with which they were mentioned is

below:-

TABLE 3.2. 14. EARLY INfRODUCTION OF Lgg$jSgg IN PHONIC
TEACHING - FREQUENCY

C-13 0-6 E - 4
A - 12 H - 6 G - 3
0-10 M - 5 N-3
S - 9 P - 5 J - 2 (For Janet and John)
T-0 R - 5 K-l) Mentioned last on lists
1-8 B-4 U-l) of 9 letters.

The letters C, A and S were most frequently mentioned

as the first to be introduced. It can only be surmised

that C is so high on the list because so many Readers begin

their books with the word ,,Come,,, a word which in terms of

phonographic relationships is complex indeed.
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There was no evidence of the teachers having applied

Gibson's (1963) or Dunn-Rankin's (1968) findings on the

confusability of letters to devise programmes which empha¬

sised the distinctive and contrasting features of the

letters. Either they have not encountered these research

papers in the course of their training or they do not wish

to transfer tlie results into teaching methods, or, perhaps,

they know about them but do not know how to incorporate

them into a phonics scheme. The paper by McBride (1974)

suggesting criteria for the selection of the most useful

sound symbol relationships for the learner reader has

likewise appai'ently had little impact. He notes that in

his particular word list (Burroughs, 1956), E occurs more

frequently than any other letter, though with low phonemic

consistency followed by T, L and R which exhibit much

greater consistency. These letters appear with very

varying frequency in the teachers' lists. T is mentioned

by 9 teachers, L by none and R by only 5 as being introduced

early on in their phonics training.

Discussion

At the end of the day, we need to query whether

research results such as those provided by Gibson, Dunn-

.ankin and McBride are of great importance in the classroom.

The evidence produced by these Edinburgh teachers is that

the children, starting from a point of some disadvantage in

relation to a national samjjle manage to catch up in their

first two years at school. As a group they do not remain

at a disadvantage. The teachers teach systematically;

they give a great deal of emphasis to phonics in these first
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years, and some of them are particularly successful. Vie

must, therefore, ask whether a yet more systematic system,

on the lines recommended hy Gibson and Levin (1975) might

be of advantage to the children who do not make the progress

made by their peers, the children who move into the

remedial classes once they are in Primary 3* Would they

have benefited by an approach which gave greater emphasis

to auditory training - of which there was relatively little

observed in these schools - and greater emphasis to the

contrastive features of both letters and phonemes? There

can be no clear cut answer to this until experimental

programmes indicate whether manual working class children

can reach a particular criterion at the age of seven with

no stragglers in the learning process. The reading test

results quoted here linked to school based disturbed

behaviour, apparent from the first few weeks of Primary One,

would suggest that learning for these children will be

hampered by emotional and beiiavioural problems. No doubt

any analysis and consequent simplification of the learning

process will benefit these children, provided motivation is

maintained, but reservations must be expressed as to whether

it is in their interest to move, with their class, at the

fairly rapid pace described above.

Many of the teachers took children individually for

their reading. Indeed the teacher with one of the highest

mean scores, (No. 3 on the list of Table 2.2..6) always gave

individual tuition. Most teachers used individual, group,

and class tuition, tending to give individual attention to

the children who had the greatest difficulties. In classes
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as small as these - none larger than J1 - individual or

small group tuition was common. In spite of the time,

interest and enthusiasm devoted to the teaching of reading

some children after two years were still in considerable

difficulty. However, Table IE. 15 shows that the number

and percentage in the low scoring (backward) group has

dropped between Time 2 and Time 3* On the basis of this

result and the demonstrated improvement over prediction

from the Thackray Profiles a further reduction in the num¬

ber of children who might be considered backward would be

expected at the end of the third year.

TABLE 2-2* IS. SOUTHOA'l'h TESTS Oi „OhD IfoCOGNIlJON: i-'ORM A

(Time 2) AND FORM C (Time 3).

TIME 2 SCORES
End of Primary 1

TIME 3 SCORES
End of Primary 2

1 0-12
Backward

2 13-28
Moderate

3 29-30
Good

Total Number

per cent

Backward
0-6

Number

15

17

0

32

19.2

Moderate
7-19
Number

10

85

12

107

64-. 1

3
Good

20 - 30
Number

0

10

18

28

16.8

Total
Number

25

112

30

167

Per
Cent

15.0

67.1

18.0

100.0

When we look at the fate of the 25 children who began

school with a low level of pre-reading skills and unregulated

in behaviour, the ones, therefore, who might be expected to

have low scores on the Southgate Word Selection Test after

two years at school, we find that a number have left, leaving

only 16 on whom data are available. Of these 16, seven

(43.8 per cent) had scores of 12 or less. Here we have come
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across the children who experience most difficulty in the

normal classroom. Nevertheless, let it he noted that over

half of the children who began doubly handicapped (unregu¬

lated and unready to read) were doing well by the end of

the two years, and tliat eight children who were neitlier

unregulated nor unready to read at school entry later

scored less than 12 on this reading test. (See page I*1"*)
1 cliride (1975) has made it clear in his study of 100

children aged between 8 and 10 years who were having

difficulty in learning to read that they suffered from

marked deficiencies in phonic knowledge. He quotes

correlations of between 0.80 and 0.90 between phonic know¬

ledge and reading age. The fact that these correlations

are so high certainly illuminates specific difficulties

tliese children experience. Their deficiencies cannot be

said to be due however to an absence of phonic teaching, if

we assume that the schools from which McBride's sample was

selected were similar to those from which this study's

sample were chosen. Vie are left with a problem of teaching

children who are often developmentally and behaviourally

immature (de Ilirsch et al, 1966, Iiutter et al, 1970)

techniques of phonic analyses and synthesis which deaiand

accurate scanning of visual displays, on wliich the develop-

mentally retarded do poorly, the analysis and synthesis of

auditory information, the integration of these two inputs

and the retention in memory of the sequence. Vernon (1972)

has pointed out the difficulties in sequential processing

that retarded readers experience. Ultimately most of these

children will learn to read, though perhaps never with
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facility# For them a programme that takes account of

developmental and emotional problems while carefully

structuring a phonic programme, which gives the opportunity

of overlearning while at the same time cultivating

linguistic awareness may have a greater chance of success

tlian one which concentrates solely on increasing phonic

knowledge,

1# The xjerformance of Scottish children on reading tests

has been shown to be better than that of English and Welsh

children in spite of the fact that the social class

composition of the Scottish population is weighted towards

the lower end of the distribution. Low social class is

associated with poor performance on tests of reading and

tests associated with reading ability#

2. The 198 boys of the 8 Edinburgh Primary schools in

their first year at school were tested on the Thackray

heading readiness Profiles and found to perform less well

than the norms would suggest. At the end of their first

two years at school at the average age of 6 years 9 months

they were up to the national reading norms repox-ted by

havie et al (197-4) for seven year olds. Their performance

on Word Selection Tests was better than that for children

of the same age reported by Southgate in her standardisation

data. They did less well in comparison with the standar¬

disation groups on the Sentence Completion Tests but these

were designed for older children and the nearest norms

provided were for children of 7 to 7 years 9 months.

3. Though there were significant differences between

school classes on the Profiles at school entry, by the end
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of the first year, though differences existed on the Reading

tests, they were not significant. This absence of signifi¬

cant differences also applied to the Reading test results at

the end of the second year.

4. Classes with a Iiigh prox>ortion of disturbed children

(as measured on the Children's Behaviour Questionnaire) were

more apt to perform x>oorly on the Reading Tests. The

teachers' assessments of disturbance were not found to be

affected by their percepitions of the children's reading

ability, so an explanation of the results which dex>ends on

teachers' assessments of disturbance being related to their

estimates of reading progress is not tenable.

5. Phonic methods of teaching reading were examined.

Most teachers were launched upon a phonic approach during

the first half of the first term, teaching single letters

through the alphabet before digraxohs or letter clusters.

a very high percentage introduced the class to at least one

new letter every week. The majority expected most of their

classes to have mastered single letter-sound associations by

the end of the second term of Primary One.

6. The manner in which different letters were introduced

to the class was examined. No system based on ease of

discrimination or feature analysis was apparent.

7. Although the teachers liad a structured ax^roach to the

teaching of reading and were relatively clear about their

intentions and acliievements the speed of learning expected

of the class as a whole was felt to be well beyond what the

most vulnerable children could manage. However, a

reduction in the number of children who might be regarded
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as backward readers was noted between the end of Primary

One and the end of Primary Two. A further reduction was

anticipated over the following years in conformity with

Clark's (1970) findings for Dunbartonshire.

8. Of the children who had begun their school lives

both unregulated and ill equipi)ed with pre-reading skills

less than half fell into the group of poor readers. This

was in spite of the fact that they had been considered

high risk with regard to school work. The schools were

considered to have coped fairly well with these vulnerable

children, but a need for their continued surveillance was

expressed.
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